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I. FROM CHILDHOOD IN EUROPE TO AMERICA

When the suggestion was made to write my biographical chapter for
Advances in Virus Research, I did not realize how difficult a task this
would be—where to start, what to say, and what to omit? I decided to
start with my childhood and describe events in my life that inspired me to
become a virologist and that were responsible for my scientific career.

In the summer of 1914, shortly after World War I started and the
Tsarist army approached the family farm located in the village of Soroki
in the eastern part of Austria, my parents escaped to Vienna, the capital of
d by
Inc.

8901
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2 Karl Maramorosch
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. There I was born in 1915. The farm did
not move, but the borders moved many times. The family estate found
itself under no less than seven different regimes: Austria, Poland,
Petlura’s Ukraine, Romania, again Poland, USSR, Nazi Germany, USSR,
and currently Ukrainian Republic.

My father, a graduate of the Vienna Agricultural University, started
Ph.D. studies in Halle/Saal, Germany in 1898 but after 1 year returned
home to manage a 4000 acres estate, Kamionki Wielkie near Kolomyja,
owned by my grandfather. Around 1900, the estate was sold and the
smaller farm, Soroki, was purchased. My father considered himself a
Pole of Jewish creed. My mother, born in Zagreb, Croatia, was an accom-
plished pianist and a linguist, fluent in German, English, French, Italian,
and Serbo-Croatian. My siblings, Alfred, 6 years older, and Karla Bronia,
5 years older, spoke only Polish with my father and only German with my
mother. I grew up into this system, not realizing that it was not usual for
everyone to speak only Polish to one’s father and only German to one’s
mother. I grew up bilingual and only realized this clearly when I left
home and started writing letters to my parents—my thoughts were in
Polish when I addressed my father, and German toward my mother, and
I had to write not one, but two letters during my studies in Warsaw. I was
often asked how my parents spoke to each other. They spoke German
because, despite the great language skills of my mother, she could not
speak Polish without an accent, and it was, unfortunately, customary
in Poland to make fun of everybody who mispronounced Polish
words. My mother used Polish only when she went shopping or when
she spoke with people who helped at home, but never with friends or
visitors.

My third language was Ukrainian, which was spoken by all peasants
in the village where our farm was located. In high school I had 4 years of
Ukrainian and learned the Cyrillic script and some Ukrainian poetry by
Taras Shevchenko and Ivan Franko.

When I was 14 years old, my brother came home for his winter
vacation from Lwow (Lviv), where he was studying medicine. He told
me how his biology professor, Rudolf Weigl, invented a vaccine during
World War I that protected against exanthematous typhus. I was
completely fascinated, hearing how Professor Weigl was giving enemas
to individual body lice. Weigl infected the lice with Rickettsia prowazekii,
inserting glass micropipettes into their anal openings. Afterward he
maintained the inoculated lice on human volunteers for several days.
Subsequently, he removed the intestines from batches of 140 inoculated
lice, crushed the intestines in a tiny glass mortar with a few drops of
formalin, and obtained a single doze of his vaccine. Later I found out
that this was in Europe the only available vaccine against trench fever
until the end of WorldWar II (Szybalski, 1999). The information about the
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currently used vaccine, developed by Harold Cox around 1940/1941, did
not reach Europe during the war because of Pearl Harbor.

My brother’s description of Weigl’s work was spell binding and
I decided then to become a medical researcher and try experiments
similar to those carried out by the developer of the typhus vaccine.

I received my baccalaureate degree at the top of my class and applied
to the same Medical School in Lwow, where my brother had just
graduated. I was not accepted because of ‘‘numerus clausus,’’ as only 10
Jewish students were accepted every year—and I was not among the
lucky ones in 1933. I lost 1 year and remained at home, finishing my
piano studies. I was practicing every day, an average of 8 h, during my
12th year of piano study. By the end of the year, I graduated from the
Music Conservatory but realized that I would not become a famous
concert pianist to compete with Arthur Rubinstein, but, at best, a good
piano teacher. This did not appeal to me and, to the joy of my father,
I decided to follow in his footsteps and study agriculture. In 1934,
I applied to the Warsaw Agriculture University (SGGW) and I was
accepted without difficulty. After 4 years, I received the degree of
Agricultural Engineer (an MS equivalent).

Quoting Harold S. Ginsberg (1999) (Advances in Virus Research 54, p. 1),
‘‘I had the extremely good fortune to be in the right place at the right time,’’
not just once, but several times during the following years. OnMay 24, 1935,
I joined a group of Jewish students of agriculture to visit the oldest Polish
agricultural experiment station, located in Pulawy near Lublin. The very
inexpensive trip to Pulawy was on the deck of an old boat on the Vistula
River. We arrived in early morning and the whole group walked through
the ancient park of the Czartoryski estate toward the station building.
Across came a very nicely dressed girl, with a book in her hand. She paid
no attention to the 20 students but when she passed me at the very end of
the group, she glanced for a fraction of a second at me. Her shiny black
eyes struckme and a colleague noticed the shock that I experienced.He told
me that he saw the same young lady in Warsaw in the company of the
chemistry student who joined our group, and he offered to help me meet
her that afternoon. During the following 3 years I was ‘‘going steady’’ with
Irene Ludwinowska and after I graduated in 1938, we got married.

We returned to the family farm where I worked till September 1939.
On September 1, WorldWar II started and by the middle of September the
western part of Poland was already occupied by the rapidly advancing
Nazi army. On September 17, the Soviet army entered from the east. Our
farmwas 14miles from the Romanian border and less than 200miles from
the Soviet border. My wife and I decided to escape across the nearby
border to Romania. The nearest route was already occupied by Soviet
tanks andwe proceeded to the town Kuty on the Czeremosz River to cross
the bridge linking Poland and Romania. However, the Polish authorities
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prohibited civilians from crossing the bridge, permitting only uniformed
armed forces to flee. We were again lucky. A Polish major, Karol
Krzyzanowski, stopped his car and asked my pretty wife for directions
to the bridge. We offered to guide him and asked to be taken along in his
car, driven by a sergeant. Major Krzyzanowski agreed, and just before the
bridge ordered the sergeant to take the major’s overcoat from the trunk.
After I hastily put it on, the major removed his cap and placed it on my
head. I looked like a rather young Polish major—I was 24 years old. At the
bridge a Polish officer saluted, looked carefully into the car, and dictated
to his companion: ‘‘Twomajors, one sergeant.’’ Then he asked: ‘‘And who
is she?’’ Major Krzyzanowski replied: ‘‘She is my wife. OK, proceed.’’
A moment later we were on the Romanian side in the town of Vishnitza.

Night fell and the endless column of cars moved very slowly through
Romanian villages. Rumors were spreading that all officers and soldiers
will be placed in refugee camps. Shortly before midnight, we noticed
lights in a palatial home on top of a hill. I decided to separate from the
military convoy and tried my luck again. We thanked the major for
helping us and walked up the hill to the lighted home. The daughter of
the owner opened the door and very friendly took us upstairs to a
bedroom, then apologized that practically no food remained in the
house because more than 200 Polish refugees, now sleeping in the barn,
consumed everything during the evening. In the morning, we found out
that the lady mistook us for relatives of her husband, whom she expected
to arrive from Poland. The owner of the estate, Mr. Orenski, a gentlemen
farmer, was a known conductor and composer. The huge living room,
with two grand pianos and chandeliers, made an impression of a Holly-
wood setup. Then we met the charming son, Dr. Stefan Orenski, a micro-
biologist, who later became our close friend. He became one of my
associates after he was able to escape from Romania 20 years later.

Our ‘‘freedom’’ lasted only 2 weeks. Polish civilian refugees were soon
confined to camps, located in several localities far from the border. The
first year we were in the town of Braila on the Danube, followed by
Craiova, where we survived till August 24, 1944, when Romania was
liberated by Marshall Malinowsky’s Third Army and the country came
under Soviet domination. We were able to move to Bucharest and
I enlisted at the university to obtain a Ph.D. degree. In 1946, a few weeks
before my final exam, the US Agricultural Attache helped us to escape
fromRomania to Sweden. There I got a first preference immigration visa to
the United States, as ‘‘skilled agriculturist.’’

We were lucky, having survived the holocaust in refugee camps in
Romania, but my parents and my brother perished, as did my wife’s
parents, her sister, and 127 closest relatives living in the Polish cities of
Warsaw, Pulawy, and Czestochowa, in Vienna, Austria, and in Zagreb,
Croatia.
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In Stockholm, waiting to depart on the Swedish America line’s
old Drotningholm, I worked as volunteer at the Plant Protection Institute.
The Swedish plant virologist Dr. Daniel Lihnell helped me to improve my
rudimentary knowledge of English and one day he gave me the popular
book by Kenneth M. Smith, ‘‘Beyond the Microscope’’ (Penguin Edition).
Reading the story of the discovery of viruses and the current state of
knowledge of their nature was so interesting and stimulating as was,
many years earlier, Paul de Kruif’s ‘‘Microbe Hunters.’’ I decided then
that I would become a virologist in the United States.

A few days after we arrived in New York, my wife was hired by the
New York Public Library, even though her knowledge of English was
very limited and she was unable to complete the form handed her at the
library’s admission office. She started at the world’s largest public library
as a page, but soon advanced, becoming eventually the Head of the
Searching Section in the Preparation Division. Her knowledge of seven
languages, her love of books, and her inherent ability to read extremely
fast were certainly among the assets that were helpful in her career.
Twelve years earlier, at the time we first met, she used to read two
books every day. At first I could not believe that she was actually reading
so fast, comprehending the contents, and remembering all the details.
I tried to examine her, only to find that she actually knew the contents and
remembered all described details of the novels. In those days, speed
reading was not taught in Poland and it became popular in the United
States only after President Kennedy took speed reading instructions in the
White House.
II. BROOKLYN BOTANIC GARDEN

My luck continued when I was hired as technician at the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden. My boss and first mentor was Dr. Lindsay M. Black (Fig. 1), who
had moved from the Rockefeller Institute Branch in Princeton to the
Botanic Garden a year earlier. He hired me to assist in his studies of
plant viruses transmitted by leafhopper vectors. I learned how tomaintain
leafhopper colonies and how to transfer individual leafhoppers to test
plants. Catching the tiny insects and placing them on caged plants took
many hours every day. I figured out how to construct tiny cages andmove
them rapidly from plant to plant, omitting the use of an insect-catching
device. The individual ‘‘leaf cages’’ saved 5–6 h of work every day and
Dr. Black suggested that I describe the method and publish it as sole
author. He corrected my manuscript and polished my Polish–English text
before I submitted it to the Journal of Economic Entomology. There Dr. Poos,
Editor in Chief of the journal, promptly rejected my paper and wrote
a personal letter, stating that entomologists are not interested in keeping



FIGURE 1 Lindsay MacLeod Black. Photo by the author, 1949.
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leafhoppers alive but are interested in destroying the pests. I was shocked
but my mentor consoled me and suggested to resubmit my paper to the
Journal of the New York Entomological Society. It was accepted and pub-
lished in 1951 (Maramo rosch, 1 951a). Twe nty years later , I bec ame Editor
in Chief of the Journal of the New York Entomological Society and remained
in that capacity for a dozen years.

After a few weeks, Dr. Black suggested that I should continue my
doctoral studies at Columbia University, and he gave me time off to take
courses and laboratory sessions. One day he suggested that I should
apply to the American Cancer Society for a predoctoral fellowship that
would pay $200 per month plus tuition at the university. When I read the
application form, I noticed immediately that it specified that the applicant
must be a US citizen. I was less than 1 year in the United States and thus
was at least 4 years from applying for US citizenship. Therefore, I put the
form aside and did nothing about it. A few days later Dr. Black asked me
whether I have filled out the form and when I replied that I could not do
this, he said, with a poker face: ‘‘Karl, I thought that you wanted to
become a scientist, but now I am disappointed.’’ I explained that I could
not fill out the form because it specified that the applicant must be a US
citizen. I was quite surprised when Dr. Black said: ‘‘If you want to be a
scientist, you have to be accurate and logical. Filling out the form is one
thing, while being a US citizen is another. I can help you in filling out the
form. Simply add a first page, calling attention to the fact that you are not
yet a US citizen because you arrived recently, but you expect to become
one in four years.’’ While I did not believe that my application would be



FIGURE 2 Wendell Meredith Stanley. Photo by the author, 1951.
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considered, I followed my mentor’s advice and mailed the application.
On April 15, 1948, Dr. Black called me to his office and informed me that
he had received a phone call from Dr. Wendell M. Stanley (Fig. 2) and that
my application had been approved. Dr. Stanley was at that time a
reviewer of predoctoral applications at the American Cancer Society. He
stated that the formal notification would arrive in a few weeks. I remem-
ber the date because it was again one of the very important, lucky
moments in my life. We postponed having a child while we were in
refugee camps in Romania and, after arriving in the United States, our
financial situation was not conducive to starting a family. But Stanley’s
phone call changed our prospects drastically and precisely 9 months later,
our daughter, Lydia Ann, was born. Stanley not only crystallized TMV
but also indirectly was responsible for timing our very personal decision.

The predoctoral fellowship from the American Cancer Society and my
wife helpedme financially to completemy studies at ColumbiaUniversity
in less than 2 years. My Ph.D. diploma was signed by the President
of Columbia University, Dwight Eisenhower, before he became Harry
Truman’s successor in the White House.

My childhood dream to followWeigl’s lice experiments soon became a
reality, although not with lice nor with enemas of tiny insects. In Black’s
laboratory, I learned that in the 1930s Dr. H. H. Storey, FRS, in East Africa
successfully transferred a virus to corn leafhoppers using needle inocula-
tion and extracts from diseased corn or from leafhopper vectors (Storey,
1933). Dr. Black carried out similar transmissions using the aster yellows
pathogen, considered at that time to be a virus, and later recognized as
a phytoplasma (Black, 1953). Now I decided to try whether the Wound
tumor virus, studied by Black, could also be transmitted to leafhopper
vectors by needle inoculation. I learned how to draw very thin glass
needles and I connected them to metal needles using various types of
glue (Maramorosch, 1951b). Virus transmission was successful and my
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first paper was published in Science (Maramorosch et al., 1949). The
mechanical virus transmission permitted the first titration of the Wound
tumor virus in subsequent experiments (Brakke et al., 1953). When I pre-
sented the experimental procedure at a seminar at Columbia University,
Dr. Black invited my future mentor, Dr. L. O. Kunkel (Fig. 3) from Rocke-
feller University, to listen to my presentation. It was again a lucky strike.

I constructed a temperature control box from World War II supplies
purchased in New York and studied the influence of temperature on the
intrinsic incubation period of theWound tumor virus in leafhopper vectors
(Maramorosch, 1950). After finishing my Ph.D. studies at Columbia, I
applied to Dr. Kunkel and was accepted, becoming his last assistant in
his Department of Plant Pathology at Rockefeller University. Dr. Kunkel
headed the department where earlier, at the Princeton Branch of the
Rockefeller Institute, Drs. Wendell M. Stanley, Max A. Lauffer, W. C.
Price, Philip R. White, Lindsay M. Black, Francis O. Holmes, and a score
of other famous virologists had worked (Corner, 1964).

My title of assistant turned out to be just a formal title. Dr. Kunkel
never published jointly with others and when I asked him what he
wanted me to do, he replied that I can do whatever I wish, since I have
my own ideas. If I would come to him and ask for advice, he would do his
best to help, but I would have no boss and would be completely indepen-
dent. This wonderful situation of being completely independent
continued throughout my career, but I did not feel that, like Dr. Kunkel,
I would publish always as sole author. I tried to find postdoctoral associ-
ates who would know techniques, that I did not know, in electron micros-
copy, tissue culture, and other areas, and these associates permitted me to
advance more rapidly and obtain outside support from various sources.
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I started at Rockef eller Univ ersity on July 1 , 1949. Dr. Kun kel told
me that he wi ll be away, taki ng a v acation for the first time in his life.
He sugges ted that I also shou ld start by taking a vacatio n bec ause work
duri ng the summer, in hot gree nhouses and laborato ries that were no t air-
condi tioned, wou ld be very dif ficult. I thou ght that Dr. Kunkel was
testing me and that he did not expect me to postpone my start for
2 months, till Labor Day. I eager ly began my work the follow ing da y,
despi te the heat and high humi dity that prevai led through out the sum-
mer. I had no techni cian and did ever ything myse lf, inclu ding the
constr uction of cellul ose insect cages. At the Brooklyn Bot anic Garden ,
I lear ned how to make them from ce llulose nitrate shee ts, but I was told by
the head of the Pur chasin g Departm ent at Rockef eller that cellul ose
nitra te canno t be bro ught to New Yor k City bec ause it was too flamm able.
Inst ead, I was told to ord er cellulose acetate she ets. A shi pment soon
arr ived and I mad e nume rous insect cag es and start ed a large exp eriment.
A few days later, I noticed that my plants, co vered by the new cage s,
looke d unhea lthy. Shortl y thereaf ter all plan ts died and the cage d insec ts,
devoid of foo d, also died. I rep eated the large test several time s, but each
time the same happe ned and all cage d plants died a few da ys after the
tests start ed. I strug gled for 2 mo nths, sufferin g in the hot gree nhouse s
and losing all plants and in sects. At lunch time I mentioned my misfor-
tune to one of the chemis ts who offered to test the cellulose mate rial in his
labor atory. It tu rned out that the plasticizer , diethyl phth alate, used to
make cellul ose ace tate shee ts, was the cu lprit. Repeated wash ing in run-
ning water did not remo ve the to xicity. When I inserted a tiny piece of
the cellul ose material into a jar with water and placed a goldfish in the jar,
the fish died with in a few minutes. I desc ribed the toxic effect in Scienc e
( Maramo rosch, 19 52b ) and this earl y short pape r bec ame better known
than a ny of my later paper s on viruses. Scor es of rep rint req uests
were rece ived and I had to order ad ditional reprints for interes ted food
scien tists and man ufactur ers.

Eventua lly I fou nd out that Rockef eller Un iversit y had a special per mit
to bring cellul ose nitra te to the buildings. This per mit was obt ained
earl ier, when the Direct or, Nob el laur eate Dr. Herber t Gasser decided to
purchase inexpensive, large quantities of cellulose nitrate photographic
film for his experiments in neurophysiology. When I substituted the
cellulose acetate with cellulose nitrate sheets to make new cages, I sus-
tained no further losses of plants. However, by the end of the year, I had
no publishable results. Again, help came from my former mentor,
Dr. Black. He and Dr. Myron Brakke published a paper and since they
used my technique of leafhopper injection, they added me as an author to
their rep ort (Brakke et al. , 1953).

More important was the delay by Dr. Black in publishing his results of
a serial passage of theWound tumor virus in leafhopper vectors, after I told
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him that I was carrying out a serial passage of the ‘‘aster yellows virus’’ in
insect vectors (Maramorosch, 1952a). I was just finishing my last, 10th
passage and Dr. Black decided that he would wait with his publication
until mine would come out. Can you imagine that occurring today?

In 1952, I described the multiplication of the aster yellows pathogen
(Maramorosch, 1952a) (considered at that time to be a virus, and in 1968
recognized as a phytoplasma) and I entered the detailed description of the
serial passage of the aster yellows ‘‘virus’’ for the Cressy Morrison Prize
competition of the New York Academy of Sciences. My winning of this
prize started my intensive activities at the New York Academy, where I
became chair of the Microbiology Section, and later Recording Secretary
and Vice President. Work as a member of the committee responsible for
the organization of academy conferences gave me the experience in orga-
nizing later comparative virology and other national and international
conferences.

In 1952, I attended a New York Academy conference on virus
taxonomy. Among the invited participants were Dr. Kenneth M. Smith
from Cambridge and Sir Frederick C. Bawden (Fig. 4) Director of
the Rothamsted Experimental Station in Harpenden, Hearts, United
Kingdom. The two plant virologists were recognized as the world’s
leading authorities on plant viruses. I met both for the first time and
FIGURE 4 Frederick Charles Bawden. Photo by the author, 1952.



FIGURE 5 Kenneth Manley Smith. Photo by the author, 1953.
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I was very lucky when Sir Frederick agreed to visit me at Rockefeller
University the following day. Until then Sir Frederick was very skeptical
about the work of Professor Teikichi Fukushi in Japan, who was the first
to provide evidence for the multiplication of a plant pathogenic virus in
leafhopper vectors (Fukushi, 1935). My detailed presentation of 10 serial
passages of the aster yellows ‘‘virus’’ in leafhopper vectors convinced Sir
Frederick that certain plant viruses were actually able to multiply in
invertebrate animals. He was working on the second edition of his semi-
nal textbook. Following his visit, he modified the part where he severely
criticized Fukushi. He inserted a paragraph describingmywork and since
his textbook was very widely accepted it promoted my work worldwide.
In 1953, Dr. Kenneth M. Smith (Fig. 5) invited me to write a chapter for
Vol. 3 of ‘‘Advances in Virus Research’’ on the multiplication of plant
viruses in insect vectors (Maramorosch, 1955).

In December 1955, I presented a paper, dealing with my first attempt
to maintain the aster yellows ‘‘virus’’ in tissue cultures of insect vectors
(Maramorosch, 1956) at the American Association for Advancement of
Science (AAAS) Annual Meeting in Atlanta, GA.My paper won one of the
two AAAS Prizes awarded that year. The other prize winner was my
former statistics professor from Warsaw’s Agriculture University, Dr.
Jerzy Splawa Neuman, the head of the Statistics Department at the Uni-
versity of California in Berkeley. When I read in the Atlanta newspapers
about it, I wrote to Professor Neuman, jokingly asking what the statistical
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probability was of a former professor and a former student of theWarsaw
Agriculture University to win the only two AAAS Prizes. Professor Neu-
man promptly replied that while it would seem highly unlikely to occur,
the fact that it happened indicated that the Warsaw ‘‘SGGW’’ University
was not a bad school.

In 1957, I flew to Hamburg, Germany, to participate in the Plant
Protection Congress. A week before my departure I hired a new techni-
cian and I tried to explain to her how to take care of the colonies of
leafhoppers and how to handle virus-free and viruliferous insects.
When I returned, I was horrified to find that my technician did not follow
my instructions and that she placed corn leafhoppers, Dalbulus maidis, on
aster yellows-infected China aster plants. I knew that corn leafhoppers
could only survive on corn and teosinte and I thought that the corn
leafhoppers were misplaced in the morning when I returned. However,
the labels on the cages indicated that the insects were on the improper
plants for several days. Was the labeling also erroneous? I confronted
Miss Lynn Foster and found out that the labels properly indicated the
misplaced insects. To my great surprise, the corn leafhoppers had not
died and flourished on aster yellows-diseased plants. When the ‘‘mis-
placement’’ was repeated, I confirmed that exposure to aster yellows-
infected China asters, Callistephus chinensis, altered the survival abilities
of corn leafhoppers. This finding could have implications in the emer-
gence of new plant diseases, but whether it was limited to phytoplasma-
caused diseases or also applied to plant virus diseases has not yet been
established. I lost track of my technician, Miss Foster, who was responsi-
ble for this important discovery. She eloped soon afterward, to get
married to her boyfriend, drafted into the Air Force.

I described the beneficial effect of the diseased plants on nonvector
insects (Maramorosch, 1958), but before my paper came out, the finding
became widely known thanks to an article published by Dr. Earl Ubell,
science editor of the Herald Tribune. Dr. Ubell read the title of the seminar
that I was to present at Rockefeller University. A day before the seminar he
visitedme inmyoffice and asked for thedetails. Althoughhemade nonotes
during our conversation, his description, published the following day, was
completely accurate and better written than my own scientific article.
Newsweek followed with a brief description, based on Dr. Ubell’s article.

WhenMerck discontinued the production of gibberellic acid, I received
from them a leftover spray can with the compound. At the suggestion of
Dr. D.W.Woolley, who calledmy attention to the rediscovery of the action
of gibberellic acid on plants, I sprayed a number of aster yellows, corn
stunt, and wound tumor-diseased plants. The treatment resulted in
growth stimulation of the stunted plants, but it had no curative effect.
The resultswere published in Science (Maramorosch, 1957) and at the Crop
Protection Congress in Hamburg (Maramorosch, 1959). This was the first
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report of gibberellic acid treatment of ‘‘virus-diseased plants.’’ A fewyears
later it became apparent that, while wound tumor was a virus disease, the
two other diseases were not viral, but phyto- and spiroplasma diseases.
III. VIRUS NOMENCLATURE AND CLASSIFICATION

For several years I was actively involved in virus nomenclature and
classification (Maramorosch, 1974). My interest stemmed from the finding
that several leafhopper-borne viruses that were inducing plant diseases
were multiplying not only in plants but also in their invertebrate animal
vectors. The finding that little or no harm was observed in the virus-
carrying insects could suggest that these viruses originated as insect
viruses and over long periods of evolution became harmless to their
animal hosts, while their newer plant hosts were severely affected and
often killed. Should these viruses be considered as plant, or as insect,
viruses? Plant pathogenic viruses may exert a beneficial, or a harmful,
effect on their specific insect vectors (Maramorosch, 1968, 1969, 1970;
Maramorosch and Jensen, 1963). My popular article in Scientific American
(Maramorosch, 1953) also focused on these aspects. Incidentally, the
honorarium received for this article provided funds for my first movie
camera and my new hobby, that later changed to video photography.

I thought that the affinity of vector-borne viruses to certain plant or
animal hosts should not be used as a classifying criterion. The naming of
viruses was for a long time highly controversial, particularly the naming
of plant viruses. European colleagues opposed the use of Latin names for
many years and plant virologists had little, if any, contact with animal
virologists who created their separate system of virus nomenclature and
classification. Already in 1947, shortly before I came to the United States,
at the International Microbiological Congress in Copenhagen, it had been
approved that the bacterial code in its Latin form applies to viruses and
bacteria. This was also stated at the 1953 International Microbiology
Congress in Rome, which I attended. Yet, even in 1966, papers were still
being published in which disease organisms were described as belonging
‘‘in between viruses and bacteria,’’ which Dr. Andre Lwoff pointedly
called complete nonsense, since an organism defined as a virus is entirely
different from one that is a bacteria. The International Committee of
Microbiological Societies appointed a provisional committee to deal
with the nomenclature of viruses and since then the nomenclature was
in the hand of a powerless committee, which couldmake recommendations
but these were not binding to anyone concerned. In 1963, Sir Christopher
Andrews as Chairman of the provisional committee dissolved it and
the International Committee for Virus Nomenclature (ICVN) was created
for the first time. This ICVN consisted of members nominated by all
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the National Microbiological Societies that belong to the International
Association of Microbiological Societies. For each of the 10 member
countries, 5 delegates were nominated. The United States representatives
were Drs. Harold S. Ginsberg, Chair, Jordi Casals, Karl Maramorosch,
Joseph L. Melnick, and William R. Romig. I was happy when Dr. Riley D.
Housewright, President of the American Society for Microbiology,
informed me of my election.

In 1966, a symposiumwas held inMoscow and two papers dealingwith
plant viruses, Dr. B. D. Harrison’s and mine, met with a very lively discus-
sion. There were 600 virologists seated in the auditorium and another 200
were listening by shortwave receivers outside the hall. When the Executive
Committee was elected, only one plant virologist, Dr. A. J. Gibbs, was
included. He was in violent opposition to all proposals that were not in
conformitywith his ownpostulates. Following the symposium, I decided to
devote my time to my laboratory research and field work and I lost interest
in the controversial fights between plant and animal virologists.

My luck continued at Rockefeller University when one day at lunch
Dr. Rene Dubos asked whether I knew of a virus that would be beneficial.
I replied that during the past centuries the smallpox virus was probably
beneficial, bymarking afflicted women andmaking them homely and less
likely to fall pray to invading and raping enemy solders. This was not
what Dr. Dubos was interested in at that time. He told me that he was
working on an article describing how once variegated tulips became the
vogue in the Netherlands and how the ‘‘tulipomania’’ rewarded a few
families that knew how to transmit the variegation virus to healthy tulip
bulbs. A few days later, also in the Rockefeller lunchroom, Dr. Dubos told
me that he was requested to give a popular course on viruses at the New
School in Manhattan, but that he was too busy and suggested me instead
of him as a lecturer. A day later I was called by phone and offered the
teaching position. It involved 14 weekly 2-h lectures and the remunera-
tion was of considerable help. The students in the New School had a
variety of backgrounds. One was a microbiology professor at a medical
school, another was a nurse in a local hospital, but at the other end there
was a cashier at an A&P store and a barber who had no high school
education. The course was my first teaching experience and I learned
how to avoid technical terms when explaining viruses to a lay audience.
IV. COLD SPRING HARBOR

In 1951 Dr. Keith Porter, a leading cytologist, suggested that I apply to
Dr. Milislav Demerec, Director of the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories,
for accommodations during the summer. Dr. George Palade, also a dis-
tinguished cell biologist at Rockefeller and later a Nobel laureate, was
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driving with Dr. Porter to take part in the June symposium and they took
me along, to see the beautiful location and to apply to Dr. Demerec
personally. With no written application and no formalities, the permis-
sion was granted and this stroke of good luck had a profound influence
on my career.

During the 1950s, I spent eight summers at the Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratories on Long Island, New York. Dr. Barbara McClintock permit-
ted me to use her greenhouses while she was working outdoors with corn
(Zea mays). Each year at the end of August, Dr. Alfred Hershey organized
a bacteriophage symposium for invited bacterial virologists. Although I
did not work on bacteriophages, I was permitted to attend these meetings,
where as yet unpublished findings were presented by the virologists.
Throughout the summers, Drs. Max Delbruck, Salvator Luria, and Ernst
Mayr were working in Cold Spring Harbor, lecturing, and socializing
with the small group of scientists. Dr. Luria was working on his textbook
on viruses and I was greatly impressed watching him dictate into a tape
recorder each morning, and then mailing the tape to his secretary in
Urbana for typing. When the typed version came back to Cold Spring
Harbor, Dr. Luria made small corrections and each chapter was ready for
publication. Few times he askedme for comments andwhen the book was
published, he donated a copy to me and I found that he acknowledgedmy
reviewing of a couple of chapters in his book.

One day Dr. Luria suggested that I should invite Japanese postdoc-
toral scientists to my laboratory and he added: ‘‘Get a good Japanese
postdoc, but never more than one. You will rapidly advance with your
work, but if you get more than one Japanese associate, you will no longer
have any time with your daughter and your wife, because you will try to
keep upwith your Japanese postdocs and spend 7 days a week in the lab.’’
I remembered the first part of Luria’s suggestion and followed it when I
left Rockefeller University in 1961 and moved to the Boyce Thompson
Institute. But I did not follow the advice concerning the limitation of
invited Japanese postdocs. I soon found out how correct Luria was
when he told me never to get more than one Japanese coworker at a
time. When I got three Japanese associates at the same time, my own
working habit changed as I felt compelled to keep up with my Japanese
coworkers.

Thanks to Dr. McClintock’s generosity in Cold Spring Harbor where
she permitted me to use her greenhouses during the summer, I could
carry out an experiment in which I injected antibiotics into abdomens of
leafhoppers, exposed to presumptive viruses of aster yellows and corn
stunt. I used penicillin, streptomycin, and tetracycline, convinced that the
causative agents of the two plant diseases were viruses. Penicillin and
streptomycin injections did not prevent transmissions, but tetracycline-
injected leafhoppers failed to infect the exposed seedlings. Convinced that
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tetracycline has no effect on viruses, I did not believe the results of the
tests, and assumed that the failed transmission was due to the heat in the
greenhouses. I did not repeat the experiment after I returned to the Rocke-
feller greenhouses and I published the results and my wrong conclusion
in the Transactions of the New York Academy (Maramorosch, 1954). Had I
repeated the tests, I would have found that not the summer heat but
tetracycline interfered with the presumptive viruses. Ten years later, my
Japanese colleagues in Tokyo discovered the phytoplasma nature of the
aster yellows disease, but I missed the boat.
V. THE CADANG-CADANG DISEASE

A Food and Agriculture Organization assignment in the Philippines in
1960 was an eye opener to a very important, different, and most interest-
ing world. I was expected to find the vector of the presumptive virus that
had already killed 30 million coconut palms on Luzon and nearby islands
(Maramorosch, 1961). While trying to find an insect vector, I learned also
first hand about people in the Philippines. I made the decision to combine
future laboratory basic research with applied field work to increase food
and fiber production in developing countries.

In the Philippines, I was not able to find a vector of the palm disease but
I became well acquainted with numerous owners of larger and smaller
coconut plantations. One observation which I made, but did not dare to
publish in my final FAO report, had to wait 14 years before it made some
sense. I found that palm owners, who spoke the local Bicolano language,
were losing their palms to the cadang-cadang disease, while owners
who spoke Tagalog, the official Philippine language, had healthy palms.
The spread of the disease seemed halted at the provinces where Tagalog
was the predominant language, sparing completely areas close to Manila
and Los Banos. Of course, I did not dare to mention that the virus, or
its vector, seemed to distinguish whether the palm owners used one
or another language, but the consistent correlation was striking and
puzzling.

Fourteen years passed before the viroid cause of the cadang-cadang
disease was established by the Australian virologist Dr. J. W. Randles
(1975). Almost all viroids require humans to spread from plant to plant
and only Avocado blotch is transmitted by pollen. The transmission of
cadang-cadang viroids seemed linked to the Bicolano-speaking planta-
tion workers and the contamination of their tools used to make incisions
in the palms and the flowers of the trees. Bicolano plantation owners were
hiring Bicolano-speaking workers, while plantation owners who spoke
Tagalog employed ‘‘their own’’ Tagalong workers. Apparently, one
group carried viroid-contaminated ‘‘bolos’’ (machetes), while the other
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did not. It would seem easy to stop the spread of the cadang-cadang
viroid by dipping the cutting tools of plantation workers in a calcium
chloride solution (Maramorosch, 1985, 1993). As far as I know, this has not
been implemented and more than 50 million palms have been destroyed
by cadang-cadang in the Philippines (Maramorosch, 2004). Losses are
partially alleviated by replanting with susceptible, but earlier maturing,
coconut palms.
VI. DARK CLOUDS ON THE HORIZON

Not everything was rosy during my last year at Rockefeller University.
When I asked PresidentDetlev Bronk aboutmy future at theUniversity, he
first congratulated me to my AAAS Prize but then said that the study of
virology was declining all over the world and that it reached its peak in
1935, when Stanley crystallized TMV. ‘‘It no longer is an important
science,’’ he said. Therefore in the US National Academy, where
Dr. Bronk was the President, botany, zoology, chemistry, physics, history,
mathematics, and so on were represented, but there was no virology.
Although my work was interesting and important, it did not fit into his
university and he, as university president, decided to remove both plant
and animal virology from Rockefeller University. Dr. Igor Tamm was
heading animal virology at that time and Dr. Bronk mentioned him as
well as the group in which I and Dr. F. O. Holmes were working with
plant viruses. When I got up to leave the President’s office, I could barely
walk. In the corridor, the newly appointed vice president, Dr. Douglas
M. Whittaker, met me and noticed that I looked sick. He put his arm
around my shoulder, took me to his office, and asked whether I was ill.
I repeated, almost verbatim, what I was told by Dr. Bronk. Dr. Whittaker
assured me that my position was secure and he tried to console me. Just
that week I received an invitation to go to the Philippines for 6 months,
to work on the devastating cadang-cadang coconut palm disease that
was believed to be caused by a virus. Dr. Whittaker told me that there
was a recent precedent of a leave of absence request and that he, and
not Dr. Bronk, could therefore give me permission to take a paid leave
of absence for the UNDP consultancy in the Orient. The precedent was
a leave granted by President Bronk to Professor Paul Weiss, to teach for
4 months at Harvard University.
VII. INSECT VIRUSES AND CELL CULTURE

When I realized that my tenure at Rockefeller University could be ended
by President Bronk, who considered virology an unfit subject for univer-
sity studies, I approached Dr. Richard Shope to assist me in searching for
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a different position elsewhere. Dr. Shope left the Rockefeller branch at
Princeton in 1945, when the decision to close the Princeton Laboratory
was announced. He went to Merck Laboratories in Rahway, New Jersey,
but returned to the Rockefeller University a few years later. When I told
him about my predicament, he called Merck’s President, Dr. Max Tishler,
and the latter contacted Dr. Maurice R. Hilleman, Director of Merck’s
Virus & Cell Biology Research Institute for Therapeutic Research at West
Point, PA. Dr. Hilleman invited me to West Point and offered me a
research position at a salary that was 50% higher than my Rockefeller
salary. My European prejudice against industrial research prevented me
from accepting the very tempting offer. When I discussed this with my
wife, she reminded me that I have never been unhappy with any kind of
work and that, when I was making a living at the refugee camps in
Romania as a cobbler, or as a piano teacher of a young singer, I seemed
quite happy. She did not think that I would miss the glamour of Rocke-
feller University if I would accept Dr. Hilleman’s job offer at West Point.
Yet, I was unable to decide and mentioned this to Dr. Shope. A few days
later he told me that another, temporary position would be offered by
Merck. The pharmaceutical company decided to investigate the feasibility
of producing insect viruses for biological control of pests. I was hired as
consultant for 6 months to organize a conference on insect viruses. For the
following half year, I was reading the available literature on a subject that
was completely new to me—baculoviruses. I gave the names of all promi-
nent insect pathologists to Merck in Bradenton, where their animal farm
was located. A 3-day conference was arranged and I met Professor
Edward Steinhaus and a score of prominent US and Canadian insect
virologists. After the conference I prepared a report and my final recom-
mendation was that it was too early to start commercial production of
baculoviruses because the subject was still in its early stage of university
investigation. The 6 months during which I prepared the baculovirus
conference got me very interested in insect viruses. I thought that their
growth in tissue culture, rather than in living insects, could eventually
lead to large-scale commercial production. This did not yet materialize
because in vitro production of viral pesticides remained more costly than
production in vivo (Maramorosch, 1979a,b, 1991).

During the following years, at the Boyce Thompson Institute and later
at the Waksman Institute of Microbiology, I worked with invertebrate cell
culture and baculoviruses. I was joined by excellent postdoctoral associ-
ates from Argentina, Australia, Canada, Chile, China, France, Germany,
India, Israel, Japan, Korea, theNetherlands, Philippines, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia, Turkey, the United States, and Yugoslavia. I shall mention but a
few. Among the first was Dr. Robert R. Granados, an insect virologist,
who came to my laboratory from Madison, Wisconsin. In subsequent
years, he became Program Director for biological control. His research
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interests focused on insect pathology, the ultrastructure of insect virus
replication and insect cell culture methods for virus studies, mechanisms
of infection, and pathogenesis of insect viruses. Dr. Granados provided
the first evidence for the accumulation of theWound tumor virus in various
organs of an inefficient vector (Granados et al., 1967) and for insect
viremia, caused by the virus invasion of vector hemocytes (Granados
et al., 1968). From Japan I was joined by Professor Jun Mitsuhashi who
spent 2 years with me at Boyce Thompson Institute. He developed the
widely used M&M insect cell culture medium and aseptically grew plant
virus vectors (Mitsuhashi and Maramorosch, 1963). Using these vectors,
he inoculated plant tissue cultures with the aster yellows ‘‘virus’’
(Mitsuhashi and Maramorosch, 1964). After returning to Japan, Professor
Mitsuhashi became known for his work on mosquito cell lines and the
development of new invertebrate cell culture media for virus propaga-
tion. We also published several books jointly. Among my Japanese associ-
ates Dr. Hiroyuki Hirumi worked for 10 years with me. He distinguished
himself studying the aster yellows ‘‘virus’’ in various organs of an insect
vector (Hirumi and Maramorosch, 1963). His extensive work with Hemi-
ptera cell culture (Hirumi and Maramorosch, 1971) included the in vitro
cultivation of embryonic leafhopper tissues (Hirumi and Maramorosch,
1964) and the localization of the Wound tumor virus in embryonic nonvec-
tor cells (Hirumi and Maramorosch, 1968). Dr. Hirumi also studied the
Friend murine leukemia virus in mosquitoes (Hirumi et al., 1971), Marek’s
herpes virus, and Type C virus (Hirumi et al., 1974), and the growth of
mouse trophoblastic cells stimulated in culture by polyoma virus (Koren
et al., 1971). After I moved from Boyce Thompson Institute to Rutgers
University, Dr. Hirumi joined the International Laboratory for Animal
Diseases (ILRAD) in Nairobi, Kenya. During the following years, he made
significant contributions to the study of the tsetse fly borne Nagana
disease of cattle.

Attempts were made to maintain aphid cells in vitro. My daughter,
Lydia, assisted during her summer high school vacation and learned
how to remove unborn aphids from adult insects by cesarean section.
Dr. Takashi Tokumitsu was able to maintain surviving aphid cells for
limited period in vitro (Tokumitsu andMaramorosch, 1966).He also studied
cytoplasmic protrusions that formed in cultured leafhopper cells during
mitosis in vitro (Tokumitsu and Maramorosch, 1967). From Tubingen,
Germany came Dr. Gert Streissle, who worked with me for 7 years. He
was the first who compared immunologically animal reo viruses with the
plant pathogenic Wound tumor virus. Subsequently, the latter was classi-
fied as a plant reo virus. I was alerted to the striking morphological resem-
blance of the plant and the animal reo viruses by Drs. Albert Sabin and
Andre Lwoff. Both suggested that we try to compare them immuno-
logically. In our article in Science (Streissle and Maramorosch, 1963),
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we acknowledged their suggestions. Dr. Streissle returned to Germany
to head the antiviral research at Bayer in Wuppertal. My international
connections became a most gratifying experience. I would like also to
brag about my former graduate students and I shall mention but two.
Dr. Dennis M. Schmatz from Merck’s Research Laboratories is currently
a Vice President, heading research at the Merck Research Building in
Tsukuba, Japan. Professor Kenneth E. Sherman, Ph.D., M.D., leads a large
group of virologists working with hepatitis virus in Cincinnati, OH.

The etiology of whitefly-borne pathogens remained an enigma for
many years. Repeated attempts made in my and in other laboratories to
find viruses in extracts of diseased plants or by electron microscopy in
thin sections of plant tissues were fruitless. Finally, in 1975, Professor
Robert M. Goodman, at the Plant Pathology Department, Illinois Univer-
sity in Urbana, IL, made the brilliant discovery of the whitefly-borne
Gemini viruses and of their single-stranded DNA genome (Goodman,
1977). Professor Goodman left Urbana for the University of Wisconsin in
Madison and others continued his seminal work on Gemini viruses. I was
very happy when he came to Rutgers University 2 years ago, becoming
my Executive Dean. In 1975, he generously provided some of his excellent
electron micrographs of Gemini viruses for our book on tropical diseases
of legumes (Bird and Maramorosch, 1975; Maramorosch, 1975).

After I joined the faculty at Rutgers’ Waksman Institute, I was joined
by Dr. Arthur H. McIntosh, who for 7 years worked with me on baculo-
viruses. At Rutgers University, Dr. McIntosh studied the retention of
insect virus infectivity in mammalian cell cultures (McIntosh and
Maramorosch, 1973) and the localization of a baculovirus in a vertebrate
cell line (McIntosh et al., 1979). He continued his baculovirus studies
after joining the Biological Control Laboratory of the US Department of
Agriculture in Columbia, MO. Among my later postdoctoral Japanese
associates was Dr. Ken-ichi Yamada, who carried out studies on Heliothis
zea nuclear polyhedrosis virus (Yamada and Maramorosch, 1980, 1981;
Yamada et al., 1981). He continued his research in Japan at Tokyo’s
National Institutes of Health.

Over the years, I organized several national and international confer-
ences dealing with this subject. I edited a number of books, published by
Academic Press and by others (Section IX).

In later years, I improved and modified the leafhopper injection tech-
nique. In 1958, I saw in Warsaw the last remaining insect holder used by
Professor Weigl, years earlier. A similar holder for 20 leafhoppers was
constructed for me by the head of the Rockefeller University Instrument
Shop, Mr. Niels Jernberg (Maramorosch and Jernberg, 1970). Using
carbon dioxide and this modified device, it was easy to inject 20 leaf-
hoppers in 1 min and perform statistically significant tests with several
plant viruses, phytoplasmas, and spiroplasmas.
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During the past three decades, invertebrate cell culture became widely
used in biotechnology and basic research in virology. Use of baculoviruses
in insect cell cultures is gaining popularity for the production of recombi-
nant proteins, viral insecticides, and the production of vaccines. In vitro
techniques are indispensable for studies of insect virus expression systems.
Application of invertebrate cell culture and molecular biology is leading to
significant progress in the understanding of cellular andmolecular interac-
tions between insect cells and viruses. Often unexpected results are
obtained aswas the casewith ourM&Mmedium, developed for leafhopper
cell culture, and later found best suitable for mosquito cell cultivation and
the study of arboviruses in mosquito cells (Maramorosch, 1979b).
VIII. ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

In 1957, I took a course in electron microscopy, offered to Rockefeller
faculty members by Drs. Keith Porter and George Palade. The course gave
me a good knowledge of the fixation procedures, the use of the Porter-
Bloom ultramicrotome, the glass, and diamond knives, and so on. When I
came to the Boyce Thompson Institute and obtained outside funding from
theNational Science Foundation andNIHof theUSPublicHealth, I decided
to apply for a supplement to my NIH grant to purchase an electron micro-
scope. I consulted Dr. Palade who advisedme to specify that I am planning
to use the expensive instrument not only for the current grant-funded
project but also for long-term studies of vector-borne viruses. Dr. Palade
also suggested that I should get a Siemens Elmiscope, and not an RCI
electron microscope. I followed both suggestions. My application was app-
roved and the large supplement funded. The advice of Dr. Luria to get a
Japanese associate proved excellent. I was fortunate to get Professor Eishiro
Shikata from Hokkaido University in Sapporo for 2 years. Dr. Shikata
worked as an assistant professor with Professor Teikichi Fukushi,
studying the fine structure of leafhopper vectors transmitting the rice
stunt virus. He was the first to visualize the rice plant virus not only in
diseased plants but also in the invertebrate animal vectors (Shikata
et al., 1964). During his 2 years of our collaboration, Dr. Shikata worked
7 days a week, taking no vacation or holidays. Every day he entered the
EM room early morning, leaving it late in the afternoon, and taking to
the darkened room a sandwich for lunch. He told me that it would have
taken him at least 20 min to get his eyes adjusted to the darkened room if
he were to leave the room for lunch, and he did not want to lose so much
time. During his 2 years at Boyce Thompson, Shikata, as senior author,
published a series of articles inVirology, Journal of Virology,Nature, and the
Journal of the National Cancer Institute (Shikata and Maramorosch, 1965a,b,
1966a,b, 1967a,b, 1969; Shikata et al., 1964, 1966). A few years after
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returning to Japan, he succeeded Professor Fukushi as head of the Botany
and Plant Pathology Departments at Hokkaido University in Sapporo.
Later he was elected to Japan’s National Science Academy as the only
plant pathologist in this Academy.
IX. BOOKS

In 1960 at the AAAS Annual Meeting, I stopped at the book exhibit of
Academic Press where I met Vice President, Kurt Jacoby. We spoke for
quite a while about his former work in Germany and the creation of
Academic Press in New York. I asked Mr. Jacoby whether symposium
papers on biological transmission of animal andplant disease agents could
be published by Academic Press. I was organizing a 2-day symposium on
this subject, to be held at the Annual Meeting of the Entomological Society
of America in Atlantic City, NY. Mr. Jacoby agreed and my first book, of
192 pages, ‘‘Biological Transmission of Disease Agents,’’ was published in
1962. As agreed, I received no royalties. Years later, I was told that all 1800
copies were sold when the book went out of print. The idea of publishing
the presentations came only after the conference participants had agreed
to be symposium speakers. I had considerable difficulty in persuading
some authors to submit manuscripts for publication. Foreign participants,
Dr. W. C. Willett from Kaduna, Nigeria, and Dr. D. Blascovic from Brati-
slava, Slovakia, were among the first to send their contributions. The
Rockefeller Foundation arranged the travel of these eminent participants
through a grant to the Entomological Society of America.

The success of my first book promptedme to again try Academic Press
for the publication of a more voluminous volume of 666 pages. The
treatise was based on a United States–Japan seminar, which I organized
in Tokyo together with Dr. Paul Oman. Mr. Jacoby was not interested this
time because as he explained, symposia were not selling well. Wiley
Interscience agreed to publish the book when I added several additional
authors who did not participate in the Tokyo meeting. I also used the title
of this second book, ‘‘Viruses, Vectors, and Vegetation’’ (1969) for the title
of my current autobiographical chapter.

During the following years several volumes on viruses, edited by me
alone or jointly with other virologists, were mainly published by Aca-
demic Press. In 1968, Springer published ‘‘Insect Viruses’’ (192 pp.). In
1971, ‘‘Comparative Virology,’’ edited by me and E. Kurstak, (Academic
Press, 584 pp.) was followed by ‘‘Viruses, Evolution, and Cancer’’ (813
pp., 1974). In 1975, with R. E. Shope, we edited ‘‘Invertebrate Immunity’’
(Academic Press, 365 pp.)

Viruses and virus diseases were included in ‘‘Tropical Diseases
of Legumes,’’ edited by Julio Bird and me in 1975. In 1977, I edited
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the ‘‘Atlas of Insect and Plant Viruses’’ as Vol. 8 of Academic Press’
‘‘Ultrastructure in Biological Systems.’’ ‘‘Aphids as Virus Vectors,’’ edited
by K. F. Harris and me in 1977, ‘‘Leafhopper Vectors and Plant Disease
Agents,’’ by me and Harris, 1979, ‘‘Vectors of Plant Pathogens,’’ by Harris
and Maramorosch, 1980, ‘‘Plant Diseases and Vectors: Ecology and
Epidemiology,’’ by Maramorosch and Harris, 1981, and ‘‘Pathogens,
Vectors, and Plant Diseases: Approaches to Control,’’ by Harris and
Maramorosch, 1982, as well as ‘‘Viruses and Environment,’’ by Kurstak
and Maramorosch, 1978, were all published by Academic Press. ‘‘Vectors
of Disease Agents: Interactions with Plants, Animals and Man,’’ edited
by J. J. McKelvey, Jr. et al. was published by Praeger in 1980. The volumi-
nous ‘‘Viral Insecticides for Biological Control,’’ by Maramorosch and
K. E. Sherman, and ‘‘Subviral Pathogens of Plants and Animals: Viroids
and Prions,’’ by Maramorosch and McKelvey, were published by
Academic Press in 1985. In 1965, Ms. Lore Henlein of Academic Press
suggested that I should start a series dealing with ‘‘Methods in Virology.’’
TogetherwithHilaryKoprowski, eight volumes of ‘‘Methods in Virology’’
were published by Academic Press between 1967 and 1984. Maintenance
of ‘‘Animal/Human and Plant Pathogen Vectors,’’ by Maramorosch and
F. Mahmood, was published by Science Publishers in 1999.

At Rockefeller University Professor William Trager and Dr. Maria
Rudzinska gave me excellent suggestions how to attempt the cultivation
of leafhopper tissues and cells for virus studies. I was able to maintain
leafhopper tissues in vitro but not cells or cell layers (Maramorosch, 1956).
I continued my attempts and organized several conferences nationally
and internationally. Proceedings of the conferences were published by
Academic Press in the following volumes: ‘‘Invertebrate Tissue Culture:
Research Applications’’ (Maramorosch, 1976), ‘‘Invertebrate Tissue
Culture: Applications in Medicine Biology and Agriculture’’ (E. Kurstak
and Maramorosch, 1976), ‘‘Invertebrate Cell Culture Applications’’
(Maramorosch andMitsuhashi, 1982), and ‘‘Biotechnology in Insect Pathol-
ogy and Cell Culture’’ (Maramorosch, 1987). Springer Verlag published
‘‘Invertebrate and Fish Tissue Culture,’’ edited by E. Kurstak et al. (1988);
CRC Press published ‘‘Biotechnology for Biological Control of Pests and
Vectors’’ (Maramorosch, 1991); ‘‘Arthropod Cell Culture Systems’’
(Maramorosch and McIntosh, 1994); ‘‘Insect Cell Biotechnology’’
(Maramorosch and McIntosh, 1994). In 1997, ‘‘Invertebrate Cell Culture:
Novel Directions and Biotechnology Applications,’’ by Maramorosch and
Mitsuhashi, was published by Science Publishers. ‘‘Invertebrate Cell Cul-
ture: Looking Toward the XXI Century,’’ by Maramorosch and M. J. Loeb,
was published by SIVB, Columbia, MD (1997).

In 1976, I started the new Academic Press series ‘‘Advances in Cell
Culture.’’ Volumes I–V appeared between 1981 and 1987. Dr. Gordon Sato
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joined me as an editor and Volumes VI and VII were published in 1988
and 1989.

In 1970, Dr. Kenneth M. Smith, whose influence on my decision to
become a virologist I described earlier, suggested to Academic Press that I
should join him, Drs. Max A. Lauffer, and Frederik B. Bang as an editor of
‘‘Advances in Virus Research (AVR).’’ Starting with Vol. 18 till Vol. 27, all
four editors worked jointly, but unfortunately in 1981, both Kenneth
Smith and Frederik Bang passed away. Dr. Lauffer and I continued
editing AVR and after Dr. Lauffer retired, I was able to persuade Drs.
Aaron Shatkin and Frederick A. Murphy to join me as AVR editors.
Starting with Vol. 30 in 1985, all three of us still continue to edit AVR.

In addition to plant and insect viruses, I worked shortly with other
viruses, including Friend murine leukemia virus in experimentally
infectedmosquitoes,Marek’s herpes disease virus, and yellow fever virus.
X. INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIONS

In 1953, shortly after I became a naturalized US citizen, I was invited by
Professor H. Thung to come for 3 months to his virology laboratory in
Wageningen, the Netherlands. At the same time, Dr. Kenneth M. Smith
invited me to a symposium organized by him at the VI International
Virology Congress in Rome, Italy. The trip to Europe was only partially
reimbursed by Professor Thung and Rockefeller University. The bulk of
the expenses required a personal loan from my bank, which I repaid in 24
monthly installments. I never regretted the personal expenses, realizing
how important the trips abroad were in making contacts with numerous
virologists from different countries. During subsequent years my urge to
travel did not subside and my visits to research institutes in Europe, Asia,
Australia, and Africa became a constant feature. Contacts with virologists,
entomologists, and plant pathologists weremade during 28 visits to India.
several trips to Japan, China, and Southeast Asia, to West, East, and South
Africa, South and Central America, Australia, and several European
countries. My knowledge of 7 languages was an important asset during
these trips abroad.

In 1962, the New York Academy of Science elected me Vice President
and Recording Secretary. In 1970, I was elected to the Leopoldina, oldest
European Science Academy. At first, I hesitated to accept the member-
ship in the Academy, located in Germany, but when I found out that
among former members were Bohr, Curie Sklodowska, Liebig, Linne,
Pavlov, Planck, and Rutherford, I accepted the election and the invitation
to give an inaugural lecture in Halle, Germany. A few years later, in 1979,
the Indian National Academy of Science elected me an Honorary Fellow,
followed by the Indian Virological Society in 1987.
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I became a Rockefeller Foundation grantee in 1955 to work on virus
diseases of corn with Mexican agricultural scientists. In 1964, the Roma-
nian Academy of Sciences invited me as guest lecturer for 4 weeks to
Bucharest. This was followed by the USSR Academy of Medicine, then
by the Indian Academy of Sciences, and the Polish Academy. In addition
to virology, my special interest became the promoting of international
scientific cooperation. As a consultant of the United Nations Develop-
ment Program, I worked with Indian plant virologists and entomologists
at the University of Agricultural Sciences at Hebbal-Bangalore, India in
1978–79, studying virus and phytoplasma diseases of food and fiber
plants.

Various honors and awards were received during the past years but I
will mention just one, the Wolf Prize in Agriculture, received in 1980 and
often called the Nobel Prize in Agriculture. It was received for my studies
on interactions between insect vectors, viruses, and plants.

I have listed several lucky events that promoted my scientific career,
but the most important and luckiest was—you guessed it—mywife Irene.
Without her unwavering support and devotion, I would not have been
able to follow my chosen profession. In 1957, when I was invited to
succeed Professor Edward Steinhaus as chair of the Entomology Depart-
ment at the University of California in Berkeley, she was willing to leave
her beloved work at the New York Public Library to follow me to Cali-
fornia. It took me 4 months before I declined the very tempting offer and
we remained in the East. When I accepted the position as Distinguished
Professor at Waksman Institute, Irene noticed how the 200km of daily
driving to and from Rutgers University was taken a toll on my energy and
health. After 30 years, she sacrificed her own career, resigned, took early
retirement, and moved with me to New Jersey (Fig. 6).

I would like to end this biographical sketch by citing my acceptance
remarks made in Jerusalem when I received the Wolf Prize:

Mr. President, Members of the Knesset, members of the Wolf Founda-
tion, colleagues and friends. It is difficult for me to find the proper words to
expressmy feelings and emotions on this solemnoccasion and this beautiful
ceremony. I feel humble and proud of having been selected the recipient of
the coveted Wolf Prize in Agriculture and I would like to express my deep
appreciation to theWolf Foundation and to its Founder for their vision and
foresight in recognizing agriculture as one of the important fields ofmodern
science. Over the past 30 years numerous associates have contributed sig-
nificantly to projects carried out in my laboratory and several national and
international organizations, and foundations have sponsored my research.
Many conferences, surveys, consultancies, and visits to developing and
developed nations have been made possible through the excellent interna-
tional collaboration of scores of scientists and institutions. All of them
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have contributed to the success of my career and to the honor bestowed on
me today.

My only regret is that neither my nor my wife’s parents, nor my
brother, nor my wife’s sister can be with us today. Unfortunately, they
perished during the holocaust, together with more than 150 of our closest
relatives. Only their names are left here in Jerusalem at Yad Vashem. Let
us hope that the ideals that are so aptly expressed by the Wolf Founda-
tion, the fostering of international understanding among scientists
throughout the world, will prevent future wars and assure lasting peace
on earth. Science recognizes no political, religious, ethnic, or geographic
borders and we, scientists, speak only one language—the language of
science. I sincerely hope that real peace can be achieved through the
efforts of scientists collaborating with each other, irrespective of back-
ground and political beliefs. I address my heartiest thanks to the Wolf
Foundation for fostering international understanding.’’
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Abst ract Viruses are significant threats to the health and well-being of the
honey bee, Apis mellifera. To alleviate the threats posed by these

invasive organisms, a better understanding of bee viral infections

will be of crucial importance in developing effective and environ-

mentally benign disease control strategies. Although knowledge of

honey bee viruses has been accumulated considerably in the past

three decades, a comprehensive review to compile the various

aspects of bee viruses at the molecular level has not been reported.

This chapter summarizes recent progress in the understanding of

the morphology, genome organization, transmission, epidemiology,

and pathogenesis of honey bee viruses as well as their interactions

with their honey bee hosts. The future prospects of research of

honey bee viruses are also discussed in detail. The chapter has been

designed to provide researchers in the field with updated informa-

tion about honey bee viruses and to serve as a starting point for

future research.
I. INTROD UCTION

The honey bee, Apis mellifera L. (Hyme noptera: Apid ae), is found all over
the wo rld and plays an importan t role in the glob al econo my by assistin g
in the pollinatio n of a wide varie ty of foo d crops and by produc ing honey,
beesw ax, pollen, pro polis, royal jelly, and other hive prod ucts. To ensu re
an adequa te supply of bees for the poll ination of agricul tural crops and
the pro duction of hive produc ts, a heal thy a nd vigorous pop ulation of
honey bees will be essentia l. However , like other a nimals, honey bees are
ine vitabl y subj ect to in fection by a wi de variety of pathog ens that are
res ponsible for signifi cant colon y losses . Am ong honey bee pathog ens,
viru ses pose one of the majo r threa ts to the heal th and well-be ing of honey
bees and have caused serious concerns for researchers and beekeepers.

Viruses were first identified as a new class of pathogens infecting
honey bees when a US scientist, Dr. White, discovered that a filterable
agen t from diseas ed bee larvae co uld caus e sacbrood disease in the honey
bee ( White, 1913 ). Since then, at least 18 virus es have been reported to
infect honey bees worldwide (Allen and Ball, 1996; Ellis and Munn, 2005).
Although knowledge of honey bee viruses is still limited compared to that
of other well-studied insect viruses, such as baculoviruses, understanding
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of virus infections in honey bees has grown considerably over the last
three decades and a body of literature dealing with bee virus identifica-
tion, physiochemical properties, natural history, transmission, incidence,
and pathology has been accumulated. In this chapter, we describe recent
progress in understanding morphology, genome organization, transmis-
sion, epidemiology, and pathogenesis of honey bee viruses as well as their
interactions with their honey bee host. Infections of viruses in honey
bees have been reviewed previously. The main goal of this chapter is to
update previous findings with more recent work relating to the molecular
biology of the honey bee viruses, however, some main features of earlier
reviews: Bailey, 1976, 1981, 1982a; Bailey and Ball, 1991; Ball, 1996; Ball
and Bailey, 1991, 1997.
II. COMMON HONEY BEE VIRUSES

Viruses could attack at different developing stages and castes of the
honey bees, including eggs, larvae, pupae, adult worker bees, adult
drones, and queen of the colonies. Although bee viruses usually persist
as inapparent infections and cause no overt signs of disease, they can
dramatically affect honey bee health and shorten the lives of infected
bees under certain conditions (Ball and Allen, 1988; Martin, 2001). Of 18
viruses identified to attack honey bees, six viruses, namely, Deformed
wing virus (DWV), Black queen cell virus (BQCV), Sacbrood virus (SBV),
Kashmir bee virus (KBV), Acute bee paralysis virus (ABPV), and Chronic
bee paralysis virus (CBPV) are themost common infections and have been
objects of active research currently.
A. Deformed wing virus

DWVwas first isolated from diseased adult bees in Japan (Bailey and Ball,
1991). The occurrence and distribution of DWV has since been world-
wide. Except for Oceania, the infection of DWV so far has been reported
in Europe, North America, South America, Africa, Asia, and the Middle
East (Allen and Ball, 1996; Antúnez et al., 2006; Ellis and Munn, 2005). The
infection of DWV has also been identified inA. cerana in China (Bailey and
Ball, 1991).

DWV is one of a few bee viruses that cause well-defined disease
symptoms in infected bees. Typical disease symptoms of DWV infection
include shrunken, crumpled wings, decreased body size, and discolor-
ation in adult bees. However, the mechanism by which the DWV causes
the morphological deformities of the infected hosts is unclear. Aside
from the adult stage, DWV infection is also detected in other stages of
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bee development, including egg, larvae, and pupae. When pupae at the
normally multiplies slowly and rarely kills the pupae, instead mostly
causing deformity and early death in newly emerged adult bees. Adult
honey bees infected with DWV usually appear normal but are believed to
have a reduction in life span (Bailey and Ball, 1991; Ball and Bailey, 1997;
Kovac and Crailsheim, 1988).

DWV appears to be themost prevalent infection inA.mellifera in recent
years. Our 5-year field survey carried out in Beltsville, MD showed that
DWV infection occurred in 100% of the apiaries investigated (Y. P. C.,
unpublished observation). Similar results were reported previously by
Tentcheva et al. (2004b) who observed that DWVwas detected in over 97%
of French apiaries when the adult bee population was examined. A study
on the prevalence and distribution pattern of viruses in Austria demon-
strated that DWV was present in 91% of tested bee samples (Berényi et al.,
2006). Although high prevalence of DWV is not geographically related,
some seasonal variation in virus incidence was observed and the frequency
ofDWV infection in both adult bees andpupae increased considerably from
summer to autumn during the year (Tentcheva et al., 2004a,b). The striking
high incidence of DWV infection in honey bees obtained from these studies
indicate that DWV is prevalent over a wide range of geographic locations
and is likely to become an important cause of mortality in honey bee
colonies whenever a viral disease outbreak occurs, and warrants further
investigation in the epidemiology and pathogenesis of this pathogen.

Bee colonies infected with DWV are often found to be associated with
the infestation of a parasitic mite, Varroa destructor (Anderson and
Trueman, 2000). Both laboratory and field studies showed that the varroa
mite is an effective vector of the DWV (Ball and Allen, 1988; Bowen-
Walker et al., 1999; Martin et al., 1998; Nordström, 2003; Nordström
et al., 1999; Shen et al., 2005b). Varroa mites acquire the virus from infected
bees and transmit it to uninfected bees, which either develop morpholo-
gical deformities or die after the mites feed on them for a period of time.
Studies of virus status in varroa mites showed that DWV was present in
100% of varroa mites collected from Thailand (Chantawannakul et al.,
2006) and that varroa mites appeared to be DWV positive in 100% of
French apiaries (Tentcheva et al., 2004b). Evaluation of DWV infection in
individual bees showed that DWV was detected in 69% of bees collected
from mite-infested colonies in Poland (Topolska et al., 1995), and in over
90% of bees from mite-infested colonies in England (Ball, 2001). The high
frequency of DWV in mites and mite-infested bee colonies suggests that
the significant increase in prevalence of DWV infection in recent years is
likely associated with the worldwide infestation of varroa mites in honey
bees. It also suggests that the varroa mite may play a major role in colony
collapse due to the outbreak of viral disease.
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B. Sacbrood virus

SBV is the most widely distributed of all honey bee viruses. Since its first
identification in the United States in 1913 (White, 1913), infection of SBV
has been found on every continent where A. mellifera honey bees are
present (Allen and Ball, 1996; Bradbear, 1988; Ellis and Munn, 2005).

SBV attacks both brood and adult stages of bees, but larvae about
2-day old are most susceptible to SBV infections (Ball and Bailey, 1997).
SBV affects adult bees without causing obvious signs of disease, but the
infected adult bees may have a decreased life span (Bailey, 1969; Bailey
and Fernando, 1972). The initial spread of SBV within a colony occurs
when nurse bees become infected while removing larvae killed by SBV.
Virus particles accumulate in the hypopharyngeal glands of the nurse
bees and infected nurse bees can then spread the virus throughout the
colony by feeding larvae with their glandular secretion and exchanging
food with other adult bees including foraging bees. Infected foraging bees
spread the virus by passing it from their glandular secretions to the pollen
loads as they collect pollen. Young larvae become infected with the virus
by ingesting virus-contaminated food. The SBV starts to replicate in the
larva, and the infected larva turns pale yellow after the brood cell is
capped. As the disease progresses, the skin of the larva becomes leathery
and the larva fails to pupate because it cannot digest the old cuticle.
A large amount of fluid containing millions of SBV particles accumulates
between the body of a diseased larva and its saclike skin. Affected larvae
appear to be a water-filled sac when removed from the cell. Sacbrood
derives its name from the saclike appearance of the diseased larvae.

Infection of SBV can be readily diagnosed in the field because of the
characteristic symptoms produced in diseased brood. Typically, when
bee colonies are heavily infected with SBV, there are a number of partially
uncapped or completely uncapped brood cells scattered among capped
brood that can be found on the brood frame. Dead larva becomes a dark,
brittle scale can be easily removed from the brood cell, a characteristic that
differs from a bacterium-caused brood disease, American foulbrood.

Prevalence of SBV in honey bees has been found to be prominently
seasonal. Frequencies of SBV infection in spring and summer were signif-
icantly higher than in autumn (Anderson and Gibbs, 1988; Bailey et al.,
1981; Tentcheva et al., 2004b). The incidence of SBV has been believed to
be positively correlated with the number of susceptible brood and young
workers in the colonies. During the seasons of spring and summer, the
rich sources of pollen and nectar stimulate brood rearing and a great
number of new workers hatch from the brood cells, providing opportu-
nities for SBV to attack bees and multiply in the colonies. The seasonal
variation in SBV indirectly reflects variable susceptibility of different bee
developmental stages to the virus infection.
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SBV infection has been associated with varroa mite infestation. SBV
was detected in large amount of adult bees from varroa mite–infested
colonies (Antúnez et al., 2006; Ball, 1989; Berényi et al., 2006). Detection of
SBV in varroa mites (Chantawannakul et al., 2006; Shen et al., 2005a;
Tentcheva et al., 2004b) indicates that varroa mites have the potential to
transmit the virus in the bee colonies, although varroa mite as a vector in
transmitting SBV has not yet been experimentally demonstrated.

A new strain of SBV has been identified in the eastern honey bee,
A. cerana, from Thailand in 1982. Infection of Thai SBV (TSBV) was
also detected in India. TSBV is serologically related to SBV but not
physiochemically identical to SBV (Bailey, 1982b).
C. Black queen cell virus

BQCV was first isolated from dead queen larvae and prepupae sealed in
their cells that had turned dark brown to black alongwith the walls of the
cell (Bailey and Woods, 1977), hence the designation of the name. The
infection of BQCV in bees has been reported in North America, Central
America, Europe, Oceania, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East (Allen and
Ball, 1996; Ellis and Munn, 2005).

BQCV mainly affects developing queen larvae and pupae in the
capped-cell stage. High incidences of the virus infection are observed in
queen-rearing colonies in spring and early summer (Laidlaw, 1979). Dis-
eased larvae have a pale yellow appearance and a tough saclike skin, a
disease symptom also seen in SBV-infected larvae. BQCV readily multi-
plies in the pupal stage of the honey bees. Infected pupae turn dark and die
rapidly. The wall of the queen cell eventually becomes dark colored,
a characteristic symptom of BQCV infection. Worker bees can also be
infected by BQCVbut normally do not exhibit outward disease symptoms.
BQCV does not multiply in bees when the virus particles are ingested.

Our 5-year field survey in Beltsville, MD showed that BQCV was the
second most common infection of honey bees in the field after DWV
(Y. P. C., unpublished observation). In 1993, Anderson (1993) reported
that BQCV was the most common cause of queen larvae mortality in
Australia. A study conducted by Tentcheva et al. (2004b) indicated that
BQCV infection was more prevalent in adult bees than in pupae and that
the incidence of BQCVwas higher in spring and summer than in autumn.
This result was consistent with a previous finding by Laidlaw (1979) that
BQCV was more prevalent in spring and summer during the year.

In the field, BQCV disease outbreak has been linked with infection of
a protozoan, Nosema apis. When the incidence of N. apis infection was
high during the spring and summer, the infection of BQCV was more
prevalent in honey bees (Bailey, 1981). It has been observed that BQCV
multiplied rapidly in adult bees infected with N. apis (Bailey, 1982a).
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BQCV is believed to be transmitted to queen brood via glandular secre-
tion of nurse bees during the feeding (Bailey, 1982a). N. apis infects
midgut tissues of the adult bees, increasing the susceptibility of the
alimentary tract to infection by BQCV. Bailey et al. (1981) reported that
honey bees infected with BQCV were found to be infected with N. apis
simultaneously from all parts of England and Wales during 1979. Field
survey ofAustrian apiaries showed thatN. apiswas found to be present in
78% of BQCV-positive bee samples and that 75% ofN. apis–infected colo-
nies were also infected with BQCV (Berényi et al., 2006). Similar results
were also obtained from a survey carried out in France (Tentcheva et al.,
2004b). Although positive association between the BQCV and N. apis
infections has been documented in the field observations, definite exper-
imental evidence for deciphering the mechanism of N. apis in activation
and transmission of BQCV infection remains to be determined.

Varroa mites are thought to sometimes act as a vector for BQCV
(Bailey, 1976). Detection of BQCV in varroa mites collected from a Thai
honey bee apiary supports this assumption (Chantawannakul et al., 2006).
However, an investigation conducted by Tentcheva et al. (2004b) yielded a
different result; BQCV was never detected in any of the varroa mites they
examined. Further studies to confirm the role of varroa mites as a vector
in BQCV transmission will be necessary.
D. Kashmir bee virus

The origin of KBV in the bee species is obscure. KBV was first isolated
from adult western honey bees, A. mellifera, that were experimentally
inoculated with an extract prepared from the diseased Asian honey bee
(A. cerana) in Kashmir, northwestern region of India, hence the name
(Bailey and Woods, 1977). Subsequently, KBV has been detected in
A. mellifera collected from Australia (Bailey et al., 1979). The detection of
KBV in the natural population ofA.mellifera in Australia was unexpected
because A. cerana, which is assumed to be the original host of KBV, does
not exist there. Later, strains of KBV have been found in A.mellifera from
Canada and New Zealand (Allen and Ball, 1995; Anderson, 1985), Fiji
(Anderson, 1990), Spain (Allen and Ball, 1995), and the United States
(Bruce et al., 1995; Hung et al., 1995). The unexpected emergence of KBV
in the countries such as Australia and New Zealand might be due to the
importation of bees from North American or other countries where KBV
is endemic. So far, infection of KBV in A. mellifera has also been docu-
mented in several countries in Europe and Oceania (Allen and Ball, 1996;
Ellis and Munn, 2005; Siede et al., 2005).

KBV attacks all stages of the bee life cycle (Hornitzky, 1981, 1982) and
commonly persists within brood and adult bees as an inapparent infec-
tion (Anderson and Gibbs, 1988; Dall, 1985). The disease and mortality
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caused by KBV infection occurs in different developing stages of bees
without clearly defined disease symptoms. Among all of the viruses
infecting honey bees, KBV is considered to be the most virulent under
laboratory conditions. It multiplies quickly once a few viral particles are
introduced into the bee hemolymph and can cause bee mortality within
3 days. However, KBV does not cause infection when adult bees are fed
with foodmixedwith KBV particles. The virus probably invades the bees
through the cuticle by direct contact between live bees (Bailey et al., 1979).

KBV is genetically, serologically, and pathologically closely related to
another bee virus ABPV. Infection of KBV in honey bees resembles infec-
tion caused by ABPV in several ways. For example, both viruses usually
persist as inapparent infections in bees and replicate readily only when
injected into the hemolymph of adult bees (Anderson, 1991). Immunodif-
fusion tests showed that strains of KBV from Canada and Spain were even
more serologically closely related to ABPV than were other KBV strains
(Allen and Ball, 1995). Molecular analysis revealed KBV and ABPV share
about 70% sequence homology over the entire genome, although there
are significant differences in several critical areas of the genomes between
the two viruses (De Miranda et al., 2004). Phylogenetic analyses suggest
that KBV and ABPV are distinct viruses and can be inferred to be different
species, even though there is no clear geographic and ecological separation
between the two viruses (De Miranda et al., 2004; Evans, 2001).

Incidence of KBV infection in honey bees is less prevalent, as com-
pared with other highly prevalent bee viruses such as DWV, BQCV, and
SBV. Field survey of honey bee viruses on a large geographic scale of
France showed that KBV was found in 17% of the apiaries for adult
population, and 5% of the apiaries for pupae versus 97% and 94% of
the apiaries with DWV infection for adult and pupae, and 86% and 80%
of apiaries with SBV infection for adult and pupae, 86% and 23%with SBV
infection for adult and pupae, respectively (Tentcheva et al., 2004b).
Although KBV has been considered to be more widespread in the United
States than in Europe (Allen and Ball, 1996), field survey from 2002 to 2006
in Maryland indicated that the incidence of KBV infection varied sig-
nificantly from year to year with more than 50% of apiaries with KBV
infection in 2002 and about 10–20% of the apiaries with KBV infection for
the rest of the years (Y. P. C., unpublished observation).

Although KBV usually persists as an inapparent infection in honey
bees, infection of KBV can be activated to a lethal level in the presence of
varroa mites (Bailey et al., 1979). A high mite-infestation level could result
in high virulence in the bee colonies (Hung et al., 1996b). It has been
experimentally proven that varroa mites were effective vectors of KBV.
They transmitted KBV in the same way as they transmitted DWV in bee
colonies (Chen et al., 2004b). Varroa mites acquired KBV from virus-
infected bees and transferred the virus to virus-negative hosts during
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feeding. Varroa mites also acquired virus from KBV-positive mites by
cohabiting in the same cell with virus-positive mites via a bee host inter-
mediary. A subsequent study conducted by Shen et al. (2005b) further
supports the role of varroa mites as a vector in transmitting KBV in bees.
E. Acute bee paralysis virus

ABPV was first discovered during laboratory infectivity tests with CBPV
(Bailey et al., 1963). When bees were experimentally inoculated with
purified CBPV particles, the bees remained flightless and trembling for
about 5–7 days before they died. In contrast, when healthy bees were
injected with extract prepared from a group of apparently healthy bees and
incubated for 5–6 days, most of the bees became flightless and died quickly.
Virus particles were isolated from the extracts of those apparently healthy
bees that caused bee acute paralysis, hence the designation of the name
to distinguish it from CBPV (Bailey et al., 1963). Since its first identifica-
tion, the presence of ABPV in honeybees of A. mellifera has been reported
in North America, Central and South America, Europe, Oceania, Asia,
Africa, and the Middle East (Allen and Ball, 1996; Ellis and Munn, 2005).

ABPV can be detected in both brood and adult stages of bee develop-
ment. In the field, ABPV commonly occurred in apparently healthy adult
bees, particularly during the summer, and infection of ABPV was rarely
noticed to be associated with disease or mortality of bees (Bailey, 1965b;
Bailey et al., 1981). Spread of ABPV in the colonies is probably via salivary
gland secretion of infected adult bees when glandular secretions are fed to
young larvae or mixed in the pollen. Infected larvae either die before they
are sealed in brood cell if large amounts of virus particles were ingested,
or survive to emerge as inapparently infected adult bees (Bailey and
Ball, 1991).

ABPV is considered to be the second most-prevalent virus in Austria
(Berényi et al., 2006), though it has been a sporadic infection in the United
States only for the last 5 years based on our survey results (unpublished
observation). ABPV has been identified as a major cause for the decline
and collapse of bee colonies that were also infested with varroa mites in
Europe and the United States (Antúnez et al., 2006; Bakonyi et al., 2002;
Ball, 1989; Ball and Allen, 1988; Berényi et al., 2006; Faucon et al., 1992;
Hung et al., 1996c; Kulincevic et al., 1990). The laboratory experiments
by Ball (1989) demonstrated that varroa mites can act as a virus vector
and transmit ABPV from severely infected bees to healthy adult bees and
brood via feeding activities. Detection of ABPV in varroa mites further
supports the possible role of varroa mites in the virus transmission
(Allen et al., 1986; Bakonyi et al., 2002; Chantawannakul et al., 2006;
Tentcheva et al., 2004b). In addition to acting as a vector of the virus, the
varroamite is also believed to serve as an activator ofABPV in infected bees.
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Detection of large amounts of the virus in diseased or dead bees from
colonies heavily infested with varroa mites suggests that infestation of
varroa mites may stimulate the virus to replicate to the amounts sufficient
to cause bee disease and mortality (Ball and Allen, 1988; Faucon et al., 1992;
Hung et al., 1996c; Kulincevic et al., 1990).While varroamites might activate
ABPV replication, replication of the virus in bees can be also induced by
some other factors. Previous studies showed that ABPVwas present in bees
from apiaries where no APBV-positive varroa mites were detected
(Tentcheva et al., 2004b) and that replication of ABPV can be activated to
detectable concentrations by injection of potassiumphosphate buffer (Hung
et al., 1996c), suggesting that the varroa mite is not the sole factor contribut-
ing to the disease outbreaks of ABPV infection.
F. Chronic bee paralysis virus

CBPVwas identified as a cause of adult bee paralysis by Bailey et al. (1963)
after long suspicion that the tracheal mite, Acarapis woodi, was the culprit
of the paralysis. Later, CBPV was extracted from naturally paralyzed bees
as one of the first viruses isolated from honey bees (Bailey et al., 1968).
CBPV has since been detected in adult bees of A. mellifera from every
continent except South America (Allen and Ball, 1996; Ellis and Munn,
2005).

CBPV mainly attacks adult bees and causes two forms of ‘‘paralysis’’
symptoms in bees (Bailey, 1975). The most common one is characterized
by an abnormal trembling of the body and wings, crawling on the ground
due to the flight inability, bloated abdomens, and dislocated wings. The
other form is identified by the presence of hairless, shiny, and black-
appearing bees that are attacked and rejected from returning to the
colonies at the entrance of the hives by guard bees. Both forms of symp-
toms can be seen in bees from the same colony. The variation in the
disease symptoms may reflect differences among individual bees in
inherited susceptibility to the multiplication of the virus (Kulincevic and
Rothenbuhler, 1975; Rinderer et al, 1975).

While CBPV causes the same symptoms of trembling and the inabil-
ity to fly in infected bees that ABPV does, the two viruses are different
in several ways: CBPV is the less virulent of the two viruses, as CBPV
takes several days to kill the diseased bees while ABPV takes only 1 day;
the shapes of the two viruses are different—CBPV particles are asymmet-
ric and ABPV particles are isometric; there are many more virus particles
of CBPV than of ABPV in naturally paralyzed bees (Bailey, 1965a).

Laboratory tests were carried out to investigate the infectivity of CBPV
by injecting purified virus particles into the hemolymph of bees, spraying
virus preparation on the surfaces of bees, or mixing virus particles with
colony food (Bailey and Ball, 1991; Bailey et al., 1983). The results showed
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that CBPV was readily transmitted to bees by topical application of virus
particles after hairs on the surface of the body were denuded. The results
also showed that CBPV is not readily replicated to the level sufficient to
cause disease when the virus was introduced in bees via food. Accord-
ingly, CBPV naturally spread best among bees when the colonies were the
most crowded. The close contact of overcrowded bees breaks hairs from
the cuticle, allowing CBPV to spread from diseased bees to healthy bees
via their exposed epidermal cytoplasm. It is likely that any factors that
result in decreased foraging activities and crowded conditions in the bee
colonies may lead to disease outbreaks of CBPV.

It has been reported that CBPV is very widespread in Britain and
infects most bees and causes mortality in bee colonies (Bailey et al., 1981).
The incidence of CBPV in Britain declined from 8% in 1947 to less than 2%
by 1963 based on the samples submitted by beekeepers. The decrease in
CBPV incidence coincided with the decline in the total number of bee
colonies during that period of time (Bailey et al., 1983). In Austria, CBPV
was found to be present in different geographic regions and infection of
CBPVwas detected in 10% of bee colonies suffering from various diseases
(Berényi et al., 2006). A field survey in France showed that CBPV was the
least prevalent of all examined viruses and that infection of CBPV was
detected only in adult bees with the maximum frequency of 4% in the
colonies. Infection of CBPV also did not appear to follow any seasonal
pattern (Tentcheva et al., 2004b). In the United States, incidence of CBPV
has been very sporadic for the last 5 years and less than 1% of bees were
identified with CBPV infection in the colonies. Field survey in France and
Thailand showed that all examined varroa mites were negative for CBPV.
This result suggests that the varroa mite is unlikely a vector of CBPV.

CBPV is often associated with the ‘‘satellite’’ virus, chronic paralysis
virus associate (CPVA). CPVA is a single-stranded, isometric RNA satel-
lite virus that is of unknown significance. It is serologically unrelated to
CBPV but cannot multiply in the absence of CBPV (Ball et al., 1985).
III. TAXONOMY

A. Virion properties

Aside from the filamentous virus and the A. iridescent virus, all honey bee
viruses reported so far share a genome of positive-sense single-stranded
RNA; icosahedral, pseudo T ¼ 3 structure symmetry; and are free of
a lipid-containing envelope although they differ somewhat in their
biological properties. The outer shell of the capsid is composed of 60
repeated protomers, each consisting of a single molecule of three subunits
VP1, VP2, and VP3. In addition to these three subunits, there is a smaller
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FIGURE 1 (A) Virus band after CsCl density gradient centrifugation. The virus-

containing band was collected for subsequent electron micrograph and RT-PCR analyses.

(B) Electron micrograph of honey bee virus particles. Bee viruses are spherical to slightly

oval particles about 29 nm in diameter as determined from EM. Bar marker represents

0.1 mM. (C) The virus preparation used for this electron micrograph was also examined

for the presence of six viruses: ABPV, BQCV, CBPV, DWV, KBV, and SBV by RT-PCR. The

primers used in the study were the same as reported earlier (Chen et al., 2005). Four

viruses, BQCV, DWV, KBV, and SBV, were detected in the virus preparation. Primer pair

specific for BQCV, DWV, KBV, and SBV amplified a PCR fragment of 700, 702, 415, and

824 bp, respectively. Lane 1, 100-bp DNA ladder; Lane 2, ABPV; Lane 3, BQCV; Lane 4,

CBPV; Lane 5, DWV; Lane 6, KBV; Lane 7, SBV; and Lane 8, Negative control (previously

identified negative sample). As shown in electron micrograph, no significant difference

in the virion size and morphology could be observed among the four different virus

particles (modified from Chen et al., 2006a).
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fourth protein VP4 that is present in the virions of some viruses such as
BQCV and ABPV (Govan et al., 2000; Leat et al., 2000). VP4 is not exposed
at the surface of the viral particle and is located on the internal surface of
the fivefold axis below VP1. The capsid proteins play important roles in
the protection of viral RNA from activities of RNases and irregular
environments and in the determination of viral host specificity and tissue
tropism.

Electron micrographs reveal that honey bee virions are spherical to
slightly ovoid in shape, approximately 17–30 nm in diameter. The virions
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possess a buoyant density in CsCl ranging from 1.33 to 1.42 g/ml, and
a sedimentation coefficient between 100S and 190S (Bailey, 1976; Ball
and Bailey, 1991). It is a common phenomenon that several viruses of
similar size and shape coexist in natural populations of honey bees
(Anderson andGibbs, 1988; Chen et al., 2004c). Purified virus preparations
are therefore rarely free of contaminating viruses. As shown in Fig. 1, the
virus preparation used for electron microscope analysis was determined
by Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) analysis
to contain four different viruses BQCV, DWV, KBV, and SBV. No signifi-
cant differences in virion size and morphology could be observed among
the virus particles that comprised the four different viruses (Chen et al.,
2004c). This is in general agreement with previous EM studies of viruses
isolated from bees (Bailey and Ball, 1991; Bailey andWoods, 1977) and bee
mites (Kleespies et al., 2000).
B. Genome organization and classification

The genomes of the positive-stranded RNA viruses are directly involved
in several key viral processes including acting as mRNAs for translation
of viral proteins, serving as templates for viral genome replication, and
being assembled into progeny of viral particles along with structural
proteins. Of course, genomes of honey bee viruses are involved in each
of these processes. The replication of viruses occurs entirely in the cyto-
plasm of the host cell. The virus particle attaches to the surface of the host
cell and interacts with a receptor on the host cell membrane and releases
its RNA genome into the host cell. No viral enzymes/proteins enter the
host cell along with the viral genome. Once inside the host cell, the RNA
genome is translated into the protein precursors that undergo a cascade of
cleavages to form structural and functional proteins for RNA replication.
With the help of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), the positive-
stranded RNA genome is copied to a negative-stranded intermediate,
which serves as a template for replication of new genomic strands.
When sufficient positive-stranded progeny RNAs and structure proteins
are generated, they are packed into progeny viral particles. The progeny
virions then travel to the cell surface where they are released.

Most honey bee viruses belong to the picorna-like virus super-
family and have the following characteristics in their genomic structure:
(1) a single molecule of RNA genome coated with a capsid protein shell;
(2) a small protein called VPg (viral protein genome linked) covalently
attached to the 50 end of the viral RNA genome. VPg is responsible for
stabilizing the 50 end of the RNA genome and serves as a primer for
replication and translation, contrary to cellular mRNAs where a methy-
lated G cap is attached at the 50end; (3) at the 50 end, a long untranslated
region (UTR) containing a ‘‘cloverleaf’’ secondary structure, presumably
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involved in initiation of translation; (4) a string of adenylic acid residue
linked to the 30 end of the RNA genome and the length of the poly(A)
tail is genetically determined and varies in different viruses; and (5) the
30 terminal sequences of the genomic RNA that can be folded into a
stem-loop structure presumably involved in RNA replication.

To date, the complete genome sequences of six honey bee viruses
including ABPV (Govan et al., 2000), BQCV (Leat et al., 2000), DWV
(Lanzi et al., 2006), KBV (De Miranda et al., 2004), Kakugo virus (KV)
(Fujiyuki et al., 2004), and SBV (Ghosh et al., 1999), and partial genome
sequences of CBPV (GenBank accession number: AF461061) have been
reported. The genomic information of these viruses provides consider-
able insight into the basic gene structure and organization of honey bee
viruses. The genome sizes of honey bee viruses range from 8550 to 10,140
bp, excluding the poly(A) tail. The genomes of bee viruses are enriched in
AU (58.97–62.4%), compared to the content of GC (37.6–40.71%) (Table I).
Genomes of SBV, DWV, and KV contain one large open reading frame
(ORF), while genomes of ABPV, BQCV, and KBV contain two nonover-
lapping ORFs. According to the gene order of the proteins, honey bee
viruses are divided into two forms of genomic organization. The genomes
of ABPV, BQCV, and KBV are monopartite bicistronic with the nonstruc-
tural proteins encoded in the 50-proximal ORF and the structural proteins
encoded in the 30-proximal ORF. In contrast, the genomes of SBV, DWV,
and KV are monopartite monocistronic with the structural proteins
encoded in the 50-proximal ORF and the nonstructural proteins encoded
in the 30-proximal ORF (Fig. 2). Based largely on their genomic organi-
zation, BQCV, KBV, and ABPV, formerly known as insect picorna-like
viruses, are assigned to Cripavirus, a genus belonging to family Dicis-
troviridae. SBV and DWV are assigned to the genus Iflavirus which is a
‘‘floating genus’’ and not yet assigned to a family (Mayo, 2002).

Phylogenetic analysis using either amino acid sequence alignment of
helicase or RdRp of viruses showed that KBV, APBV, and BQCV formed
a common lineage with picorna-like viruses that infect plants, insects,
and vertebrate. KBV is closely related to ABPV in the phylogenetic tree
and BQCV tended to group together with KBV and ABPV but not closely
related to them. DWV, KV, and SBV fell into a separate group, with DWV
and KV more closely related to one another to SBV in the group (Fig. 3).
KV is a novel picorna-like virus isolated from the brains of worker bees
and has been associated with aggressive behaviors in worker bees
(Fujiyuki et al., 2004, 2005, 2006). Although there are significant differ-
ences in the L protein region of the RNA genomes (Lanzi et al., 2006) and
in the host pathology (Fujiyuki et al., 2005, 2006; Rortais et al., 2006)
between KV and DWV, the species status of KV has not been defined so
far because it shares the same host and high nucleotide sequence identity



TABLE I Genome of honey bee viruses

Viruses Size (bp)

Base composition (%) GenBank

accession

no. ReferencesA U G C

ABPV 9470 30.3 30.4 20.5 18.8 AF150629 Govan et al.,

2000

BQCV 8550 29.2 30.6 21.6 18.5 AF183905 Leat et al.,

2000

DWV 10,140 29.5 32.3 22.4 15.8 NC004830 Lanzi et al.,

2006

SBV 8832 29.8 29.4 24.4 16.4 AF092924 Ghosh et al.,

1999
KBV 9524 33.8 28.6 20.2 17.4 NC004807 De Miranda

et al., 2004
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FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of genomes of honey bee viruses. The RNA

genome is covalently attached by a genome-linked virion protein (VPg) at the 50 and a

poly(A) tail at 30 ends. Genomes of honey bee viruses are organized in two different

ways. (A) The genomes of ABPV, BQCV, and KBV are monopartite bicistronic with

nonstructural genes at the 50 end and structural genes at the 30 end. The 50 UTR and the

untranslated intergentic region (IGR) between the two ORFs can initiate efficient

translation as the internal ribosomal entry site (IRES). (B) The genome of SBV and DWV

are monopartite monocistronic genomes with structural genes at the 50end and

nonstructural genes at the 30 end (Chen et al., 2006a).
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(97%) with DWV. Further investigation of the virus biological properties
such as antigenicity, natural cell, and tissue tropism will help to define
whether KV is a species distinct from DWV or if KV and DWV are
different variants of the same species.
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The monopartite bicistronic genomes are also characterized by two
ORFs that are separated by an untranslated intergenic region (IGR). Both
50 UTR and the IGR contain highly structured RNA sequences that func-
tion as internal ribosomal entry sites (IRESs) for facilitating the cap-
independent translation of the viral proteins, though no sequences and
translation initiation mechanisms are the same for two IRES elements.
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The 50 UTR-IRES and IGR-IRES elements were first reported in picorna-
viruses by Jang et al. (1988) and Pelletier and Sonenberg (1988), res-
pectively. Since then, IRES elements have been detected in genomes of
several other positive-stranded RNA viruses (Hellen and Sarnow, 2001;
Sasaki and Nakashima, 1999). Sequence alignments of the IGR of ABPV,
BQCV, and KBV with other positive-stranded RNA viruses that were
experimentally identified with IRESs (Sasaki and Nakashima, 1999)
revealed a considerable level of sequence similarities and indicated the
existence of IRES elements in the IGR of ABPV, BQCV, and KBV. Amino
acid sequence analysis revealed thatmethionine is the initial amino acid in
the translation of the capsid proteins ofABPV, BQCV, andKBV, in contrast
to the non-AUG codons found in genes of capsid proteins of several
other members of the Dicistroviridae (Domier et al., 2000; Sasaki and
Nakashima, 2000; Wilson et al., 2000). There is no evidence that transla-
tion of proteins is mediated by IRES for the monopartite monocistronic
genome.
IV. TRANSMISSION MODES

Viruses are obligate intracellular parasites that can only multiply inside
living host cells utilizing the host cell’s metabolic machinery. In order to
survive, viruses must have ways to invade hosts and be transmitted from
one host to another. Transmission processes determine the persistence
and the spread of viruses in a population. In theory, transmission of a
virus can occur horizontally or vertically, or both. In horizontal transmis-
sion, viruses are transmitted between different individuals of the same
generation. In vertical transmission, viruses are passed vertically from
mother to offspring via egg during its development through the follicle
cells or after completion of egg development. Horizontal transmission of a
virus can occur by the following means: foodborne transmission, fecal–
oral transmission, venereal (sexual) transmission, airborne transmission,
and/or vector-borne transmission. Vertical transmission can be further
divided into transovum transmission in which viruses are transmitted on
the surface of the egg and/or transovarian transmission in which viruses
are transmitted within the egg.

Honey bees are eusocial insects and are characterized by the following
traits: (1) they live in colonies consisting of overlapping generations: one
mother queen and her successors, 20,000–60,000 workers and several
hundred drones; (2) there is a reproductive division of labor, that is,
sterile workers contribute their entire lives to support reproduction of a
single egg-laying queen in the colony; and (3) each member of the bee
colony works together in a highly structured social order and engages
in extensive coordinating activities, including rearing brood, defending
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against invaders, foraging for food, and constructing the combs. The den-
sely crowded populations and high contact rate between colony members
in honey bee colonies provide an ideal environment for transmission of
pathogens. Because of the importance of the transmission processes in the
dynamics of virus infections, elucidation of virus transmission in honey
bees represents one of the rapidly developing research fields. Our under-
standing of bee virus transmission has markedly advanced, and intricate
routes of transmission have been identified and documented in honey
bees during the last 5 years.
A. Horizontal transmission

1. Foodborne transmission
Foodborne transmission is a means of spreading infection that occurs
after eating virus-contaminated food and is the most common route of
virus transmission. Natural food in honey bee colony consists of honey,
pollen, and royal jelly. The foraging worker bees collect the nectar from
flowers and store it in their stomach ‘‘honey sacs.’’ After returning to the
colonies, foraging bees regurgitate the nectar and pass it on to nurse bees
that add an enzyme to convert the nectar into honey used as an energy
component of the bee diet. The worker bees also visit flowers to collect
pollen that is brought back to the hive as a load on the hind leg and used
as a protein source for bee brood to grow. Both honey and pollen are
also stored in the combs of the hive for the winter months when nectar
and pollen sources are scarce. Royal jelly is a secretion of the hypophar-
yngeal and mandibular glands of nurse bees. It is used by the nurse bees
to feed the queen bee and young larvae. Although trophallactic chain is
an important cohesive force in honey bee colonies, trophallactic activities
of honey bees, including processing nectar, packing pollen, feeding the
brood, and attending the queen, offer the potential for foodborne trans-
mission of pathogens. It is very likely that contamination of food by
viruses can occur during foraging or processing by virus-infected workers
and that foodborne infection can take place by eating virus-contaminated
food. Under conditions of high population density, high contact rate, and
high trophallactic rate, direct foodborne transmission may be a significant
route for spreading viruses in bee colonies. Evidence of the foodborne
transmission pathway in bees has been provided by detection of viruses
in food resources. Early studies demonstrated virus transmission to lar-
vae via brood feeding by the detection of viruses in the thoracic gland and
hypopharyngeal gland of honey bees (Bailey, 1969; Bailey and Ball, 1991).
A study conducted by Shen et al. (2005a) showed that two viruses, KBV
and SBV, were detected in colony food including honey, pollen, and royal
jelly as well as in all developmental stages of bees, suggesting the involve-
ment of colony food in the spread of virus infections. Similar findings
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were reported by Chen et al. (2006a) who found that two viruses, BQCV
and DWV, were detected in honey and six viruses, including ABPV,
BQCV, CBPV, DWV, KBV, and SBV, were detected in pollen samples.
The two viruses BQCV and DWV found in the honey were also present in
over 80% of the examined brood and adult workers in the bee colonies
where the colony food was collected. Although ABPV, CBPV, KBV, and
SBV were detected in pollen samples, the same viruses were not detected
in the bees and their glandular secretion, royal jelly (Chen et al., 2006a).
These results suggest that bees ingesting virus-contaminated food such as
pollen might not always be necessarily infected. The successful infection
of a virus may depend on the amount of the virus introduced into the bees
and the pathogenic nature of the virus. When a virus is activated to
replicate to the amount sufficient to cross the epithelial barrier of the
digestive tract and invade different parts of bee body, infection of the
virus will likely be detected in different parts of bee and bee products
such as royal jelly.

2. Fecal–oral transmission
Fecal–oral transmission spreads pathogens by transferring feces of dis-
eased hosts to uninfected hosts via ingestion and is strongly suspected
in environments with overcrowded conditions. Honey bee colonies with
densely crowded populations should be a favorable condition for this
transmission route. Evidence of a fecal-borne transmission route of
viruses in honey bees has been provided by the detection of viruses in
feces and digestive tracts of bees. Chen et al. (2006b) demonstrated the
presence of two viruses BQCV and DWV in the feces freshly defecated by
individual queens. Among samples examined for viruses, 100% of feces
samples tested positive for the presence of BQCV, and 90% of feces sam-
ples tested positive for the presence of DWV. Findings by Chen et al.
(2006b) were consistent with previous reports that viruses were found
in the feces of worker bees (Bailey and Gibbs, 1964; Hung, 2000). Detection
of viruses in feces of bees suggests the possibility of the existence of
foodborne transmission in honey bees, where infected bees eliminate
viruses in their feces and uninfected bees can be infected by feeding on
feces-contaminated food or by cleaning the infected bees’ feces accumu-
lated in the hive. Oral infection of viruses by contaminated food can be
further traced by examination of the digestive gut for virus infections. The
studies showed that the same viruses found in feces were also detected in
the digestive tract of the bees, providing further evidence of the ingestion
of virus-contaminated food and the existence of foodborne or fecal–oral
transmission routes in honey bees (Chen et al., 2006b). In addition, quan-
tification of virus load in different bee tissues indicated that virus titer
was significantly higher in the digestive tract than other tissues tested
(Chen et al., 2006b), indicating that the digestive tract was the primary site
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of virus accumulation and the epithelial cell lining of the digestive tract
may constitute the major portal for the spread of virus infection in bees.

3. Venereal transmission
Venereal transmission is a type of infection in which pathogens are
transmitted between two sexes during mating. In honey bees, each virgin
queen mates with 10 or more drones and semen acquired from multiple
drones is stored in the spermatheca, a special pouch in each queen’s body.
After mating, queens return to the colonies and release a small amount of
sperm at a time to fertilize their eggs. After vitellogenesis and egg matu-
ration are completed, the queens start to lay eggs. If drones in honey bee
colonies are infected with viruses, the mating can pose an opportunity for
horizontal transmission of viruses from infected drones to queens via
semen, which in turn further contributes to the transovarial transmission
of viruses from queens to their eggs. The detection of viruses in adult
drones (Chen et al., 2004a), semen (Chen et al., 2006a; Yue et al., 2006), and
in the spermatheca of queens (Chen et al., 2006b) implies the existence of
venereal transmission in honey bees. However, it is unclear at this point
whether virus infection in queens is a result of foodborne transmission or
venereal transmission or both. Further studies will be required to define
the role of drones in the spread of virus infections to queens.

4. Airborne transmission
Airborne transmission is a method of spreading infection through
aerosol-containing infectious agents that can remain suspended in the
air for long periods. Pathogens carried in aerosol are disseminated by air
currents and inhaled by susceptible hosts in a localized area. In a honey
bee colony, worker bees function as a single unit to maintain a steady
temperature within 0.5 �C of 35 �C (Simpson, 1961). During the winter
seasons when the ambient temperature is below the temperature range,
bees cluster together and raise their metabolic rate to conserve and gener-
ate heat. During the summer season when the ambient temperature is
above the temperature range, worker bees collect water as well as nectar,
evaporate it, and establish air currents through the colony to reduce the
internal colony temperature and to prevent the brood nest from over-
heating. The special thermoregulation mechanism of honey bees creates
an active circulating environment within the bee colonies, which might
provide opportunities for transmission of viruses via the airborne route.
A study carried out by Lighthart et al. (2005) reported that honey bees not
only absorb airborne bacterial spores but also viruses and showed that
honey bees induced to fly in a miniature wind tunnel absorbed aerosol
that carried a virus, bacteriophage MS2. Although there is no epidemio-
logical or laboratory data on airborne transmission of honey bee viruses,
the results demonstrated in studies of Lighthart et al. imply the possibility
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that honey bee viruses can be carried by aerosol and spread in the bee
colonies through the infected bees to susceptible bees in the colonies.
To prove this hypothesis, further studies will be needed.

5. Vector-borne transmission
Vector-borne transmission is an indirect route of horizontal transmission
and involves an intermediate biological host, a vector, which acquires and
transmits viruses from one host to another. The varroa mite is an obligate
parasite of the honey bee attacking different developmental stages and
castes of bees and is considered to be the most important pest of honey
bees around the world. The entire life cycle of the varroa mite is spent
with their honey bee hosts. Female mites feed on the bee larvae and lay
eggs of both sexes in the brood cells. Developing mites feed on immature
bees. After the mites mature, male and female mites mate inside of the
capped brood cell. The male dies after copulation and females emerge
from the brood cell along with their bee host and seek another host to
repeat the life cycle. The feeding of varroa mites can result in a decline in
host vigor, immunity, weight, shorter bee life span, and the eventual
destruction of the colonies within a few years (De Jong et al., 1982;
Korpela et al., 1992; Kovac and Crailsheim, 1988; Weinberg and Madel,
1985; Yang and Cox-Foster, 2005). In addition to its direct impact on host
health, the feeding of mites on bees provides entry for diseases; both
nymph and adult mites feed on bees using their piercing mouthparts
to penetrate the body walls of bees to suck the hemolymph. The mites
can therefore act as vectors for pathogens during the feeding. The detec-
tion of several bee viruses in varroa mites indicates the possible role of
varroa mites as vectors in the transmission of viruses among honey bees
(Chantawannakul et al., 2006; Fujiyuki et al., 2006; Hung and Shimanuki,
1999; Ongus et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2005b; Tentcheva et al., 2004a,b; Yue
and Genersch, 2005). Previous field investigations reported that viral
infections in honey bees have been involved in the collapse of bee colonies
also infested with varroa mites (Allen and Ball, 1996; Ball and Allen, 1988;
Kulincevic et al., 1990). Several viral disease outbreaks including ABPV,
CBPV, slow paralysis virus (SPV), BQCV, KBV, Cloudy wing virus
(CWV), SBV, and DWV have been documented to be associated with
the infestation of varroa mites (Allen and Ball, 1996; Allen et al., 1986;
Ball and Allen, 1988; Martin, 2001; Martin et al., 1998, Tentcheva et al.,
2004b). The term ‘‘bee parasitic mite syndrome’’ has been used to describe
a disease complex in which colonies are simultaneously infected with
viruses and infested with varroa mites (Shimanuki et al., 1994). The obser-
vation of positive correlation between the levels of varroa mite infestation
and the levels of virus concentration in infected bees suggests that vector-
borne transmission exists in honey bees and that the varroa mite is not
only a vector but also an activator of bee viruses (Ball and Allen, 1988).
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The frequent observations of the association of varroa mite infestation
with virus infections in honey bees led to laboratory experiments to
further define the role of varroa mites in vectoring virus infections. The
fact that varroa mites act as vectors in acquiring and transmitting viruses
from severely infected individuals to healthy bees in bee colonies has
been experimentally demonstrated in several studies. Bowen-Walker et al.
(1999) provided the first circumstantial evidence that the varroa mite was
an effective vector of DWV in bee colonies. Using serological methods,
they demonstrated that varroa mites obtained DWV from infected bees
and acted as vectors to transmit the virus to uninfected bees, which conse-
quently developed morphological deformities or died after the mites fed
on them for certain periods of time. Subsequent studies conducted by
Chen et al. (2004b) provided strong evidence that the varroa mite is a
vector in transmitting KBV to bees. By collecting mites from the KBV-
infected colonies and experimentally introducing variable numbers of
mites into the individually sealed brood cells of the KBV-negative colo-
nies, a significant positive relationship between the percentage of pupae
becoming virus positive and the number of mites introduced per brood
cell were found. The more donor mites that were introduced, the greater
the incidence of virus was detected in the recipient brood. Representative
results obtained from one transmission experiment showed the follow-
ing results: in the group with no mite introduction, all brood were virus
negative; in the group with one, two, three, and four mites introduced per
cell, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 100% brood were KBV positive, respectively.
This study definitely showed that varroamites are capable of transmitting
KBV to bee brood. Additional observations were made in the same study.
Evaluation of the transmission efficiency of the virus revealed that virus
frequency in the mites was directly correlated with the number of mites
per cell. The more mites introduced into each brood cell, the higher the
chance of all mites becoming KBV positive, as long as at least onemite had
KBV. While 37% of mites involved in the single mite introductions were
determined to be KBV positive 5 days after their introduction into the
cells, this percentage rose to 60% in two-mite introductions, 72% in three-
mite introductions, and 94% in four-mite introductions. This result sug-
gests that not only do mites transmit viruses to their bee hosts, but
noninfected mites can also acquire viruses by cohabiting in a cell with
virus-positive mites, presumably via a honey bee intermediary. There-
fore, mites emerging from multiple-infested cells can play a dispropor-
tionate role in the spread of viruses within the colony. Shen et al. (2005b)
provided further evidence for the role of varroamites in transmitting KBV
and DWV in honey bee colonies. In their studies, titers of DWV and
KBV were found to be significantly higher in mite-infested bee samples,
and the elevated virus titers in mite-infested bees were suggested to be a
result of virus replication in infected bees due to the suppression of host
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immunity by varroa mite infestation. The laboratory experiments, cou-
pled with the field observations, provide unequivocal evidence of the
existence of a vector-borne transmission pathway in honey bees and
prove that the varroa mite is an effective vector and activator of honey
bee viruses.

Although both field and laboratory studies have confirmed that the
varroa mite is an effective vector in transmitting and activating bee virus
infections, the mechanism of mite-mediated transmission of bee viruses
is uncertain. In general, vector-borne transmission of a pathogen can
occur in two ways. Mechanical vector-borne transmission occurs when
the vector transmits the pathogen from one host to another but does not
support the replication of the pathogen. The pathogen is short-lived in a
mechanical vector which is only a carrier of the pathogen and not essen-
tial in the life cycle of the pathogen. Biological vector-borne transmission,
on the other hand, occurs when a vector is persistently infected with the
pathogen and the pathogenmultiplies in the body of the vector before it is
passed to another host. A biological vector may even be an essential part
of the pathogen’s life cycle. Ongus et al. (2004) reported the discovery of a
new virus from varroa mites, namely, Varroa destructor-1 (VDV-1), and
demonstrated that VDV-1 replicates in varroa mites as shown by RT-PCR
amplification of the negative strand of VDV-1-specific PCR fragment and
by scattered occurrence of paracrystalline structures of viral particles in
the cytoplasm of varroa mites in histological sections. Their studies also
showed that DWV sharing 83–84% nucleotide sequence identity with
VDV-1 and that DWV was found to be replicated in varroa mites. Find-
ings that viruses replicate in the varroa mite and that viruses are present
in mite saliva suggest that the varroa mite is likely a biological vector of
bee viruses (Ongus et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2005b). Further studies of the
pathogenecity of VDV-1 in honey bees would shed more light on the
mechanism regulating virus–vector–host interactions and transmission
processes of the virus.
B. Vertical transmission

Vertical transmission in which viruses are passed vertically from mother
to offspring has long been known to occur in mammals, vertebrates,
arthropods, and plants (reviewed in Mims, 1981). Vertical transmission
routes of viruses in honey bees were proposed by Fries and Camazine
(2001) based on a honey bee disease model. However, it is difficult to
demonstrate vertical transmission experimentally by inoculating virus-
negative queens with purified viruses and then estimating the filial infec-
tion rates or recovering the viruses from the queens’ progeny due to the
following reasons: (1) most honey bee queens are virus carriers and it
is difficult to obtain virus-negative queens for virus inoculation; and
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(2) honey bees are often attacked by multiple viral infections, therefore,
it is difficult to purify virus particles that contain only a single virus.

Despite limitations, evidence of a vertical transmission pathway has
been documented in several reported studies (Chen et al., 2005, 2006b;
Shen et al., 2005a). The detection of multiple viruses in queens suggests
that a vertical transmission pathway exists within the bee colony and that
eggs have the opportunity to obtain viruses from an infected queen (Chen
et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2005a). Quantification of virus titer in the ovaries
of queens showed that virus concentration in ovaries was relatively
low when compared to other examined tissues. The weak virus signals
detected in ovaries suggests that virus infections in ovaries were retained
in a nonreplicate or latent stage so that viruses would not be propagated
to the level that would have a deleterious effect on the embryos (Chen
et al., 2006b).

The detection of virus in eggs, the developmental stage not normally
associated with any direct and indirect horizontal transmission routes,
provides evidence of vertical transmission in honey bees (Chen et al.,
2004a; Shen et al., 2005a). Further, the detection of viruses in surface-
sterilized eggs excludes the possibility of transovum transmission and
suggests the existence of a transovarial transmission pathway in which
viruses infect ovarian tissues of the queen and disseminate in developing
eggs before oviposition. In addition, the detection of a virus-positive
signal in larvae and a virus-negative signal in the royal jelly of the same
bee colonies excluded the possibility of foodborne transmission contribut-
ing to virus infections in the larval stages of bees and suggest possible
vertical transmission.

Field surveys of virus status of both mother queens and their offspring
showed more evidence of vertical transmission in honey bees. When
queens were found to be positive for certain viruses in bee colonies, the
same viruses were detected in their eggs, larvae, and adult worker bees,
though neither queens nor their offspring exhibited any overt symptoms
of disease. Meanwhile, when queens were negative for certain viruses,
these viruses could not be detected in their offspring. These data provide
an additional line of evidence that vertical transmission of viruses from
queens to their progeny is highly likely in honey bees (Chen et al, 2006b).
C. Discussion

The mode of transmission is a major determinant of a virus’ virulence.
Evolution of virulence is governed by competition between two transmis-
sion pathways (Ewald, 1983, 1987, 1994; Lipsitch et al., 1996). With hori-
zontal transmission, virulence will increase through production of high
numbers of pathogens. The greater the number of pathogens produced,
the higher the opportunities for host exploitation and thereby the higher
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rate of transmission. Hence, selection favors high virulence of pathogens.
In contrast, virulence of a pathogen decreases under vertical transmission
because the fitness of the pathogen is directly dependent on the survival
and reproduction of its hosts and any reduction in host reproductive
potential will cause a reduction in the reproduction of pathogen. Hence,
vertical transmission is associated with low virulence and latent infection.
However, if the replication rates of viruses are too high, high virulence
will result in high pathogen-induced host mortality, and hosts will lose
fitness before producing enough progeny to infect more hosts. On the
other hand, if the replication rate is too low, the pathogen will lose
opportunities to infect new hosts and thus will lose fitness. Therefore,
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a pathogen’s fitness is the result of pathogen–host interactions and
trade-offs between horizontal and vertical transmission.

Both horizontal and vertical transmission pathways have been proved
to be involved in virus transmission in honey bees. Viruses infect different
bee hosts of the same generation via foodborne transmission, fecal–oral
transmission, venereal transmission, and vector-borne transmission.
Viruses can also infect offspring of the current host via vertical transmis-
sion (Fig. 4). Both transmission pathways are important survival strategies
for viruses not only for their long-term persistence in bee population but
also for their establishment in nature. Viruses choose the appropriate
transmission pathway based on the developmental, physiological, ecolog-
ical, and epidemiological conditions. When colonies are under noncom-
petitive and healthy conditions, viruses remain in bee colonies via vertical
transmission and exist in a persistent or latent state without causing honey
bees to show any overt signs of infections. Alternatively, when honey bees
live under stressful conditions such as infestation of varroa mites, coinfec-
tion of other pathogens such as N. apis, or decline in food supply, viruses
switch to horizontal transmission and start to replicate. High numbers of
produced virions then becomemuchmore infectious, leading to the death
of hosts and possible collapse of the whole bee colony.
V. PATHOGENESIS

While transmission concerns the spread of viruses in a population, patho-
genesis dealswith the processes bywhich viruses infect and causedisease in
their target hosts. A virus infection depends on a number of pathogen and
host factors as well as environmental factors that affect pathogenesis. The
outcomes of the virus infection exhibited in the hosts vary, ranging from
inapparent infections to severe infections or acutely lethal diseases. Among
the wide spectrum of consequences of the virus infections, latent or persis-
tent infections are the most common and are considered to be a state of
balanced pathogenicity where multiplication of viruses is arrested by the
host’s defense mechanism but the viruses themselves remain in the host for
long periods of time without producing a manifesting infection. Viruses in
the latent state can be replicated if hosts are put under irregular conditions
or other environmental stresses, leading to the outbreak of overt diseases.
The asymptomatic virus carriers constitute major sources for the transmis-
sion of viruses in a population and have great epidemiological importance.

Elucidation of virus pathogenesis requires investigation of many
biological features of the viruses and their respective hosts.While transmis-
sion pathways of honey bee viruses have been well studied, not much is
known about the pathogenesis of viruses in honey bees. In this section, we
focus on the current available information involving pathogenic processes
of virus infections in honey bees.
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A. Causal relationship between a virus and a disease

One of the biggest challenges of studying virus pathogenesis in honey
bees is linking the virus infection with a particular disease and therefore
evaluating the economic impact of the virus infection. In the field, honey
bees are often infected by multiple viruses simultaneously, most of these
viruses usually persisting as latent infections in the bee hosts. In addition,
virus infections in honey bees are often associated with the infection
of other pathogens and infestation of parasites. Therefore, it is difficult
to prove that one disease is indeed caused by a particular virus and not
the result of mixed virus infections when hosts harbor multiple viruses.
However, studies with DWV have revealed that quantification of virus
loads using sequence-based methods provides a new way for proving
disease causation in infected bees (Chen, 2005; Chen et al., 2004a). Detec-
tion of the virus by RT-PCR assay showed that DWVwas present not only
in 100% of the adult bees with symptoms of wing deformity and reduced
body size, but also in 70% of the apparently healthy adult bees. This result
fulfills one of Koch’s postulates, a scientific standard for causal evidence
created by Dr. Robert Koch (1884), that the pathogen is present in every
case of the diseased individual. The quantification of virus titers by
TaqMan real-time quantitative RT-PCR showed that the DWV concentra-
tion in bees with the disease symptoms was 4.4-fold higher than in
apparently healthy adult bees and that there was no direct correlation
between doses of coexisting viruses other than DWV and the appearance
of disease symptoms. These results indicate that DWV titers in infected
adult bees are the determinants for the appearance of the disease. This
result satisfies the molecular revision of Koch’s postulates by Fredericks
and Relman (1996) that if sequence detection predicts disease and copy
numbers of the pathogen correlates with disease severity, then the rela-
tionship between a pathogen and a disease is more likely to be causal. The
study with DWV clearly demonstrates that the determination of viral
load can link the causal association between a virus and a disease when
multiple viruses coexist in the same host. Future efforts to determine the
critical threshold of the virus concentration required to induce the disease
will help to define viral dose requirements for host pathological responses
in order to monitor disease development in honey bee colonies.
B. Tissue tropism

The ability of a virus to invade the tissues of a host is a fundamental
requirement for a successful infection. The term ‘‘tissue tropism’’ is
referred to as the specificity of a virus to infect and replicate in particular
cells or tissues. Tissue tropism is determined mostly by (1) the chemical
affinity of the virus attachment protein with virus-specific receptors on
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the surface of a host cell; (2) the suitability of viral entry sites to support
virus replication; and (3) the ability of the virus to escape from the host’s
immediate immunity and thereby to establish long-term chronic or latent
infections. The first step of virus infection is the interaction between the
viral capsid protein and the specific receptor on the surface of the suscep-
tible host cell to allow the viral RNA to enter the cell cytoplasm. Despite
the fact that virus entry processes have been well established for several
family members of the Picornaviridae, such as Poliovirus (Basavappa et al.,
1998; Mendelsohn et al., 1989), molecular mechanisms of receptor recog-
nition that determine the tissue tropism of honey bee viruses are currently
unknown. Research on studying cellular aspects of the pathogenesis of
honey bee viruses is largely impeded by the lack of certified virus-free
bees and an in vitro cultivation system. While a long-term cultivation of
honey bee cells has been reported (Bergem et al., 2006), a permanent cell
line derived from honey bees is not yet available for bee virus propa-
gation. Studies of the mechanisms of tissue tropism that underlie virus
binding and spreading to different host cells require a full understanding
of the structural features of a virus particle. The atomic structure of a virus
particle by X-ray diffraction offers an opportunity to elucidate the molec-
ular determinants of the virus that are necessary for the recognition of
receptors and the specificity of tissue tropism. One essential requirement
for the crystallization and determination of a virus atomic structure is that
viruses need to be propagated in a cell culture and purified to a very high
degree. At present it is very difficult to obtain bee viruses in high purity
because bee viruses are usually grown in vivo and there is always the
chance that preparation of any particular bee virus may be contaminated
with one or more additional viruses. In addition, determination of the
presence or absence of virus-specific receptor molecules on the surface of
host cells and characterization of the interactions between receptors and
a particular virus is not even possible without an in vitro system. Due to
these difficulties, our knowledge of tissue tropism of honey bee viruses is
mostly limited to ultrastructural studies of virus cytopathology. There
have been attempts to culture embryonic bee cells in a highly nutritive
medium (Mitsuhashi, 2001, 2002) and in a classical medium (Bergem et al.,
2006). Cell migration from the explants was observed. The cells could be
maintained for a period of several weeks but passaging of the bee cells
failed. Although to date there are no continuous cell lines nor heteroge-
nous cell lines derived from honey bees for the proliferation of bee
viruses, the protocols for bee tissue cultures and setup of primary cultures
have been developed (Kaatz et al., 1985; Kreissl and Bicker 1992; Malun
et al., 2003; Rachinsky and Hartfelder, 1998).

Bee viruses exhibit some differences in their tissue tropism in their
bee hosts. Although bee viruses multiply abundantly and fatally when
injected into bee hemolymph, the initial infection site of most honey
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bee viruses usually occurs through the cuticle by direct contact between
healthy and infected bees or in the alimentary tract when bees ingest
virus-contaminated food. For example, KBV, CBPV, and ABPV are most
likely transmitted contagiously between crowded live bees via the cyto-
plasm of broken cuticular hairs, while SBV causes infection in bees when
both young adult bees and larvae ingest the virus particles mixed in with
their food (Bailey and Ball, 1991; Bailey et al., 1979, 1983; Ball and Bailey,
1991). These viruses are then further transmitted to brood via the glandu-
lar secretions of infected worker bees during feeding. Although BQCV
does not multiply readily when ingested by both worker bees and larvae,
it replicates abundantly in adult bees when they are also infected with
N. apis (Bailey, 1982a). SinceN. apis often causes gastrointestinal infections
in bees, it is believed that infection ofN. apis increases the susceptibility of
the alimentary tract to infection by BQCV, indicative of the alimentary
tract as an initial infection site for BQCV.

Honey bee viruses are able to spread their infections systemically from
initial sites to secondary target tissues of the host via the blood circula-
tion or nervous systems. KBV infects and replicates in most tissues of an
infected bee, including the fore- and hindgut epithelial tissue, alimentary
canal musculature, epidermis, tracheal epithelium, hemocytes, oenocytes,
and treacheal end cells. However, no evidence of KBV multiplication has
been found in the nerve tissues (Dall, 1987). SBV most commonly accu-
mulates in the hypopharyngeal glands of worker bees, but virus particles
have also been found in the cytoplasm of fat, muscle, and tracheal-end
cells of larvae (Lee and Furgala, 1967). CBPV has a particular tropism for
nervous tissues. This is probably why infection of CBPV is often asso-
ciated with paralysis behavior in infected bees. The CBPV particles can
also be found in the alimentary tract, mandibular, and hypopharyngeal
glands. However, CBPV does not appear in the cytoplasm of fat or muscle
tissues (Giauffret et al., 1966, 1970; Lee and Furgala, 1965). ABPV particles
have been seen in the cytoplasm of fat body cells, the brain, and hypo-
pharyngeal glands of acutely paralyzed bees (Bailey and Milne, 1969;
Furgala and Lee, 1966). Localization of DWV infection in queens and
drones by in situ hybridization and RT-PCR methods showed that DWV
infection is spread throughout the whole body, including the queen ovar-
ies, queen fat body, spermatheca, and drone seminal vesicles (Chen et al.,
2006b; Fievet et al., 2006). Nothing is known about the cytopathological
effects of BQCV in honey bees.
C. Host range

A virus’ host range is generally referred to as the range of host species that
a virus is capable of infecting, although host cell types that a virus infects
can also be considered to be a host range in a broad sense. The successful
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infection and replication of a virus in a host is a complex process involv-
ing the interaction and coevolution of virus and host (Moya et al., 2000).
Host species specificity is a genetic property of a virus and any changes
in host specificity can occur through virus mutation. RNA viruses show
the highest mutation rates among all pathogens, roughly one nucleotide
per genome is incorrectly reproduced in each replication (Bonhoeffer
and Sniegowski, 2002). The high mutation rates of RNA viruses are due
to error-prone replication, since there is no proofreading mechanism for
RdRps. Error-prone replication along with a short replication time and
large population size leads to high levels of genetic diversity of RNA
viruses and the formation of viral quasispecies. The viral quasispecies is a
population of genetic variants of virus organized in a way that a central
master sequence, the most frequent and fittest genotype, is surrounded
by a cloud of mutant sequences. Such an organization provides an evolu-
tionary advantage to RNA viruses and allows the viruses to evolve and
adapt to new environments and challenges during infection and some-
times to cross species barriers to new hosts. Host expansion is an impor-
tant evolutionary force for a virus population and allows viruses to expand
their ecological niche to a great diversity of resources and to reduce
competition among competitors.

Honey bee viruses display a host range that is not restricted to their
original A. mellifera host. Apart from the European honey bee, A. mellifera,
infections of SBV, KBV, and DWV have been reported in the eastern
honey bee A. cerana. Except for CBPV, the other five common bee viruses,
DWV, SBV, BQCV, KBV, and ABPV, are found to be harbored by the
varroa mite. The host range of ABPVwas shown to extend to at least three
bumble bee species (Bailey and Gibbs, 1964). KBV also has alternate hosts
in nature and infection of KBV has been detected in bumble bees (Bombus
spp.) from New Zealand and German wasps (Vespula germanica) from
Australia (Anderson, 1991). Current detection of DWV, in bumble bees,
B. terrestris and B. pascuorum, demonstrated the ability of DWV to expand
its host range (Genersch et al., 2006). Evidence that honey bee viruses
exploit multiple host species in their habitat reflects the genetic variability
and quasispecies nature of bee viruses. When a virus is expanded to a
different host or ecological niche, a new variant to adapt to changes of the
new environment may already be formed in a viral population. Further,
the widespread nature of a mixed virus infection in honey bees implies
that viruses sharing the same physiological niches have the potential to
undergo genetic changes by recombination or reassortment, leading to the
formation of genetic variants or emergence of new viral species. Further
studies on genetic variability of honey bee viruses would shed more light
on the pathogenesis of bee virus infections.
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VI. HOST DEFENSE MECHANISMS

A virus causes infection by invading host cells, multiplying new virions,
and exiting the host cell to attack others. As part of their survival strate-
gies, hosts have evolved effective mechanisms to defend against viral
invaders by employing multifaceted immune responses. Virulence and
pathogenesis are the consequences of the complex interactions between
the infecting virus and host immunity. Vertebrates deal with viral infe-
ctions by two types of immune responses, innate/nonspecific and adap-
tive/specific responses. The innate immune response is a rapid response
to prevent the spread of viruses during the early phase of the invasion.
The innate immune response includes synthesis of interferons to inhibit
virus replication and the induction of natural killer (NK) cells to lyse virus
infected cells. The adaptive immune response has two components, the
humoral and cell-mediated responses. The humoral response attacks
viruses when they are present in the host’s circulation by B-lymphocyte-
produced antibodies (immunoglobulins). The cell-mediated response
destroys virus-infected cells by T-lymphocyte-produced cytokines once
viruses have resided inside of the host cells. The adaptive immune res-
ponse can also result in the production of ‘‘memory cells’’ which endow
the immune system with the ability to respond much more rapidly and
effectively to a subsequent infection of the same virus, which provides
long-term protection against a given virus. In insects, NK cells, antibo-
dies, cytotoxic T cells, and memory cells are all lacking and the entire
immune system is innate. In general, insects utilize three lines of defense
to combat infections: physical and chemical barriers, humoral immune
responses, and cellular immune responses. In insect cellular immune res-
ponses, hemocytes confer cellular immunity to insects and hemocytic
response is mediated by phygocytosis, nodule formation, and encapsula-
tion of microbes. The insect humoral response is characterized by the
activation of the phenoloxidase cascade and biosynthesis of antimicrobial
peptides. The hemocytic and phenoloxidase responses are rapid and
present the first line of defense behind the physical and chemical barriers,
while the synthesis of antimicrobial peptides is much slower and begins
to appear some hours after the actual infection has been recognized.
Together, these responses constitute an effective defense system to protect
insects from challenges by numerous invaders (Schmid-Hempel, 2005).

While the humoral and cellular immune responses to bacterial and
fungal infections have been characterized and documented in honey
bees, relatively little is known concerning how honey bees recognize
and fight viral infections. However, we believe that honey bees do possess
effective defense mechanisms that protect them from virus infections.
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The commonly observed phenomenon that viruses persist in apparently
healthy colonies as latent infections is a good indication that honey bees
have the innate ability to resist the multiplication of virus infections.

Recent work has indicated that RNA interference (RNAi) is a natural,
conserved mechanism of antiviral immunity in plants, vertebrates, and
insects (Keene et al., 2004; Li et al., 2002; Voinnet, 2001). RNAi is an RNA-
dependent gene silencing process triggered by a long double-stranded
RNA (dsRNA). When dsRNA is introduced into a cell, a specific RNaseIII
endonuclease, Dicer, binds and cleaves dsRNA to produce double-
stranded fragments of 20–25 base pairs with 2-nt 30 overhangs, called
small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). The siRNAs are integrated into the
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) to activate the RISC. Activated
RISC bind to homologous mRNA and cause sequence-specific degrada-
tion of the target mRNA. Positive-stranded RNA viruses appear to be
potentially vulnerable to RNAi because the viruses replicate their gen-
omes through complementary strands resulting in dsRNA replication
intermediates that are attractive targets for siRNAs. Since the genomes
of most honey bee viruses are positive-stranded RNA molecules, we
would expect RNAi to also be an important defense mechanism against
viruses in honey bees.
A. Colony-level defense

The honey bee colony is considered to be a superorganism since a bee
colony often acts as a single unit to share labor, specialize in tasks,
and coordinate efforts. The homogeneous genetic structure, close physical
contact, and extensive social interactions among individuals make bee
colonies especially vulnerable to the infection and transmission of patho-
gens. On the other hand, the highly elaborate social organization of bee
colonies poses a special advantage for bee immunity to defend against the
infection of pathogens and to improve the survival of the colonies (Evans
and Pettis, 2005; Fries and Camazine, 2001; Naug and Camazine, 2002).
Therefore, it is sometimes necessary to look at the host defense mechan-
isms at the colony level. Completion of genome sequences of the honey
bee shows that A. mellifera, compared to Anopheles and Drosophila, has
fewer paralogs for genes related to innate immunity, with about one-third
of the total number of genes found in Anopheles and Drosophila for 17
immune-related gene families (Evans et al., 2006; Honey Bee Genome
Sequencing Consortium, 2006). Honey bee immunity against intruders
is constituted not only by individual-level defense regulated by immune-
related genes, but also by the colony-level defense mechanism. Compared
to other nonsocial insects, the reduction of immune-related genes in
honey bees may be a result of strengthened colony-level defense.
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Hygienic behavior is characterized by the rapid detection of diseased
and dead brood, uncapping of the brood cell, and removal of the affected
brood by worker bees. The hygienic behavior of worker bees is an impor-
tant aspect of the honey bee’s immunity and has been shown to be
effective against American foulbrood, chalkbrood, nosema, and varroa
mites in colonies (Gilliam et al., 1983; Park et al., 1937; Peng et al., 1987;
Rothenbuhler, 1964; Spivak and Reuter, 2001; Woodrow and Holst, 1942).
In addition, hygienic activity has been shown to be an effective defensive
strategy against virus infections in honey bees. For example, adult worker
bees could quickly detect larvae with SBV infection and remove them
from the colony to prevent further spread of the infection (Bailey et al.,
1964). The cleaning or mutual grooming behaviors displayed by worker
bees are believed to be responsible for the spontaneous disappearance
of SBV infection in the field during the summer when bee colonies are
large and foraging activity is high and the ratio of larvae to adult bees is
diminishing (Bailey et al., 1964). The worker bees in the colonies have also
been observed to display aggressive behaviors toward bees affected with
CBPV (Drum and Rothenbuhler, 1983). The spontaneous disappearance
of CBPV infection in bee colonies has also been associated with bee
hygienic behavior provoked by the virus infection (Bailey, 1967).

Honey bees have been observed to generate a brood comb fever in
response to invasion by the heat-sensitive pathogen Ascosphaera apis
before larvae are killed (Starks et al., 2000). This fever-producing behavior
is a special social defense strategy displayed in honey bees. Brood comb
fever can elevate the colony environmental temperature to a level that is
above the optimum growing temperature for a microorganism so that the
growth and replication of the microorganism are arrested. The higher
temperature can also result in the increase of bee metabolism, thereby
speeding up the immune activities of individual bees against themicrobial
infections.

Additionally, honey bees improve their resistance to disease infections
by producing antimicrobial substances in their hive products. Propolis is
a resinous substance collected from tree sap or other plant sources and
then mixed with wax by honey bees. Propolis has been identified to be
rich in a group of biologically active antioxidants called flavonoids, which
promote natural immunity and cell regeneration (Greeneway et al., 1990).
It has been shown that propolis not only functions as a cement to seal nest
cracks or cavities but also has antimicrobial properties that help the hive
block out viruses, bacteria, and other microorganisms (Kujumgiev et al.,
1999; Miorin et al., 2003). Another important feature of honey bees’ natural
defense is the antimicrobial activity of colony food, including honey,
pollen, and royal jelly. The antibiotic agents (also called ‘‘inhibin’’) inhibit
the development of bacteria and fungi in stored food (Burgett, 1997).
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Glucose oxidase is an enzyme known to possess antimicrobial activity
against insect pathogens. Glucose oxidase is expressed specifically in the
hypopharyngeal gland of honey bees and secreted into the royal jelly,
providing protection to bee brood from infection of microorganisms
(Ohashi et al., 1999; Santos et al., 2005). Although the antimicrobial proper-
ties of colony food to bacterial and fungal infections have been documen-
ted, there have been no reports regarding antiviral activities of the colony
food in honey bees. Identification of neopterin which displayed some
antiviral properties against Coxsackie B virus, a member of the Picorna-
virus, in royal jelly implies that colony food may have antiviral effects
against viruses (Bratslavska et al., 2007; Hamerlinck, 1999). The future
identification and characterization of antiviral agents from bees and col-
ony food will be a significant contribution to the management of virus
diseases in honey bees.
B. Individual-level defense

1. Physical and chemical barriers
Honey bee viruses usually enter the host through the alimentary tract
during feeding or trauma on the body surface, though they can also dir-
ectly enter the blood circulation via bites by varroa mites or other insects.
Like other insects, honey bees can utilize both physical and chemical
barriers as a primary line of passive defense to avoid infection. Both
physical and chemical barriers confer nonspecific immunity to honey
bees. The physical barrier includes the outer cuticle exoskeleton, the
chitinous linings of the trachea, the cuticle lining of the foregut and
hindgut, and the peritrophic membrane of the midgut. The rigid epider-
mal cuticle physically separates internal tissues from the external envi-
ronment and thereby provides protection against microbial invasion. The
peritrophic membrane, a chitinous matrix lining of the midgut, con-
stitutes a second interface protecting internal tissues from external envi-
ronment and also functions as a permeability barrier to keep pathogens
that enter the alimentary canal with food from entering the hemocoel
through the gut wall. Additionally, the biochemical environment of the
gut can form a chemical barrier to inhibit the multiplication and spread of
pathogens to other body tissues.

2. Cellular immune response
Although the physical and chemical barriers usually keep pathogens
from entering the body, pathogens occasionally break through these
defenses and begin to multiply. Whenever physical and chemical barriers
are breached, honey bees can actively protect themselves from infection
by employing an innate immunity response which represents a second
line of defense and occurs immediately on infection. The primary goal of
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the immune system is the recognition of pathogens and differentiation
of nonself from self molecules. Once a microorganism is recognized as
foreign, the immune system is activated to mount a defensive response to
kill or eliminate the intruder. Insects lack immunoglobulin-based immune
responses. The recognition of nonself is achieved by pattern recognition
receptors (PRRs) that are germline-encoded immune proteins that recog-
nize the pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) presented on
the surface of microorganisms. There are two families of PRRs: the pepti-
doglycan recognition proteins (PGRPs) and the Gram-negative binding
proteins (GNBPs). The binding of PAMPs to PGRPs and GNBPs activates
the proteolytic cascades involving serine protease and serpins. These
cascades trigger an intracellular humoral pathway that controls antimicro-
bial peptide expression and a variety of unspecific cell defense reactions
includingphagocytosis, nodule formation, encapsulation andmelanization,
which entails immediate action against foreign intruders.

Phagocytosis is the primary response of hemocytes to small microor-
ganisms such as bacteria. It involves the binding of hemocyte proteins
to bacterial or fungal polysaccharides, changes in hemocyte number and
morphology, and intracellular killing of pathogens. Nodule formation is
a multi-hemocyte-cooperated cellular immune response. Hemocytes may
entrap a large number of bacteria in hemocyte aggregates called nodules.
Nodule formation is an important mechanism for cleaning large doses of
microorganism in the hemolymph. When a foreign invader is too large to
be phagocytosed or to be formed into a nodule, it becomes encapsulated
by a capsule-like envelope that is made of multiple layers of hemocytes or
a melanin coat or both. Encapsulation is the most effective cell-mediated
immune mechanism in defending against large intruders such as para-
sitoid. Hemocyte-mediated killing mechanism is often accomplished by
phenoloxidase activity and melanization. Melanization is triggered by the
activation of a phenoloxidase cascade. A key enzyme, phenoloxidase,
converts phenols into quinines, which subsequently polymerize to
melanin. Melanin is deposited around a foreign invader before more
hemocytes are recruited, leading to the eventual formation of a melanized
cell capsule accompanied by elevated levels of nitric oxide, superoxide
anion, and hydrogen peroxide in the host. However, there is another sort
of encapsulation, cellular encapsulation, that does not depend on oxygen
and can occur without any sign of melanization. Killing by cellular encap-
sulation probably depends on the lysozyme hydrolytic mechanisms
(Carton and Nappi, 2001; Dimopoulos, 2003; Dunn, 1986; Lavine and
Strand, 2002).

The cell-mediated immune response to fungus infections has been
characterized in honey bees (Glinski and Buczek, 2003). Two critical
enzymes, phenol oxidase and glucose dehydrogenase that play an impor-
tant role in melanin synthesis and are necessary for defense against
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intruding microorganisms and parasites, are present in the hemolymph
of the honey bees (Yang and Cox-Foster, 2005; Zufelato et al., 2004).
The genes that encode serine protease and serpins, which involve in
the binding of PAMPs to PGRPs and GNBPs, have been identified in
the genome of the honey bee, suggesting that honey bees have an innate
immune system that enable them to defend against various microorgan-
isms and parasites (Honey Bee Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2006;
Zou et al., 2006). However, how honey bees combat viral infections via
cell-mediated defense reaction remains undefined.

3. Humoral immune response
Insect humoral immune responses involve secretion of antimicrobial
peptides by fat bodies that is functionally equivalent to the mammalian
liver, into the hemolymph in response to challenges to the immune sys-
tem. Most of our knowledge of the insect humoral immune response is
derived from studies of Drosophila. To date, seven classes of antimicrobial
peptides, including attacin, cecropin, defensin, diptericin, drosocin, dro-
somycin, and metchnikowin, have been identified in Drosophila, and their
expression has been found to be regulated by two NF-kB signaling path-
ways, Toll pathway and immune deficiency (Imd) pathway (reviewed
by Bulet et al., 2004; Leclerc and Reichhart, 2004). The humoral signaling
pathway is also triggered by the binding of PAMPs to PGRPs and GNBPs
which is involved in the upstream infection recognition. The Toll pathway
has long been recognized to be a critical signaling pathway during Gram-
positive bacterial and fungal infections. The Toll transduction cascade
is activated when the ligand, Spätzle, binds to the transmembrane Toll
receptor and induces the recruitment of a protein complex consisting of
MyD88, Tube, and Pelle. The recruitment of the protein complex leads
to the proteasome-dependent degradation of cactus. The degradation of
cactus allows translocation of two NF-kB transcription factors, Dif and
Dorsal, to the nucleus, causing rapid expression of gene-encoding antimi-
crobial peptides such as defensin, drosomycin, and metchnikowin. Imd
signaling pathway, in contrast, is specific for Gram-negative bacteria
although it is activated in a similar fashion to the Toll pathway. The
Imd pathway activates a transcription factor, Relish, and the processed
Relish then enters the nucleus where it regulates the expression of the
gene-encoding antibacterial peptides such as attacin, cecropin, diptericin
and drosocin. A study by Zambon et al. (2005) reported that both the Toll
and Imd pathways were activated in Drosophila by an infection of Dro-
sophila X virus (DXV), a dsRNA virus. Their studies showed that Toll
pathway was required for the inhibition of DXV replication and that
the inactivation of the Toll pathway could result in increases in virus
titer and death in infected flies. This study clearly indicates that the Toll
pathway was an essential part of the antiviral response in Drosophila.
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Another study conducted by Dostert et al. (2005) showed that infection of
Drosophila C virus (DCV), a member of the genus Cripavirus and the family
Dicistroviridae, that several honey bee viruses also belong to, induced
a set of genes distinct from those regulated by the Toll and Imd pathways
and triggered a Janus Kinase-signal transducer and activator of transcrip-
tion (Jak-STAT) DNA-binding activity. Therefore, they suggested that
a Jak-STAT signaling pathway is required for an antiviral response in
Drosophila (Dostert et al., 2005). The Jak-STAT pathway is ubiquitous
amongst vertebrates. The signaling pathway takes part in the regulation
of cellular responses to a variety of cytokines and growth factors to alter
gene expression. The binding of a cytokine or growth factor to its receptor
activates Jak, a cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase, and triggers it to phosphory-
late and stimulate STAT, a gene regulatory protein, to detach from the
receptor and translocate to the nucleus. Different STATs accumlated in
the nucleus form hetero- and homodimers that induce expression of their
target genes. Studies by Dostert et al. clearly indicated that in addition to
Toll and Imd pathways for defense against bacterial and fungal infections,
another evolutionarily conserved innate immune pathway, Jak-STAT
pathway, exists in Drosophila and participates in the function of antiviral
infections.

Several antimicrobial peptides including abaecin, apidaecin, hyme-
noptaecin, and defensin have been identified in the hemolymph of honey
bees on induction of bacterial infections (Casteels et al., 1989, 1990;
Casteels-Josson et al., 1994). These peptides do appear to be involved in
the bee immune response to pathogen infections. A recent genome-wide
analysis of honey bee immunity indicates that honey bees possess ortho-
logues for the core members involved in different recognition and signal-
ing pathways including Toll, Imd, Jak-STAT, as well as JNK, which is also
a pivotal actor in the Drosophila immune response and involves the
activation of transcriptional factor, Basket, though the functions of most
honey bee components in these pathways remain to be validated (Evans
et al., 2006). The data generated from Drosophila studies indicate that
insects have an effective innate immune system that is able to respond
not only to bacterial and fungal infections but also to viral infections.
Knowledge of the antiviral immunity demonstrated in Drosophila should
provide us with important insight into the relationship between virus
infections and host immune responses in honey bees.
VII. MANAGEMENT OF VIRUS INFECTIONS

Viral disease outbreaks as well as inapparent viral infections can seriously
affect the profitability of the beekeeping industry. Beekeepers are advised
to take measures to limit viral infections, although as with any other
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animal and plant viruses, chemotherapies for killing bee viruses are
currently not possible. An integrated pest management program for bee
diseases caused by viruses should include at least the following three
components: (1) accurate diagnosis of diseases that allows rapid develop-
ment and implementation of control strategies, (2) good beekeeping man-
agement practice that enhances honey bees’ natural immunity to virus
infections, and (3) selecting and breeding of disease-resistant strains of
honey bees.

A rapid and accurate diagnosis of virus infections is a critical compo-
nent of the virus surveillance and control program. It will help to deter-
mine the epidemiology of bee viral infections and to monitor honey bee
colonies for viruses to prevent the spread of diseases. For many years,
the detection and identification of viral infection in honey bees were
based largely on serological methods like Ouchterlony gel diffusion,
indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA), and enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) tests (Allen and Ball, 1995; Allen et al., 1986; Anderson,
1984). The development of molecular methods has revolutionized the
diagnosis of viral diseases and provided powerful tools for specific,
sensitive, and rapid identification of viruses. The RT-PCR method has
become a standardmethod for detection, quantification, and phylogenetic
analysis of honey bee viruses (Bakonyi et al., 2002; Benjeddou et al., 2001;
Evans, 2001; Grabensteiner et al., 2001; Hung et al., 1996a; Ribiere et al.,
2002; Stoltz et al., 1995; Tentcheva et al., 2004a). With increasing genomic
information of bee viruses, we would expect that nucleic acid–based
methods such as Northern blotting, real-time RT-PCR, microarray analy-
sis, and other emerging methods will continue to serve as predominant
tools for the diagnosis of viral diseases in honey bees.

Good bee management practice is fundamental for enhancing honey
bees’ natural immunity, which is the most useful tool in combating viral
diseases. Stressful circumstances can favor outbreaks of viral diseases,
thus any efforts that strengthen the colony health are expected to reduce
the risk of virus infections. Since the varroa mite has been proven to be an
effective vector in transmitting and activating viruses, timely and efficient
control of the varroa mite population will reduce the incidence of viral
diseases. A mathematical model proposed by Sumpter and Martin (2004)
predicts that virus-associated winter collapses can be avoided if bee
colonies are treated with varroacides in the summer to decrease the
ABPV and DWV loads below a critical level. In addition to controlling
the vector population, effective management of bee viral diseases can
be achieved by maintaining good sanitation practices, feeding bees with
the proper quantity and quality of food, and replacing combs and queens
when the problem is serious.
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Selection and breeding of disease resistant bee strains are an effective
way to defend against viral attacks in honey bees. Several traits of honey
bees, such as hygienic behavior and suppressed mite reproduction (SMR),
are important behavioral mechanisms of disease resistance (Harbo and
Harris, 2005; Lapidge et al., 2002). The highly hygienic bees can efficiently
suppress the virus infection and V. destructor infestation by quickly recog-
nizing and removing the diseased brood and varroa mites from combs.
Nonhygienic bee lines show a slower removal response to diseased bee
brood than bee stocks selected for hygienic traits (Spivak andGilliam, 1998).
Such hygienic behavior strongly depends on gene effects and has been the
basis for breeding programs. The development of an integrated program to
select bee populations with desirable traits, to preserve honey bee germ-
plasm, and to arrange the mating of queens and drones will provide an
important tool to breed for disease-resistant genotypes and hold great
promise for colony-level disease resistance. In addition,with the completion
of the honey bee genomic sequence, it becomes possible to conduct gene-
based selection for genotypeswith defensive and hygienic behaviors and to
characterize the genes that confer disease resistance and to genetically
manipulate the genes to enhance the disease resistance in honey bees.
VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In recent years, progress in honey bee virus research has been impressive.
However, infections of viruses in honey bees have not been fully character-
ized at themolecular level and there aremany gaps in our knowledge of the
key processes underlying the dynamics of virus transmission, epidemiol-
ogy, pathogenesis, and host immunity to virus infections. For example,
what mechanisms regulate the virus transmission process, how viral gene
expression contributes to disease pathogenesis, and how host immune
responses regulate virus survival and replication? In addition, recent prog-
ress in the understanding of bee virus infections is limited to the aforemen-
tioned six honey bee viruses; the other previously identified honey bee
viruses such as Filamentous virus, A. iridescent virus, Cloudy wing virus,
Bee virus X, Bee virus Y, Arkansas bee virus, Egypt bee virus, slowparalysis
virus, Thai Sacbrood, and Berkeley bee picornavirus remain poorly char-
acterized.Moreover, identified viruses can act in new and unexpectedways
and new viruses keep emerging, forming additional challenges in the
elucidation of viral infections. The availability of the bee genome sequence
in conjunction with new technologies opens exciting possibilities for
exploring new aspects of virus life in the host and foretells future advances
in bee virus research.
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increasing use of this approach to study virus–host interactions using

a variety of model systems. For example, data obtained using micro-

array technology, in combination with mouse and macaque infection

models, is providing exciting new insights into the pathogenicity of

the 1918 virus. These studies suggest that the lethality associated with

this virus is in part due to an aberrant and unchecked immune

response. Progress is also being made toward using functional geno-

mics in the diagnosis and prognosis of acute lung infections and in the

development of more effective influenza vaccines and antivirals.
I. INTRODUCTION

For centuries, influenza virus has plagued humankind. While influenza
infection typically causes mild-to-moderate illness in healthy individuals,
it still results in 30,000–40,000 deaths per year in the United States. Those
most susceptible to influenza infection are infants, the elderly, and those
individuals that are immunocompromised due to HIV/AIDS infection or
organ/tissue transplant (CDC, 2006). In extreme cases, such as the 1918
pandemic, it is estimated that 50 million people died as a result of
influenza infection (Taubenberger and Morens, 2006). What was unique
about this pandemic is that the most susceptible to this disease were
young, otherwise healthy, individuals. Since 1918, multiple influenza pan-
demics have occurred, although none nearly as deadly. Another influenza
pandemic is inevitable and much effort is being placed on disease sur-
veillance and monitoring of transmission across species (Pandemic Flu,
2007; Subbarao and Joseph, 2007).

Of particular concern is the H5N1 family of avian influenza viruses
(Horimoto and Kawaoka, 2005). While the transmission rate of H5N1
viruses from birds to humans is extremely low, the case mortality rate
in humans is greater than 50% (WHO, 2007). Fortunately, human-to-
human transmission is extremely rare (WHO, 2005). It is difficult to
predict for how long this will be the case and there is increasing concern
that H5N1 viruses will recombine with human viruses. This could result
in anH5N1 viruswith the capacity for human-to-human transmission and
perhaps generate a catastrophic pandemic (Subbarao and Joseph, 2007).

Understanding the ways in which influenza interacts with the host is
an important component of preparing for the next pandemic. It is neces-
sary to understand these interactions in order to improve existing vac-
cines, to develop new and more efficacious vaccines that will provide
protection against multiple strains and subtypes, and to develop new
antiviral therapeutics (Subbarao and Joseph, 2007). Because of its ability
to provide a global view, functional genomics is one of the most useful
approaches for studying virus–host interactions. Our laboratory is using
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functional genomics to study a variety of viruses, including HCV,
SIV/HIV, Ebola virus, HSV, SARS coronavirus, West Nile virus, and
influenza virus (Baas et al., 2006a,b; Baskin et al., 2004; Fredericksen
et al., 2004; Geiss et al., 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003; Kash et al., 2004, 2006a,b;
Kobasa et al., 2007; Lederer et al., 2006; Pasieka et al., 2006; Smith et al.,
2003a,b, 2006; Thomas et al., 2006; Walters et al., 2006, 2006a,b). This
chapter will focus on how microarray technology is being utilized to
uncover the mysteries of influenza pathogenesis. We will explore increas-
ingly complex models for studying influenza–host interactions using
functional genomics, including cell culture systems, murine models of
infection, and nonhuman primates (Fig. 1). Finally, we will discuss the
promise of using genomics to define molecular signatures of the disease
that could lead to the evolution of the microarray as a diagnostic tool.
II. MODEL SYSTEMS OF INFLUENZA A INFECTION USED
IN FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS

A. Cell culture models

Initial functional genomic endeavors in our laboratory utilized estab-
lished cell lines to understand the ways in which influenza virus disrupts
cellular processes. We first performed a series of experiments to deter-
mine replication-dependent and -independent events during influenza
infection. HeLa cells were mock infected or infected with either active or
heat-inactivated A/WSN/33 (H1N1). Using the dual-labeling technique,
cDNA arrays were hybridized with RNA from mock versus active or
heat-inactivated virus or with RNA from heat-inactivated versus active
virus, allowing us to determine which genes were regulated by actively
replicating virus (Geiss et al., 2001).

We found that while there are distinct subsets of genes whose regula-
tion is replication dependent or independent, more gene expression
changes were observed in the presence of replicating virus. Further anal-
ysis revealed that these genes could be classified in five major categories:
protein synthesis, cytokine and growth factor signaling, transcription fac-
tors and DNA-binding proteins, processing and export of mRNA, and the
ubiquitin pathway. In contrast, genes whose regulation was replication
independent were grouped representative of the following categories:
metallothioneins, cell cycle related, transcriptional regulators, part of
the ubiquitin pathway, or cellular kinases (Geiss et al., 2001). Although
specific aspects of influenza replication-independent and -dependent
events could have been assessed using conventional laboratory techni-
ques, our gene expression studies allowed us to examine numerous gene
expression changes at the same time. From this data, it was possible to
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identify specific processes that are related to influenza replication-
independent and -dependent events and speculate on how these events
work together in influenza pathogenesis.

Further studies using a cell culture system were aimed at discerning
viral determinants of virulence. Of particular interest was the viral NS1
protein. NS1 appears to play a role in subverting the host response to the
virus. It has been suggested that NS1 attenuates the interferon response to
the virus through its double-stranded (ds) RNA-binding domain (Garcı́a-
Sastre et al., 1999). It has also been suggested that the dsRNA-binding
domain of NS1 functions to inhibit the 2050-OAS/RNaseL antiviral res-
ponse (Min and Krug, 2006). This may indicate that NS1 from different
influenza viruses plays distinct roles in subverting the host response to
the virus.

To better understand the effect of NS1 on virus–host interactions, we
infected an established human lung epithelial cell line, A549, with A/PR/
8/34 (H1N1), A/PR/8/34 in which NS1 was deleted, or with A/PR/8/34
in which NS1 contained a deletion in the C-terminus (Geiss et al., 2002).
The latter two viruses were reconstructed using plasmid-based reverse
genetics (Fodor et al., 1999). These studies allowed us to examine the
global host response to influenza infection in the absence of NS1 or in
response to infection with a virus exhibiting attenuated NS1 function.

Numerous genes were preferentially upregulated in response to infec-
tion with the mutant viruses compared to the parental strain. Many of
these genes were related to the antiviral and interferon responses. These
data suggest a role for the NS1 of A/PR/8/34 as an antagonist of the
interferon response to the virus (Geiss et al., 2002). Antagonism of this
crucial defense response to influenza most likely contributes to the lethal-
ity of this virus inmice. Therefore, these initial studies from our laboratory
were crucial in understanding the importance of the interferon response
in the host response to influenza.

This study was also the first to use functional genomics to examine the
role of specific genes from the 1918 strain. In addition to the viruses
mentioned above, A549 cells were infected with A/WSN/33 or a recom-
binant in which the NS1 of A/WSN/33 was replaced with the NS1 from
the 1918 virus. We noted that there was greater suppression of interferon-
stimulated genes in cells infected with the 1918 NS1 recombinant virus
than in cells infected with the parental strain. The host response to
A/WSN/33 virus containing the 1918 NS1 was also compared with the
response to wild-type A/PR/8/34 and with the A/PR/8/34 NS1 mutant
viruses. From these analyses, we determined that the expression of nu-
merous interferon-stimulated genes was anti-correlated between these
viruses and A/WSN/33 containing the 1918 NS1. For example, NMI
and STAT1 expression were upregulated in cells infected with the
A/PR/8/34 viruses but downregulated in cells infected with A/WSN/33
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containing the NS1 from the 1918 virus. These studies suggest that the NS1
from the 1918 virus is more adept at suppressing key interferon responses.
It will be interesting to use functional genomics to compare the effect
of the NS1 from the 1918 virus on host–virus interactions to that of the
NS1s from modern day low pathogenicity human influenza viruses and
both low and high pathogenicity avian H5N1 viruses. Such comparisons
will lend a global view into how different influenza NS1s affect the host
response and lead to important observations as to the role of NS1 in
influenza pathogenicity (Geiss et al., 2002).

Interestingly, mice infected with a virus containing the NS1 of 1918
and the other seven genes from A/WSN/33 did not succumb to the infec-
tion. In contrast, all mice infected with A/WSN/33 died by 10 days
postinfection (Basler et al., 2001). These data, in conjunction with the
array studies described above, suggest that the NS1 of the 1918 virus is
an important virulence factor, but it is not solely responsible for the high
lethality of the 1918 virus. Therefore, it was imperative to study the effect
of other 1918 genes on mortality and examine the critical interplay of all
of the 1918 genes. Such studies will be discussed in the following section
covering murine models of influenza infection.

Using cell culture systems in the application of functional genomics
is crucial to the understanding of how influenza infection affects antiviral
responses on the cellular level. However, these systems are limited in
that the data obtained from them can only lead to inferences as to what
is occurring in the host as a whole. For this reason, it is necessary to study
influenza infection in the context of the whole organism. The use of
functional genomics in conjunction with various mammalian models of
infection, and in humans, will be discussed in the next sections.
B. Murine models

In order to study the effects of influenza in the context of the whole
organism, many scientists have utilized mouse models of infection.
Althoughmice are not a natural host for influenza virus, their accessibility
and the vast repertoire of genetically altered species makes them a useful
tool in many areas of research, including functional genomics. Since
laboratory strains of mice are inbred, this reduces host variation, making
it easier to clarify how influenza is affecting the host. Of particular interest
to our laboratory is how the host response induced by highly pathogenic
influenza infection differs from that induced by viruses with lower
pathogenicity.

Of all the influenza viruses that have surfaced in the last century, very
few have caused as much intrigue as the 1918 pandemic strain. Among
the most perplexing questions surrounding the influenza pandemic of
1918 is what made this virus so deadly. Environmental, biological, or
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demographic factors could have contributed to its virulence; however, the
most pertinent factors may be related to how this virus interacts with the
host innate immune response. As mentioned in the previous section,
we used functional genomics to study the effect of the 1918 NS1 on global
gene expression using a cell culture system. While this study provided
an important first step in understanding this deadly virus, it only hints at
what might be occurring in the whole host.

With the sequencing and reconstruction of the 1918 virus using
reverse genetics (Tumpey et al., 2005a), our laboratory and others have
been able to study the effects of various genes from this virus and the fully
reconstructed virus on the host (Basler et al., 2001; Reid et al., 1999,
2000, 2002, 2004; Taubenberger, 1998; Taubenberger et al., 1997). In initial
studies, we infected mice with the lethal, A/WSN/33 stain or with a
recombinant of this virus containing the HA and NA from the 1918
virus. A recombinant A/WSN/33 virus containing the HA and NA of a
contemporary human strain (A/New Caledonia/99) was also included
in these studies. Both HA and NA are major virulence factors and HA is
the major viral factor against which host antibodies are produced (Lamb
and Krug, 1996) and evidence suggests that the HA of the 1918 virus is
necessary for transmission (Tumpey et al., 2007). Gene expression profil-
ing was then performed on lungs isolated from these mice. Increased gene
expression in the lungs of mice infected with either A/WSN/33 or the
recombinant virus containing the HA and NA from the 1918 virus was
observed at 24 h postinfection. In contrast, relatively few gene expression
changes were observed in the lungs of mice infected with the A/WSN/33
recombinant strain containing theHAandNA fromA/NewCaledonia/33.
By 72 h postinfection, gene expression changes were similar between the
two infection groups, indicating that the HA and NA of the 1918 virus
were sufficient to accelerate the host response to the virus (Kash et al.,
2004).

A subset of genes was preferentially upregulated in mice infected
with the A/WSN/33 recombinant virus containing the 1918 HA and
NA. Among this group were genes that are indicative of T cell activation,
macrophage activation, and cell death (Kash et al., 2004). In support
of these findings, Tumpey et al. demonstrated that mice infected with
A/Texas/36/91 containing the HA and NA from the 1918 virus or with
A/WSN/33 containing these genes developed severe lung pathology,
including varying degrees of necrotizing bronchitis, alveolitis, and pul-
monary edema. Strikingly, there was also an increase in neutrophils and
alveolar macrophages in the lungs of these animals. To analyze the
importance of these immune cells in the context of A/Texas/36/91
recombinant virus, animals in which neutrophils and/or alveolar macro-
phages had been depleted were infected with a sublethal dose of the
virus. Infected neutrophil-depleted mice had a 60% survival rate.
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In contrast, all animals in which alveolar macrophages or both alveolar
macrophages and neutrophils were depleted died by 9 days postinfection
with the recombinant virus (Tumpey et al., 2005b). Taken together, these
data emphasize the importance of certain immune mediators in combat-
ing infection with a recombinant virus containing the HA and NA from
the 1918 virus. However, as discussed below, these findings also suggest
that an inappropriate activation of the host response to the virus may
contribute to its pathogenicity.

We have also used functional genomics to analyze the host response
of mice infected with the fully reconstructed 1918 virus. These studies, led
by John Kash, revealed that genes related to various immune cells, nota-
bly NK cells, neutrophils, macrophages, and T helper 1 (Th1) cells, were
upregulated in mice infected with the fully reconstructed 1918 virus
as early as 1 day postinfection. These genes were persistently activated
in the lungs of r1918-infected mice throughout the course of the experi-
ment (5 days) (Kash et al., 2006b). Key mediators of the immune response
to influenza virus are cytokines and chemokines that are responsible for
the activation of and recruitment of immune cells into the infected tissue
(Julkunen et al., 2001). In agreement with early and persistent activation of
immune cells in r1918-infected mice, this same gene expression pattern
was observed for genes related to pro-inflammatory cytokines and che-
mokines such as Tnf, Il6, and Ccl5 (Kash et al., 2006b). It is crucial that
a delicate balance of immune responses is maintained during infection
in order to limit excessive damage to the host. If these responses go
unchecked, or are insufficient, it can result in dire consequences for the
host (La Gruta et al., 2007). Our data suggest that a hyperactive and
persistent host response is associated with the 1918 virus and that this is
a key contributor to the high mortality associated with this virus.

Another important aspect of our study was an examination of what
effect the full constellation of genes from the 1918 virus had on gene
expression and virus-induced morbidity and mortality. In order to
accomplish this, mice were infected with the fully reconstructed 1918
virus (r1918), with A/Texas/91/36 containing the HA and NA from
1918 (2:6 1918), or with A/Texas/91/36 containing the HA, NA, M, NP,
and NS1 genes from the 1918 virus (5:3 1918) (Fig. 2). Compared with the
response of mice infected with the r1918 virus, which exhibited early and
persistent upregulation of genes related to NK cells, neutrophils, macro-
phages, and T helper 1 (Th1) cells, mice infected with either the 5:3 1918 or
2:6 1918 virus exhibited a delay in the upregulation of these genes.
However, expression levels of genes related to these immune cells was
similar in all three 1918 recombinant viruses by day 5 postinfection.

Interestingly, animals infected with either the 5:3 1918 virus or the
2:6 1918 virus exhibited lung pathology intermediate to mice infected
with A/Texas/91/36 and those infected with r1918 at day 3 postinfection.
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The differences in gene expression not only correlated with lung pathol-
ogy, but also with viral titers andmorbidity, demonstrating the usefulness
of gene expression profiling in understanding molecular mechanisms of
disease and disease outcome (Kash et al., 2006b).
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Studies in our laboratory are now focusing on combining genomics
with the use of knockout or transgenic mice to further understand the
complex host–virus interactions that occur in response to infection with
the 1918 virus. We are also interested in using genomics to examine the
effects of H5N1 infection on mice and to determine if there are molecular
signatures of disease that are present as a consequence of infection with
highly pathogenic strains of influenza. In addition, we are taking advan-
tage of the vast repertoire of transgenic and knockout mice available to
gain further insight into key regulators of the innate and/or adaptive
immune response to influenza infection in general. For example, in col-
laboration with Michael Gale, we are working to understand the role of
the pattern recognition receptor, retinoic acid inducible gene I (RIG-I),
during influenza infection. RIG-I plays an important role in the inter-
feron response to many viruses, including influenza (Foy et al., 2005;
Fredericksen and Gale, 2006; Kato et al., 2005, 2006; Liu et al., 2007;
Sumpter et al., 2005; Yoneyama et al., 2005, 2004). We recently examined
the gene expression profiles in RIG-I deficient mouse embryonic fibro-
blasts (MEFs) infected with A/PR/8/34. Global gene expression profiles
revealed significant differences in gene expression between wildtype and
RIG-I deficient MEFs. We are in the process of furthering analyzing data,
but preliminary analyses have revealed an important role for RIG-I in the
host response to the virus (Loo et al., submitted).
C. Nonhuman primate models

Even though mouse models have provided critical insights into the
pathogenesis of influenza, the information gained from these studies is
limited since mice are not natural hosts for the virus. For this reason, data
obtained from mouse studies can be difficult to translate to human
infection. Numerous studies have utilized nonhuman primate models
to study influenza pathogenesis (Berendt, 1974; Grizzard et al., 1978;
Liu et al., 1997; Rimmelzwaan et al., 2001; van Riel et al., 2006). Unlike
mouse models of infection, influenza infection in nonhuman primate
models mimics human infection. For example, nonhuman primates can
be infectedwith human influenza strainswithout prior adaptation and the
virus is transmissible between animals. In addition, nonhuman primates
and humans are close evolutionary relatives. As a consequence, nonhu-
man primates are increasingly being utilized to examine influenza patho-
genesis, and with the sequencing of the rhesus macaque genome (Rhesus
macaque genome sequencing and analysis consortium, 2007), genomic
and proteomic resources for working with these animals are becoming
progressively more available (Magness et al., 2005; Spindel et al., 2005;
Wallace et al., 2007).
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Although there are numerous advantages to using nonhuman pri-
mates in influenza research, certain considerations must be taken before
working with them. Nonhuman primates exhibit host variation similar to
that in humans, a factor that needs to be taken into account when analyzing
genomics data. Additionally, the numbers of nonhuman primates available
for research are limited. Therefore, most nonhuman primate studies are
restricted in their sample size. Lastly, considerable ethical concerns must
be taken into account when using nonhuman primates in research studies.
Our laboratory, along with others, has diligently worked to address these
concerns and yet still obtain the insights into influenza–host interactions
that only studies in nonhuman primates can provide.

In a seminal study led by Carole Baskin, pigtailed macaques (Macaca
nemestrina) were infected with the reconstructed H1N1 human influenza
strain, A/Texas/36/91. Physical symptoms, such as throat inflammation,
loss of appetite, and weight loss, correlated with the upregulation of
interferon-stimulated genes at days 4 and 7 postinfection. Gene expression
profiling also revealed the upregulation of genes related to neutrophil
and monocyte/macrophage function. Accordingly, an influx of neutro-
phils and macrophages into the lungs of infected monkeys was observed.
Although not the first to use nonhuman primates as a model of influenza
infection, this study was unique for two reasons. It was the first to use
pigtailed macaques and it was the first in which functional genomics
was used to examine influenza infection in nonhuman primates (Baskin
et al., 2004).

To expand upon the above study, we have also employed functional
genomics to assess the effect of influenza infection on the early innate
immune response in the lungs of pigtailed macaques, how genes related
to this response were regulated over time, and whether gene expression
signatures of infection could also be detected in the blood. Finally,
we examined the correlation between genomic and proteomic data col-
lected for both lung and PBMC samples. Significantly, this study was also
the first to use macaque-specific oligonucleotide arrays, which were
developed in our laboratory (Wallace et al., 2007).

As in the previous study, animals were infected with A/Texas/36/91.
Subsequent analysis focused on gene expression changes present at day 2
postinfection in order to determine molecular correlates of early influenza
infection. In lesions where viral mRNA was present, there was increased
expression of interferon-stimulated genes and antiviral-related genes.
Notably, the majority of these genes were significantly upregulated, sug-
gesting a robust host response against the virus. Differential expression
of cytokine, chemokine, and immune-related genes was also present
in samples isolated at 7 days postinfection (Baas et al., 2006a). These
data indicate a robust and sustained host response in the lungs of
influenza-infected pigtail macaques.
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We also compared the signatures of infection in the lung with those
found in whole blood. This analysis identified numerous genes whose
expression was upregulated in the lung and in the blood throughout
the time course of the infection. There was an upregulation in interferon-
stimulated genes and antiviral-related genes such as IRF7, IFIT2, OAS1,
and OAS3. Our findings suggest that there are common signatures of
influenza infection between the lung and whole blood, indicating that
gene expression profiling of blood may eventually prove useful for diag-
nostic or prognostic applications. This subject is further discussed in the
following section.

We also worked with Richard Smith’s group at Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory to perform the first ever global proteomic analyses
on macaque lung samples. Side-by-side comparison of genomic and
proteomic data from infected macaque lung samples revealed that there
were many correlations between the two sets of data. Of particular inter-
est, were the correlations observed for interferon-stimulated genes and
antiviral-related genes. Members of these families, such as IFIT1, IFIT2,
STAT1, and MX1, were identified by both genomics and proteomics.
In further support for the use of whole blood as a surrogate marker of
influenza pathogenesis in the lungs, gene expression data for the above
markers and others correlatedwith the lung genomics and proteomics data
(Baas et al., 2006a). We would like to further these studies by determining
if similar proteomic results are observed in whole blood.

From these analyses, we also identified an increase in the abundance
of certain proteins in influenza-infected lung that would not have been
predicted by our genomics data. This observation points to the need for
the integration of genomics and proteomics data to gain a more complete
understanding of influenza pathogenesis. Furthermore, integration of
genomic and proteomic data will enhance our understanding of the
differences between mRNA levels and protein abundance.

We have also recently used functional genomics and a macaque infec-
tion model to study the pathogenesis of the 1918 virus. For these studies,
cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fasicularis) were infected with the human
H1N1 virus, A/Kawasaki/173/01, or with the reconstructed 1918 virus
(Kobasa et al., 2007). Microarray analysis on bronchi from infected ani-
mals revealed a robust activation of numerous pro-inflammatory chemo-
kine and cytokine genes in both A/Kawasaki/173/01 and 1918-infected
animals at day 3 postinfection. Additionally, there was an increased
activation of genes related to the interferon-a response in response to
infection with either of these viruses at this time-point. Strikingly, many
of the genes related to these responses exhibited a more robust upregula-
tion in the A/Kawasaki/173/01-infected animals at day 3 postinfection,
but returned to baseline levels or were downregulated later in infection
compared with r1918-infected animals. In contrast, animals infected with
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the r1918 virus exhibited an increased and robust upregulation of expres-
sion of interferon-stimulated genes and chemokines and cytokines through
the study endpoint.

In support of our genomics observations, CCL2, CCL5, IL-8, and IL-6
levels were increased in the serum of r1918-infected macaques compared
with the levels present in A/Kawasaki/173/01-infected animals at days 3
and 6 postinfection. Viral titers were substantially greater in both the
upper and lower respiratory tracts of macaques infected with r1918 at
all three time-points postinfection. r1918-infected animals also exhibited
severe lung pathology at 8 days postinfection (Kobasa et al., 2007). Taken
together, these data agree with data obtained using mouse models, sug-
gesting that the pathogenesis induced by infection with the 1918 virus is
associated with, and potentially caused by, an aberrant and unchecked
immune response to the virus. As a consequence, this response turns from
one that is beneficial to the host to one that is extremely detrimental.

The studies described above demonstrate how nonhuman primate
models can be used in combination with functional genomics to under-
stand influenza–host interactions. Our studies, in conjunction with those
of others, firmly demonstrate that nonhuman primate models of influenza
provide crucial information into disease progression and pathogenesis.
Currently, we are focused on using functional genomics to assess the
effectiveness of influenza vaccination in nonhuman primates (Baskin
et al., submitted). These studies illustrate a novel use for functional geno-
mics in influenza vaccine development. Genomic analyses during vaccine
trials may reveal gene expression markers of protective immunity or gene
expression changes that are indicative of a predisposition to a particular
response to immunization and subsequent challenge.
D. New diagnostic approaches

As mentioned previously, a major promise of genomics is the capacity to
use this technology in the more precise and efficient diagnosis of disease.
Of major interest, is the use of functional genomics to ascertain molecu-
lar signatures of infection that permit the distinction among diseases.
Discussed below is how this technology is being tested for influenza
diagnosis.

To identify the gene expression signatures induced by various patho-
gens, Chaussabel et al. examined peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) obtained from pediatric patients presenting with various illnesses
(2005). Specifically, they examined diseases with distinct immunological
components such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), influenza A,
Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, and Streptococcus pneumoniae. They
also examined adult patients who received liver transplants with immuno-
suppressive therapy or patients who received bone marrow transplants
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and experienced graft versus host disease. These samples were compared
with PBMCS from healthy volunteers. The authors were able to identify
unique gene expression patterns for patients presenting with influenza
and SLE. They then determined expression profiles common to all of the
diseases using genes that were either up- or downregulated in patients
infected with influenza or SLE. Analyses also demonstrated that the genes
whose expression was regulated in a similar manner in both influenza
and SLE patients fell into distinct categories such as defense response,
interferon induction, and heavy metal binding. Furthermore, the authors
were able to determine how many genes related to these processes were
expressed in individual patients (Chaussabel et al., 2005).

In an extension of the above studies, the authors examined the gene
expression profiles of PBMCs from young patients presenting with acute
infections including influenza A, S. aureus, S. pneumoniae, and E. coli
(Ramilo et al., 2007). Analysis of these samples was performed in a
methodical manner using statistical comparison, sample classification,
validation of classifier genes using a test set, and validation of microarray
platforms and chips. The authors were able to identify subsets of genes
that distinguished patients with influenza (viral infection) from those that
presented with either E. coli or S. pneumoniae (Gram-negative and Gram-
positive bacterial infections, respectively). The same was found for
patients infected with influenza compared to those infected with S. aureus
(Gram-positive bacterial infection). Distinct expression patterns were also
present in PBMCs from patients infected with E. coli or S. aureus.

Using sets of classifier genes obtained from the above analyses, the
authors examined the gene expression profiles of PBMCs isolated from
patients presenting with lower respiratory infections the same as those
listed above or from healthy volunteers. From these analyses, the authors
were able to classify the samples from these new patients into the correct
disease categories. In addition, the authors tested a separate set of sam-
ples using a different array platform. These studies also demonstrated
that patients presenting with these illnesses could be accurately classified
into distinct groups based on gene expression profiles (Ramilo et al., 2007).
Through these painstaking efforts, the authors convincingly used func-
tional genomics to discriminate between patients with a variety of acute
infections, including influenza.

While these studies provide evidence that genomics can be used to
define molecular signatures of disease associated with certain pathogens,
they also have significant limitations. For example, these studies were
performed on samples that had been taken from patients that had already
been diagnosed with a particular illness and genomic analyses only had
to distinguish between a relatively few possibilities. However, in order to
be effective in a clinical setting, gene expression profiling will need to
provide a high degree of accuracy and overcome numerous confounding
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factors such as age, race, gender, immune status, and co-infection with
more than one pathogen. All of these issues must be addressed before
functional genomics can function in disease diagnosis. However, once
these challenges have been met, genomic diagnosis may decrease the
amount of elapsed time between sample collection and disease diagnosis
thereby allowing doctors to treat patients more quickly. This is particu-
larly important for patients presenting with acute infections. Addition-
ally, the use of microarrays in this manner may eliminate the need for
patients to undergo certain painful and potentially dangerous diagnostic
procedures, such as tissue biopsies.
III. CONCLUSIONS

Functional genomics has clearly provided critical information regarding
virus–host interactions and has made significant contributions to influ-
enza research. As we have described, functional genomics has been
utilized to study influenza infection in a variety of model systems includ-
ing cell culture, mice, and macaques. Researchers are also utilizing func-
tional genomics to study influenza infections in chickens, but these
endeavors are still in their infancy (Degen et al., 2006). It will also be
desirable to use functional genomics to examine influenza infection in
ferrets. Unlike mice, ferrets can be productively infected with human
influenza viruses and ferret-to-ferret transmission occurs. Due to these
characteristics, ferrets provide a useful and unique model for influenza
infection studies. Unfortunately, genomic studies using ferrets are cur-
rently limited due to the lack of ferret nucleotide sequence information.
We therefore strongly recommend that the ferret genome be sequenced
and that ferret-specific microarrays be developed.

From the functional genomics experiments published so far, we have
been able to gain invaluable insight into influenza pathogenesis. Perhaps
the most critical use of this technology has been in the study of the virus
responsible for the deadly 1918 influenza pandemic. In regards to highly
pathogenic influenza, future experiments should also focus on the effect
of avian H5N1 infection on global gene expression, using multiple model
systems such as those that are being used to study the 1918 virus.

Functional genomics has provided us with numerous insights into
influenza–host interactions. In particular, we have utilized this technol-
ogy to discern how low and high pathogenicity viruses affect host res-
ponses. However, there are many challenges facing our laboratory and
others that use functional genomics. Of utmost concern, is the integration
of the vast amounts of genomics data that is available and has yet to be
generated. Among the major obstacles are microarray platform differ-
ences, species differences, cell type differences, and annotation differences
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(Wallace et al., 2006). Data from microarray studies also needs to be
integrated with conventional biological approaches and with data that
will be obtained from the burgeoning field of proteomics. As demon-
strated throughout this manuscript, our laboratory has worked tirelessly
to achieve these goals. We firmly believe that functional genomics will be
crucial to the development of novel therapies necessary for the prevention
of influenza infection and spread.
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Abstract Virus replication can cause extensive rearrangement of host cell
cytoskeletal and membrane compartments leading to the ‘‘cyto-

pathic effect’’ that has been the hallmark of virus infection in tissue

culture for many years. Recent studies are beginning to redefine

these signs of viral infection in terms of specific effects of viruses

on cellular processes. In this chapter, these concepts have been

illustrated by describing the replication sites produced by many

different viruses. In many cases, the cellular rearrangements caused

during virus infection lead to the construction of sophisticated

platforms in the cell that concentrate replicase proteins, virus

genomes, and host proteins required for replication, and thereby

increase the efficiency of replication. Interestingly, these same

structures, called virus factories, virus inclusions, or virosomes, can

recruit host components that are associated with cellular defences

against infection and cell stress. It is possible that cellular defence

pathways can be subverted by viruses to generate sites of replica-

tion. The recruitment of cellular membranes and cytoskeleton to

generate virus replication sites can also benefit viruses in other

ways. Disruption of cellular membranes can, for example, slow the

transport of immunomodulatory proteins to the surface of infected

cells and protect against innate and acquired immune responses,

and rearrangements to cytoskeleton can facilitate virus release.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Viruses are obligate intracellular parasites. Unlike their hosts, they cannot
replicate by growth or division but use their genomes to redirect host cell
processes to produce all the components needed to make new viruses.
Virus replication and assembly are often confined within specific intra-
cellular compartments called virus factories, viroplasm, or viral inclu-
sions. These are thought to provide a physical platform to concentrate
new genomes and proteins involved in replication and assembly, and
this is likely to increase the efficiency of virus production. The formation
of specialized sites of replication can involve extensive reorganization of
cellular cytoskeleton and membrane compartments. This can lead to cell
rounding and swelling and a ‘‘cytopathic effect’’ that has been docu-
mented for many years (Reissig et al., 1956; Robbins et al., 1950). Recent
advances in microscopy, such as live cell imaging and tomography, com-
bined with the power of reverse genetics, are now allowing the cytopathic
effect to be redefined in terms of specific effects of viral proteins on spe-
cific cellular processes rather than an overwhelming assault on the cell in
preparation for cell lysis.

There is considerable interest in understanding how virus infection
leads to the large changes in cellular organization required to produce
complex replication sites. In the simplest model, virus replication sites
would form passively through self-association of viral components and
exclusion of host organelles. Viruses, however, require a considerable
number of host proteins to facilitate replication, and there is increasing
evidence that these are specifically transported to sites of replication. Host
proteins may move to replication sites because they are actively recruited
by binding to specific viral proteins. Alternatively, viruses may transport
viral and host material to replication sites by subverting host defences
against infection [reviewed by Kirkegaard et al. (2004) and Wileman
(2006)]. The large scale changes in cellular membrane and cytoskeletal
organization, which occur during the formation of replication sites,
can offer further benefit to viruses. Rearrangement of the cytoskeleton
can, for example, facilitate virus release, and the block in the secretory
pathway seen during infection with positive-stranded RNA viruses can
reduce release of inflammatory mediators and protect against innate and
acquired immune responses. This is a broad subject of considerable inter-
est to virologists and cell biologists, and we have benefited from excellent
reviews that have been published (Mackenzie, 2005; Novoa et al., 2005).
In writing this chapter, we have concentrated on describing sites of virus
replication in the context of the cell in which its replication takes place.
We have illustrated these concepts with reference to replication sites
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produced by many different viruses and, where possible, described how
virus replication impacts on the functioning of the host cell.
II. VIROPLASM, VIROSOMES, FACTORIES, AND INCLUSIONS

Virus replication sites have been studied for many years and have evolved
their own terminology. Early studies of poxvirus replication (Dales and
Siminovitch, 1961; Morgan et al., 1954) describe electron-dense aggregates
and amorphous material induced early during infection called viroplasm.
Viroplasm has also been used to describe similar structures induced
during infection with Poliovirus (Dales et al., 1965a). Viroplasm is often
concentrated within perinuclear areas that exclude host organelles. Vi-
roplasm is thought to indicate sites of virus replication, and concentra-
tions of viroplasm have been called virosomes, or virus factories, to reflect
an organelle involved in virus production. Virus infection also produces
inclusion bodies. As a working definition, these can be considered to form
later during infection. They can form virus factories once virus pro-
duction has peaked, and/or at other sites in the cell they probably arise
from an accumulation of viral proteins that do not become incorporated
into viruses.
III. MEMBRANE REARRANGEMENTS OCCURRING DURING
THE REPLICATION OF THE POSITIVE-STRANDED
RNA VIRUSES

The positive-stranded RNA viruses encode nonstructural proteins (NSP)
that cause proliferation and modification of membranes of the host
secretory pathway. The membranes are thought to provide a physical
framework or ‘‘replication complex’’ that concentrates the cellular and
viral components required for virus replication (Bienz et al., 1987; Egger
et al., 2002; Froshauer et al., 1988; Gazina et al., 2002; Magliano et al., 1998;
Schlegel et al., 1996; van derMeer et al., 1998). Assembly of the replicase on
membranes, rather than the cytosol, may also help viruses evade host
defence pathways that monitor cells for double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)
intermediates indicative of virus replication. The replicase complexes of
all the positive-stranded RNA viruses contain an RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRp), a protein with NTPase and helicase activity, and
in many cases a methyl transferase to cap viral RNA. These proteins are
generated from the viral polyproteins by viral proteases, and are then
targeted to membranes in ways that differ depending on virus family
(Fig. 1).
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FIGURE 1 The replicase proteins of positive-stranded RNA viruses are directed

to membranes by NSP with membrane-targeting information. (A) Picornavirus. The

replication complex contains 3D, the RdRp (red), and 2C which has NTPase and helicase

motifs (purple). The 3D polymerases do not have membrane-targeting information but

are synthesized as a 3ABCD precursor. 3ABCD is processed to 3AB by the 3C protease

(red triangle) and a hydrophobic domain in 3A targets 3AB to the cytoplasmic face of ER

membranes. 3AB binds directly to 3D and this targets the polymerase to the replication

complex. The replication complex also requires 2BC and 2C proteins that are targeted

to membranes via their own hydrophobic domains (black lines). (B) Flavivirues.

The replication complex is encoded at the C-terminus of a polyprotein that is processed

by the NS2 protease (red triangle). NS5B is the RNA-dependent polymerase (red), and

NS3 acts as helicase (purple). NS4B is a polytopic membrane protein inserted into the ER

cotranslationally. NS4A, 5A, and 5B have hydrophobic domains (gray lines) that allow

posttranslational insertion into the cytoplasmic face of the ER membrane. NS3 is

recruited into the complex by associating with NS4A. (C) Alphavirus. The NSP1234

polyprotein is processed by a protease activity in the C-terminus of P2 (red triangle). The

polyprotein is anchored to the cytoplasmic face of endosome and lysosome membranes
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A. Regulation of membrane traffic in the
early secretory pathway

Membrane rearrangements by the positive-stranded RNA viruses arise
from modifications of membrane compartments in the early secretory
pathway. The secretory pathway is carefully regulated in cells, and sub-
version of this pathway by viruses involves interactions between viral
proteins and the host proteins that control membrane traffic. For some
viruses we are beginning to understand how this is achieved. It is there-
fore useful to review briefly what is known about the control of mem-
brane traffic at the start of the secretory pathway. Membrane proteins and
proteins secreted by cells are synthesized by ribosomes attached to the
cytoplasmic face of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Proteins destined
for transport to the Golgi apparatus, or the plasma membrane, are folded
by chaperones and assembled in the lumen of the ER, and transport to
the Golgi apparatus and beyond involves a series of transport vesicles.
The formation of these vesicles is controlled by coat proteins that are
recruited from the cytosol. They select cargos for transport into the secre-
tory pathway and facilitate vesicle formation by inducing membrane
curvature (Bonifacino and Glick, 2004).

Movement from the ER involves a coat made from COPII proteins that
localize to specific domains of the ER called ER exit sites (ERES), or
transitional ER. Vesicle budding from ERES requires the small GTPase,
Sar1p. Binding of GTP to Sar1p translocates Sar1p from the cytosol onto
ER membranes. Here, Sar1p-GTP recruits cargo proteins into ERES and
seeds polymerization of the COPII coat containing Sec13–Sec31p proteins
and production of 60- to 80-nm-diameter vesicles. Movement of vesicles
from the ER to the Golgi apparatus requires microtubules and the
dynein/dynactin motor protein. The vesicles fuse with a series of
by a hydrophobic region at the N-terminus of P1. P1 also acts as the methyltransferase

(yellow). P2 encodes the helicase (purple) and P4 is the RdRp (red). The P123 precursor

associates with P4 and generates negative-stranded RNA. Further processing produces a

complex of separate P1, 2, 3, and 4 proteins that produce positive-stranded RNA.

(D) Nidoviruses. The Nidovirales order comprises the Arteriviridae, Coronaviridae, and

Roniviridae families. The replicase gene is composed of two open reading frames termed

ORF1a and ORF1b, both of which encode complex polyproteins. Arterivirus ORF1b

encodes NSPs 9–12 including the RdRp (NSP9, red), helicase (NSP10, purple). The ORF1b

reading frame lacks hydrophobic domains able to target the replicase to membranes.

Proteins necessary for membrane targeting (brown and blue) are encoded by ORF1a

(NSP2, 3, and 5). For the CoVs, for example, MHV and SARS-CoV transmembrane domains

are located in NSP3, 4, and 6, and helicase and polymerase proteins are NSP12 and 13,

respectively. ORF1b also contains a methyltransferase (NSP16, yellow).
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membranes that lie between the ER and the Golgi apparatus called the
ER-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC), or tubulovesicular struc-
tures, and specific fusion with ERGIC membranes is determined by a
complex of proteins called transport protein particle 1 (TRAPP1). TRAPP1
proteins tether the vesicles on ERGIC and Golgi membranes, allowing
interactions between vesicle and target SNARE (solubleN-ethylmaleimide-
sensitive factor attachment protein receptor) proteins to facilitatemembrane
fusion. The SNARE interactions are controlled by vesicle-specific small
GTPases called rab proteins (Fig. 2).

Further sorting events in the ERGIC and early Golgi involve a second
complex of coat proteins called COPI. The COPI complex contains seven
proteins (a, b, b0, g, d, e, and z COP proteins), which generate vesicles that
take proteins from the ERGIC and Golgi apparatus back to the ER through
a retrieval pathway (Fig. 2). The COPI proteins are recruited from the
cytosol by the Arf1-GTPase. Activation of Arf1 requires binding to GTP
and is facilitated by GTP exchange protein, Arf-GEF. Arf1-GTP inititates
coat assembly while hydrolysis of GTP by Arf1 leads to coat disassembly.
This disassembly is stimulated by an Arf1-GTP-activating protein (Arf-
GAP) that promotes GTP hydrolysis by Arf1. A possible role for Arf1 in
the generation of vesicles during picornavirus replication has been the
focus of much work following the observation that Poliovirus replication is
blocked by brefeldin-A (BFA), a drug that inhibits the recruitment of Arf1
onto membranes (Maynell et al., 1992).

Membrane vesicles are also produced in cells in response to starvation.
This pathway, known as autophagy, is used as a part of a quality control
system that removes long-lived proteins and damaged organelles from
the cytoplasm and has been shown to provide a defence against intra-
cellular pathogens (Deretic, 2005; Kirkegaard et al., 2004; Levine and
Klionsky, 2004; Shintani and Klionsky, 2004). The origins of the mem-
branes formed during autophagy are unclear but may be derived from the
ER (Reggiori and Klionsky, 2005). Autophagy is suppressed by the target
of rapamycin (TOR) kinase and is activated by conditions that lead to
inactivation of TOR. This leads to the production of membrane crescents
in the cytoplasm, called isolation membranes, which mature into double-
membraned vesicles of 500- to 1000-nm diameter called autophagosomes.
This maturation engulfs small quantities of cytoplasm, and any organelles
or pathogens present at sites of autophagy become trapped within autop-
hagosomes. The autophagosomes ultimately fuse with lysosomes resulting
in degradation of their content. Autophagosomes are of interest because in-
fection of cells with picornaviruses and coronaviruses (CoVs) can generate
double-membraned vesicles that may be related to autophagosomes.

In addition to supplying membrane and proteins to the secretory
pathway, the ER acts as a major site of lipid synthesis. As a consequence,
the ER contains a large quantity of membrane, and this is organized into a
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FIGURE 2 Protein trafficking in the early secretory pathway. 1. Anterograde transport

from the ER to the ERGIC is mediated by COPII-coated vesicles. Formation of COPII

coats is regulated by the Sar1p-GTPase. Binding of Sar1p to the ER requires binding of

GTP and this is facilitated by the Sec12p-GTP exchange protein. Sar1p-GTP recruits the

Sec23–Sec24p subcomplex (light blue) of the COPII coat and this recruits cargo proteins

(light green) to ERES. The Sec23–Sec24p subcomplex then recruits the Sec13–Sec31p

proteins (purple) that induce membrane curvature and formation of a vesicle. Hydrolysis

of GTP on Sar1p by Sec23p results in coat disassembly. The vesicle docks with ERGIC

membranes by binding tethering proteins and interactions between v-SNAREs and

t-SNAREs results in vesicle fusion. 2. Retrograde transport from the ERGIC to the ER

provides a pathway to retrieve proteins from the ERGIC and Golgi apparatus and is

mediated by COPI-coated vesicles. Formation of COPI coats is regulated by the

Arf1-GTPase. Binding of Arf1 to the ERGIC requires binding of GTP and this is facilitated

by the GBF1 and BIG1/2 GTP exchange proteins. Arf1-GTP recruits the COPI coat complex

(dark blue), which induces membrane curvature and formation of a vesicle that returns

to the ER.
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complex reticulum made from tubular and lamella structures (Borgese
et al., 2006). The smooth ER increases in response to a buildup of ER
membrane proteins and can be organized into lamellae or concentric
whorls called organized smooth ER (OSER). Structures similar to OSER
are also seen during virus replication.
B. Picornavirus replication induces numerous
membrane vesicles

1. The picornavirus replicase
Picornaviruses are nonenveloped positive-stranded RNA viruses. The
genome encodes a large polyprotein that is processed to generate capsid
proteins from the P1 region and nonstructural replicase proteins
from the P2 and P3 regions. Picornavirus 3D contains the RdRp, while
2C has NTPase and helicase motifs. The 3D polymerase does not have
membrane-targeting information but is synthesized as a 3ABCD precur-
sor. 3ABCD is processed to 3AB by the 3C protease, and a hydrophobic
domain in 3A targets 3AB to the cytoplasmic face of the ER. 3D binds
directly to 3AB, and this targets the polymerase to the replication com-
plex. The 3D polymerase of Poliovirus is believed to self-assemble into a
large ordered array on membranes, which is critical for binding RNA and
RNA elongation (Lyle et al., 2002). The replication complex also requires
2BC and 2C proteins that are targeted to membranes via their own
hydrop hobic dom ains ( Fig. 1A).

2. Membrane rearrangements induced by picornaviruses
provide sites for replication

The accumulation of large numbers of densely packed membrane vesicles
in the cytoplasm is characteristic of a picornavirus infection (Bienz et al.,
1983, 1987; Cho et al., 1994; Dales et al., 1965a; Schlegel et al., 1996; Stuart
and Fogh, 1961; Suhy et al., 2000). Studies have suggested that vesicles
induced by Poliovirus are derived from the ER, either from COPII-coated
vesicles or from ER-derived autophagic double-membraned vacuoles
(Bienz et al., 1987; Jackson et al., 2005; Rust et al., 2001; Schlegel et al.,
1996; Suhy et al., 2000). However, the detection of ER, Golgi, and lyso-
somal markers in membranes induced at later stages of infection by
Poliovirus suggests that more than one organelle may contribute mem-
branes to the replication complex (Schlegel et al., 1996). In interpreting
these studies, it is important to consider if the vesicles observed are in-
volved in replication, or if they represent a bystander response to virus
infection. Evidence for a role of specific membranes in replication is
provided by the presence of replicase proteins, or better still dsRNA or
negative-stranded intermediate viral RNA (Egger and Bienz, 2005).
Examination of cells infected with Poliovirus for the first appearance of
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negative-stranded RNA suggests that this initial stage of replication starts
on the ER. This is consistent with high-resolution immunofluorescence
microscopy (Rust et al., 2001) showing the Poliovirus 2B protein associated
with ERES containing the Sec13–Sec31p proteins of the COPII complex.
These sites exclude resident ER proteins, suggesting colocalization of 2B
with COPII-coated transport vesicles. Replication complexes containing
negative-stranded RNA then move on microtubules to a perinuclear area
to initiate synthesis of positive-stranded RNA (Egger and Bienz, 2005).

3. Membrane rearrangements can be induced by expression of
nonstructural proteins

Membrane rearrangements have been studied by expressing individual,
or combinations, of picornavirus proteins in cells. Most of this work has
involved studies of Poliovirus proteins, andmembrane rearrangements are
reported for the 2B, 2C, 2BC, 3A, and 3AB proteins. Poliovirus 2B causes
fragmentation of the Golgi complex (Sandoval and Carrasco, 1997). The
2BC and 2C proteins lead to vesiculation and tubulation and sometimes
myelin-like swirls of ER-derived membranes (Aldabe et al., 1996; Cho
et al., 1994). Similar structures are induced by 2C and 2BC of hepatitis
A virus (Teterina et al., 1997). Expression of the Poliovirus 3A protein
causes swelling of ER cisternae (Doedens et al., 1997) and the disappear-
ance of vesicles budding from the ER, while the 3AB protein also induces
myelin-like swirls of ER (Egger et al., 2000). The membrane rearrange-
ments induced by expression of single proteins do not, however, mirror
those observed in infected cells, and since myelin-like modifications to the
ER are also seen following overexpression of ER proteins [reviewed by
Borgese et al. (2006)], their relevance to viral replication is unclear. Impor-
tantly for Poliovirus, it is a combination of 2BC and 3A protein expression
that induces membrane structures morphologically similar to those seen
in infected cells (Suhy et al., 2000).

4. Membrane rearrangements may vary between different
picornavirus families

Gazina et al. (2002) have studied replication complexes formed by several
different picornaviruses. Encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV), parecho-
virus 1, and echovirus 11 induce clustered vesicles containing dsRNA in
the perinuclear region of the cell. The precise nature of the vesicles varied
with virus. Parechovirus 1 produced homogeneous vesicles of 70–100 nm,
while membranes produced by EMCV and echovirus 11 were heteroge-
neous but more compact and associated with electron-dense material.
Differences for parechovirus 1 have also been reported by Krogerus
et al. (2003) who suggest that replication may occur on membranes
derived from the late Golgi rather than early ER and ERGIC com-
partments. All three viruses, however, cause loss of ribosomes from the
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ER and lack of visible Golgi apparatus. The COPI coat protein b-COP was
found to colocalize with echovirus 11 replication complexes, but not with
replication complexes produced by EMCV, again suggesting that vesicles
produced by different picornaviruses may differ. Infection with Foot-and-
mouth disease virus (FMDV) also results in loss of ribosomes from the ER
and an accumulation of heterogeneous vesicles to one side of the nucleus
(Monaghan et al., 2004).

High-pressure freezing can be used to increase the preservation of
cellular ultrastructure during processing for electron microscopy. Such
analysis of cells infected with Poliovirus shows that the vesicles have two
membranes suggestive of autophagosomes ( Jackson et al., 2005; Suhy
et al., 2000). Double-membraned structures containing electron-dense
material, and possibly viruses, were also revealed by the early work on
Poliovirus (Dales et al., 1965a). High-pressure freezing has been used to
compare FMDV and Bovine enterovirus (BEV). BEV produced heteroge-
neous membrane clusters similar to the rosettes described for Poliovirus
(Egger et al., 1996). Many of the vesicle membranes have high electron
density suggestive of double membranes and lie adjacent to accumula-
tions of virus-like particles. Clusters of FMD viruses were also associated
with vesicles and electron-dense material, but there were fewer double-
membraned vesicles (Monaghan et al., 2004). Immunofluorescence analy-
sis of Poliovirus vesicles shows colocalization of replicase protein 3A and
autophagy marker LC3, suggesting assembly of the replicase on autopha-
gosomes. Similar work suggesting the use of autophagosomes during
replication of CoVs will be described below. For Poliovirus, expression
of 3A and 2BC, which produces vesicles similar to those seen in infected
cells (Suhy et al., 2000), can induce autophagy (Jackson et al., 2005), and
inhibition of autophagy reduces yields of extracellular virus. The results
suggest that the autophagy pathway may facilitate the release of Poliovi-
rus from cells, and it will be interesting to see if this is true for other
enteroviruses that are resistant to the low pH and proteases present in
lysosomes and autophagosomes.

5. Vesicle coat proteins may play a role during
picornavirus replication

Evidence that different members of the picornavirus family vary in the
way that they interact with host membranes is provided by studies of
virus sensitivity to BFA. BFA completely inhibits Poliovirus and echovirus
11 replication (Cuconati et al., 1998; Gazina et al., 2002; Irurzun et al., 1992;
Maynell et al., 1992) and partially inhibits parechovirus 1 replication
(Gazina et al., 2002) but not other picornaviruses such as EMCV (Gazina
et al., 2002) or FMDV (Monaghan et al., 2004; O’Donnell et al., 2001).
BFA prevents assembly of COPI coats and this has generated consider-
able interest in understanding how COPI and COPII coats contribute to
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formation of the replication complex, and how BFA inhibits picornavirus
replication. In cells infected with the highly BFA-sensitive virus echovirus
11, b-COP was recruited into the replication complex; in contrast, the
replication complex formed by the BFA-resistant EMCV did not contain
b-COP. This correlation suggests that BFA-sensitive viruses may require
COPI coats for replication (Gazina et al., 2002; Mackenzie, 2005). Since
COPII coats are resistant to BFA (Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 2000; Orci
et al., 1993; Ward et al., 2001), it is suggested that COPII coats may provide
the membranes for replication complexes formed by BFA-insensitive
viruses. The observation that Poliovirus replicase 2B protein is seen in
ERES containing COPII proteins, but Poliovirus is sensitive to BFA, can
be reconciled if this association of 2B with ERES is considered to be an
early step in generation of membrane for the replication complex that
precedes recruitment of COPI coat proteins. This is supported by work
showing the movement of Poliovirus replication complexes containing
negative-stranded RNA from the ER to perinuclear sites (Egger and Bienz,
2005).

Direct evidence that COPI coat proteins are required for picornavi-
rus replication comes from studies of Drosophila C virus (DCV). DCV is
a positive-stranded RNA dicistronic virus that is similar to Poliovirus
and replicates in a cytoplasmic compartment containing virus-induced
membrane vesicles. A genome-wide RNA silencing screen identified six
(a, b, b0, g, d, and z) of the seven COPI coat proteins as essential for virus
replication. Furthermore, the formation of virus-induced vesicles required
b-COP, but not COPII protein, Sec23p. Notably, small interfering RNAs
against a-COP, but not Sec23p, also slowed Poliovirus replication (Cherry
et al., 2006).

6. Arf proteins and Brefeldin-A can modulate poliovirus and
coxsackievirus replication

The formation of COPI-coated vesicles is regulated by the Arf1-GTPase.
The observation that BFA inhibits the replication of enteroviruses such as
Poliovirus, and also inhibits the function of the Arf1-GTPase, provides
a second link between virus replication and COPI coats. Arf proteins are
regulated by Arf-GEFs that facilitate binding of GTP by removing GDP,
and by Arf-GAPs that increase hydrolysis of GTP by Arfs. Arf1-GEFs are
inhibited by BFA, and BFA therefore reduces levels of Arf1-GTP in cells.
The GEFs affected by picornavirus infection are Golgi-associated BFA-
resistant protein (GBF1) and BFA-inhibited protein (BIG1/2). Work by
Belov et al. (2005, 2007) indicates that infection of cells with Poliovirus
increases intracellular Arf-GTP levels fourfold, suggesting increased
activity of Arf1-GEFs or inhibition of Arf1-GAP proteins. In the absence
of virus, Arf1 is concentrated in the Golgi apparatus, but during infection
with Poliovirus Arf1 staining fragments and colocalizes with replicase
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protein 2C. This suggests that infection leads to a redistribution of Arf
proteins from the Golgi apparatus to the replication complex. The binding
of Arf proteins to membranes is dynamic, with Arf-GDP being released
from membranes following hydrolysis of GTP. Cytosolic Arf1-GDP
would redistribute naturally to membranes enriched for the Arf1-GEFs
that facilitate loading of new GTP. Significantly, Poliovirus infection
causes enrichment of GEFs in membranes containing replicase proteins,
and this would provide a mechanism for increasing levels of Arf1-GTP at
sites of virus replication.

Translation of Poliovirus RNA on membranes in vitro provides an
alternative means of studying the role of Arf proteins in virus replication.
Replication is inhibited by BFA and peptides that function as competitive
inhibitors of Arf (Cuconati et al., 1998), and for the most part, the assay
mimics what is observed in infected cells. Translation in vitro leads to
recruitment of Arf3 and Arf5 but not Arf6 (Belov et al., 2007) onto mem-
branes. Suitable antibodies recognizing the ER-associated Arf1 were not
available for these experiments, so it is not known if Arf1 is also recruited
to membranes during translation. Membrane recruitment of Arf pro-
teins can be reconstituted by translation and expression of Poliovirus 3A
or 3CD. Poliovirus proteins do not show intrinsic GEF activity, but 3A and
3CD will induce association of GBF1 and BIG1/2, respectively, with
membranes in vitro. This raises the possibility that recruitment of 3A
and 3CD to the replication complex during infection targets Arf-GEF to
virus-induced membranes, which in turn increases local levels of Arf1-
GTP. This is thought to be necessary for replication because inhibition
of Arf1-GEF by BFA blocks replication, and replication can be rescued
by overexpression of GBF1 (Belov et al., 2007). High levels of Arf1-GTP
would also increase recruitment of COPI proteins and be consistent with
the work on DCV showing that COPI proteins are required for replication
and vesicle production (Cherry et al., 2006). A Poliovirus 3A mutant with
a serine insertion at position 16 is unable to cause translocation of Arf
to membranes (Belov et al., 2005). Poliovirus carrying the 3Amutation does
not, however, show defects in replication, suggesting that Arf1-GEF
recruitment to membranes by 3A is not essential for replication. It is
possible that during infection the defect in 3A is compensated for by
3CD. Interestingly, a BFA-insensitive Poliovirus with mutations in the 2C
and 3A proteins (Crotty et al., 2004) induces vesicles and dispersal of the
Golgi apparatus, which begs the questions, does this mutant use a differ-
ent process for forming the replication complex, or do the mutations in 3A
allow the proteins to compete with BFA for GBF1 recruitment?

The role of Arf proteins during coxsackievirus infection has also been
studied. In common with Poliovirus, coxsackieviruses are enteroviruses
and their replication is inhibited by BFA. Expression of coxsackievirus
3A causes loss of COPII coats from ERES, and an accumulation of 3A,
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COPII and a model secreted protein in both the ER, and tubular-vesicular
post-ER structures containing ERGIC marker proteins. These effects
closely resemble the effects of adding BFA to cells, suggesting coxsack-
ievirus 3A may affect the function of Arf proteins. Coxsackievirus 3A
affects the regulation of Arf proteins (Wessels et al., 2006b). Interestingly,
the process differs to that described by Belov et al. (2005, 2007) for Poliovi-
rus 3A translated in vitro. Expression of coxsackievirus 3A in cells caused
loss of COPI and Arf1 from membranes, and there was redistribution
of BIG1/2 and GBF1 from the Golgi apparatus into the cytoplasm. This
suggests that coxsackievirus 3A reduces, rather than enhances, levels of
Arf1-GTP. Coxsackievirus 3A also caused redistribution of Arf1-GAP to
punctate structures suggestive of the ERGIC. A block in Arf1-GEF activ-
ity, combined with recruitment of Arf1-GAP, would reduce the levels of
Arf-GTP and inhibit membrane recruitment of COPI. Wessels et al.
(2006a) examined the effects of the 3A proteins of other picornaviruses
and found that only the 3A proteins of enteroviruses bound GEFs.
Intriguingly, Wessels’ work contrasts with Belov in that they found the
interaction of 3A with GEFs lead to a loss of Arf proteins from mem-
branes. Why these differences are seen is, as yet, unknown but may be
due to differences in cell type/methods used or differences in levels of
3A protein expression.

7. Picornavirus replication blocks protein secretion
Poliovirus and coxsackievirus slow protein movement through the secre-
tory pathway (Doedens and Kirkegaard, 1995; Wessels et al., 2005).
Expression of 2B, 2BC, and 3A individually were all able to slow secretion
(Cornell et al., 2006; Doedens and Kirkegaard, 1995; Doedens et al., 1997;
van Kuppeveld et al., 1997; Wessels et al., 2005, 2006a), but for both viruses
the 3A protein was found to have the greatest impact on ER-to-Golgi
transport. Poliovirus infection, and the 3A protein expressed alone in
cells, reduces surface expression of MHC class I, the TNF receptor, and
secretion of b-IFN, IL-6, and IL-8 (Choe et al., 2005; Deitz et al., 2000; Dodd
et al., 2001; Neznanov et al., 2001), and this may offer an immune evasion
strategy to the picornaviruses. This is consistent with the observation that
the ability of the coxsackievirus 3A protein to slow secretion may be
important for virulence (Wessels et al., 2006b) and has led to studies of
the mechanism of action of 3A in blocking ER-to-Golgi transport.

Deletion analysis has identified residues in the unstructuredN-terminal
region of Poliovirus and coxsackievirus 3A as important for the block in
host protein secretion (Choe et al., 2005). An N-terminal proline-rich
region (particularly Pro19) is important for coxsackievirus block in traf-
ficking (Wessels et al., 2005). In Poliovirus, Lys9 appears important, and in
the triple-proline motif (positions 16–18), only the Pro18 is indispensable
for inhibition of protein secretion (Choe et al., 2005). A serine insertion in
3A protein between Thr14 and Ser15, creating the 3A-2 mutant virus
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(Berstein and Baltimore, 1988), was found to abolish the ER-to-Golgi
inhibition of protein trafficking but has little effect on virus replication
or membrane rearrangements (Dodd et al., 2001; Doedens et al., 1997).
This important observation shows that the ability of 3A to inhibit protein
secretion is separate from its role in membrane rearrangements and viral
replication.

There is continuing interest in understanding how picornavirus
proteins block secretion. Poliovirus 3A and 3CD, and coxsackievirus 3A,
can interact with Arf-GEF, but the downstream events are unclear. The
recruitment of Arf-GEF by Poliovirus 3A and 3CD would increase recruit-
ment of Arf-GTP to membranes of the replication complex. This would
increase recruitment of COPI coat proteins into sites of virus replication
and reduce the pool of COPI proteins available to the ERGIC and Golgi
apparatus. Alternatively, inhibition of Arf-GEF and recruitment of
Arf-GAP onto ERGIC membranes by enterovirus 3A would decrease
membrane association of Arf-GTP and again reduce recruitment of COPI
onto ERGIC and Golgi membranes. Both mechanisms would reduce the
formation of COPI vesicles, and as seen for BFA, block secretion. Poliovirus
3A also binds and inactivates L1S1, a component of the dynein–dynactin
motor complex (Kondratova et al., 2005), which is required tomove COPII-
derived vesicles from ERES to the ERGIC. As seen for expression of 3A,
mutant L1S1 leads to disruption of the ER-to-Golgi traffic and reduction
in plasma membrane receptors such as TNF receptor. It is possible that
3A may also slow ER-to-Golgi transport by binding L1S1.

a. Picornaviruses differ in the use of nonstructural proteins to block secretion
The ability of 3A to inhibit ER-to-Golgi trafficking has not been conserved
in all picornaviruses (Choe et al., 2005; Cornell et al., 2006; Deitz et al., 2000;
Moffat et al., 2005). For example FMDV infection leads to reduced surface
expression of MHC class I (Sanz-Parra et al., 1998), but the FMDV 3A
protein does not inhibit ER-to-Golgi transport (Moffat et al., 2005). A lack
of inhibition of secretion has also been reported for 3A proteins of human
rhinovirus, hepatitis A, Theiler’s virus, human enterovirus, and EMCV
(Choe et al., 2005; Wessels et al., 2006a). The 3A protein of human rhinovi-
rus is unable to bindGBF1, or inhibit COPI recruitment tomembranes, and
this may explain its inability to slow secretion. Importantly, studies on
FMDVhave shown that the 2BC protein, or a combination of the processed
products, 2B and 2C, inhibits protein movement from the ER to the Golgi
apparatus (Moffat et al., 2005, 2007), and this may be similar for other
picornaviruses with 3A proteins that do not block ER-to-Golgi transport.

A lack of effect of FMDV 3A on secretion does not result from an
inability to bind membranes. FMDV 3A is recovered from postnuclear
membrane fractions, and when expressed alone in cells it colocalizes with
resident ER proteins. In common with 3A, picornavirus 2B, 2C, and 2BC
proteins also contain membrane-binding sequences. Sequence alignment
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of the 2B, 2C (2BC), and 3A proteins of different picornaviruses showed a
high level of conservation between the 2C proteins, which contain an
NTP-binding site and predicted helicase motifs (Gorbalenya et al., 1990)
but large variations in the sequences of the 2B and 3A proteins (Choe et al.,
2005; Moffat et al., 2005), and these may explain their different abilities to
block secretion. The FMDV 3A protein is, for example, much longer than
3A of enteroviruses, such as Poliovirus, and it does not contain the
N-terminal sequences thought important for Poliovirus 3A to block the
secretory pathway.

The 2B protein of FMDV also locates to ER membranes but shows a
more reticular pattern than the FMDV 3A protein (Moffat et al., 2005) and
can be seen in punctate structures aligned along the ER suggestive of
ERES (Fig. 3). This is similar to the 2B of Poliovirus that colocates with both
FIGURE 3 Subcellular location of Foot-and-mouth disease NSP encoded in the P2

region of the FMDV genome. Vero cells expressing FMDV 2B (top), 2BC (middle), or 2C

(bottom) were fixed and permeabilized and processed for immunofluorescence. 2C and

2BC were located using antibodies specific for 2C (3F7) and 2B was located using an

antibody raised against an epitope tag in 2B. Cells were counterstained using antibodies

against ER luminal protein ERP57 (top and middle panels), or COPI protein b-COP

(bottom). Merged images are shown at higher magnification on the far left. See Moffat

et al. (2005) for more details. Reprinted from Moffat et al. (2005) with permission from

American Society for Microbiology.
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Sec13p and Sec31p of the COPII coat. As expected, FMDV 2C is also
membrane associated. When expressed in cells, 2C produces faint ER
staining, but mainly locates to bright punctate structures in a perinuclear
region close to b-COP, reminiscent of Golgi staining. The b-COP staining
is, however, fragmented suggesting dispersal of the Golgi apparatus, and
there is not complete colocalization since 2C structures negative for
b-COP protein can also be seen (Moffat et al., 2007). A similar location
of FMDV NSP within the area of the cell occupied by the Golgi apparatus
is seen in cells infected with FMDV, and again they do not colocalize
with Golgi markers (Knox et al., 2005). The 2BC protein of FMDV is also
recovered in postnuclear membrane fractions, but when expressed in
cells, 2BC staining differs from that seen for the processed products, 2B
and 2C (Fig. 3). FMDV 2BC locates to punctate cytoplasmic structures and
larger structures surrounding the nucleus that contain ER markers sug-
gesting swelling of the ER. 2BC shows partial overlap with luminal
ER markers but, unlike Poliovirus 2BC, does not colocate with the COPII
marker Sec13p. The ERmarkers also appeared punctate in cells expressing
2BC, suggesting disruption of the ER (Moffat et al., 2005). Interestingly,
coexpression of 2B and 2C blocks secretion within post-ER compartments,
similar to those containing 2C. The site of block therefore seems to be
determined by the subcellular location of 2C (Moffat et al., 2007) and
is consistent with the observation that the block in the presence of 2B
can be redirected to the ER, if 2C is tethered to the ER by an ER retention
sequence.
C. Alphaviruses produce membrane invaginations
and spherules

Sindbis virus (SbV) and Semliki Forest virus (SFV) are the best studied exam-
ples of alphavirus replication inmammalian cells [reviewedbySalonen et al.
(2005)]. Early electron microscopy studies showed that vesicular structures
called cytopathic vacuoles between 600- and 2000-nm diameter, accumu-
lated in infected cells. The vacuoles contained 50-nm-diameter vesicles
called spherules, many of which were aligned along the inside face of the
vacuole and attached by a neck to the limiting membrane. The neck was
often seen connected to an electron-dense matrix extending into the
cytoplasm. The observation that the cytopathic vacuoles contained NSPs
required for RNA replication, cofractionated with lysosomal enzymes,
and could be labeled with endocytic markers (Froshauer et al., 1988), led
to the conclusion that they are sites of viral replication derived from
endosomes and lysosomes. In many cases, the vacuoles were also con-
nected to the rough ER by filaments and granular material containing the
RNA polymerase.
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1. The alphavirus replicase is located Within invaginations in
cellular membranes

Alp havirus NS Ps are syn thesized in the cytop lasm and bind to endo-
som es and lysos omes to generate a replication compl ex. The rep licase
pro teins are syn thesized as a polyprote in (P1234) . The P4 domai n is the
RdRp wh ile P2 has NTPase and helicase activi ties, and P1 is the methy-
tran sferase require d to cap RNA ( Fig. 1C). The P12 34 poly protein locate s
to endosome or lysosome membranes via an amphipathic peptide
sequence in P1 (Salonen et al., 2003). At this stage the P4 polymerase is
cleaved from the polyprotein and functions with the remaining P123
protein to generate negative-stranded RNA. Interestingly, once the P123
is processed to individual NSPs, the polymerase preferentially produces
positive-stranded RNA. Expression of individual NSPs does not lead to the
formation of a cytopathic vacuoles or spherules. Formation of spherules
requires interactions between NSP P1, P3, and P4 and the P123 polyprotein
precursor complex (Salonen et al., 2003).

Rubella virus is a member of the Togaviridae family within the Alpha-
virus genus. Cells infectedwithRubella virus also contain vacuoles contain-
ing spherules and these colocalize with lysosomal markers, suggesting
use of lysosomes for replication. A fibrous material connects the vacuoles
to the ER (Lee et al., 1994; Magliano et al., 1998), again suggesting strong
similarities with SFV and SbV. Members of the alphavirus superfamily
share homologies between proteins required for RNA replication, and
this extends to plant viruses. Alfalfa mosaic virus replicase proteins colo-
calize with the plant vacuole (van der Heijden et al., 2001), and Turnip
yellow mosaic virus uses the chloroplast outer envelope as a site for replica-
tion. Replication of Tobacco mosaic virus, a tobamovirus, is dependent on
Arabdopsis proteins TOM1 and TOM2A that are integral membrane pro-
teins of the tonoplast (Hagiwara et al., 2003). The tonoplast is a membrane
compartment within plants that surrounds the vacuole/lysosome, sug-
gesting plant alphaviruses also use the endosome/lysosome system as a
site of replication. Infection of plants with alphavirus-like superfamily
viruses can also induce the formation of spherules (Prod’homme et al.,
2001). There is evidence that Tobacco mosaic virus also uses the ER as a site
of replication because the replicase enzyme and viral RNA are located
on the ER of infected cells, and infection causes major changes in ER
morphology (Reichel and Beachy, 1998), including ER aggregation and
formation of lamella structures.

Flock house virus replicates in spherules in the outer membrane of
mitochondria. The RNA polymerase (protein A) of Flock house virus is
the only protein required for RNA replication and is targeted directly to
the mitochondrial outer membrane by hydrophobic amino acids at the
N-terminus. This sequence contains a mitochondrial localization signal
and transmembrane domain that leaves the bulk of the protein exposed to
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the cytoplasm (Miller and Ahlquist, 2002). Brome mosaic virus replicates
in yeast and has been studied extensively. The 1a and 2a replicase pro-
teins are produced from separate viral RNAs. The 1a protein contains
a C-terminal helicase domain and an N-terminus required for RNA cap-
ping. 1a is targeted to the cytoplasmic face of ER membranes and recruits
the 2a polymerase to the replication complex (Schwartz et al., 2002).
Importantly, replication of Brome mosaic virus on the cytoplasmic face of
the ER in yeast induces membrane invaginations of 50 nm that are very
similar to the spherules produced in endosomes and lysosomes during
alphavirus infection of mammalian cells.

2. Membrane invaginations and spherules induced by alphviruses
share similarity with virus budding

It has been suggested that the active formation of spherules to separate
viral RNA from host responses is analogous to the coordinated assembly
of viral proteins, which leads to capsid assembly, genome packaging, and
budding (Ahlquist, 2006; Schwartz et al., 2002). The Brome mosaic virus
replication complex contains viral 1a and 2apol proteins within spherules.
Expression of 1a alone produces a shell containing hundreds of copies
of 1a on the inside of 50-nm spherules. In a capsid assembly model
(Schwartz et al., 2002), vesicles of uniform size would arise if the 1a
protein first made a planar lattice with hexameric symmetry on mem-
branes and achieved curvature by localized rearrangement of 1a into
pentamers. Interestingly, the formation of spherules is dependent on the
relative levels of 1a and 2apol. When levels of 2apol are high, the spherules
are lost, and 1a and 2apol assemble into flat lamella structures associated
with the ER (Schwartz et al., 2004). One explanation for a failure to achieve
curvature is that high levels of 2apol may interfere with this hexamer
to pentamer transition. This is supported by the observation that when
domains that allow association of 1a and 2apol are deleted, the 2apol is
unable to alter the structure of spherules formed by 1a. The correct ratio
of 1a and 2apol is clearly important for replication complex assembly and
may be maintained during infection through inhibition of translation
initiation of the 2a RNA.
D. The Flaviviridae replicate in vesicular packets and
membraneous webs

1. The Flavivirus Replicase
In the Flaviviridae family, which includes the Flavivirus, Pestivirus,
and Hepacivirus genera, the RNA genome encodes a polyprotein pre-
cursor that is cleaved by viral proteases to produce structural proteins
from the N-terminal region. The replicase of the Flaviviridae is made
from NSPs, NS5A, NS5B, NS4B, and NS3–4A, found at the C-terminus.
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Wi th the exce ption of the polytop ic NS4B membr ane prote in, whic h is
ins erted co transl ationall y into the ER, the membr ane-an chored co mpo-
nent s of the compl ex are inserted into the cytopla smic face of the ER after
tran slation ( Fig. 1B). The NS 5B is the RdRp, and a C-termi nal stretch of
21 hydrophobic amino acids directs NS5B to the cytoplasmic face of the
ER (Dubuisson et al., 2002; Moradpour et al., 2004). The NS3 protein has
NTPase/helicase activity. NS3 is not a membrane protein but is recruited
to the complex through association with membrane-anchored NS4A.
NS5A is also membrane associated, and association is mediated via 31
amino acids at the N-terminus that form an amphipathic a-helix (Brass
et al., 2002; Elazar et al., 2003).

2. Membranes used for flavivirus replication are provided by the
trans-Golgi network

Replication of flaviviruses (e.g., Dengue, West Nile, and Yellow Fever
viruses) takes place in membrane invaginations. For historical reasons,
these are called vesicular packets [reviewed in Mackenzie (2005)]. They
are larger (80- to 100-nm diameter) than the 50-nm alphavirus spherules,
and form from the limiting membrane of the trans-Golgi network (TGN)
(Uchil and Satchidanandam, 2003; Westaway et al., 1997b). Infection by
Kunjin virus leads to unique membrane structures thought to be derived
from both the early and late secretory pathways. These include convo-
luted membranes and paracrystalline arrays derived from the rough ER
and ERGIC, and vesicle packets derived from the TGN (Mackenzie et al.,
1999; Ng, 1987; Roosendaal et al., 2006; Westaway et al., 1997b). The
detection of dsRNA and viral NSPs (NS1, NS2A, NS3, and NS4A) within
the vesicle packets points strongly to this being the site of RNA replication
(Mackenzie et al., 1998; Westaway et al., 1997b). The vesicle packets asso-
ciate closely with the convoluted membranes and paracrystalline arrays,
which are thought to be the sites of proteolytic processing of NS3 and
NS2B (Westaway et al., 1997b). These modified membranes are linked
with the ER, and ultrastructural studies have shown virions present in the
ER, cytoplasmic vesicles, Golgi cisternae, and vacuoles. The results sug-
gest that membranes containing the spherules responsible for replication
may become associated with the ER to facilitate delivery of genomes to
viruses, budding into early compartments of the secretory pathway
(Mackenzie and Westaway, 2001).

3. Hepacivirus replication occurs in association with the ER
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is closely related to the flaviviruses, and its impor-
tance as a human pathogen has generated great interest in its mechanism
of replication. Until, recently infection models have not been available to
study the replication complex ofHCV, and the studies discussed here have
focussed on the expression of the entire polyprotein from replicons (Egger
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et al., 2002; Gosert et al., 2003). However, the recent production of a HCV
that rep licates ef ficiently both in vivo and in cell culture (Li ndenbac h et al. ,
2006; Wakita et al., 2005; Zhong et al., 2005) will exp and the possi bilities for
studying and understanding the viral replication cycle. HCV replication
is thought to occur on membranes derived from the ER as all studies of
NSPs have found them localized to this organelle (Dubuisson et al., 2002;
Hugle et al., 2001; Kim et al., 1999; Wolk et al., 2000). Studies have also
identified a ‘‘membraneous web’’ of membrane vesicles of �85-nm diam-
eter associated with the ER and a population of irregular double-
membraned vesicles. The web resembled the ‘‘sponge-like inclusions’’
seen in the liver of chimpanzees infected with HCV, suggesting it is
physiologically relevant. Interestingly, the great majority of the NSP
synthesized by full–length genomes or subgenomic replicons may not
be involved in RNA replication (Quinkert et al., 2005). The bulk of the
NSPs associated with membranes isolated from cells expressing replicons
is sensitive to protease, while in vitro replicase activity is resistant
to protease and nuclease activity (El-Hage and Luo, 2003; Quinkert
et al., 2005). The results suggest that replication of HCV takes place within
membrane vesicles, rather than on the surface of the membraneous web.
These vesicles may be associated with the membraneous web, but the
similarity between HCV and the flaviviruses leaves open the possibility
that the membrane invaginations responsible for replication may also
form in the TGN but be closely associated with the ER.

4. Flavivirus nonstructural proteins can induce
membrane rearrangements

Studies have investigated which viral proteins are responsible for mem-
brane rearrangements seen in cells infected with flaviviruses. The NS4A
of Kunjin virus induces the characteristic convoluted membranes and
paracrystalline arrays seen in flavivirus infections. The NS4A-B protein
also causes membrane rearrangement, but the highly condensed struc-
tures seen in infected cells are not produced until the NS2B-3 protease
cleaves NS4A free from NS4B (Roosendaal et al., 2006). The NS4B then
translocates to the nucleus (Westaway et al., 1997a). Interestingly, this con-
trasts with HCV where NS4B (and NS4A-B) (Egger et al., 2002; Konan
et al., 2003) rather thanNS4A is able to induce themembranous structures.

5. Flaviviruses can modulate the secretory pathway
Flaviviruses have been found to upregulate cell surface expression of
MHC class I and II in response to interferon (King and Kesson, 1988;
Liu et al., 1989; Lobigs et al., 2004). This is not caused by effects of the
NS4A or NS4B proteins on membrane traffic; instead flavivirus infection
increases expression of the ER peptide transporter, TAP1. This increases
the supply of peptides that are necessary for the folding and export of
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newly synth esized MHC proteins from the ER. Inc reased TAP expression
is media ted by increas ed transcrip tional activ ity of p53 and can be in-
duc ed in liver HepG2 cells by express ion of the HCV core/cap sid pro tein
alon e ( Herzer et al., 20 03; Mombu rg et al ., 2001 ).

Whil e the cap sid/cor e prote in is able to in crease cell surface expres-
sion of MHC clas s I through increase expres sion of TAP1, exp ression of
the HC V polyp rotein has been sho wn to slow the moveme nt of prote ins
thr ough the secretory pathway of hos t cells ( Konan et al ., 2003 ). The rate
of delive ry of MHC cl ass I to the plasm a me mbrane in cells infected
with HC V was reduced three- to five fold relative to cu red contr ol cells.
Exp ression of the pre cursor NS4A- B was fou nd to red uce ER-to-G olgi
traf fic two- to threefo ld (Kon an et al., 2003 ), while the ot her NS proteins of
HC V inclu ding NS4A and NS4B, indiv idually or comb ined, were unabl e
to interf ere with the traf ficking pathway . NS 4B a lone indu ces a memb ra-
neo us web in ce lls ( Egger et al. , 2002 ), and both NS4A-B and NS4B indu ce,
and locat e to, clust ered and aggregate d membr anes looking v ery similar
to the me mbraneo us web seen in cells expre ssing rep licons. In addition to
agg regated me mbrane s, NS4A/B also ind uces, but does not coloca lize
with , swol len vesicul ar structure s. Thes es swo llen vesicl es have a similar
morphology to the vesicles induced by the 3A protein of P o li ov ir us , wh ich
swe lls ER memb ranes and blocks sec retio n betwee n the ER and the Golgi
appar atus (Doe dens et al., 1 997 ). Konan et al . (2003) hypo thesize that the
NS 4A/B could be func tioning in a sim ilar man ner to Poliovi rus 3A.
E. The Nidovira les replicate in association with
doub le-membraned vesicles

1. The Nidovirus replicase is generated from two polyproteins
The Nidovi rales order comp rises the Arterivi ridae, Coron aviridae , and
Ron iviridae famil ies. The rep licase gene is co mposed of two ope n read ing
fram es termed ORF1a and ORF1b. ORF1b is gen erated from a fram eshift
in 1a, and both reading frame s encode co mplex poly proteins pro cessed
by viral prote ases (Go rbalenya et al., 2006 ; Ziebu hr, 2006 ). The arter ivirus
ORF1b encode s NSPs 9–12, incl uding the RdRp (NSP 9) and helicase
(NSP 10). The ORF1b, however , lacks hydroph obic dom ains able to target
the rep licase to membr anes. Intere stingl y, the hydroph obic domains nec-
essar y for membr ane targetin g are enco ded by ORF1a in NSP2, 3, and 5,
sugge sting that ORF1a pr oteins produc e a scaffold to locate the viral
rep lication –transcr iption compl ex to membr anes ( Fig. 1D) ( Pedersen
et al., 1999; van der Meer et al., 1998). A similar strategy is used by CoV,
for example mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) and severe acute respiratory
syndrome-CoV (SARS-CoV) (Prentice et al., 2004a,b),where transmembrane
domains are located inNSP3, 4, and 6, andhelicase andpolymerase proteins
are NSP12 and 13, respectively, and NSP16 encodes the methytransferase.
The Nidovirales have the largest coding capacity of the single-stranded
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RNA viruses, and not all the 16 NSPs have been studied in detail. It is
possible that other proteins encoded by ORFs1a and 1b, such as RNA
processing enzymes, are incorporated into the replication complex.

2. Sites of arterivirus and CoV replication are separate from sites of
envelopment and budding

Several studies have investigated the intracellular sites of replication of
equine arterivirus (EAV), MHV, and SARS-CoV. Such studies are difficult
because during nidovirus infection, the processes of replication and envel-
opment occur on different membranes, and these may merge during
encapsidation. Furthermore, late during infection cells infected with
MHV can form syncitia. Newly synthesized MHV viral RNA has been
found in perinuclear sites colocalized with the RdRp (Shi et al., 1999), and
depending on whether human or murine cells were infected, these sites
colocalized with Golgi or ER membranes, respectively. Similar studies in
mouse L cells report that the polymerase and newly synthesized RNA
locate to late endosomes and endocytic carrier vesicles (van derMeer et al.,
1999). This discrepancy is in part reconciled by laterwork showing that the
subcellular distribution of the replicase proteins can change during the
course of infection, since replicase proteins move to sites of envelopment
in the ERGIC (Bost et al., 2001). This is supported by the finding that
individual replicase proteins distribute differently following cell mem-
brane fractionation (Sims et al., 2000). Membrane fractionation has also
been carried out by Gosert et al. (2002), who showed that several proteins
encoded by ORF1a and b were associated with membranes, and when
observed by immunogold electronmicroscopy, thesewere associatedwith
rosettes of double-membraned vesicles 200–350 nm in diameter. The role
of these vesicles in viral RNA replication was confirmed by in situ hybri-
dization of labeled riboprobes. Double-membraned vesicles are also seen
in cells infected with EAV (Pedersen et al., 1999). EAV replicase proteins
accumulate in perinuclear regions containing ERGIC and ERmarkers and
colocalize with newly synthesized viral RNA, again suggesting sites of
genome replication. Notably, similar structures can be produced by
expression of arterivirus ORF1a-encoded proteins NSP2–7, which contain
the membrane proteins thought to tether the replicase to membranes.

3. The double-membraned vesicles induced by arteriviruses and CoVs
may be related to autophagosomes

Double-membraned vesicles are usually rare in cells but are induced
during autophagy. A role for autophagy during MHV infection is
suggested because autophagy is induced in cells infected with MHV.
Furthermore, in cells lacking Atg5, a protein required for the formation
of autophagosomes, there is a 99% reduction in virus yield andMHV fails
to induce double-membraned vesicles (Prentice et al., 2004a). Electron
micrographs show that the double-membraned vesicles induced by
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SARS-CoV extend from the ER and can be labeled with antibodies specific
for replicase proteins. This suggests that, in common with MHV, the
vesicles are a site of replication (Snijder et al., 2006). Even though all
SARS-CoV replicase proteins tested colocalize to punctate structures that
accumulate near the nucleus, there are conflicting reports about their
relationship with autophagosomes. In monkey Vero cells, the replicase
proteins colocalize with autophagosomes identified using antibodies
against LC3 (Prentice et al., 2004a). However, when autophagosomes are
identified by expression of GFP-LC3, the replicase proteins do not coloca-
lize with the GFP signal (Snijder et al., 2006). The vesicles induced by
SARS-CoV are smaller at 100- to 300-nm diameter than autophagosomes
(500–1000 nm) and are labeled with ERmarkers. This has lead Snijder and
colleagues to suggest that they are virus-induced extensions to the ER,
rather than bona fide autophagosomes (Pedersen et al., 1999; Snijder et al.,
2006). The precise origins of the membrane crescents that form at the start
of autophagy are unclear, and a number of studies have suggested they
may form from the ER. This makes it possible that the double-membraned
structures may be autophagosomes that have been modified by an accu-
mulation of viral protein. Determining if autophagy is beneficial to SARS-
CoV replicationwill have to await studies in cellswhere key proteins in the
autophagy pathway have been removed or suppressed by gene silencing.
IV. VIRUS FACTORIES AND INCLUSION BODIES GENERATED
BY LARGE DNA VIRUSES

A. Cytoplasmic virus factories formed by large
cytoplasmic DNA viruses

The asfiviruses, poxviruses, iridoviruses, and the phycodnaviruses are
large DNA viruses encoding hundreds of proteins from genomes ranging
between 150 and 350 kbp. A comparison of protein sequences encoded
by these viruses has suggested that they should be grouped together in
a family of viruses called the nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses
(NCLDV) (Iyer et al., 2001). Sequence similarities are seen in the major
capsid proteins, redox enzymes that maintain disulphide bonds in the
cytosol, and proteins that regulate apoptosis; and the family has been
extended to include the giant mimivirus isolated from the ameba Acantha-
moeba polyphaga (La Scola et al., 2003). Even though these viruses infect
a diverse range of hosts from different phyla, including vertebrates [pox-
viruses, African swine fever virus (ASFV)], arthropods (entomopox, ASFV,
chloriridoviruses), amphibians and fish (Ranavirus, Megalocytivirus, and
Lymphocystivirus genera of the Iridoviridae family), marine algae (phycod-
naviruses), and protozoa (mimivirus), they all generate cytoplasmic
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factories as major sites of virus assembly and replication (illustrated in
Fig. 4). The factories share many similarities with one another, again
suggesting that this diverse group of viruses may be related and that the
need to produce a virus factory in the cytoplasm was generated early in
virus evolution.

1. ASFV factories form next to the microtubule organizing center
ASFV is the sole member of the Asfivirus genus, family Asfarviridae
but shares striking icosahedral similarity with the iridoviruses, phy-
codnaviruses, and mimivirus. ASFV is a large double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) virus with a genome size ranging from 170 to 190 kbp. Gene
expression is a regulated cascade and immediate early, early, early/late,
intermediate, and true late gene types have been characterized to date.
The virion has multiple concentric layers with an electron-dense core at
the center that contains the viral genome. A protein matrix surrounds the
core, which in turn is enclosed by a lipid bilayer. Finally, the bilayer is
surrounded by a protein capsid layer. ASFV can gain a third envelope
when it buds from the plasma membrane at the tip of actin-rich projec-
tions that resemble filopodia (Jouvenet et al., 2006). ASFV probably enters
cells by receptor-mediated endocytosis, but the steps following entry are
poorly understood. It is possible that a viral core is delivered into the
cytoplasm intact; alternatively, cores may dissociate in endosomes requir-
ing some mechanism of genome delivery across the endosome mem-
brane. Genome replication occurs both in the nucleus and cytoplasmic
factories. Transfer to the nucleus may involve microtubule transport since
late gene expression is inhibited by agents that depolymerize microtu-
bules and the dominant-negative dynein motor protein p50-dynamitin
(Alonso et al., 2001; Heath et al., 2001). ASFV does not produce nuclear
inclusions analogous to those seen in herpesvirus and adenovirus infec-
tion, but there is evidence that small fragments of viral DNA are synthe-
sized in the nucleus. The major site of ASFV DNA replication is, however,
the virus factory (Rojo et al., 1999).

a. Cytoplasmic factories formed during ASFV infection are assembled at the
microtubule organizing center ASFV induces one principal factory in the
cytoplasm during infection. Electron microscopy shows that the virus
factory excludes obvious cellular organelles and contains mostly viral
DNA, viral proteins, virus-induced membranes, and partially and fully
assembled virions (Table I; Fig. 5A; Brookes et al., 1996; Moura Nunes
et al., 1975; Rouiller et al., 1998). The mechanisms that target viral proteins,
virus-induced membranes, and viral DNA to the ASFV factories are
poorly understood. Immunofluorescence staining for viral structural pro-
teins generally reveals a strong signal at the factory and a weaker signal in
the cytoplasm. The B602Lp protein (CAP80), which is a viral chaperone
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involved in folding and membrane recruitment of the major capsid pro-
tein, p73, is, for example, absent from the virus factories (Cobbold et al.,
2001; Epifano et al., 2006). This suggests that p73 is synthesized and folded
in the cytoplasm and then recruited to factories. Similarly, the viral
dUTPase, which is necessary for efficient replication, is excluded from
the viral factory (Oliveros et al., 1999). Since the bulk of viral DNA
synthesis occurs in the factory (Garcı́a-Beato et al., 1992), it is not easy to
explain how the viral dUTPase edits uracil from progeny viral genomes,
without being present at the site of viral DNA synthesis and encapsida-
tion. ASFV factories disperse when cells are incubated with drugs that
depolymerize microtubules (Heath et al., 2001) suggesting their formation
involves microtubule motors. This may involve dynein motor proteins
since p50-dynamitin, a dominant-negative version of the dynein motor,
prevents both late ASFV gene expression (Heath et al., 2001) and vimentin
recruitment to factories (see below and Stefanovic et al., 2005). Yeast-two-
hybrid screens and in vitro pull-down experiments show that one ASFV
structural protein, p54/j13Lp, interacts with dynein (Alonso et al., 2001).
While direct binding of p54/j13Lp to the motor protein has not been
observed in infected cells, it is possible that the protein is involved in
transporting some viral proteins into factories. The protein locates to virus
factories and deletion of the E183L gene encoding p54/j13Lp generates
factories that lack viral membranes, the major capsid protein p73, and the
polyprotein precursors (pp220, and pp62) of the viral matrix (Epifano
et al., 2006; Rodrı́guez et al., 2004). P54/j13Lp is a membrane protein with
the bulk of the protein, including the dynein-binding motif, exposed to the
cytosol. The p73 capsid protein and pp220 polyprotein associate withmem-
branes before assembly into viruses (Cobbold andWileman, 1998; Cobbold
et al., 1996; Heath et al., 2003). If these membranes contain p54/j13Lp, it
would provide a means of allowing recruitment to factories by retrograde
transport along microtubules.

b. ASFV factories recruit intermediate filaments and resemble aggresomes
The formation and morphology of ASFV factories closely resemble the
formation of aggresomes (Heath et al., 2001), a cellular response to accumu-
lation of misfolded protein aggregates (Johnston et al., 1998). Aggresomes
are microtubule-dependent inclusions containing protein aggregates that
human herpesvirus 6 induces nuclear tegusomes (T). Herpesviruses induce cytoplasmic

assembly sites where envelopment and some tegument are acquired (Env) in human

herpesvirus 5, these sites include electron-dense bodies (DB). Iridoviruses inducemultiple

cytoplasmic virus factories (VF) and crystalline arrays (CA), both of which associate with

mitochondria. Reoviruses also induce multiple cytoplasmic virus factories (VF) and

crystalline arrays (CA) that are enclosed within lysosomal membranes.



TABLE I Known contents of viral inclusions induced by different virus families. Each section includes a brief description of the viral inclusion

and lists both viral and host-cell proteins confirmed to localize within, or associate with, the specified structure

Asfarviridae, Asfivirus African swine fever virus References

Cytoplasmic virus factory

Appearance and contents of viral origina

Viral membranes, assembling and complete particles, electron dense

condensations, viral DNA, A224L IAP apoptosis inhibitor, A104R

(5AR) DNA binding histone like, A137R p11.5, B119L Erv1p
homologue, B438L p49, B646L p73 major capsid protein, CP2475L

pp220 precursor to p150; p37; p34 and p14 CP530R pp62 precursor to

p35 and p15, O61R p12 attachment, D117L (i1L) transmembrane,

S273R (i6R) cysteine protease, H108R (j5R) membrane, E183L p54

(j13L) dynein interacting, E199L (j18L) membrane, E120R (k3R) p14.5

DNA binding necessary for viral exit from factory

Alcamı́ et al., 1993; Alonso et al., 2001; Andrés

et al., 1997, 2001; Borca et al., 1996; Brookes

et al., 1998a,b; Carrascosa et al., 1986;
Chacón et al., 1995; Cobbold et al., 1996;

Galindo et al., 2000; Garcı́a-Beato et al.,

1992; Heath et al., 2001; Hingamp et al.,

1992; Jouvenet and Wileman, 2005;

Jouvenet et al., 2004; Martinez-Pomares

et al., 1997; Moura Nunes et al., 1975;

Rodrı́guez et al., 2006; Rouiller et al., 1998;

Sanz et al., 1985; Simón-Mateo et al., 1997;
Sun et al., 1996; Vigário et al., 1967

Contents of cellular origin

Ubiquitin, hsp70 chaperone, g-tubulin, Pericentrin, p21, mdm1
Surrounded by: ER membranes, vimentin, p230 Golgin,

mitochondria, and tubulin.

Granja et al., 2004; Heath et al., 2001;
Hingamp et al., 1992; Jouvenet and

Wileman, 2005; Netherton et al., 2004, 2006;

Rojo et al., 1998; Rouiller et al., 1998;

Stefanovic et al., 2005

Poxviridae, Chordopoxvirinae, Orthopoxvirus Vaccinia virus

Cytoplasmic A-type inclusion

Contentsb

Electron dense, IMV, A26L (WR148 and WR149) myristylated Patel et al., 1986
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Cytoplasmic B-type inclusion, virosome, or virus factory

Appearance and contents of viral originb

Electron dense viroplasm, viral crescents, IV and IMV, viral DNA,
A2.5L (WR121) redox, A3L (WR122) p4b core, A4L (WR123) p39 core,

A9L (WR128) membrane, A10L (WR129) p4a core, A11R (WR130)

phosphoprotein, A13L (WR132) membrane ERGIC, A14L (WR133)

membrane ERGIC, A14.5L (WR134) membrane virulence, A15L

(WR135) viroplasm/membrane association, A16L (WR136) cell-

fusion/entry, A17L (WR137) membrane assembly, A18R (WR138),

A30L (WR153) viroplasm/membrane association, A35R (WR158)

virulence, A40R (WR165) SUMO-1 modified, A45R (WR171) virion
superoxide dismutase homologue, B1R (WR183) protein kinase, D4R

(WR109) uracil DNA glycolase, D8L (WR113) p32, D13L (WR118) p65

scaffold, E3L (WR059) dsRNA binding E5R (WR061) E8R (WR064) ER

protein, surrounds virosome E10R (WR066), F10L (WR049) protein

kinase viroplasm/membrane association, F17R (WR056) actin tail

formation G7L (WR085) viroplasm/membrane association, H3L

(WR101) p35 core membrane, H5R (WR103) transcription factor

VLTF-4, I3L (WR072) ssDNA binding, I4L (WR073) ribonucleotide
reducatase large subunit, J1R (WR093) core viroplasm/membrane

association, L1R (WR088) myristylated, L4R (WR091) p25K core;

ssDNA/ssRNA binding, Ectromelia zinc finger binding protein

(absent in Copenhagen, fragment in WR), Cowpox CP77 host range

factor, WR011 E3-ubiquitin ligase.

Almazán et al., 2001; Beaud and Beaud, 1997;
Betakova et al., 2000; Chiu et al., 2005;

Cudmore et al., 1996; da Fonseca et al.,

2000; Davis and Mathews, 1993; De Silva

and Moss, 2005; Domi and Beaud, 2000;

Krijnse-Locker et al., 1996; Murcia-Nicolas

et al., 1999; Nerenberg et al., 2005;

Ojeda et al., 2006; Palacios et al., 2005;

Pedersen et al., 2000; Reckmann et al., 1997;
Resch et al., 2005; Risco et al., 1999; Roper,

2006; Salmons et al., 1997; Senkevich et al.,

2002; Sodeik et al., 1995; Szajner et al.,

2004a,b,c; Tolonen et al., 2001; Vanslyke

and Hruby, 1994; Welsch et al., 2003;

Wolffe et al., 1995; Yeh et al., 2000; Yuwen

et al., 1993
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TABLE I (continued )

Contents of cellular origin

HMG20A viral genome binding protein, hSP90; transient association,

Ubiquitin, ying-yang 1 transcription factor, TBP transcription factor,

SP1 transcription factor, RNA polymerase II, SUMO-1, ERGIC-53c

Surrounded by: vimentin and mitochondria.

Broyles et al., 1999; Dales and Siminovitch,

1961; Hsiao et al., 2006; Hung et al., 2002;

Husain and Moss, 2003; Nerenberg et al.,

2005; Oh and Broyles, 2005; Palacios et al.,

2005; Risco et al., 2002; Wilton and Dales,
1989

Iridoviridae, Ranavirus

Cytoplasmic virus factories

Appearance and contents f

Electron lucent, virus, viral DNA, 108K early protein, 57K, 55K major
capsid protein (ORF 90R in FV3), 38K, 17K, 16K Rana grylio virus

dUTPase (ORF 63R in FV3). Surrounded by vimentin, rough ER,

mitochondria and polysomes.

Chinchar et al., 1984; Darlington et al., 1966;
Huang et al., 2006; Murti and Goorha, 1983,

1989; Zhao et al., 2007

Herpesviridae, alphaherpesvirinae, simplexvirus and varicellovirus

Nuclear replication compartment

Contents of viral origind

UL3, UL4 virion, UL5 helicase-primase, UL6 DNA cleavage/packaging,
UL8 helicase-primase, UL15 DNA packaging, UL17 tegument DNA

packaging, UL18 DNA packaging, UL19 ICP5 major capsid protein,

UL26.5 ICP35 DNA packaging, UL29 ICP8 single strand binding

UL30 DNA polymerase, UL32 DNA packaging, UL33 DNA

packaging, UL35 VP26 p12 capsid, UL42 65K DNA polymerase

accessory, UL49 VP22 tegument, UL52 helicase-primase UL54 ICP27

regulatory, a0 UL57 ICP0 transactivator, a4 ICP4 regulatory, a22 US1

ICP22 regulatory, US1.5 truncated, US1 regulatory.

Barnard et al ., 1997; de Bruyn Kops et al .,
1998; Everett and Maul, 1994; Goodrich

et al ., 1990; Jahedi et al ., 1999; Knipe et al.,

1987; Lamberti and Weller, 1998; Leopardi

et al ., 1997; Liptak et al., 1996; Markovitz

and Roizman, 2000; Olivo et al ., 1989;

Randall and Dinwoodie, 1986; Reynolds

et al ., 2000; Taus et al ., 1998; Ward et al .,

1996
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Contents of cellular origin

RNA polymerase II, EAP ribosome component, proliferating cell

antigen, retinoblastomaprotein, p53, DNA ligase 1, DNApolymerase a,
promyelocytic leukemia (PML), DNA-PKcs, Ku86 nonhomologous
end joining, Bloom syndrome gene product, breast cancer-associated

gene 1 protein, MSH2, Rad50, WRN RecQ helicase family member,

BRG1 or BRM-associated factor 155, brahma-related gene-1 protein,

brahma protein, histone deacetylase 2, hSNF2H, mSin3a, TATA

binding protein (TBP), TBP-associated factors.

Leopardi et al., 1997; Lukonis et al., 1997;

Quadt et al., 2006; Taylor and Knipe, 2004;

Wilcock and Lane, 1991

Nuclear sites of capsid assembly or assemblons

Contents of viral origind

UL7 (HHV-2), UL14 (HHV-2) tegument, UL16 capsid, UL19 ICP5 major

capsid protein, UL26.5 ICP35 DNA packaging, UL27 DNA packaging,
UL35 VP26 p12 capsid, UL38 VP19c capsid assembly, UL43.5, UL55.

de Bruyn Kops et al., 1998; Goshima et al.,

1998; Nalwanga et al., 1996; Nozawa et al.,
2002; Wada et al., 1999; Ward et al., 1996a,b;

Yamada et al., 1998

Contents of cellular origin

Actin, myosin 5a actin motor Feierbach et al., 2006

Cytoplasmic assembly and envelopment site

Contents of viral origind

Membranes, vacuoles, capsids and enveloped virus UL19 (HHV-2) VP5

major capsid protein UL27 (HHV-2) gB VP7 UL36 (HHV-2) ICP1–2,

tegument UL46 (HHV-2) tegument, UL48 (HHV-2) tegument

Kato et al., 2000; Murata et al., 2000; Nozawa

et al., 2004; Watanabe et al., 2000

Contents of cellular origin

Mitochondria, g-tubulin, hsp40 chaperone, hsp70 chaperone, GM130

Golgi marker

Murata et al., 2000; Nozawa et al., 2004
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TABLE I (continued )

Herpesviridae, Betaherpesvirinae, Cytomegalovirus Human herpesvirus 5

Cytoplasmic assembly sites

Appearance and contentse

Membranes, vacuoles, capsids, enveloped virus and dense bodies (see

below) UL23 tegument, UL24 tegument, UL25, UL32 pp150, UL43

tegument,UL53,UL55 gB,UL73gN,UL75gH,UL80p38,UL83pp65–69

UL99 pp28, gp65.

Adair et al., 2002; Battista et al., 1999; Dal

Monte et al., 2002; Landini et al., 1991;

Pignatelli et al., 2002; Sanchez et al., 2000

Cytoplasmic dense bodies

Appearance and contentse

Homogenous electron dense material, UL73 gN, UL83 p65–69. Craighead et al., 1972; Pignatelli et al., 2002

Herpesviridae, Betaherpesvirinae, Roseolovirus Human herpesvirus 6

Nuclear/cytoplasmic tegusome

Appearance

Enveloped nucleocapsids, virus with tegument in cytoplasmic

invagination of nucleus

Roffman et al., 1990

Adenoviridae, Mastadenovirus

Nuclear small fibrillar masses, ssDNA accumulation sites or early replicative sites

Appearance and contents

Viral ssDNA replication, 72kDa ssDNA binding protein, viral RNA
(early)

Puvion-Dutilleul and Puvion, 1990; Puvion-
Dutilleul et al., 1992
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Nuclear fibrillogranular matrix or peripheral replicative sites

Appearance and contents

Viral RNA (late), E1A oncogenic proteins, E4-ORF3, 72kDa

ssDNA-binding protein, DNA polymerase, terminal protein, PML,

splicesomes, sp100, hsp70, nuclear factor 1

Bosher et al., 1992; Carvalho et al., 1995;

Murti et al., 1990; Puvion-Dutilleul, 1991;

Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1994

Nuclear virus-induced compact ring

Appearance and contents

Viral RNA (late), pIVa2 DNA packaging Lutz et al., 1996

Nuclear clear amorphous inclusion

Appearance and contents

pIX, PML, PKR, CK2a Lutz et al., 1996; Rosa-Calatrava et al., 2001,

2003; Souquere-Besse et al., 2002

Nuclear electron-translucent area

Appearance and contents

Virus, protein crystals, pentons, hexons, fiber protein, pIX, L1 52 kDa,

L1 55 kDa, PML, PKR, CK2b
Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1995, 1999;

Souquere-Besse et al., 2002

Other pIVa2 positive nuclear structures induced during adenovirus 5 infection

Name

Nuclear irregular electron-dense amorphous inclusion, Nuclear regular

electron-dense amorphous inclusion, nucleolus electron-dense

virus-induced globules, nucleous irregular amorphous inclusion.

Lutz et al., 1996
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TABLE I (continued )

Reoviridae, Orthoreovirus

Cytoplasmic virus factories

Appearance and contents

Filamentous or globular dependent on m2, phase and electron dense,
viral RNA, virus, sNS nonstructural, m1 outer-capsid,

m2 nonstructural, mNS nonstructural, l1 core surface, l2 core surface,

l3 RNA polymerase, s2 core surface, s3 structural, ubiquitin,

microtubules, vimentin (association with).

Becker et al., 2001, 2003; Broering et al., 2004;
Cashdollar, 1994; Dales et al., 1965b;

Miller et al., 2004; Sharpe et al., 1982;

Silverstein and Schur, 1970

Reoviridae, rotavirus

Cytoplasmic virus factories

Appearance and contents

Electron-dense viroplasm, assembling and complete double-shelled
particles VP2, VP6, VP9, NSP2, NSP5, NSP6

Altenburg et al., 1980; González et al., 2000;
Petrie et al., 1982, 1984; Silvestri et al., 2004,

2005

a African swine fever virus gene nomenclature is based on that for the Badajoz 1971 vero adapted strain with that of the Malawi Lil 20/1 strain in parentheses.
b Vaccinia virus gene nomenclature is based on that for the Copenhagen strain with that of the western reserve strain in parentheses.
c One report places in ERGIC-53 within the virosome (Risco et al., 2002), one report places it outside (Husain and Moss, 2003).
d Open reading frames from human herpesvirus 1 (herpes simplex virus 1) unless specified otherwise.
e Open reading frames from human herpesvirus 5 (human cytomegalovirus) unless specified.
f Proteins specified by frog virus 3 unless indicated otherwise.



FIGURE 5 (A) Electron micrograph of an ASFV factory showing partially assembled,

empty and fully mature capsids as well as electron-dense viroplasm accumulating

around viral membranes. Image courtesy of P. Hawes, J. Simpson, and P. Monaghan,

Bioimaging Group, IAH-Pirbright. (B) Confocal micrograph of ASFV-infected cells

immunolabeled with antimajor capsid protein (green) and vimentin (red) and stained

with a DNA dye (blue). Note vimentin cages enclosing ASFV factories. Reprinted from

Monaghan et al. (2003) with permission from Blackwell Publishing, Inc.
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form next to the microtubule-organizing center (MTOC). Aggresomes
recruit cellular components needed to deal with the problems associated
with a buildup of aggregated misfolded protein. These include cellular
chaperones and proteasomes to facilitate protein folding and/or degrada-
tion and mitochondria that may provide the ATP required for folding and
proteolysis. The most striking structural changes seen during aggresome
formation are the collapse of the intermediate filament protein, vimentin,
into a cage surrounding the protein aggregates and the gross fragmentation
of the Golgi apparatus. ASFV factory formation shows many similarities
with this response to protein aggregation. Factory formation is preceded by
clearance of cytoplasmic proteins fromperinuclear areas around theMTOC.
Vimentin then concentrates at the MTOC where it forms an aster aligned
along microtubules (Stefanovic et al., 2005). Following the onset of virus
DNA replication and synthesis of late structural proteins, the vimentin aster
is rearranged into a cage around the factory (Fig. 5B; Heath et al., 2001;
Monaghan et al., 2003; Stefanovic et al., 2005). During this period, mitochon-
dria and cellular chaperones are recruited to the factory (Heath et al., 2001;
Rojo et al., 1998). Formation of vimentin cages in ASFV-infected cells is
linked to phosphorylation of vimentin at serine 82 by calcium calmodulin-
dependent protein kinase II (CamKinase II) (Stefanovic et al., 2005), and
drugs that inhibit CamKinase II activity block late gene expression and
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vimentin rearrangement. As will be discussed for poxviruses and irido-
viruses, the vimentin cage may form a physical scaffold within the factory,
or act as a cage to prevent movement of viral components into the cyto-
plasm. Chaperones recruited to the factory may facilitate folding of viral
structural proteins during assembly, as has been shown for other viruses.
Theproximity ofmitochondria to viral factoriesmayprovide theATP that is
required for ASFV assembly (Cobbold et al., 2000) or be indicative of an
antiviral response as mitochondria are effectors of apoptosis. Taken
together these results suggest that a cellular response originally designed
to deal with the buildup of protein aggregates in cells is used by ASFV to
generate a site specialized for virus assembly. As will be described later,
similarities between aggresomes and virus assembly sites are also seen for
the iridoviruses and poxviruses.

Following the onset of ASFV DNA replication, the microtubule net-
work becomes disorganized. Microtubules are partially excluded from
virus factories and form bundles and concentric rings in the cytoplasm
(Jouvenet and Wileman, 2005). ASFV infection leads to disassembly of
g-tubulin and pericentrin from the centrosome, and the centrosome be-
comes less able to nucleate microtubules. At the same time microtubules
are stabilized by acetylation (Jouvenet et al., 2004). Since pericentrin and
g-tubulin play key roles in microtubule organization and nucleation at
the MTOC, their loss from the centrosome, coupled with acetlylation of
tubulin, may explain the rearrangement of microtubules induced by
ASFV. The reasons for these profound effects on microtubules are not
known but they may facilitate disruption of the virus factory allowing
release of assembled viruses into the cytoplasm.

c. Membrane rearrangements caused by ASFV infection perturb the secretory
pathway Current models for ASFV envelopment in virus factories pre-
dict that viral membranes are obtained from the ER. The major structural
proteins are recruited from the cytoplasm onto the cytoplasmic face of
the ER, and after which protein–protein interactions between these, and
possibly viral proteins targeted to the ER lumen, lead to constriction of
ER cisternae and clearance of host proteins from the ER lumen prior to
envelopment (Andrés et al., 1998; Netherton et al., 2004, 2006; Rouiller
et al., 1998). This is consistent with low levels of ER proteins observed
at ASFV assembly sites by immunoelectronmicroscopy (Rouiller et al.,
1998) and standard fluorescence microscopy where ER proteins appear
to be actively excluded from areas of viral replication (Andrés et al., 1998;
Netherton et al., 2004). In addition to effects on the ER, ASFV also
affects the structure and function of later Golgi compartments of the
secretory pathway (McCrossan et al., 2001; Netherton et al., 2006). Golgi
structure is linked to microtubule organization and the changes seen
during infection may in part be related to effects of ASFV infection on
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centrosome andmicrotubule function listed above. ASFV infection causes
dispersal of ERGIC marker protein ERGIC-53, the peripheral Golgi pro-
tein GM130, and late Golgi protein GalNac-T2 transferase, suggesting
disruption of ERGIC and Golgi membrane compartments. Most striking
is the complete loss of the TGN. TGN loss is dependent on microtubules
and involves dispersal of the TGN into separate vesicle populations
containing either peripheral Golgi proteins or the integral membrane
protein, TGN46. Not surprisingly, this dispersal slows the transport of
proteins through the secretory pathway. ASFV slows the delivery of newly
synthesized lysosomal enzymes to lysosomes (McCrossan et al., 2001), and
in macrophages reduces transport of newly synthesized MHC class I to the
plasma membrane (Netherton et al., 2006). Thus, in common with picorna-
viruses, disruption of the secretory pathway by ASFV has the potential to
slow the transport of important immunomodulatory proteins to the surface
of infected cells and may mask them from immune surveillance.

2. Poxviruses generate virus factories and inclusions
Poxviruses are large dsDNA viruses with genomes ranging from 130
to 375 kbp. Poxvirus gene expression follows the regulated cascade of
other large dsDNA viruses with early, intermediate, and late transcripts
described. Poxvirus progeny genomes are replicated exclusively in the
cytoplasm in virus factories. The virus encodes all the enzymes necessary
for transcription and replication of its genome. Genetic analysis has
identified a minimum of five viral genes necessary for genome replica-
tion, these are A20R, B1R, D4R, D5R, and E9L encoding the DNA poly-
merase processivity factor, serine/threonine protein kinase, uracil DNA
glycosylase, DNA-independent nucleoside triphosphatase, and the DNA
polymerase, respectively (De Silva and Moss, 2005; Evans et al., 1995;
Millns et al., 1994; Punjabi et al., 2001; Rempel et al., 1990; Sridhar and
Condit, 1983). Only the product of the D4R gene, encoding the viral DNA
glycosylase, has been confirmed to localize to the site of genome synthesis
(De Silva and Moss, 2005), and it would be interesting to discover the
subcellular location of the other members of the minimum replicase.
When viewed by electron microscopy, infectious virions have a striking
brick-shaped morphology, and different forms of virus are documented
which vary in degree of complexity [for review, see Condit et al. (2006)].
The interior of all poxvirus particles contains the virus core which houses
the viral genome. Cores are enveloped in virus factories to produce the
intracellular mature virus (IMV), which is fully infectious. Additional
envelope layers gained at the TGN give rise to intracellular enveloped
viruses (IEV), which after budding through the plasma membrane form
cell-associated and extracellular enveloped viruses (CEV and EEV). Pox-
viruses induce two principal inclusions during infection, the A-type
inclusion that is nonreplicative and the B-type inclusion where virus
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replication and assembly occur in the virus factory (Fig. 4; Kato et al.,
1959).
a. Poxvirus A-type inclusions contain the mature intracellular virus but not
enveloped viruses A-type inclusions are cytoplasmic bodies of dense
homogeneous matter that contain mature virus particles and are studded
with polyribosomes (Fig. 6A) (Ichihashi et al., 1971). A-type inclusions
are extremely rare in vaccinia, variola, and rabbit pox infections but are
prominent in cowpox, ectromelia, fowlpox, and canarypox infections
where they are also referred to as Downie, Marchal, Bollinger, and Burnet
bodies, respectively (Kato et al., 1959). The major component of A-type
inclusions is the product of the A26L gene or its equivalents. In vaccinia,
A26 is truncated and produces a protein of 92–94 kDa whereas the full-
length gene in cowpox encodes a protein of 160 kDa (Patel et al., 1986),
both versions are myristylated (Martin et al., 1999). Immunfluorescence
analysis of cells infected with Vaccinia viruswith antibodies raised against
A26 does reveal multiple A-type inclusions in the cytoplasm, but they are
much smaller than those seen in cells infected with cowpox, and do not
contain virus particles (Patel et al., 1986). In cells infected with wild-type
cowpox, only IMV particles were observed within A-type inclusions, but
treatment with rifampicin, a drug that blocks poxvirus maturation at an
early stage in morphogenesis, caused aberrant immature virus particles
to integrate into the inclusions (Ichihashi et al., 1971). The factor necessary
for occlusion of viral particles in A-type inclusions has been identified as
the 4c core protein (McKelvey et al., 2002; Shida et al., 1977; Ulaeto et al.,
1996). It has been hypothesized that 4c retains vaccinia virions within
the cell as IMVs in A-type inclusions preventing their transport to the
TGN for envelopment and maturation to the IEV types of virion
(McKelvey et al., 2002). A-type inclusions are predicted to protect IMVs
during transport between hosts akin to that of the polyhedra that occlude
entomopox and baculoviruses (Rohrmann, 1986). Therefore, EEVs may be
important for cell-to-cell spread, while IMVs (whether occluded or not)
may be more important for host-to-host spread (McKelvey et al., 2002).
b. Poxvirus B-type inclusions are factories and are the main sites of replication
and assembly B-type inclusions originally called Guarnieri bodies
(Guarnieri, 1893) are the primary replication centers of the poxviruses,
now generally referred to as virosomes or virus factories (Fig. 6C). Elec-
tron microscopic analysis of B-type inclusions revealed a granular matrix
thatwas denser than the surrounding cellularmaterial and in a defined area
of the cytoplasm called viroplasm (Dales and Siminovitch, 1961; Higashi,
1973). The factories also contain viral crescents consisting of membrane
and viral proteins associated with viroplasm, spherical immature virus,



FIGURE 6 (A) Electron micrograph of A-type inclusions from cowpox-infected cells,

showing intracellular mature virus in electron-dense inclusions (A) surrounded by poly-

ribosomes (arrows). Reprinted from Ichihashi et al. (1971) with permission from Elsevier.

(B andC) Electronmicrographs of factories of recombinantVaccinia virus encoding theA15L

gene under the control of the lac operon under nonpermissive (B) and permissive

(C) conditions. Note empty immature virus particles (IV), viral crescents in an electron-

lucent environment, and a separate homogenous viroplasm (VP) in panel B and compare to

wild-type like conditions in panel C, which include immature virus with electron-dense

centers and particles containing nucleoids (n). Reprinted from Szajner et al. (2004a) with

permission from Elsevier.
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and IMVs (Dales and Siminovitch, 1961). Factories are surrounded by
mitochondria, increase in number and size during the replication cycle
and can occupy the majority of the cytoplasm at late times of infection
(Dales and Siminovitch, 1961).
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The assembly and envelopment of Vaccinia viruswithin virus factories
has been the subject of many studies and is discussed in papers and
reviews (Griffiths et al., 2001; Heuser, 2005; Hollinshead et al., 1999;
Sodeik and Krijnse-Locker, 2002). Here, we will review some of the early
steps that lead up to the start of genome replication and factory produc-
tion. These have also been described in a review (Schramm and Krijnse-
Locker, 2005). It is generally believed that infection results in the delivery
of viral cores into the cytoplasm. Cores are seen associated with micro-
tubules (Carter et al., 2003; Mallardo et al., 2001; Ploubidou et al., 2000) and
may usemicrotubules to reach perinuclear sites that will eventually house
the virus factories. Viral cores can transcribe as many as 100 early mRNAs
before the onset of DNA replication, and these early mRNAs appear
in discrete foci that associate with microtubules, contain polyribosomes
and other translational machinery. It is unlikely that foci involved in
transcribing early RNAs mature into viral replication sites because they
do not initiate DNA synthesis (Mallardo et al., 2002). It is likely that each
infecting virus can induce its own replication center (Cairns, 1960), but it
is not clear where in the cell the cores initiate DNA synthesis. It has been
suggested that the onset of DNA synthesis may occur at peripheral sites
and therefore precedes delivery to the perinuclear region of the cell. When
cells are incubated with hydroxyurea to prevent the onset of viral DNA
replication, it is possible to localize viral DNA released into the cyto-
plasm. Under these conditions, viral genomes are seen at several discrete
sites that contain B1 protein kinase, E8 membrane protein, I3 ssDNA-
binding protein, and H5 late transcription factor (Domi and Beaud, 2000;
Welsch et al., 2003). After removal of hydroxyurea, these foci begin tomake
new viral DNA, showing that they are sites of DNA replication. Live cell
imaging studies have shown that these initial sites of DNA replication
form in the cell periphery and then move toward the nucleus where they
coalesce into large structures (Schramm and Krijnse-Locker, 2005).

Electron micrographs suggest that sites of DNA release from cores are
intimately associated with ER membranes and become completely en-
closed by them during the initial stages of DNA replication (Mallardo
et al., 2002). This process is likely facilitated by the E8R gene product
which is a membrane protein localized to the ER and early Golgi mem-
branes, has DNA-binding activity, and is able to capture viral genomes
(Doglio et al., 2002; Tolonen et al., 2001). These ER-enclosed genomes are
short-lived structures because they are not seen once viral crescents, IV
and IMVs, appear in factories (Tolonen et al., 2001). The sites of DNA
replication are also separate from the foci involved in transcribing early
RNAs, and it is interesting to consider how the cores are separated from
newly transcribed RNA. Viral cores and sites of RNA transcription
both align on microtubules and partially colocalize with the L4 core
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DNA-binding protein (Mallardo et al., 2001). The L4 protein is able to bind
microtubules (Ploubidou et al., 2000) and may be involved in separating
RNA from cores along microtubule tracks (Mallardo et al., 2001).

Inducible recombinants or temperature-sensitive mutants grown
under nonpermissive conditions can give further insight into the early
stages of inclusion formation. Electron micrographic analysis of the fac-
tories formed under these conditions yield striking images of distinct
inclusions of homogeneous electron-dense viroplasm next to empty sphe-
rical immature virions (Fig. 6B and C) (Szajner et al., 2001, 2003, 2004a).
A seven-protein complex comprising the gene products of the A15L, A30L,
D2L, D3L, F10L G7L, and J1R open reading frames has been identified
as being necessary for association of viral membranes with the viroplasm
(Szajner et al., 2004a). Consistent with this role, all of these proteins are
known to localize to the virus factory except D2 andD3 (Table I); however,
these have been identified as core proteins (Dyster and Niles, 1991) so are
likely to reside at viral assembly sites. Localization of D13L to the virus
factory is sensitive to the antibiotic rifampicin (Miner and Hruby, 1989),
and treatment with this drug induces irregular shaped viral membranes
instead of the well-defined hemispherical viral crescents seen in natural
infection (Moss et al., 1969; Pennington et al., 1970). Therefore, it was
suggested that D13L may act as a scaffold on which the viral membrane
is shaped, allowing correct associationwith the viroplasm (Mohandas and
Dales, 1995). Deep etch electron microscopy has confirmed this role for
D13L, as it forms the honeycomb lattice identified as the outer coat of the
viral membrane of immature virions (Heuser, 2005; Szajner et al., 2005).
Interestingly, D13L shares a structural similarity with structural proteins
frommany other virus families, including those of the other large dsDNA
viruses (Benson et al., 2004). It will be interesting to see if the structural
similarities to D13L translate to functional similarities in the assembly
strategies of other viruses.

c. Poxvirus infection recruits host proteins into factories and rearranges
cellular organelles Vaccinia virus recruits a number of cellular proteins
to the viral factory. Ying-Yang 1 (YY1), TBP, SP1 transcription factors, and
RNA polymerase II are recruited from the nucleus to the factory (Broyles
et al., 1999; Oh and Broyles, 2005; Wilton and Dales, 1989). YY1 is a nuclear
transcription factor that can activate late viral promoters and although
poxviruses encode most of the genes necessary for transcription, there is
evidence that cellular factors may be required for intermediate and late
gene expression (Lackner and Condit, 2000; Rosales et al., 1994; Wright
et al., 2001). The function of the other transcription factors in viral replica-
tion is unknown. They may be necessary for viral transcription like YY1,
or perhaps they are sequestered into the factory to divert them from their
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normal roles in the nucleus, or their presence may represent an antiviral
response by the cell. The presence of RNA polymerase II in the viral
factory is a surprise because the virus encodes its own RNA polymerase
activity which accounts for at least 9 ORFs and �7% of the genome capa-
city [Western Reserve (WR) strain]. Another cellular protein recruited
from the nucleus to the cytoplasm is the HMG20A protein. This protein
can bind the viral genome and has been implicated in host range restric-
tion of Vaccinia virus in Chinese hamster ovary cells (Hsiao et al., 2006).
During unproductive infection by Vaccinia virus, HMG20A is recruited
from the nucleus to the factory where it binds viral DNA. If the cowpox
host range gene CP77 is artificially introduced into Vaccinia virus then
CP77 also enters the virus factory and binds to HMG20A; the cellular
protein then dissociates from the viral genome and replication proceeds
(Hsiao et al., 2006).

As seen for iridovirus and ASFV replication sites, vaccinia factories
are surrounded by a vimentin cage (Risco et al., 2002; Schepis et al., 2006)
and recruit molecular chaperones (Hung et al., 2002), suggesting simi-
larity with aggresomes. Many proteins targeted to aggresomes are ubi-
qutinated, and most poxviruses encode a RING protein that is both a
functional ubiquitin ligase and a virulence factor (Nerenberg et al., 2005).
Exceptions to this are the twomost common laboratory strains of vaccinia,
Copenhagen and WR. The RING protein from the IHD-W strain of vac-
cinia is capable of directing transfected tagged ubiquitin to WR virus
factories (Nerenberg et al., 2005); however, it is unknown if native ubiqui-
tin is localized to WR factories. The product of the A40R gene of vaccinia
is tagged with the ubiquitin-like protein SUMO-1, and this modification is
necessary for A40 targeting to viral factories, where it associates with ER
membranes and may play a role in the formation of I3 sites (Palacios et al.,
2005). It is not known if movement of SUMOlyated A40 and ubiquitinated
protein is directed along microtubules in a manner analogous to HDAC6-
mediated targeting ofmisfolded proteins to aggresomes (Kawaguchi et al.,
2003). As reported for ASFV (see above) and cells infected with herpes
simplex virus (Avitabile et al., 1995), infection of cells with Vaccinia virus
also leads to disruption of microtubule organization and centrosome
function and dispersal of the Golgi apparatus (Ploubidou et al., 2000).
Whether these are bystander effects of the production of virus factories
close to the centrosome or induced deliberately to facilitate virus egress is
not known. IMV exit from the factory and transport to envelopment sites at
the TGN is nonetheless dependent onmicrotubules (Sanderson et al., 2000)
and has been reported to be dependent on the A4L and A27L gene pro-
ducts (Sanderson et al., 2000; Ward, 2005). Following envelopment,
the A35L and F12L gene products then regulate microtubule-dependent
movement of intracellular enveloped viruses from the TGN to the plasma
membrane (Herrero-Martı́nez et al., 2005; Ward and Moss, 2001).
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3. The iridoviruses generate cytoplasmic factories and
crystalline arrays

a. Iridoviruses Iridoviruses are large dsDNAviruseswith genomes rang-
ing from 100 to 210 kbp in length encoding between 100 and 230 proteins
(Williams et al., 2005). Much of the work on iridovirus replication has been
carried out on the ranavirus frog virus 3 (FV3). FV3 genome synthesis
occurs in the nucleus and cytoplasm. No nuclear inclusions have been
reported during FV3 infection, and as such it is unclear how the nuclear
replication stage is mediated. However, viral DNA is initially synthesized
as units that are 1–2 genomes in length and then transported to the
cytoplasm where multiple length concatemers are produced (Goorha,
1982).
b. Cytoplasmic factories formed during iridovirus infection resemble
aggresomes Infection induces two cytoplasmic inclusions. Viral fac-
tories form in the cytoplasm and become the major site of viral DNA
replication. FV3 also induces large crystalline arrays of viral particles
which give rise to the iridescent coloring of purified virus, and hosts,
that are characteristic of iridovirus infections. Virus factories are electron
lucent relative to the cytoplasm and contain viral membranes, partially
assembled viruses, and are surrounded by rough ER membranes and
polysomes. FV3 factories also resemble aggresomes since they recruit
intermediate filaments (Fig. 7A) and mitochondria, some of which show
FIGURE 7 (A) Confocal micrograph of frog virus 3-infected cell showing relationship

between the major capsid protein (red), vimentin (green), and DNA (blue). Note multiple

viral inclusions in the cytoplasm, each associated with an individual vimentin cage. Authors

own. (B) Electron micrograph of a frog virus 3-infected cell showing two crystalline arrays

that appear to induce a kidney-shaped nucleus (N). Reprinted from Darlington et al. (1966)

with permission from Elsevier.
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signs of damage (Darlington et al., 1966; Granoff et al., 1966; Huang et al.,
2006; Tripier et al., 1977). Crystalline arrays of virus are associated with
virus factories and can induce nuclear deformations that lead to kidney-
shaped nuclei similar to those seen in ASFV infection (Fig. 7B) and after
aggresome formation (Darlington et al., 1966; Heath et al., 2001; Johnston
et al., 1998). As seen for ASFV and poxviruses, the intermediate filament
vimentin plays an important role in replication (Murti and Goorha, 1983).
Vimentin is phosphorylated during FV3 infection, prior to factory for-
mation (Chen et al., 1986; Willis et al., 1979), and temperature-sensitive
mutants that are unable to phosphorylate vimentin do not form vimentin
cages and are unable to proceed to late gene expression. Drug treatment
with taxol or colchicine (Murti et al., 1988) showed that recruitment of
vimentin to assembly sites requires dynamic, but not polymerizing micro-
tubules, and microinjection of anti-vimentin antibody prevented recruit-
ment of vimentin to factories. This allowed intrusion of cell components
into assembly sites and reduced virus growth by 70–80% (Murti et al.,
1988). Vimentin may therefore provide a scaffold for iridovirus replica-
tion, maintaining a barrier between the cytoplasm and the contents of
the virus factory. Consistent with this hypothesis is the observation that
during infection, polyribosomes and most newly synthesized viral pro-
teins associate with intermediate filaments (Murti and Goorha, 1989). FV3
factory formation may also be dependent on the early 108K protein, as it
is recruited to factories in the absence of late protein synthesis (Chinchar
et al., 1984).

4. Phycodnavirus and mimivirus replicate in cytoplasmic factories
Phycodnaviruses and the recently described giant virus mimivirus
(La Scola et al., 2003) induce replication complexes in the cytoplasm of
infected ameba (Meints et al., 1986; Raoult et al., 2007). The factories of the
phycodnavirus Paramecium bursaria Chlorella virus 1 (PBCV-1) are elec-
tron translucent areas of the cytoplasm and contain viral membranes,
electron-dense viroplasm, and assembling viruses. Unlike many viral
factories, a distinct order appears to be present in PBCV-1 virosomes.
The assembling viruses are arranged at the periphery of the virosome/
factory, giving the appearance of a rosette (Meints et al., 1986). Phycodna-
virus replication and factory formation are not affected by a wide range
of pharmacological disruptors of the cytoskeleton, including microtubule
depolymerization by nocodazole and taxol, and depolymerization of actin
by cytochalasin D (Nietfeldt et al., 1992). In this way, they differ from
factories formed by large DNA viruses such as ASFV, vaccinia, and FV3.
The successful cultivation of algae in the laboratory has allowed studies
of the intracellular sites of replication of large icosahedral MclaV-1 and
HincV-1 viruses (Wolf et al., 1998, 2000). These viruses produce a latent
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infection that becomes apparent once the algae produce reproductive
organs that become host to millions of virus particles. Replication of
these viruses begins in the nucleus, but the first evidence for virus assem-
bly is provided by the appearance of electron-dense bodies next to the
nucleus at sites of breakdown in the nuclear envelope. Infection leads to
stacking of ER cisternae that may provide membranes for virus envelop-
ment. The dense bodies remain next to the nucleus in large inclusions, and
take on the angular shape characteristic of capsid assembly seen for
iridoviruses and ASFV. The nucleus eventually disintegrates, and the
virus factory occupies most of the cytoplasm.
V. HERPESVIRUSES INDUCE NUCLEAR INCLUSIONS AND
CYTOPLASMIC ASSEMBLY SITES

A. Herpesviruses

Herpesviruses are large dsDNA viruses with genomes ranging in size
from 120 to 250 kbp. Herpesvirus genes are expressed in a regulated
cascade starting with the immediate early a genes, then early b genes,
and finally two subsets of late g genes, g1 and g2. Complete herpesvirus
particles have four main layers, the core containing DNA, an icosahedral
capsid, a poorly defined layer of protein called tegument, and finally
the viral envelope containing several glycoproteins. Genome synthesis
and packaging and capsid assembly occur in inclusions in the nucleus.
Nucleocapsids then obtain tegument in either the nucleus or the cyto-
plasm, or both, and the viral envelope is acquired exclusively in the
cytoplasm [see Mettenleiter (2002) and Mettenleiter et al. (2006) for more
thorough analysis]. The transfer of virus from the nucleus to the cytoplasm
and acquisition of tegument appears well defined for human herpesvirus
6 (HHV-6) (Roffman et al., 1990) but is controversial for the alphaherpes-
viruses (Campadelli-Fiume and Roizman, 2006; Mettenleiter and Minson,
2006). The subcellular organization of herpesvirus replication complexes
formed in the nucleus during the early stages of productive infection has
been described in considerable detail. The inclusions function as sites of
virus replication and contain the virally encoded proteins and host pro-
teins needed for virus replication. Interestingly, nuclear inclusions formed
during herpes virus replication also contain cellular proteins involved in
the control of DNA damage and repair. These may be recruited into
inclusions in response to virus genome replication, and whether they are
beneficial or detrimental to virus replication is a subject of considerable
interest [reviewed by Everett (2006)].
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B. Herpesvirus replication generates inclusions in the nucleus

Herpesviruses enter the cell by fusing their envelopes with the plasma
membrane, whereon the naked nucleocapsids migrate to nuclear pores,
possibly along microtubules (Granzow et al., 1997; Sodeik et al., 1997)
[reviewed by Smith and Enquist (2002)]. Nuclear inclusions housing
herpesvirus DNA replication are globular and can occupy the majority
of the nucleus (de Bruyn Kops and Knipe, 1988; Randall and Dinwoodie,
1986; Taylor et al., 2003). They are identified through the presence of the
viral DNA-binding protein encoded by the UL29 gene, which is also
known as infected cell protein 8 (ICP8). A minimum set of seven genes,
UL5, UL8, UL9, UL29, UL30, UL42, and UL52, has been identified as
necessary for viral DNA replication (Challberg, 1991). A plasmid trans-
fection system has shown in vitro these can form globular nuclear com-
partments that are sites of 5-bromo-20-deoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation
and visually are similar to those formed during infection (Lukonis and
Weller, 1997; Zhong and Hayward, 1997). Nuclear inclusions organizing
viral DNA replication have been followed in real time by a recombinant
virus expressing a GFP-ICP8 fusion protein. Small inclusions merge with
adjacent replication complexes and increase in size to form globular repli-
cation complexes, which eventually fill most of the nucleus (Randall and
Dinwoodie, 1986; Taylor et al., 2003).
1. Nuclear inclusions associated with herpesvirus replication are
linked to ND10/PML Bodies

Replication compartments are formed from a number of different discrete
foci that are induced early in infection and whose interrelatedness is not
fully understood. The initial stages of productive herpesvirus infection
are, however, intimately linked with nuclear structures called ND10
bodies (illustrated in Fig. 8) [Ishov and Maul (1996), Maul et al. (1996),
review by Borden (2002)]. Live cell studies have shown that the immedi-
ate early regulatory protein ICP4, which binds viral DNA, forms discrete
foci as early as 30-min postinfection (Fig. 8A). These initially appear close
to the nuclear envelope, possibly at sites where the genome first enters the
nucleus following capsid disassembly at nuclear pores (Everett and
Murray, 2005), and are then seen throughout the nucleus (Everett et al.,
2004). ICP4 foci are seen juxtaposed to the ND10 marker promyelocytic
leukemia protein (PML) some 60-min later. The early and late regulatory
protein ICP27 is recruited to ICP4 foci 2-h postinfection and facilitates
efficient early gene expression (Everett et al., 2004). During the same per-
iod, the immediate early regulatory protein, ICP0, colocalizes with ND10
bodies, some of which are likely juxtaposed to ICP4 bodies (Everett et al.,
2003). ICP0 mediates the ubiquitin and/or SUMO-1-targeted protea-
somal degradation of ND10 components (Chelbi-Alix and de Thé, 1999;



FIGURE 8 Schematic representing interaction of herpesvirus foci with ND10 bodies.

(A) Cell expressing PML-ECFP (green) and infected with human herpesvirus-1-encoding

ICP4-EYFP (red) 115-min postinfection. Boxes show zoomed sections demonstrating

juxtaposition of ND10 and ICP4 bodies early during virus infection. Reprinted from

Everett et al. (2003) with permission from American Society for Microbiology. (B) Cell

infected with human herpesvirus 2 showing assemblons immunolabeled with ICP35 (red)

and UL55 inclusions (green). Note juxtaposition of the two compartments. Reprinted

from Yamada et al. (1998) with permission from Society for General Microbiology.

(C) Electron micrograph of human herpesvirus 5-infected cell showing a section of a

cytoplasmic assembly site. Note complete virus particle within a vacuole in bottom left-

hand corner, dense bodies in center of image, including one budding into a membrane.

Reprinted from Craighead et al. (1972) with permission from American Society for

Microbiology. (D) Electron micrograph of a tegusome within a nucleus of a human

herpesvirus-6-infected cell, note apparent continuity between tegusome and cytoplasm

(arrowed). Reprinted from Roffman et al. (1990) with permission from American Society

for Microbiology.
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Everett, 2000; Everett andMaul, 1994; Everett et al., 2004). Finally, parental
genomes localize to ICP4 foci (Everett and Murray, 2005), and the ICP4
foci enlarge into structures that resemble early ICP8 replication com-
partments (Everett and Murray, 2005; Everett et al., 2003). Formation of
ICP8 replication compartments (Taylor and Knipe, 2004) is also known to
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involve redistribution of ND10 bodies (Burkham et al., 1998). The relation-
ship between the early ICP4 structures associated with parental genome
and the later ICP8 compartments associated with replication and produc-
tion of progeny genome is not clear; however, ICP4 and ICP8 both localize
to late replication compartments (Knipe et al., 1987). A description of the
relative and temporal distribution of the two proteins at early times
awaits live cell studies following both proteins simultaneously.
2. Nuclear inclusions also form as sites of herpesvirus assembly:
The assemblon

A second prominent nuclear inclusion induced by herpesvirus infection
is the assemblon (Ward et al., 1996b). This is the site where capsid proteins
accumulate and assemble into nucleocapsids (Fig. 8B). The assembly of
herpesvirus nucleocapsids has been researched in great detail at the
ultrastructural level facilitated by a cell-free system for reconstituting the
particles (Heymann et al., 2003; Newcomb et al., 1994, 1996). The mature
herpesvirus capsid is icosahedral with a T ¼ 16 symmetry and is com-
posed of 150 hexons and 11 pentons of the major capsid protein UL19. The
place of the remaining penton is taken by a 12-mer of the portal protein
UL6, which by analogy with bacteriophage may be the site of genome
entry. Nucleocapsids mature from fragile procapsids, through B capsids
that lack DNA and contain the internal scaffold protein UL26.5, to C
capsids that contain the viral genome.

The relationship between assemblons and sites of viral DNA replica-
tion has been a topic of some controversy as some reports show direct
colocalization (Taus et al., 1998), whereas others have shown a proximity
(Nalwanga et al., 1996; Ward et al., 1996b), similar to that seen between
ND10 bodies and ICP4 foci during the initial stages of infection. Clearly,
the DNA has to reach the capsid in order to complete assembly, and it is
likely that the different results are indicative of the dynamic interactions
between different herpesvirus nuclear inclusions. The DNA cleavage and
packaging proteins encoded by the UL17 and UL32 genes are required
for colocalization of viral DNA and capsids (Lamberti and Weller, 1998;
Taus et al., 1998). Cells infected with a virus encoding a faulty UL32 gene
exhibit nuclear localization of the capsid protein VP5 that is separate from
replication sites (Lamberti and Weller, 1998). Similarly, in cells infected
with mutants that lack functional UL17, the ICP8 protein fails to colocalize
with ICP5 and ICP35 (Taus et al., 1998). Actin also plays an important
role in the correct nuclear subcompartmentalization of viral proteins.
Infection with HHV-11 or suid herpesvirus-12 causes actin filaments to
assemble in the nucleus, prior to the accumulation of capsid proteins
1 Human herpesvirus 1 is herpes simplex virus 1 and human herpesvirus 2 is herpes simplex virus 2.
2 Suid herpesvirus 1 is pseudorabiesvirus or Aujesky’s disease virus.
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(Feierbach et al., 2006). Depolymerization of actin with latrunculin
A inhibited correct nuclear compartmentalization of a representative
capsid protein (VP26). VP26 colocalizes with the actin motor myosin Va
(Feierbach et al., 2006), and capsid movement within the nucleus is inhib-
ited by the myosin motor inhibitor 2,3-butanedione monoxime (Forest
et al., 2005). This suggests that the organization of nuclear inclusions
involved in herpesvirus assembly is dependent on cellular actin fila-
ments, and it will be interesting to see if the organization of inclusions
housing viral DNA replication sites is similarly dependent.

Other inclusion bodies havebeen reported in the nucleus of cells infected
with herpesvirus. The tegument proteins VP22 and VP13/14 localize to
inclusion bodies that align closely but do not overlap ICP0/ND10/ICP8
pre-replication complexes or assemblon inclusions (Hutchinson et al., 2002).
UL55 also localizes to structures that overlap but are distinct from assem-
blons and DNA replication complexes (Fig. 8B) (Yamada et al., 1998). UL11
localizes to type IV and type V intranuclear dense bodies as well as virions
and cytoplasmic ribbon structures (Baines et al., 1995). The alkaline DNase
encoded by theUL12 gene localizes to discrete electron-dense bodieswithin
the nucleus that also contain B-36 nucleolar protein (Lopez-Iglesias et al.,
1988; Puvion-Dutilleul and Pichard, 1986). It is unknown whether these
different structures are related to each other, whether they are homogenous
accumulations of the individual herpesvirus protein(s), or if they are simply
dead-end accumulations of protein.

3. Nuclear inclusions contain both viral and host proteins
A large number and variety of cellular proteins accumulate at nuclear sites
of herpesvirus replication and assembly. A comprehensive proteomic anal-
ysis of ICP8 interacting proteins revealed more than 50 viral and cellular
proteins that maybe recruited to DNA replication sites (Taylor and Knipe,
2004). A number of these interacting proteins were confirmed to localize to
replication sites by microscopy experiments (Taylor and Knipe, 2004), and
these as well as proteins identified in other studies (Leopardi et al., 1997;
Lukonis et al., 1997; Quadt et al., 2006;Wilcock and Lane, 1991) reveal that at
least 23 cellular proteins are known to localize to nuclear inclusions
involved in DNA replication during herpesvirus infection (Table I). The
functions of these proteins span the expected functions of nuclear genes,
including DNA replication, transcription, chromatin remodeling, DNA
repair, recombination, and nonhomologous end joining. Of particular
importance is the recruitment of RNA polymerase II, which is required to
transcribe the viral genome. RNA polymerase II is phosphorylated during
viral infection by ICP22 and ICP27, and the latter modification is required
for targeting to replication complexes (Dai-Ju et al., 2006).

The role of all of these cellular genes in the viral replication cycle is
poorly understood; however, cells deficient in WRN, a recQ helicase
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family member, produced reduced virus yields while cells lacking
Ku86, part of a nonhomologous end-joining protein complex, produced
increased yields of virus (Taylor and Knipe, 2004). The implication there-
fore is that some cellular proteins may be actively recruited to replication
complexes to aid viral replication, and some may be recruited by the cell
as part of an antiviral response or sequestered by the virus in inclusions to
subvert their antiviral nature. PML is induced by interferon, suggesting
an antiviral role. Many of the genes shown to be required for recruitment
of PML to viral pre-replication sites are part of the minimal set of genes
required to synthesize viral DNA. Recruitment of PML to viral replication
sites is, for example, dependent on the viral DNA polymerase (UL30), the
origin binding protein (UL9 gene) and the helicase–primase complex
(UL5, UL8, and UL52) (Burkham et al., 2001). Recent evidence has sug-
gested that this may be the reason why ICP0 causes dispersal of PML
early in infection. PML knockdown by short interfering RNAs (siRNA)
facilitates productive replication of ICP0 null mutants of herpesvirus
(Everett et al., 2004, 2006); moreover, ICP0 null mutants are hypersensitive
to interferon in a manner dependent on PML (Chee et al., 2003). This is of
particular importance because ICP0 plays a role in determining whether
herpesvirus induces a quiescent or a productive, lytic infection (Mossman
and Smiley, 2002).
C. Cytoplasmic inclusions form during late stages of herpesvirus
tegumentation: The cytoplasmic assembly compartment

The tegument layer of alphaherpesviruses is composed of at least 15
different proteins (Mettenleiter, 2002). US11, UL17, UL47, UL48, and
UL49 are components of the tegument, and all are localized to the nucleus
(if not exclusively) during the productive life cycle of the virus (Fuchs et al.,
2002; Hutchinson et al., 2002; Kopp et al., 2002; Roller and Roizman, 1992;
Taus et al., 1998). UL48 may play a role in egress from the nucleus, though
this has not been unequivocally established (Mossman et al., 2000). There-
fore, it is likely that some tegument proteins are acquired in or during viral
egress from the nuclear inclusions. Recently, cytoplasmic aggresome-like
struct ure s have been desc ribed in ce lls infected with HHV- 2. 1 These con-
tain the major capsid protein, tegument proteins, envelope glycoproteins,
andmarkers for the Golgi complex (Nozawa et al., 2004). The latter finding
is particularly interesting because herpesvirus envelopment involves
membranes from the TGN (Mettenleiter et al., 2006; Turcotte et al., 2005).
HHV-53 is a betaherpesvirus and late during infection produces a juxta-
nuclear ‘‘assembly compartment’’ that again contains tegument proteins
(pp150, pp28, and pp68), the major capsid protein, and viral envelope
3 Human herpesvirus 5 is human cytomegalovirus.
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proteins (gB, gH, and gp65), suggesting a cytoplasmic site specialized for
tegumentation and envelopment (Fig. 8C); (Adair et al., 2002; Sanchez et al.,
2000). The precise role of the cytoplasmic assembly compartment is
unclear. On the one hand, the concentration of glycoproteins and tegu-
ment proteins in one site may facilitate final stages of assembly prior to
release from the cell. Interestingly, in common with aggresomes induced
by ASFV and misfolded proteins, the cytoplasmic assembly compartment
recruits chaperones and mitochondria and is dependent on microtubules
and localizes to the microtubule organizing center.

At present, the assembly compartments are not considered to be bona
fide aggresomes because they are not surrounded by a collapsed cage
of intermediate filaments (Nozawa et al., 2004; Sanchez et al., 2000). It is
nevertheless possible that these structures are related to aggresomes and
are produced in response to a buildup of products resulting from non-
productive assembly pathways that occur late during infection. They may
also contribute to the cytopathic effect seen in cells infected with HHV-5.
HHV-5 infection results in cytomegaly characterized by increased cell size
and intracellular water content. Cytomegaly and virus replication are
both dependent on the presence of extracellular Naþ, and infection results
in sequestration of the plasma membrane Na-K-Cl-cotransporter protein
in large perinuclear structures that resemble the assembly compartment/
viral aggresome (Maglova et al., 2004). Electron-dense bodies can be seen
by electron microscopy within the cytoplasmic assembly compartments
induced during HHV-5 infection (Craighead et al., 1972). Dense bodies are
enveloped and obtain viral glycoproteins but do not contain DNA and are
noninfectious. As can be seen in Fig. 8C, dense bodies bud into mem-
branes and appear as oversized enveloped viral particles without a DNA
containing core. Dense bodies exit the cell to become extracellular dense
bodies (Craighead et al., 1972). Interestingly, HHV-5 immediate early IE1
proteins also become associated with extracellular dense bodies despite
no reported localization to their intracellular relations (Tsutsui and
Yamazaki, 1991). Purified extracellular dense bodies aremostly composed
of UL83 but have a full complement of viral glycoproteins (Irmiere and
Gibson, 1983). The function of dense bodies remain unclear, and they
may represent the end point of a nonproductive assembly pathway result-
ing from attempts to envelope capsids lacking genomes or may be used to
deliver viral components to neighboring cells.

Interestingly, for human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6), the tegument layer
appears to be acquired within a dedicated structure that has been dubbed
the tegusome (Roffman et al., 1990). This work is based on elec-
tron microscopy of cells infected with HHV-6 and shows tegusomes as
intranuclear membrane compartments that abut the nuclear envelope
(Fig. 8D). Tegusomes may be cytoplasmic invaginations of the nuclear
envelope into the nucleus because they appear to contain ribosomes and
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are sometimes in continuity with the cytoplasm. Nucleocapsids appear to
bud into the tegusome, capsids obtain a tegument layer, and then bud into
cytoplasmic vacuoles where they acquire envelopes and exit the cell.
VI. NUCLEAR INCLUSIONS ARE FORMED BY
SMALL DNA VIRUSES

A. Adenovirus

Adenovirus are medium-sized, nonenveloped dsDNA viruses with gen-
omes ranging from 26 to 45 kbp in length and virions of the order of
70–100 nm in diameter. Like other DNA viruses, they have an ordered
cascade of transcripts, early, delayed early, and late types having been
described. Adenovirus transcripts are spliced to generate multiple tran-
scripts from a given transcriptional unit. Viral replication occurs in the
nucleus, and adenovirus infection was utilized extensively as a model
system for exploring different nuclear subcompartments. A productive
infection of lytic adenovirus induces profound rearrangement of existing
subcompartments and the induction of several new ones within the host
nucleus. A study on the localization of the human adenovirus5 IVa2
protein described 10 distinct nuclear and nucleolar subcompartments
induced or associated with virus replication (Lutz et al., 1996), and these
are listed in Table I.
1. Structure and location of nuclear inclusions formed during
adenovirus replication

Earlier studies carried out before markers for specific nuclear subcompart-
ments were available have described the structures in terms of shape and
location (see Table I). During the initial stage of infection, viral RNA
(Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1992), single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), and dsDNA
(Puvion-Dutilleul and Pichard, 1992) are all synthesized in small fibrillar
regions termed early replication sites. By the intermediate stage of replica-
tion, the ssDNA is deposited in the center of these structures, while tran-
scription and dsDNA synthesis occur on the outside and begin to form an
inclusion. The inclusion has a characteristic doughnut shape, and has been
called the fibrogranular network. At late stages of infection, dsDNA,
viruses, and trace amounts of ssDNA appear in large viral inclusions
(Besse and Puvion-Dutilleul, 1994; Puvion-Dutilleul and Pichard, 1992).
Targeting of the initial replicon is dependent on a dCMP modification of
the preterminal protein (pTP), which enables pTP to form a complex with
the DNA polymerase and the genome (Temperley and Hay, 1992). PTP
mediates targeting of the heterotrimeric complex to the nuclear matrix
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(Fredman and Engler, 1993), possibly through an interaction with CAD
(carbamyl phosphate synthetase, aspartate transcarbamylase and dihy-
droorotase) (Angeletti and Engler, 1998). Transcription and splicing are
mediated by host proteins and viral RNA, and non-SNP RNA splicing
factor, hnRNP C proteins, and RNA polymerase II all colocalize with
viral RNA in nuclear inclusions. Splicing small nuclear ribonucleoproteins
(snRNPs) colocalize with viral RNA but not replication foci (Pombo et al.,
1994), and snRNPs then move to interchromatin granules late in infection,
which is blocked by mutations in E4 (Bridge et al., 2003).

a. Rearrangement of host nuclear compartments during adenovirus replication
Like herpesvirus described above, adenovirus infection redistributes the
components of ND10 bodies. Prior to infection, PML is associated with
interchromatin granules but is redistributed to the fibrillogranular matrix
within the nucleus along with SP100, another ND10 component (Carvalho
et al., 1995). Later in infection, PML is redistributed once again from the
fibrillogranular matrix to clear amorphous inclusions and protein crystals
(Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1995). Another study reported that SP100 and
NDP55, but not PML, were relocated from ND10 bodies to viral inclusions
(Doucas et al., 1996). While this is confusing, it is clear that adenovirus
employs multiple mechanisms to reorganize PML. The initial movement
of PML, SP100, and NDP55 to the fibrillogranular matrix occurs prior to
viral DNA synthesis and is dependent on the E4-ORF3 11-kDa protein
(Carvalho et al., 1995; Doucas et al., 1996). It may also be mediated by E1A
proteins that colocalizewithPML (Carvalho et al., 1995). E1B-55-kDaprotein
also colocalizes with PML early on in infection, then associates with the
periphery of replication centers; these interactions are mediated by the
ORF6 protein of the E4 transcriptional unit (Lethbridge et al., 2003). Interest-
ingly, E1B-55K and E4-ORF3 target the MRE11-RAD50-NBS1 (MRN) com-
plex to aggresomes for degradation (Araujo et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005). The
MRN complex causes concatenation of viral DNA and inhibits packaging.
Transport of MRN to the cytoplasm for degradation in aggresomes relieves
this inhibition and facilitates production of infectious viruses. The later
movement of PML from the fibrillogranular matrix to clear amorphous
inclusions also appears important for replication. Movement is mediated
by the IX gene product, and adenovirus encoding mutant IX do not create
clear amorphous inclusions, have reduced growth, and are sensitive to PML
overexpression (Rosa-Calatrava et al., 2003). Interestingly, PKR is also redis-
tributed to clear amorphous inclusions (Souquere-Besse et al., 2002) during
infection, as are pentons and hexons in the absence of the fiber gene; this
suggests these structures may represent sites for sequestering excess viral
proteins, and cellular proteins with potentially deleterious effects on the
virus (Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1999).
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B. Nuclear inclusions formed during polyomavirus and
papillomavirus infection

Polyoma- and papillomaviruses are small double-stranded tumorigenic
DNA viruses with genomes of 5 and 8 kbp, respectively. Replication
and assembly of these two viruses follow similar strategies, and both
involve ND10 bodies. The VP1 capsid protein of human polyomavirus JC
is targeted to ND10 domains by VP2, VP3, and agnoprotein where they are
assembled into virions (Shishido-Hara et al., 2004). A similar process occurs
during papillomavirus infection where the minor capsid protein, L2, is
responsible for targeting capsomeres of the major capsid protein, L1, to
ND10 domains (Florin et al., 2002a). This process involves L2-induced
redistribution of ND10 bodies by targeting SP100 for proteasomal degrada-
tion. At this point the cellular Daxx protein is recruited (Florin et al., 2002b).
Daax hasmultiple functions in the nucleus including transcriptional activa-
tion and modulating Fas-mediated apoptosis [reviewed by Salomoni and
Khelifi (2006)]. Its role in virus replication is at present unclear.

One characteristic of papillomavirus infections is the appearance of
nuclear and cytoplasmic inclusions in cells contained within warts. The
size and number of inclusions is dependent on the type of papillomavirus
and the site of infection. Human papillomavirus 1 (HPV-1), for example,
induces many small inclusions while HPV-4 induces one single inclusion
that takes over most of the cytoplasm (Croissant et al., 1985). In vivo these
structures label strongly with antiserum raised against E4 gene products
which are the 17-kDa E1∧E4 and 16-kDa E4 proteins (Doorbar et al., 1986;
Rogel-Gaillard et al., 1993). Inclusions can be induced in certain cell types
in vitro by expressing E4 gene products. HPV-1 E4 staining reveals an
initial association with the intermediate filament keratin and subsequent
formation of inclusion bodies in the cytoplasm and nucleus (Roberts et al.,
2003; Rogel-Gaillard et al., 1993). The HPV-1 cytoplasmic inclusions retain
their association with keratin and appear to induce small cages surround-
ing E4 protein that are interconnected by keratin filaments (Roberts et al.,
2003). The E4 gene gives rise to two proteins, the 17-kDa E1∧E4 which can
induce cytoplasmic and nuclear inclusions whereas the 16-kDa E4 can
induce inclusions solely in the cytoplasm (Rogel-Gaillard et al., 1993).
Interestingly, expression of E1∧E4 gene product from HPV-16 induces
the complete collapse of the keratin network, but not that of the microtu-
bule or actin networks (Doorbar et al., 1991). It is unclear what the role of
the inclusions is in viral replication or the pathology of infection. How-
ever, HPV-1 E4 expression induces the redistribution of ND10 to the
periphery of nuclear inclusions in cells in culture, and similar signals
are seen in vivo (Roberts et al., 2003). The temporal and functional connection
between E4 and L1 redistribution of PML is unknown.
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VII. VIRUS FACTORIES AND INCLUSIONS
FORMED BY RNA VIRUSES

A. Reoviruses

Members of the Reoviridae family are dsRNA viruses with segmented
genomes and include the clinically important rotavirus and orbiviruses
that cause diseases in human and animals. Reoviruses are nonenveloped
viruses with genome segments contained inside a virion�80 nm in diame-
ter. The genome is encapsidated by two protein shells, an outer capsid and
an inner core shell. The core contains the RdRp, capping enzymes, and the
dsRNA genome segments [reviewed in Yue and Shatkin (1998) and
Furuichi and Shatkin (2000)]. Viruses are taken up by receptor-mediated
endocytosis, the outer capsid is lost and the core is delivered into the
cytoplasm. The core does not disassemble on entering cells and imports
ribonucleoside triphosphates and S-adenosyl-l-methionine from the
cytosol to synthesize and then export viral mRNAs. In this way the core
particle functions as a self-contained transcriptional unit and as such repre-
sents the replication complex. Viral mRNA transcribed in the cytoplasm
make viral proteins that eventually form large perinuclear inclusions,
called virus factories that function as sites of further virus replication and
assembly. The Reoviridae family contains 13 genera, and this chapter will
concentrate on the two best characterized of these, the orthoreoviruses and
rotaviruses.
1. Formation of factories during orthoreoviruses
replication and assembly

a. The shape of orthoreovirus factories is determined by association with
the cytoskeleton Orthoreoviruses contain 10 genome segments which
are classed by size and then numbered, that is L1 is large segment 1. Large
segments encode l genes, medium (M) segments encode m genes, and
small (S) segments encode s genes. Virus replication occurs in the cyto-
plasm in virus factories, and the majority of the virus-encoded proteins
have been shown to localize completely or partially with factories
(Table I). Early observations revealed that different strains of orthoreo-
viruses induced factories with different appearances; orthoreovirus type 1
Lang factories were filamentous while the factories of the Dearing isolate
of orthoreovirus type 3 were globular (Fig. 9A and B) (Parker et al., 2002).
This difference maps precisely to a serine–proline switch at residue 208 of
the m2 core protein (Parker et al., 2002). Control of the localization of orthor-
eovirus factories reflects the degree of association m2 has with the micro-
tubule network. Filamentous virus m2 stabilizes microtubules to a greater
relative degree than globular virus m2, and depolymerizing microtubules
with nocodazole convert filamentous factories to globular ones.



FIGURE 9 (A and B) Confocal images of orthoreovirus type 3 Dearing (A)- and type 1

Lang (B)-infected cells labeled with showing difference between globular and filamentous

types of viral factories. (C) Confocal image of an infected cell immunolabeled with (red)

and a-tubulin (green) showing relationship between filamentous factories and microtu-

bules. Reprinted from Parker et al. (2002) with permission from American Society for

Microbiology. (D) Electron micrograph showing rotavirus viroplasm (V) next to TLP within

membranes derived from the ER (arrow). Reprinted from Petrie et al. (1984) with per-

mission from Elsevier. (E) Doughnut-shaped rotavirus factory labeled with anti-NSP2

antibody showing electron-lucent center with electron-dense core (arrow) surrounded

by viroplasm (V). Reprinted from Altenburg et al. (1980) with permission from Society for

General Microbiology.
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b. Virus nonstructural proteins determine orthoreovirus factory organization
Many of the events of orthoreovirus factory formation have been success-
fully reconstituted in vitro. A screen of orthoreovirus proteins revealed
that mNS, sNS, and s3 were the first viral proteins to localize with viral
mRNA prior to the synthesis of progeny dsRNA (Antczak and Joklik,
1992). Subsequently, it was discovered that expression of the mNS protein
of isolate Dearing in the absence of other viral proteins induced a phase-
dense structure that was indistinguishable in appearance from that
observed during wild-type infection (Broering et al., 2002). The shape of
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the artificial mNS inclusion could be altered from globular to filamentous
by coexpressing a m2 protein from a filamentous virus (Broering et al.,
2002). Similar experiments showed that coexpression of l1, l2, ands2 core
surface proteins with mNS caused them to localize to the mNS inclusion
(Broering et al., 2004). Furthermore, the shape of the mNS structure that the
core proteins colocalized to could be altered to filamentous by coexpres-
sing m2 from a filamentous virus (Broering et al., 2004). mNS can also recruit
sNS, but not s3, to artificial inclusions (Becker et al., 2003), so other factors
or conditions are necessary for complete assembly of an orthoreovirus
factory. The precise domains involved in initiating factory formation are
beginning to be elucidated. The minimal region of mNS necessary for
inclusion like body formation in vitro is the region composed of 250
C-terminal amino acids of the 721 residue proteins (Broering et al., 2005).
Residues 1–11 of sNS are important for the interaction between sNS and
RNA (Gillian and Nibert, 1998), and treatment with RNase dissociates
a proportion of mNS from sNS in coimmunoprecipiation experiments
(Miller et al., 2003). Interaction between mNS and m2 is dependent on
residues 1–40 or 41 of mNS (Broering et al., 2002) and residues 1–13 are
necessary for interaction between mNS and sNS (Miller et al., 2003). It
is likely that factory formation occurs through an interaction between
mNS and a sNS-RNA complex; this can then recruit m2 that will determine
the globular or filamentous localization of the factory and hence the
localization of the other viral proteins.

Orthoreovirus factories are clearly intimately associated with the
microtubule network (Fig. 9C) and have also been suggested to interact
with intermediate filaments. Orthoreovirus type 3 infection induces a
redistribution of vimentin and viral inclusions reported to contain fila-
mentous structures (Sharpe et al., 1982). It will be interesting to see if the
in vitro factories induced by mNS can also alter the distribution of the
intermediate filament network. Orthoreovirus factories are also ubiquiti-
nated, and interestingly the nature of the factory determined the degree
of ubiquitination; globular factories are prone to contain more ubiquiti-
nated protein than filamentous ones (Miller et al., 2004). Ubiquitination of
orthoreovirus factories has been mapped to the m2 protein but is indepen-
dent of the filamentous/globular factory determinate of m2, that is con-
verting a filamentous factory to a globular factory does not lead to an
increase in ubiquitinated m2.

2. Formation of factories during rotavirus replication and assembly
a. Virus nonstructural proteins organize factory formation and virus assembly
Rotaviruses contain 11 genome segments of dsRNA and like the orthor-
eoviruses replicate in cytoplasmic factories. Rotavirus virions are com-
posed of three protein layers. These are the core which contains the
genome and polymerase, an inner capsid layer, and an outer capsid layer.
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The core and inner capsid layer comprise the double-layered particle
(DLP), while the addition of the third capsid layer forms the mature
triple-layered particle (TLP). The acquisition of the third capsid layer
occurs after the virus buds into the ER, and in doing so obtains a transient
envelope. Rotavirus factories are composed of electron-dense viroplasm
often in proximity tomembranes derived from the ER (Fig. 9D) (Altenburg
et al., 1980). Viroplasm contains high levels of NSP2 (Fig. 9E) and NSP5
which are thought to coordinate assembly of the factory and recruitment of
structural proteins such as the inner core proteinVP2 and viral polymerase
VP1. The factory also contains double-layered rotaviruses, whereas the ER
membranes associated with the factory contain enveloped intermediates
and TLP (arrowed in Fig. 9D). Virus factories grow in size and decrease in
number during the course of infection as neighboring factories merge
(Eichwald et al., 2004). Rotavirus factories appear to have an internal
structure, as their centers occasionally appear more electron lucent than
the periphery, giving a doughnut-like appearance (Fig. 9E). Electron
microscopy shows DLP at the periphery of the factory and this is
(Altenburg et al., 1980) consistent with fluorescent microscopy showing
that the nonstructural protein NSP2 localizes to the center of the virus
factory, whereasNSP5 and inner capsid protein VP6 localize to the periph-
ery (Eichwald et al., 2004; González et al., 2000). These different localiza-
tions could have functional relevance because VP6 binds the ER-targeted
NSP4membrane protein and is implicated in the budding of DLPs into ER
membranes associated with factories (Silvestri et al., 2005). Therefore, a
localization to the exterior of the factory may represent an organized
progression of virus maturation from the interior of the viroplasm to the
exterior. However, things are probably not that straightforward because
VP6 is also part of the viral RNA complex along with NSP2 (Aponte et al.,
1996) which, as noted above, is localized to the center of the viroplasm.

Virus factory-like structures can be introduced in vitro by coexpressing
NSP2 and NSP5 (Fabbretti et al., 1999), and this is regulated by domains in
the N- and C-termini (Fabbretti et al., 1999) as well as the central portion
of NSP5 (Eichwald et al., 2002). The process is also dependent on phos-
phorylation of NSP5, possibly by cellular casein kinase II (Eichwald et al.,
2002). Structures similar to factories can also be induced by expressing the
inner capsid protein VP6 in vitro (Nilsson et al., 1998). These structures look
similar to factories in the electron microscope but lack electron-lucent
areas and DLPs. Interestingly, expression of VP6 of group A simian
rotavirus SA-11 induced globular structures, whereas expression of VP6
from group C porcine rotavirus Cowden/AmC-1 induced filamentous
structures (Nilsson et al., 1998) analogous to the difference between type 1
and type 3 orthoretroviruses. It is not clear if the difference in factory
shape is solely determined by VP6 and if this involves differences in
association of the factory components with microtubules.
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b. Virus factories organize viral RNA replication and translation The
factory does provide the virus with a mechanism to organize viral RNAs.
Positive-stranded viral RNA is utilized as the template for synthesizing
progeny dsRNA genomes and as mRNA for translating viral proteins.
Interestingly, siRNA-targeted degradation of NSP1 RNA blocks transla-
tion of the protein but does not block genome synthesis (Silvestri et al.,
2004). Furthermore, RNA synthesis occurs in factories, but viral RNA
transcribed in vitro and introduced to infected cells after infection does
not localize to factories. The implication of these experiments are that the
factory enables rotavirus to sort viral RNA into separate pools, one within
the factory to act as a template for the RNA polymerase and genome
replication, and the other outside the factory where it translated on ribo-
somes to make viral proteins. It likely that this organization allows the
virus factory to protect dsRNA genomes from antiviral responses.
B. Inclusions formed during arenavirus infection

Arenaviruses are negative-stranded RNA viruses that have two single-
stranded genome segments which are packaged into 60- to 200-nm-
diameter enveloped virions. Lassa, Junı́n, and Manchupo viruses are
responsible for emerging hemorraghic fevers in humans. Arenaviruses
induce moderately electron-dense inclusions in the cytoplasm that are
composed of 20- to 25-nm-diameter granules identical to those seenwithin
virus particles in the electron microscope (Murphy et al., 1970). The gran-
ules represent host ribosomes and between 2 and 10 are packaged into
virions (Pedersen, 1979). The inclusions increase in size and density dur-
ing infection until cytopathic effects are observed in cells (Buckley, 1965;
Buckley and Casals, 1970) and stain positive for viral antigens (Young
et al., 1987); however, it is unclear if they represent true virus factories.
Arenavirus replication is believed to occur in the cytoplasm but also
requires a nuclear step as limited growth is observed in enucleated cells
(Banerjee et al., 1975). The viral Z protein may play a role in this as it is
sufficient in vitro to shuttle PML from the nucleus to cytoplasmic inclusion
bodies as occurs in vivo (Borden et al., 1998). N protein also localizes to
discrete nuclear foci, aswell as in the cytoplasm (Young et al., 1987), but the
relationship to ND10 bodies and Z protein is unknown.
C. Inclusions formed during rabies virus infection

Rabies virus is a neurotropic lyssavirus of the rhabdovirus family. Rhab-
dovirus virions are bullet-shaped 180 � 75 nm2 particles containing a
single negative strand of RNA. Rabies induces two types of inclusion
body in vitro, neither of which have been proven as replication sites.
Negri bodies are induced by street rabies viruses in infected neurons of
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the brain (Negri, 1903) and are a good indicator for the presence of an
infection site in tissue ( Jackson et al., 2001). Different neuronal cell types
appear to be more prone to Negri bodies ( Jackson et al., 2001). Negri
bodies contain innerbodies (Negri, 1909) and electron microscopic studies
suggest the subcompartments may be cytoplasmic material engulfed by
the coalescence of several smaller Negri bodies (Matsumoto, 1970). The
role of Negri bodies in infection is poorly understood. Initial EM observa-
tions showed virions localized to some bodies in some cells (Matsumoto
et al., 1974), and cytological staining show they contain genetic material,
indicating they may be replication complexes. However, 3H-thymidine or
3H-uridine fail to label the structures, arguing against this conclusion
(Matsumoto, 1970). Fixed (brain-adapted laboratory strains) rabies can
infect nonneuronal cell lines and in these cell types induce fuchsin-stained
cytoplasmic structures (FCPS) as well as Negri-like bodies (Ni et al., 1996).
FCPS increase in size during infection that correlates with cytopathic
effects and are composed of rabies glycoprotein and matrix protein,
whereas Negri bodies contain nucleocapsid (Ni et al., 1996).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has described the changes to cell architecture that are
induced during virus replication. We have focused on viruses that induce
new cellular structures, such as inclusion bodies, virus factories, or repli-
cation complexes, to concentrate virus and host factors necessary for
replication and assembly. Much progress has been made in identifying
which cellular components are used to generate these structures, and in
some cases specific virus proteins have been identified that are able to
induce them. Virus inclusions often result in rearrangement of cellular
membrane compartments and/or cytoskeleton. The functions of these
organelles are carefully regulated in cells, and it is a challenge for the
future to determine how viruses disrupt them for use as sites of replica-
tion and assembly. Changes in cellular architecture may represent
bystander responses to the stress associated with virus infection, and
some viruses may replicate perfectly well without them. Alternatively,
viruses may have evolved to target key stages in the regulatory pathways
that control organelle structure and function to generate sites that are
essential for replication and assembly. Given the coevolution of viruses
with the cells that carry them, changes in cell structure induced during
infection are likely to involve a combination of the two. It is also important
to appreciate that many of the structures that have been studied to date
have been generated by infecting tissue culture cells with attenuated
viruses, often with disregard to the host range and tropism. It is possible
that in the natural setting, changes in cell structure induced by viruses
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will be more subtle, particulary during persistent infections that occur
without inflammation or cell lysis.
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Abstract Parvoviruses elaborate rugged nonenveloped icosahedral capsids of
�260 Å in diameter that comprise just 60 copies of a common core

structural polypeptide. While serving as exceptionally durable shells,

capable of protecting the single-stranded DNA genome from envi-

ronmental extremes, the capsid also undergoes sequential conforma-

tional changes that allow it to translocate the genome from its initial

host cell nucleus all the way into the nucleus of its subsequent host.

Lacking a duplex transcription template, the virus must then wait for

its host to enter S-phase before it can initiate transcription and usurp

the cell’s synthetic pathways. Here we review cell entry mechanisms

used by parvoviruses. We explore two apparently distinct modes of

host cell specificity, first that used by Minute virus of mice, where

subtle glycan-specific interactions between host receptors and resi-

dues surrounding twofold symmetry axes on the virion surface medi-

ate differentiated cell type target specificity, while the second

involves novel protein interactions with the canine transferrin recep-

tor that allow a mutant of the feline leukopenia serotype, Canine

parvovirus, to bind to and infect dog cells. We then discuss confor-

mational shifts in the virion that accompany cell entry, causing

exposure of a capsid-tethered phospholipase A2 enzymatic core

that acts as an endosomolytic agent to mediate virion translocation

across the lipid bilayer into the cell cytoplasm. Finally, we discuss

virion delivery into the nucleus, and consider the nature of transcrip-

tionally silent DNA species that, escaping detection by the cell, might

allow unhampered progress into S-phase and hence unleash the

parvoviral Trojan horse.
I. INTRODUCTION TO THE VIRUSES

A. The family Parvoviridae

All small nonenveloped viruses with �5-kb linear, self-priming, single-
stranded DNA genomes are grouped in the taxonomic family Parvovir-
idae (from Parvus—Latin for ‘‘small’’), and share a common evolutionary
history as assessed by DNA sequence. This broad group is divided into
two subfamilies, superficially on the basis of host range: the Parvovirinae,
infecting vertebrate hosts and the Densovirinae, infecting insects and
other arthropods. While species and genera within the Parvovirinae
appear to be derived from a single common ancestor, the arthropod
genera are separated bymassive evolutionary distances, probably reflecting
divergence coincident with that of their hosts (Tattersall et al., 2005). Thus,
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this is an ancient and widely dispersed virus family with, apparently, a
single evolutionary branch that became adapted to vertebrate hosts.

Members of the subfamily Parvovirinae have been divided into five
genera on the basis of DNA and protein sequence-based phylogenetic
analyses: these are the Parvoviruses, which are the subject of this chapter,
and the Amdoviruses, Bocaviruses, Dependoviruses, and Erythroviruses.
While all genera contain viruses that can replicate independently of helper
viruses (commonly described as ‘‘autonomously replicating’’ viruses), the
Dependovirus genus is so called because it includes a large number of
agents that depend for their own productive replication on coinfection
with a more complex helper virus from a different taxonomic family. This
association with adenoviruses is reflected in the name, ‘‘adeno-associated
viruses’’ (AAVs), although these same viruses may also derive help from
herpesviruses, papillomaviruses, or vaccinia viruses. In the absence of
such help, AAVs establish a latent interaction with their vertebrate host,
and this nondisruptive, but persistent, lifestyle has engendered signifi-
cant interest in them as gene therapy transfer vectors. Accordingly, they
have been the focus of much recent research, so that emerging data from
viruses in this genus does much to complement our current knowledge of
entry processes used by their Parvovirus cousins, and is cited accordingly
in this chapter.

The biology of the Parvovirinae is dominated by their small physical
size. With nonenveloped protein capsids of around 260 Å diameter, con-
structed in the simplest icosahedral form (T ¼ 1), these remarkably dense
and rugged particles deliver their enclosed genomes into the cell, traverse
the cytoplasm, and penetrate the nucleus while still comprising a struc-
turally intact, albeit somewhat rearranged, capsid (Farr et al., 2006;
Sonntag et al., 2006; Vihinen-Ranta et al., 2002). Encapsidation within
such a small virion is possible because parvoviruses typically encode
just two gene cassettes, and are unique among known microorganisms
in having DNA genomes that are both single stranded and linear, which
makes their chromosome optimally small and flexible. This single DNA
strand is inserted vectorially into a preformed capsid, using energy
provided by a viral helicase, and packed in such a way that bases in the
outer DNA shell bond with side chains from amino acids lining the
icosahedral threefold axis of the capsid, creating a virion of remarkable
density and stability (Agbandje-McKenna and Chapman, 2006; Chapman
and Agbandje-McKenna, 2006). Inevitably, such minimalism has some
apparently negative biological consequences. Parvoviruses not only
lack accessory proteins that might induce resting cells to enter S-phase,
they also lack a duplex transcription template so that they are generally
unable to express their genes until the DNA synthetic machinery of the
host cell, activated at the start of a cell-directed S-phase, coincidentally
provides them with a complementary-sense DNA strand. Consequently,
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these viruses have had to become masters of stealth, apparently avoiding
triggering many of the cellular responses that commonly accompany cell
entry by viruses of other families. As a result, although relatively inert,
they are able to become sequestered within resting cells without inhibit-
ing the cell’s program of transit through the cell cycle. Indeed, this
suggests an entry strategy in which the disadvantages of being single
stranded are outweighed by the ability to package a relatively complex
genome in a particle small enough to be imported intact into the host cell’s
nucleus.
B. The genus Parvovirus

Much of our knowledge of the molecular biology and pathogenic poten-
tial of the family Parvoviridae has been derived by studying members of
the genus Parvovirus, which typically grow efficiently in cell culture, are
open to reverse and forward genetic analysis, and predominantly infect
host species that are readily susceptible to experimental manipulation.
This genus contains four distinct subgroups: (1) a broadly related, but
serologically diverse cluster of ‘‘rodent virus’’ species that contains three
distinct clades [Minute virus of mice (MVM), the type species of the
genus, Mouse parvovirus 1 (MPV1), and a rat virus group that includes
Rat minute virus 1 (RMV1), H1 virus and Kilham rat virus (KRV)], and
LuIII, an ‘‘orphan’’ virus; (2) an outlying Rat parvovirus 1 (RPV1) branch;
(3) the Feline panleukopenia virus/Canine parvovirus (FPV/CPV) sero-
type, strains of which infect various members of the Carnivora; and (4)
Porcine parvovirus (PPV). As seen in Table I, the NS1 genes of species
within this genus vary by up to 30%, whereas their VP2 genes vary by up
to 50%, this wider range reflecting the fact that the members of each
species represent a serologically distinct group. In contrast to these
broad interspecies values, the intraspecies homologies for the NS1 and
VP2 proteins specified by the prototypeMVM strain, MVMp, and those of
the ‘‘immunosuppressive’’ strain, MVMi, are both 97.8%, and for the NS1
and VP2 proteins of FPV and CPV are 99.0% and 98.6%, respectively.

Patterns of parvovirus-induced disease are largely determined by the
fact that these viruses cannot induce resting cells to enter S-phase, and
hence only replicate productively in actively mitotic host cell popula-
tions. They also commonly exhibit finely tuned tissue specificity, only
infecting cells of particular differentiated phenotypes, although such
preferences can vary profoundly even within virus strains of a single
serotype. Accordingly, pathogenic or lethal infections typically occur in
fetal or neonatal hosts, which have many dividing cell populations, or
involve adult tissues that remain actively dividing in later life such as cells
of the gut epithelium or leukocyte lineages. Acute clinical infections are
typically resolved rapidly by development of a predominantly humoral



TABLE I Comparison of NS1 and VP2 protein sequences within the genus Parvovirus

Percent homology was calculated for each pairwise combination of NS1 (shaded) or VP2 (unshaded) polypeptides, using the Diagonals method (BLOSUM62 alignment score
matrix) in DNA Strider 1.4, using a block length of 6 amino acids. Mismatch and gap penalties were set to 1 and 2, respectively.
Protein sequences were derived for a representative of each virus species, using DNA sequences data from the GenBank database, as follows: MVM, Minute virus of mice
(prototype strain) [J02275]; MPV1, Mouse parvovirus 1 [U12469]; KRV, Kilham rat virus [AF321230]; RMV1, Rat minute virus 1 [AF332882]; H1, H-1 virus [X01457]; LuIII, LuIII
virus [M81888]; RPV1, Rat parvovirus 1 [AF036710]; FPV, Feline panleukopenia virus [M38246]; and PPV, Porcine parvovirus (NADL-2 strain) [L23427]. Double-lined box
denotes the closely related ‘‘rodent’’ subgroup described in the text.
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immune response, but latency often ensues. In their natural host some
viruses, most notably members of the rodent groups, are clinically silent,
and can establish persistent infections associated with prolonged virus
release from reservoirs that are currently unknown.
II. STRUCTURE OF A UNIQUELY DENSE AND
COMPACT VIRION

Infectious parvoviral virions are nonenveloped, �260 Å in diameter, and
contain a single-stranded, linear DNA genome of �5 kb. They comprise
between 70% and 80% protein, with the remainder being DNA, and
are uniquely dense and compact, with molecular masses in the order of
5.5–6.2 � 106, sedimentation coefficients of 110S–122S, and buoyant den-
sities of 1.39–1.43 g/cm3 in cesium chloride. Mature virions are stable in
the presence of lipid solvents or on exposure to pH 3–9. They are histori-
cally reported to survive prolonged incubation at 56 �C, although this
characteristic applies only to concentrated suspensions of particles or in
situations where they are protected by animal tissue, since in dilute
solution they are metastable, undergoing an inactivating conformational
transition in response to heat or denaturants. However, under natural
conditions, infectious virions are exceptionally durable, surviving for
weeks or months at room temperature or for several years at 4 �C.
A. Rugged 260 Å protein capsids with T ¼ 1
icosahedral symmetry

Parvovirus-infected cells typically generate thousands of copies of both
empty capsids and full virions, with almost indistinguishable core X-ray
structures. These capsids are constructed from 60 copies of a single
polypeptide sequence, and hence exhibit T ¼ 1 icosahedral symmetry.
Virions generally contain proteins of two or three size classes (VP1–VP3)
that constitute a nested set. These share a common C-terminal core
sequence but have N-terminal extensions of different lengths. The largest
capsid polypeptide, designated VP1, has a molecular mass of�83,000 and
is present at�10 copies per capsid. It is dispensable for particle assembly,
DNA packaging, and virion release, but is essential for infectivity (Tullis
et al., 1993), since it carries a series of elements that are required for
trafficking through host cell entry pathways. These include a unique
phospholipase domain that is deployed to breach the lipid bilayer of
an endosomal vesicle. Three-dimensional structures of several wild-type
and mutant parvovirus particles have been determined to near-atomic
resolution by X-ray crystallography, including forms of CPV, FPV, two
strains of MVM, and recombinant virus-like particles (VLPs) of PPV
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(reviewed in Chapman and Agbandje-McKenna, 2006). Core structure is
based on a classic eight-stranded antiparallel b-barrel, but in parvoviruses
these b-strands are connected by elaborate and highly variable loops,
which make up most of the viral surface (Chapman and Rossmann,
1993). The N-terminal peptide domains of the larger proteins are submo-
lar and disordered, so their disposition cannot be deduced from X-ray
data.

The outer architecture of the parvovirus capsid has a number of struc-
tural features, illustrated in Fig. 1. Each asymmetric unit has two ‘‘spike’’-
like elevations, which surround the 20 threefold symmetry axes of the
icosahedron, a deep depression, called the ‘‘dimple,’’ at each twofold axis,
and a hollow cylinder, surrounding each of the 12 icosahedral fivefold
axes, which contains a central pore that connects the inside of the virion
with the particle exterior. In full virions, each pore contains a single copy
of a glycine-rich sequence from a single VP2 molecule, positioned so
that the N-terminal 25 amino acids of the peptide are externalized
(Agbandje-McKenna et al., 1998; Tsao et al., 1991). These cylindrical
FIGURE 1 Topology of the parvoviral particle. Left—depth-cued, space-filling model

of MVM, centered on a fivefold symmetry axis (pentangle). One crystallographic asym-

metric unit is indicated by the large triangle, bordered by a fivefold axis, two threefold

axes (triangles), and a twofold axis (oval). Topological features seen here that are

referred to in the text include the fivefold cylinder surrounded by the canyon (enclosed

in dotted line), the threefold spikes and the dimple surrounding the twofold axis. Upper

right—cross-section of the fivefold channel, showing two of the five b-ribbons that
comprise the cylinder, and residues 28–37 of VP2 in gray. Lower right—view down the

fivefold cylinder, with the five b-ribbons differentially shaded.
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struct ure s are themse lves encirc led on the outer viri on surfac e by a deep,
canyon -like depressio n with highly conserved amino acid sequen ce, but
unk nown function . Neutra lizing antibody bind ing sites general ly map
to the threef old spike or to its sho ulders, as do pro tein recepto r contac ts
for those serot ypes in which such interac tions have been iden tified.
Sequ ences that det ermine viral tissue specif icity and oligos accharide
reco gnition lie in the twofold dim ple and up the adjace nt edge of the
thr eefold spike .
B. Linear single-stranded DNA genomes with
palin dromic telomeres

Matur e virion s of most species in this genu s contain a single 5-kb DNA
stran d that is nega tive sens e with respec t to transcrip tion, wh ile one viru s,
LuI II, package s appr oximatel y equimolar positive - and neg ative-se nse
stran ds. This remar kable variabi lity illu minates the wh ole proces s of
stran d selectivity , sin ce it is caused by differen tial rates of initia tion
from the two viral replicat ion origins rather than by any stran d-spec ific
pac kaging sign al or mecha nism ( Cotmor e and Ta ttersall, 2005b ). Since
mo st, but not all, gen omes are neg ative sen se with regard to transcrip tion,
a unifying co nvention has been adopt ed where by the 3 0 termin us of the
neg ative stran d is rather cal led ‘‘the left’’ end and the 50 termin us of this
stran d ‘‘the rig ht’’ end. Within the viri ons, some of the single- strande d
DN A displays icosah edral symmetr y, so that about a third of the geno me
can be visual ized by crysta llograph y, ab utting the particle shell. Thi s
DN A has some limited nucleot ide specif icity, and is oriente d with its
bas es point ing outwar d, form ing a numbe r of co nserved pro tein–base
hydrog en bon ds with the inner sur face of the capsid (Agban dje-
McKe nna et al., 1 998 ; Xie and Chapm an, 1996). Rem arkabl y, not all of
the genome is contain ed with in the particle . DNA pac kaging proce eds in
a 30 -to-5 0 directi on, but the 50 en d of the stran d is left project ing through
the cap sid wall a t an unknow n location so that � 24 nu cleotides (nts),
cal led the ‘‘ tether’’ sequen ce, are left outsid e the particl e, covalently
attac hed, at its 50 end, to a single molec ule of the viral replicat ion init iator
pro tein, NS 1 ( Cotmore and Tattersal l, 1989 ).

At bot h termin i of the linear, nonpe rmuted geno me there are esse ntial
palindr omic sequen ces that can fold into self-p riming duplex ‘‘hairpin ’’
telomeres, as illustrated at the top of Fig. 2, which are diagnostic features
of this virus family. These provide most of the cis-acting information
needed for both viral DNA replication and encapsidation. In viruses
from the genus Parvovirus, these two terminal hairpins differ from one
another in both sequence and predicted secondary structure. This dispa-
rity allows differential initiation and encapsidation of the two strands,
and typically means that infected cells only receive negative-sense DNA.
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FIGURE 2 Genetic strategy of the prototypic Parvovirus MVM. The single-stranded,

negative-sense DNA genome is shown as a continuous line, which terminates in folded
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sequence between them. The two viral promoters, at 4 and 38 map units, are shown by

rightward arrows, and the mature, cytoplasmic transcript classes driven by each, R1, R2,
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denoting their polyadenylated tails. Open reading frames (ORFs) shades specifying the

viral gene products, named on the left, are displayed in different shades according to

their reading phase, and their spliced-out introns are represented by the thin-lined carets.

The boxes denote, from the left, the VP1-specific region involved in entry functions,

the glycine rich ‘‘spacer’’ that occupies the fivefold pore, and the common region of the

VP polypeptides, 60 copies of which comprise the T ¼ 1 protein shell of the capsid.
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This, in turn, may dictate the mechanism(s) of latency adopted by the
virus. In contrast, members of the Dependovirus and Erythrovirus genera
have inverted terminal repeat (ITR) sequences, and encapsidate strands of
both senses with equal efficiency. In the genus Parvovirus the left-end
telomere usually comprises �120 nts and can be folded in a Y-shaped
configuration, while the right-end palindrome is�250 nts in length and is
predicted to be able to alternate, with little change in free energy, between
linear and cruciform configurations. These termini serve as hinges, allow-
ing the ancient single-strand displacement ‘‘rolling circle replication’’
strategy, to be adapted for the replication of a linear genome. Protein
motifs characteristic of initiator nucleases derived from these ancestral
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replicons are conserved in the viral genome, and its modified replication
scheme is termed ‘‘rolling hairpin replication.’’
C. Creating and expressing transcription templates

When the cell enters S-phase, the viral 30 hairpin acts as a primer for
complementary-strand DNA synthesis, generating a duplex unit-length
replicative intermediate that can support viral transcription. This contains
two mRNA transcription units, with promoters at map units 4 and 38
and a single functional polyadenylation site at the extreme right-hand end
(reviewed in Qiu et al., 2006). These two promoters, P4 and P38, drive
expression of a nonstructural gene (NS), encoded in the left half of the
genome, and a capsid gene (VP), encoded in the right half, respectively.
Alternative splicing events orchestrate gene expression, as shown for
MVM in Fig. 2 (Cotmore and Tattersall, 1990; Jongeneel et al., 1986;
Morgan and Ward, 1986; Pintel et al., 1983). The R1 transcripts, synthe-
sized from the P4 promoter, contain a single contiguous open reading
frame (ORF) that encodes the 83-kDa multifunctional replication initiator
protein, NS1, located upstream of a complex alternately spliced small
intron region. In a further set of P4-derived transcripts, R2, the NS1 ORF
is spliced into an alternate reading frame by removal of the major intron,
and these transcripts encode, in order of abundance, NS2P, NS2Y, and
NS2L, the extreme C-termini of which are different due to the use of
two pairs of alternative 50 and 30 splice sites bordering the small intron.
In contrast, members of the FPV serotype express a single, shorter NS2
species, whose second exon is encoded in, and terminates within, the
alternative reading frame, some 15 codons upstream of the small intron
(Wang et al., 1998).

One function of NS1 is to upregulate the P4 promoter itself, and this
positive feedback loop appears to be a part of the ‘‘hard-wiring’’ of infec-
tion that ensures rapid viral takeover of the cell. As infection progresses,
the second promoter, at 38 map units, is transactivated by NS1 (Clemens
and Pintel, 1988) and drives synthesis of the R3 transcripts, which use the
same pair of alternative 50 and 30 splice sites present in the small intron
region to regulate synthesis of the two primary capsid proteins, VP1 and
VP2. In this case, a transcript that uses the downstream 50 and 30 splice
sites encodes the minor VP1 polypeptide, translation of which initiates at
a methionine codon between the two alternate 50 splice sites. In the more
abundant transcripts, which employ the upstream 50 splice site, this
initiation codon is spliced out, and translation of the major coat protein
VP2 initiates from a start codon nearly 400 nts further downstream of the
splice. Thus, the two primary translation products from the structural
gene, VP1 (�83 kDa) and VP2 (�63 kDa), are expressed at a �1:5 ratio.
A third,more-truncated formof theVP2polypeptide, calledVP3 (�60 kDa),
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is generated in full, but not in empty, particles by proteolytic cleavage
of some 22–25 amino acids from the N-termini of the VP2 polypeptides,
following their exposure on the particle surface.

While all parvoviruses encode both NS1 and one or more forms of
NS2, only NS1, the replication initiator protein, is absolutely required for
virus growth in all cell types (Cater and Pintel, 1992; Naeger et al., 1990).
NS1 functions in replication as an ATP-dependent, site-specific DNA-
binding protein with DNA nicking and helicase activities, which allows
initiation of DNA synthesis at specific viral origin sequences by introdu-
cing a site-specific single-strand nick. This provides a base-paired 30 nt to
serve as a primer for successive rounds of strand displacement DNA
synthesis (reviewed in Cotmore and Tattersall, 2006a), while the transes-
terification reaction that creates the nick leaves NS1 covalently attached to
the 50 nt, where it is thought to recruit additional NS1 molecules to form
the 30-to-50 replicative helicase.

However, parvoviral replication initiators have evolved into highly
pleiotropic proteins, playing multiple roles in the viral life cycle. As men-
tioned above, in addition to their site-specific nicking function, they act as
potent transactivators of viral gene transcription, binding to their recog-
nition sequences in viral promoters and activating transcription through
acidic C-terminal domains (Legendre and Rommelaere, 1994). In the MVM
genome, NS1 binding sites are reiterated so frequently that any sequence of
100 base pairs or more contains a site, and some carry multiple tandem and
inverted reiterations (Cotmore et al., 1995). This suggests that NS1 might
play a significant role in viral chromatin structure and/or progeny strand
packaging. In contrast, NS2 polypeptides play indirect roles in supporting
the MVM life cycle, modifying the cells of their natural murine host to
support viral replication and mediate efficient capsid assembly. Advances
in our knowledge of parvoviral DNA replication and packaging mecha-
nisms have been reviewed extensively elsewhere (Cotmore and Tattersall,
2006a,b).
III. RECOGNIZING THE TARGET: CELL SURFACE RECEPTORS
AND VIRAL HOST RANGE

Parvovirus particles are extraordinarily rugged, remaining viable at room
temperature for months, or years, and resisting desiccation or exposure to
chaotropic agents. However, they also serve as covert delivery vehicles,
able to gain access to the host cell cytosol and penetrate into its nucleus,
where they lie in wait for it to initiate DNA synthesis as part of its own
normal cell cycle. This reliance on the cell’s unchecked transit into S-phase
therefore suggests that the processes of parvovirus entry and latency
remain largely undetected by their host’s innate defense mechanisms.
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This report focuses on both host range and cell entry mechanisms,
since these topics are often intimately linked and informed by each other.
Infection initiates through capsid-mediated binding to one or more
glycosylated receptor molecule on the cell surface and is followed by
virion uptake into the cell via receptor-mediated endocytosis. Transfer
across the delimiting lipid bilayer of the entry vesicle into the cytoplasm is
then affected by a capsid-borne phospholipase, and this is followed by
delivery to, and entry into, the nucleus, where the viral genome is finally
released from its protective shell. Thus, parvovirus genomes remain
associated with their intact capsid throughout the entire entry process,
and possibly even in primary viral transcription complexes, so that host
cell–specific interactions with the viral particle could potentially impinge
at multiple stages during the initiation of infection. While some parvo-
viruses exhibit narrowly restricted host ranges, others infect multiple host
species and/or many tissues. Although such specificity can operate by
disparate mechanisms, and be mediated either during entry or by cell
type–specific differences in viral metabolism, two quite distinct patterns
of capsid-controlled host range control have arisen in the genusParvovirus,
one exemplified by MVM, and the other by the FPV/CPV serotype.
Whether these operate by similar mechanisms or even at the same stage
in the entry process still remains to be determined.

Rather than interacting with a single cell surface receptor, many virus
families employ two more-or-less separate classes of molecules: ‘‘attach-
ment’’ receptors, or coreceptors, which simply accumulate virus in the
vicinity of the cell surface; and infectious-entry receptors, which critically
mediate genome transfer into the cell cytoplasm. Some members of the
Parvovirinae are known to bind to a number of different cell surface
molecules in ways that potentiate infection, although the extent to which
they rely on multiple interactions appears to vary from species to species,
and within a species from host cell to host cell, so that few general rules
are apparent. Within the genus Parvovirus, members of the FPV serotype
commonly bind to neuraminidase-sensitive N-glycolyl neuraminic acid
side chains on some host cell types, but these presumably only function
as attachment receptors, since infectious entry is insensitive to neuramin-
idase and is specifically mediated by binding to host species–specific
protein domains on cell surface transferrin receptor (TfR) molecules
(Parker et al., 2001; reviewed in Hueffer and Parrish, 2003). In contrast,
MVM binds to sialoglycoprotein receptor(s) present at about 5 � 105

copies per cell on murine fibroblasts, and both binding and infection are
neuraminidase sensitive, indicating a critical role for specific oligosaccha-
ride side chains in both of these steps. However, at present it is not clear
whether one specific cell surface molecule mediates MVM entry, while
others effect attachment, or if all 5 � 105 receptors are equipotent.
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The clearest example of a receptor interaction dictating parvovirus host
range is seen for FPV and its canine-tropic variant CPV, in Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO)-derivedTRVb cells,which lack any formof TfR. If feline TfR is
expressed by transfection in these cells it allows efficient binding of CPV
and FPV, leading to infection. In contrast, transfected canine TfR binds
CPV capsids poorly, and FPV capsids not at all, and only allows infection
by CPV (Hueffer et al., 2003a). In this case, binding is specified by protein
determinants on the receptor and involves several critical capsid residues
that are arranged some 20–30 Å apart around the threefold spike, suggest-
ing a broad region of receptor–capsid interaction. Remarkably, for CPV this
interaction appears to be restricted to as few as one site per capsid rather
than occurring at every 60-fold-related position (Hafenstein et al., 2007;
Palermo et al., 2006). In contrast, MVM entry does not rely on interactions
with the TfR, since MVM infects CHO TRVb cells efficiently without TfR
transfection (Cotmore, S. F., and Tattersall, P., unpublished observations),
but whether it establishes comparable interactions with other cell surface
glycoprotein species is currently unknown. Irrespective of any suchprotein-
mediated interaction, MVM host range is critically regulated by subtle, cell
type–specific, interactions with sialic acid-containing oligosaccharides,
which bind into the dimple-like depression at the capsid’s icosahedral
twofold axis. Below, we review details of what is known about receptor
binding and host range constraints in these two disparate examples.
A. The MVM model: Glycan-specific interactions around the
twofold symmetry axes

MVM exhibits subtle strain-specific variations that allow different isolates
to grow productively in murine cells of dissimilar differentiated pheno-
types. Two independently isolated strains, termed allotropic variants,
were initially identified: the prototype strain, MVMp, which grows pro-
ductively in culture in fibroblasts such as the A9 cell line; and the hema-
totropic strain, MVMi, which replicates productively in T lymphocytes
and hematopoietic precursors (McMaster et al., 1981; Segovia et al., 1991;
Spalholz and Tattersall, 1983). Despite sharing 97% sequence identity and
being serologically indistinguishable, these viruses are reciprocally res-
tricted for growth in each other’s host cell type (Tattersall and Bratton,
1983). In nonpermissive cells infection is restricted prior to viral gene
expression (Antonietti et al., 1988; Gardiner and Tattersall, 1988a), but
both virus strains are known to compete for specific binding sites on the
surfaces of both cell types (Spalholz and Tattersall, 1983), estimated to be
present at 5 � 105 copies per cell on mouse A9 fibroblasts (Linser et al.,
1977; Spalholz and Tattersall, 1983). Following intranasal inoculation into
newbornmice, MVMp is asymptomatic, and the virus remains confined to
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the oropharynx (Kimsey et al., 1986), while MVMi causes a generalized
infection in which the main targets are endothelial cells, lymphocytes, and
hepatic erythropoietic precursors, but where the pathological outcome
varies with host genotype (Brownstein et al., 1992).

The ability of MVMp to grow in fibroblasts was mapped in vitro using a
selective plaque assay to two specific amino acids at positions 317 and 321 in
the VP2 capsid protein sequence (Ball-Goodrich and Tattersall, 1992;
Gardiner and Tattersall, 1988b). These lie at or near the particle surface,
adjacent to the dimple-like depression that spans the icosahedral twofold
axis of the virion (Agbandje-McKenna et al., 1998). When a restriction frag-
ment fromMVMpdiffering at only these twoVP2 residues (T317 andG321)
was substituted into an infectious plasmid clone ofMVMi (A317 andD321),
the resulting virus was found to be >100-fold better at infecting fibroblasts
than its parent (Gardiner and Tattersall, 1988b). In contrast, when either
single change was introduced into MVMi separately, the resulting viruses
showed at most a twofold increase in their ability to replicate in fibroblasts
(Ball-Goodrich and Tattersall, 1992). This restriction, in turn, allowed
the selection of second site mutants that could complement either of these
changes (Agbandje-McKenna et al., 1998; López-Bueno et al., 2007). For each
of the single mutants, multiple alternative second site mutations were
identified, all affecting residues surrounding or extending down the sides
of the twofold-related dimple. Surprisingly, if the MVMi backbone already
carried the A317T mutation, complementing mutations in D321 were not
selected, but instead the additional mutations D399G, D399A, V551A, or
D553Nwere each found to effectively confer fibrotropism. In contrast,when
the MVMi backbone already carried the D321G mutation, four of the six
second-site mutants identified carried the MVMp A317T change, while in
the other two, the coordinated mutations were S460A and Y558H. Thus,
in anMVMi backbone, fibrotropism can be conferred by switching the side
chains of a number of different residues that surround the twofold depres-
sion, suggesting that structural changes in this depression may mediate
MVM cell type specificity. While little is know about the control of tissue
specificity for most other parvoviruses, it is clear that amino acid changes
involved in determining both PPV cell type specificity and virulence are
also localized in this depression (Simpson et al., 2002).

Lack of a lymphocyte plaque assay prevented the equivalent analysis
of MVMp host range mutants in culture, but this has been effectively
accomplished in vivo using adult immunodeficient SCID mice (Rubio
et al., 2005). Following intravenous injection of MVMp into such mice,
this normally apathogenic virus strain was found to evolve through at
least two distinct steps, the first of which conferred enhanced virulence,
while the second generated complex shifts in host cell specificity and
pathogenicity. During the early weeks of subclinical infection, injected
MVMp viruses consistently segregated variants that showed altered,
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large-plaque, phenotypes when tested in vitro, but retained the fibrotropic
MVMp host range. However, unlike wild-type MVMp, when these var-
iants were reinoculated into SCIDmice via the oronasal route, they spread
systemically from the oronasal cavity and were able to access, and repli-
cate in, various major organs such as the brain, kidney, and liver. Genetic
analysis of 48 of these clones consistently showed one of three single
changes in the VP2 gene, V325M, I362S, or K368R. Both MVMp and the
recombinant viruses could be detected in the bloodstream 1- to 2-day
postoronasal inoculation and remained infectious when adsorbed to
blood cells in vitro. However, wild-type MVMp was cleared from the
circulation within a few days, while the viremia caused by the mutant
viruses was sustained for life, leading to their being described as having
higher ‘‘virulence.’’ Significantly, attachment of bothmutant and wild-type
viruses to an abundant receptor on primary mouse kidney epithelial cells
could be quantitatively competed by wild-typeMVMp capsids, suggesting
that this enhanced virulence was not associated with major differences in
receptor usage in the target tissues. However, productive adsorption of
variants carrying any of the three mutations showed increased sensitivity
to neuraminidase, when compared to wild-type virus, suggesting that the
particles had a lower affinity for the sialic acid component of the receptor.
This diminished affinity for sialic acid–bearing oligosaccharide chains
was later confirmed by plasmon surface resonance studies, discussed
below. This suggests that the selection of capsids with lower affinity for
their cell surface receptors favors systemic infection, which may be a major
evolutionary process in the adaptation of parvoviruses to new hosts.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, two of these virulence determinants, residues
I362 and K368, are located on the wall of the dimple recess surrounding
the icosahedral twofold symmetry axis, while V325 is positioned �22 Å
away in a threefold-related monomer, near the top of the depression.
Consistent with this, the X-ray crystal structure of MVMp capsids soaked
with sialic acid (N-acetyl neuraminic acid) showed the sugar positioned
in this depression, immediately adjacent to residues I362 and K368. Thus,
this likely identifies the position of the terminal sugar in the infectious
receptor attachment site on the viral capsid. However, the equivalent
phenotype seen in mutants carrying the V325M mutation suggests that
this residue also modulates sialic acid binding in a manner similar to I362
and K368, even though it is physically somewhat distant (López-Bueno
et al., 2006). The depression at the twofold icosahedral axis of MVMp does
extend toward the loop containing V325 from a threefold-related mono-
mer, which interdigitates with the reference monomer, as shown in
Fig. 3C. These observations therefore suggest that although sialic acid is
an essential component of the receptor for MVMp infection, and it
binds to capsid residues in the icosahedral twofold depression, the carbo-
hydrate component of the surface receptor recognized by the virus may



FIGURE 3 Tissue specificity determinants lining the twofold dimple of MVMp: sialic

acid (SA) binds in the dimple of the MVMp capsid, surrounded by residues involved in

virulence. (A and B) Surface representations of a close-up of the depression at the

icosahedral twofold axes of the MVMp capsid showing a reference VP2 monomer (ref, in

gray), and icosahedrally related twofold (2f, in magenta), threefold (3f1 and 3f2, in orange

and green), and fivefold (5f, in cyan) monomers. The surface positions of residues I362

and K368 are highlighted in yellow and blue, respectively. Residue V325 is not surface

accessible. The SA model (colored according to atom type) is shown inside a 2F0 � FC
map, in blue, contoured at 1.8s in the two possible orientations of the carboxyl and

N-acetyl groups of the SA molecule. (C) Coil representations of the ref, 2f, 3f1, 3f2, and 5f

VP2 monomers, colored as in panels A and B. The positions and side chain atoms of

residues I362, K368 (in the reference monomer), and V325 (in a threefold-related

monomer) are shown colored according to atom type. The SA molecule is shown as in

panel A, with the carboxyl group pointing down from the ring and the N-acetyl group

pointing upward. (D) Close-up of the SA molecule (as in panel C) and residues on the wall

of the twofold depression close to the binding pocket that either differ between

MVMp and MVMi or confer fibrotropism on MVMi. The approximate location of the

icosahedral twofold axes is shown by the filled oval. [Reproduced from López-Bueno

et al. (2006), with permission. Copyright 2006, the American Society for Microbiology.]
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be larger than a single sialic acid residue. Accordingly, a longer oligosac-
charide might show additional contacts both within the dimple and
adjacent to the loop carrying V325 at the top of this depression.

Evidence for enhanced interactions with longer, sialic acid–bearing
oligosaccharides comes from glycan array and surface plasmon resonance
studies (Nam et al., 2006). Thesemonitored the interactions of baculovirus-
derived VLPs harboring the VP2 protein of MVMi, MVMp, the high-
virulence MVMp mutants I362S, and K368R, or the double mutant
I362S/K368R, with 180 different glycans. All of the particles bound spe-
cifically to oligosaccharide chains carrying terminal sialic acid residues
linked 2–3 to a common Gal 1–4GlcNAc moiety. However, binding only
occurred when the chains contained at least five saccharide residues and
the binding affinity generally increased as a function of chain length.
None of the VLPs recognized oligosaccharides with NeuAc a2–6 linked
sialic acids, while MVMi was unique in binding efficiently to the four
multisialylated glycans with a2–8 linkages that were present in the array,
although the MVMp-derived K368R mutant also bound to one of these
with lower affinity. This therefore supports a model in which the slight
differences in topology and side chain interactions of specific residues
lining the dimple, which can be seen in comparisons of the three-
dimensional structures of MVMp and MVMi, reflect differences in the
abilities of this cleft in each virus to accommodate somewhat different
carbohydrate arrangements.

When reintroduced into SCID mice, these high-virulence MVMp
mutants subsequently underwent pathogenic tissue-specific evolution,
which again involved residues that map to the dimple (López-Bueno
et al., 2007). In this case, MVMp viruses carrying the I362S or K368R
virulence changes, inoculated via the oronasal route, induced a lethal
leukopenia after a 14–18 week delay, reflecting the pattern of disease
typically found for MVMi infections within 7 weeks of infection. Sequenc-
ing the emerging MVM populations in these leukopenic mice prior to
cloning identified consensus sequence changes at G321E and A551V in
the I362S infections and at V575A and A551V in the K368R infections.
Notably, changes at dimple residues 321 and 551 (indicated in Fig. 3) were
among those previously identified in fibrotropic switch mutants selected
by plaquing MVMi on mouse fibroblast monolayers. However, clonal
analysis of the mutant populations from SCID mice revealed genetic
heterogeneity at specific capsid residues, and only a few of these clonal
isolates, which retained the parental G321 and V575 residues, were infec-
tious in vitro. Rather, consensus genotypes were poorly infectious in
culture, even in 324 K cells, an SV40-transformed human cell line that
supports both lymphotropic and fibrotropic MVM variants, although
virions could be generated following transfection of cloned genomes
into these cells, indicating that later stages in the viral life cycle were
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conserved. Virions from one such mutant, carrying the consensus muta-
tions A551V and V575A, while unable to initiate infection in culture in a
variety of different cell lines, rapidly induced lethal leukopenia when
given to SCID mice, suggesting that in vivo this virus may exploit a subtly
different allotropic interaction. This all suggests that theMVMdimple can
be finely adapted to accommodate a range of different oligosaccharides
and that, by changing the side chains and interactions of a small number
of surface residues, the virus appears to be able to infect diverse reper-
toires of differentiated host cell types.

Other aspects of the viral life cycle clearly influence MVM’s remark-
able ability to switch its tissue specificity. In particular, the speed and
efficiency with which heterogeneous virus populations are generated
during parvoviral disease depend on high viral mutation rates, and
resemble the generation of quasispecies typically encountered during
the expansion of RNA viruses. Thus, for example, López-Bueno et al.
(2003) observed that when MVMi-infected SCID mice received passive
immunotherapy with a neutralizing monoclonal anti-capsid antibody,
escape mutants, harboring single radical amino acid changes at tip of
the threefold spike, emerged at high frequency (2.8 � 0.5 � 10�5). Such
heterogeneity had not been previously expected for this DNA virus,
which replicates using the normally high-fidelity DNA synthetic machin-
ery of its host cell. However, similar mutation rates have now been
observed for several members of the Parvovirinae (Badgett et al., 2002;
Shackelton and Holmes, 2006; Shackelton et al., 2006), although the under-
lying causes remain conjectural. Thus, during a productive MVM infec-
tion, where high mutation rates are coupled with rapid virus expansion,
generating up to 108 infectious particles per infected mouse, specific virus
strains may evolve rapidly, giving rise to host range mutants that are
potentially able to infect an alternative set of differentiated cell types.

For MVM there is even further latitude for phenotypic expansion,
since the ability of host range mutants to thrive in their new host cell
can depend on the sequence, or even the expression level, of NS2, the
minor viral nonstructural protein. As discussed above, when MVMi is
adapted for growth in fibroblasts, the host range switch typically involves
two coordinate mutations in the vicinity of the dimple. However, two
host range switch mutants have been characterized that carry a single
coding mutation at residue D399 in VP2, to alanine or glycine, together
with a second, noncoding, guanine-to-adenine change at nucleotides 1970
or 1967, which influence the splicing patterns of the viral transcripts
(D’Abramo et al., 2005). When reconstructed into an infectious mole-
cular clone of MVMi, all single mutants failed to replicate productively
in fibroblasts, but viruses carrying a pair of mutations, with one of each
type, were highly infectious. Specifically, the single D399 mutations
allowed viruses to initiate infection in fibroblasts, but NS2 expression
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was low, which led to poor accumulation and release of progeny virus.
Mutations at 1967 or 1970 restored the MVMp splicing pattern, enhanced
NS2 accumulation, and allowed efficient progeny production and release.
Conversely, the D399 mutations destroyed the viruses’ ability to initiate
infection in EL4 lymphocytes. However, in lymphocyte infections, NS2
was expressed at high ratios even in the absence of upstream mutations,
and progeny accumulation was efficient. Choi et al. (2005) showed that
this requirement for different splicing signals to achieve optimal MVM
NS2 levels reflects cell type–specific differences in RNA processing,
which can thus impact host range. Exactly why high NS2 levels are
required for efficient progeny virus production remains uncertain, and
is probably multifactorial, but, in part, it appears to reflect a defect in
capsid assembly seen in NS2 depleted cells (Cotmore et al., 1997). This
may suggest that it is difficult to assemble the single D399 mutants, but
that either a second local capsid modification, such as A317T, or a boost in
NS2 levels, eases this constraint. While wild-type NS2 is known to interact
with the cellular nuclear export protein, Crm1 (Bodendorf et al., 1999),
remarkably, a mutation that promotes higher affinity Crm1 binding than
wild type was also able to reverse this progeny production defect, so that
even low-level expression of NS2 led to efficient virus expansion (Choi
et al., 2005). The high-affinity Crm1 binding mutant used in this study and
several other similar mutations were first identified in SCIDmice that had
been infected with MVMi and exposed to neutralizing polyclonal anti-
sera, in an attempt to protect the mice from leukopenic disease. These
single or double amino acids changes in the NS2 Crm1 binding domain
increased its ability to sequester Crm1 in a perinuclear locale, leading to
an accelerated viral life cycle that somehow allowed the virus to circum-
vent the effects of neutralizing antibody (López-Bueno et al., 2004).
Taken together, this data indicates that mutations in NS2 that promote
its efficient interaction with Crm1 can effectively modulate viral host
range, by allowing a productive viral cycle to proceed in cells that
would normally be nonproductive due to inadequate NS2 expression.
Clearly, this provides a second example of how the virus’s capacity for
rapid evolutionary change can permit shifts in host range in vivo. Against
this evolutionary force is ranged the extreme conservatism of this
intensely compact virus, since most random mutations, or combinations
thereof, appear to be incompatible with overall viral viability.
B. The FPV/CPV model: Engaging the transferrin receptor at the
threefold symmetry axes

In sharp contrast to the situation in MVM, where research has focused on
analyzing changes in specificity for differentiated murine cell types, for
viruses of the FPV serotype most attention has been directed at
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understandinghow the virus switched frombeing able to infect a number of
carnivore species, excluding dogs, to being a potent canine pathogen. This
event appears to have occurred early in the 1970s, when a complex virus
mutant emerged and spread rapidly through the global dog population,
erupting to pandemic status in 1978. This virus, called CPV-2, had lost the
ability to infect cats. However, in 1979 an antigenic variant emerged, called
CPV-2a, which can infect both host species and has since globally replaced
the original virus in both domestic and wild dog populations. Phylogenetic
analysis of DNA sequences suggests that all CPV isolates from dogs are
derived from a single common ancestor, which only differs by a few nucleo-
tides, some 0.4% of the genome, from the most recent common ancestor
among the FPV-like viruses. Most of these changes have been conserved in
the CPV variants emerging since 1978. All of the viruses from either cats or
dogs replicate efficiently in feline cells in culture, but only CPV isolates
infect dogs and cultured dog cells (Truyen and Parrish, 1992). The host
range properties of CPV and FPV for both dogs and cats are controlled
by multiple residues that map to disparate locales on or around the three-
fold spike, as shown in Fig. 4. Primary control of canine host range is
determined by residues at VP2 positions 93 and 323, which must be
switched coordinately (Chang et al., 1992; Horiuchi et al., 1994; Hueffer
et al., 2003b; Llamas-Saiz et al., 1996; Parker and Parrish, 1997; Strassheim
et al., 1994). Certain changes at residues 299 and 300 block the ability of
the virus to infect dog cells, and changes in that region also appear to control
the in vivo feline host range of CPV (Truyen et al., 1994). The CPV-2a variant
that emerged in 1979, which infects both host species, has additional
changes at VP2 residues 87, 101, 300, and 305 (Parrish and Carmichael,
1986; Parrish et al., 1988, 1991), and several other single mutations in CPV-
2a have become widely distributed in vivo since 1980, including an N426D
mutation that is present in the antigenic variant designated CPV-2b, which
shares the CPV-2a host range (Strassheim et al., 1994; Truyen et al., 1995).

Some of the host range constraints of CPV and FPV seen in animals are
reflected in tissue culture, where it is now clear that the block to infection by
FPV in dog cells is primarily due to lack of a functional cell surface receptor.
FPV and CPV both bind the feline TfR and use it to infect cat cells, but
only CPV can bind to canine TfR. However, although CPV-2, CPV-2a, and
CPV-2b all bind the canine TfR and infect dog cells, CPV-2 capsids bind to
feline and canine cells much more efficiently and to higher levels than do
CPV-2a or CPV-2b capsids, suggesting that CPV-2 forms different interac-
tions with the TfR or binds to additional receptors on those cells (Hueffer
et al., 2003a). Thus, while VP2 residues 93 and 323 together control virus
binding to the canine TfR (Hueffer et al., 2003a), changes at VP2 residues 87,
300, and 305 in CPV-2a reduce receptor affinity and improve, in some way,
the ability of the virus to use this receptor for infection (Hueffer et al., 2003a;
Palermo et al., 2006).



FIGURE 4 Distribution of host-range determinant residues on the surface of CPV.

(A) Surface-rendered model of the CPV capsid, viewed from above the dimple that

surrounds the twofold symmetry axis, located on the bottom side of the triangle

representing a single asymmetric unit, halfway between the threefold spikes. Toward the

apex of the triangle lies the canyon surrounding the fivefold cylinder. A model of the

ectodomain human transferrin receptor is shown at the same scale to indicate the

relative size of the virus and its ligand on feline or canine cells. (B) A road map

determined by the method of Rossmann and Palmenberg (1988) showing the surface

exposure of VP2 residues in one asymmetric unit of the CPV type 2 capsid. The region

shown comprises several symmetry-related VP2 subunits. Residues mentioned in the

text that affect receptor binding or host range, and which differ naturally between FPV

and CPV strains, are shaded. [Modified from Hueffer et al. (2003b) with permission.

Copyright 2003, the American Society for Microbiology.]
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TfR is a type II membrane protein that protrudes about 30 Å from the
cell surface. The structures of canine and feline TfR have yet to be deter-
mined, but structural information is available for the human TfR, which is
79% identical to feline TfR at the amino acid sequence level. The human
TfR consists of a large, butterfly-shaped, dimeric molecule with a span of
about 100 Å and a molecular weight of 180 kDa. Each monomer has an
apical domain, a helical domain, and a carboxypeptidase-like domain
(Lawrence et al., 1999), and mutagenesis of feline and canine TfRs indi-
cates that both CPV and FPV bind to the apical domain. In confirmation
of results from the in vitro cell binding assays, both FPV and CPV capsids
were found to bind strongly to a recombinant form of the feline TfR ecto-
domain, while CPV-2b capsids bound much more weakly. In contrast,
FPV capsids failed to bind at all to recombinant canine TfR (Palermo et al.,
2006), and while CPV-2 capsids bound the canine receptor, they did so
only to very low levels, and CPV-2b binding was essentially undetectable.
This binding pattern reflects the weak interaction seen in culture when the
same receptor was expressed by transfection on otherwise TfR-negative
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CHO cells, which nevertheless was sufficient to allow CPV-2b to be taken
into and infect the cells. This low level of binding between canine TfR and
CPV-2 or CPV-2b capsids, and its inability to bind FPV are in large part
determined byminimal differences in the TfR apical domain, since simply
changing residues 383 and 385 in canine TfR to their feline TfR counter-
parts allowed the mutant receptor to bind FPV to levels similar to those
seen for the feline TfR, and likewise increased binding of CPV capsids.
Residues 383 and 385 create a potential glycosylation site on canine TfR,
which appears to be occupied in vivo, but the increased binding seen for
the mutant is probably due to protein sequence, rather than oligosaccha-
ride, changes, since enzymatic removal of N-linked glycans from the
canine receptor did not lead to increased binding (Palermo et al., 2006).

The specific binding of CPV to canine TfR is thus controlled by several
residues, positioned 20–30 Å apart on the ‘‘high ground’’ around the
threefold spike, suggesting that a broad surface of the capsid interacts
with the receptor (Govindasamy et al., 2003; Hueffer et al., 2003a,b). While
less is known about the capsid residues that are involved in feline TfR
binding, capsid mutations reciprocal to those which in CPV prevented
canine TfR binding, at positions 93 and 323, did not appear to alter the
binding of FPV to the feline TfR expressed on CHO TRVb cells, indicating
that the canine and feline receptors make somewhat different contacts
with these viruses (Hueffer et al., 2003a).

Asymmetric cryo-electron microscopic (cryo-EM) reconstructions,
supported by quantitative in vitro binding studies, suggest a model in
which the canine TfR ectodomain can bind to only one, or a few, of the
60 icosahedrally equivalent sites on empty CPV capsids, suggesting that
these either have inherent asymmetry or that binding to their receptor
induces asymmetry (Hafenstein et al., 2007). When a difference map,
calculated by comparing the virus-receptor complex with the native
virus, was superimposed on a stereographic projection of the icosahedral
CPV surface structure, the known crystal structure of the human TfR
ectodomain dimer (Lawrence et al., 1999) could be modeled into the
additional cryo-EM density such that one of its two apical domains was
in contact with the shoulder of one of the CPV spikes. In this model, the
projected contact sites on the virus included residues that are known to
control specific binding to canine TfR (Hueffer et al., 2003a).

Possibly, the restricted binding observed for the CPV–canine TfR
interaction is due to inherent asymmetry in the empty particle, with
one, or a few, distinct sites that have a conformation capable of binding
TfR, whereas the other icosahedrally equivalent sites are slightly differ-
ent. If so, this asymmetry must exist prior to genome encapsidation, and
might indeed direct that process. This might happen if assembly is
initiated around a special icosahedral fivefold vertex, which is the site of
subsequent genome entry and exit, as is believed to occur in tailed
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bacteriophage (Morais et al., 2003). Alternatively, the final subunits to
assemble may be sterically hindered from perfectly finishing the icosahe-
dron, thus creating an asymmetric structural element at the capsid sur-
face. However, it is also possible that TfR binding itself might induce
asymmetry in an initially icosahedral particle, perhaps priming it for
subsequent conformational shifts destined to occur during cell entry, as
discussed below.

Thus it appears that after first adapting to dogs by acquiring changes
that allowed it to bind canine TfR in a productive way, CPV has continued
to evolve in vivo, acquiring additional mutations that lower its affinity for
this receptor but enhance its ability to infect cells. Use of the TfR as the
cellular receptor for these viruses also correlates well with the patterns of
tissue specificity seen in vivo, as this receptor is highly expressed on crypt
cells in the intestinal epithelium and on hematopoietic cells, which are the
main target cells of CPV and FPV in animals (Parrish, 1995). However,
TfR acts as more than a simple tether, dragging the capsid into the
cell, since the precise interactions are important for successful cell infec-
tion, and some mutational changes in either the virus or the receptor
allow capsid binding and cell uptake without leading to infection
(Hueffer et al., 2003b; Palermo et al., 2003).

Transfer of the viral genome across the limiting lipid bilayer of its
prospective host cell is one of the most challenging steps encountered
during cell entry, and for many nonenveloped viruses this maneuver is
so finely orchestrated that critical interactions required with cell surface
receptor molecules play a major role in determining viral host cell speci-
ficity. To date, it is not clear whether any parvoviruses employ a receptor-
orchestrated transfer mechanism of this type, but it is clear that they
must undergo a specific structural transition after endocytosis, but before
bilayer penetration, which leads to exposure of their VP1-specific ‘‘entry’’
peptide, VP1SR, and that inappropriate exposure of this peptide leads
to their inactivation. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that interactions
with specific receptors could modulate host range by allowing this tran-
sition to occur in a controlled way or in a favored locale that would be
compatible with the transfer of a viable particle across the lipid bilayer, as
we will now discuss.
IV. BREACHING THE OUTER BARRIER: TO THE
CYTOSOL AND BEYOND

Viral particles must function as rugged containers that protect the genome
from environmental assaults encountered during transmission, but must
also recognize and respond to a succession of specific cellular signals that
allow them to navigate the complex entry portals of their host cell, and
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ultimately deliver their nucleic acid to the appropriate replication com-
partment. Since parvoviral virions lack any accessory proteins, the com-
ponent polypeptides of the nonenveloped capsid are the sole mediators of
entry. While the capsid shell itself directs certain interactions, many other
necessary contacts with cellular pathways rely on signal-rich N-terminal
extensions present on VP1 and VP2 molecules. These are initially seques-
tered within the particle but are sequentially deployed at the virion
surface during the cell exit and entry processes by a series of concerted
conformational shifts in the capsid structure. Aspects of parvoviral entry
have been reviewed by others in recent years (Vihinen-Ranta and Parrish,
2006; Vihinen-Ranta et al., 2004), but in this section we attempt to integrate
data from a broader range of analyses. Specifically, we will examine the
structural flexibility and transitions that viral particles are able to undergo
in vitro, explore the structure of the VP1SR entry peptide, and finally
consider vesicle trafficking and deployment of the entry peptide in vivo.
This overview suggests that each step in the program of intracellular
translocation of the intact particle to the cell nucleus is catalyzed by
successively revealed motifs built into the capsid structure itself.
A. Structural transitions in the virion induced in vitro

Empty parvovirus capsids are constructed from 60 copies of the capsid
polypeptides, comprising, on average, 50 copies of VP2 and 10 copies of
VP1. As diagrammed in Fig. 2, VP1 contains all of the VP2 sequence but
has an extra, basically charged, 142-amino acid N-terminal extension,
termed the VP1-specific region, VP1SR. The VP1 extension, shown in
detail in Fig. 5A, is dispensable for both capsid assembly and DNA
packaging, but is absolutely required for infectious entry, since it carries
a phospholipase A2 (PLA2) active site essential for endosomal exit, as
well as various clusters of basic amino acids and signaling motifs that
may function at subsequent steps during nuclear localization. However,
in MVM, only 547 amino acids from the C-terminus of the VP polypep-
tides are ordered, and therefore visible in the crystal structure, while the
signal-rich N-terminal extensions, of 39 residues for VP2 and 181 residues
for VP1, resist 60-fold averaging. These N-terminal regions are seques-
tered within the empty particle, but become sequentially externalized at
specific steps in its life cycle, to modulate particle stability and to mediate
successive interactions with the host cell.

In the viral particle, a cylindrical projection surrounds each of the
12 fivefold symmetry axes, and is itself encircled by a 15 Å-deep exterior
depression, of unknown function, called the canyon. The cylinder is
created by the juxtaposition of antiparallel b-hairpins from each of the
fivefold-related capsid proteins. These b-hairpins are not interdigitated
within the upper part of the resulting ‘‘turret’’ and so are potentially
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flexible, and their organization in the crystal structure creates a narrow,
8 Å, central pore that penetrates through the virion shell to the particle
interior. The tightest constriction in this pore is formed at its inner end
by the juxtaposition of leucine side chains from VP2 residue 172 of five
independent VP2 molecules. The phenotypic analysis of a complete set of
amino acid substitution mutants at this highly conserved residue strongly
suggests that L172 modulates the extrusion of VP1 N-termini (VP1NT)
(Farr and Tattersall, 2004). All but one of these mutants produced DNA-
containing virions, but only two, L172V and L172I, were infectious, the
others being blocked for assembly, packaging, or viral entry. Several of
the mutants were significantly defective for assembly at 39 �C, but not at
32 �C, and, while tryptic cleavage of their VP2 N-termini was normal, VP1
was degraded during in vitro proteolysis of mutant, but not wild-type,
virions. The L172W substitution, while not significantly affecting assem-
bly, effectively abrogated genome encapsidation, contributing to the
emerging genetic evidence for both the Parvovirus and Dependovirus
genera suggesting that one of these fivefold pores mediates encapsidation
of the viral genome late in infection. For this step, the presumptive portal
acts in concert with a viral helicase complex, which has been shown for
AAV to be a small Rep protein, but, for the autonomous parvoviruses,
is derived from NS1 in an unknown manner. It is currently not clear
whether the packaging portal is physically distinct from the other
11 cylinders prior to being selected as the encapsidation point.

X-ray crystallography of MVM virions revealed ordered structure
beginning at VP2 residue 40, which is on the inside of the shell, forming
part of the basal structure that supports the cylinder. In full virions, but
not in empty particles, the pore contains additional weak density, into
which has beenmodeled a single copy of a conserved glycine-rich peptide
that spans VP2 residues 28–38 (VP2 residue 28-GGSGGGGSGGG-38),
shown in Figs. 1 and 5A. Additional density, corresponding to residues
36–39 from the remaining capsid proteins, extends back into the particle
interior. Since, in the crystal structure, each pore accommodates a single
glycine-rich peptide, only one of the five locally available VP N-termini
can be externalized at any time. However, almost all of the VP2N-terminal
peptides become surface-exposed during entry, or during proteolytic
digestion in vitro, suggesting that there are dynamic fluctuations in pore
structure. Since the pore is only 8 Å in diameter, but must accommodate
the passage of amino acids with bulky side chains during these extrusion
events, this implies that the cylinder is an inherently dynamic structure.
Indeed, one function of the canyon might be to provide space for the
b-hairpins of the cylinder to move outward, thus allowing the pore to
expand.

Viral genomes are packaged into some sort of preassembled empty
particle, but evidence from AAV2 suggests that such particles are
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somewhat specialized since they have to be assembled in the presence of
the Rep proteins, which are the functional equivalent of the MVM NS1
polypeptide (Wu et al., 2000). Both VP1 and VP2 N-termini are completely
sequestered inside these empty capsids, but a structural shift occurs in
the packaging complex prior to, or concomitant with, the beginning of
DNA translocation, which allows a cohort of VP2 N-terminal peptides
to emerge at the virion surface (Cotmore and Tattersall, 2005a). Whether
these termini play a role in the packaging process remains uncertain, but
they do appear to stabilize the final structure, as discussed below. These
N-terminal extensions carry phosphoserine-rich export signals, which in
some cell types direct packaged virions to be trafficked out of the nucleus
prior to cell lysis (Maroto et al., 2004). Full particles are thus released
from the parental cell with all of their VP2 N-termini intact, but a third
structural protein, VP3, is subsequently generated from most VP2 mole-
cules by a proteolytic cleavage that removes 22–25 amino acids from its
N-terminus. VP2 to VP3 cleavage can occur in the extracellular environ-
ment following release, but, if not, invariably occurs during entry into a
new host cell (Clinton and Hayashi, 1975; Paradiso, 1984; Ros et al., 2002).
This cleavage can be mimicked in vitro by incubating virions with a broad
variety of proteases, but the cleavage site appears flexible, and very
accessible, so that it has been essentially impossible to totally ablate
cleavage in MVM by mutagenesis or to stop it occurring in vivo using
combinations of protease inhibitors (Clinton and Hayashi, 1975; Tullis
et al., 1992; Farr, G. A., Cotmore, S. F., and Tattersall, P., unpublished
results). Since each pore can only accommodate one N-terminal peptide at
a time, it is suggested that following proteolytic cleavage the residual
FIGURE 5 Properties of the VP1 specific region. (A) Landmarks of the MVM VP1

N-terminus aligned with that of CPV, showing the basic clusters (shaded black), SH2

ligand motifs (single underline), SH3 ligand motif (dashed underline), PPXY motifs (open

boxes), and individual PLA2 active site residues of the Ca2þ binding and catalytic sites

(shaded gray). The position of the minor splice intron is shown as an inverted ‘‘T,’’ and the

starts of VP1, VP2, and VP3 are indicated by arrows, and, in the latter case, potential

N-terminal residues are double underlined. The serine residues phosphorylated in the

VP2 N-terminus are circled in gray and the tryptic sites upstream of the VP3 N-terminus

denoted by inverted carets (▼). Open, dashed box denotes conserved sequences unique

to parvoviral PLA2s, between the predicted helices (HHH) bearing the catalytic histidine

[H] and aspartic acid residues [D]. (B) Wild-type virions with intact VP2 N-termini (VP1/

VP2 virions) were incubated for 10 min at the temperatures and pHs indicated, before

buffer conditions were normalized and samples immunoprecipitated with antibodies

that only react with intact virions (lanes 1 and 10), or with the VP1 N-terminal peptide

(lanes 2–9). (C) Wild-type virions with cleaved VP2 N-termini (VP1/VP3 virions) were

treated as in panel B. [Panels B and C reproduced with permission from Farr et al. (2006).

Copyright 2006, the American Society for Microbiology. All rights reserved.]
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glycine-rich sequence that is left in the pore is in some way retracted into
the particle interior, and replaced by the intact terminus of a fivefold-
related VP2. However, as mentioned above, the fivefold pores are quite
narrow, and could not accommodate the bulky side chains that would
need to be threaded through the cylinder from the particle interior, sug-
gesting that each cylinder may be metastable. Remarkably, MVM virions
carrying the single point mutations V40A, N149A, N170A, L172F, or
L172T, located in the base of the cylinder, are stable as long as their VP2
N-termini remain intact, but become unstable when their VP2 N-termini
are cleaved, disgorging their VP1SRs and genomic DNA at neutral pH
(Farr et al., 2006; S. F. C. and P. T., unpublished results). This suggests a
model in which the exposed VP2 N-termini act as ‘‘guy-ropes,’’ stabiliz-
ing the virion by preventing the metastable cylinder from undergoing a
major structural rearrangement that is required for VP1SR extrusion, and
which normally occurs at a later stage in entry. These point mutations
apparently promote instability by lowering the activation energy required
for this final transition. In this model, externally tethered VP2 N-terminal
peptides stabilize the full virion, but cleavage of the resident cohort
results in a transient conformational instability that allows concerted
replacement of the cleaved peptides by a subsequent cohort of intact
VP2 N-termini, which in turn restabilize the virion. Thus, the MVM
structure would undergo several successive waves of destabilization
and restabilization, until all of the available VP2 N-termini were cleaved,
at which point the cylinders would exist permanently in the metastable
state, poised to undergo the more drastic rearrangement that leads to
extrusion of the VP1SR.

Although VP1 contains the same proteolytic cleavage site that is found
in VP2, this is not accessible to digestion, and the VP1SR remains totally
sequestered within the capsid during the early stages of entry. However,
in vitro, the particle is capable of undergoing its second, more-extensive,
rearrangement in response to controlled heating, discussed above, which
allows exposure of the VP1SR without causing virion disassembly
(Cotmore et al., 1999; Vihinen-Ranta et al., 2000; Weichert et al., 1998). In
accord with the ‘‘guy-rope’’ model, freshly harvested, VP2-intact, virions
are substantially refractory to this transition, but it is greatly facilitated,
and rendered almost quantitative at neutral pH, by extensive proteolysis
of VP2 N-termin i to yield VP3, as docum ented in Figs. 5B and C, res pec-
tively, where transitioned particles are quantified by precipitation with
antibodies directed against the VP1SR. Remarkably, this VP2 cleavage
also renders the capsid transition highly pH dependent, so that it is
impossible to induce under acidic conditions, at least just by heating.
However, such pH-induced stabilization is entirely reversible, because
once returned to a neutral environment, particles transition in response to
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heat as if they had never experienced low pH (Farr et al., 2006). The VP2
cleavage thus resembles an activation cleavage step seen in a number of
other nonenveloped virus families, where a previously stable virion is
potentially compromised by a specific proteolytic event that facilitates
subsequent exposure of a protein known to be essential for membrane
penetration (Bubeck et al., 2005; Chandran et al., 2003). This allows the
particle to exist in a metastable state, where the lowest energy form of
the cleaved product is sequestered by the energy barrier between the two
forms (Hogle, 2002). During entry, such viruses encounter some form of
catalyst, such as low pH or an interaction with a specific receptor, which
releases the metastable configuration, allowing the de novo exposure of
sequences required for membrane penetration. Extensive proteolysis
of the VP2 N-termini thus appears to play a comparable global role for
MVM, in that it has a major effect on the stability of most particles in the
population, strongly suggesting that it is likely part of a programmed
entry mechanism. However, this cleavage has an unexpected outcome: it
renders subsequent exposure of the entry peptide highly pH dependent,
such that it occurs readily at neutral pH, but is effectively, but transiently,
suspended in acidic environments. The structural basis for this enhanced
stability at low pH remains to be detailed, and it may be that in vivo it is
constrained by, for example, receptor interactions. Otherwise, it appears
to indicate that the virion must access a neutral locale before it can
undergo the type of programmed transition that is needed to expose its
bilayer-penetrating PLA2 activity, and that this occurs as part of an
authentic, and highly controlled, unfolding process, ultimately leading
to productive infection.

In support of this model, heat-induced transition in vitro typically
results in exposure of both the VP1SR and the viral genome (Cotmore
et al., 1999; Farr et al., 2006; Vihinen-Ranta et al., 2002; Weichert et al.,
1998), either of which would be irreversibly damaged within an obligate
late endosomal/lysosomal entry compartment by exposure to hydrolases
or depurinating acidic conditions. Enhanced virion stability at low pH
could thus serve to protect these sensitive elements as the particle is
trafficked through hazardous entry compartments into a more favorable
vacuolar microenvironment. Alternatively, although apparently closely
linked in vitro, exposure of the VP1SR and viral genome might be part of a
multistep process in vivo, triggered sequentially by different stimuli in the
entry pathway.

Suikkanen et al. (2003b) drew substantially different conclusions con-
cerning the significance of particle acidification during CPV entry. They
observed that CPV particles exposed to pH 4–6 in vitro developed mea-
surable PLA2 activity, which persisted when virions were returned
to neutral pH. Accordingly, they suggested that low pH could provide
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an essential activation step in virion maturation preparatory to cyto-
plasmic entry, which correlated with immunofluorescence studies of
virion uptake, discussed later, that show exposure of VP1NT in a cellular
lysosome-like compartment. However, the study does not report what
proportion of CPV particles became structurally rearranged, or whether
they remained infectious. It is possible, therefore, that this observation
corresponds to the enhanced VP1 accessibility seen for a small proportion
of MVM VP2-intact virions following exposure to pH 4.5 (compare lanes
2 and 6 of Fig. 5B), and which is not seen in VP2-cleaved particles
(compare lanes 2 and 6 of Fig. 5C). According to the alternative, ‘‘low
pH-stabilization model,’’ developed here, any particles in which these
sequences were exposed prematurely would be unlikely to progress
correctly through the rest of the programmed sequence, and any particle
in which they became exposed in an acidic environment, would, in any
case, be inactivated. Such low-pH-induced activation would also be sur-
prising, and counterintuitive, in any virus that, like CPV, transits through
the gastrointestinal tract of its host. However, further experiments will be
needed to clarify whether these disparate findings represent a significant
biological difference between CPV and MVM.

Ultimately, the genomemaywell be extruded in vivo, as it is in vitro, but
still remain attached to, and possibly sequestered by, the particle. Pro-
longed storage of VP2-cleavedMVM virions at 4 �C does lead to exposure
of both VP1SR and the genome in an increasing proportion of otherwise
intact particles. However, strong interactions between the left-end hairpin
of theDNAand the transitioned particle keep these two elements together.
Attempts to recapitulate this type ofmeasured transition in vitro, just using
heating steps, have proven equivocal, but it is possible to bind the left-end
hairpins of MVM to intact particles in vitro (Willwand and Hirt, 1991), so
that perhaps physiologically induced transitions might preserve such
interactions.
B. Essential elements in the VP1-specific entry peptide

During infection, VP1 molecules are transported into the nucleus as
part of a trimeric assembly intermediate, comprising one VP1 and two
VP2 molecules, which are then further assembled into empty particles
(Riolobos et al., 2006; Valle et al., 2006). However, whether these hetero-
trimers are distributed throughout the particle so that there is one VP1SR
at 10 of the 12 fivefold symmetry axes, or are clustered in some other way,
remains uncertain. The sequence of the MVM and CPV VP1 N-terminal
regions are shown in Fig. 5A, with the positions of the VP2 start sites and
the predominant VP2-to-VP3 cleavage sites indicated. The 142-amino acid
VP1SR contains at least three distinct elements: (1) a short N-terminal
peptide that contains a consensus nuclear localization sequence (NLS)
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dubbed BC1, (2) a PLA2 domain of around 70–80 amino acids that is
highly conserved among the Parvoviridae, and (3) a second stretch of
some 70 amino acids, which carries a series of basic amino acid clusters
(BC2–BC4) that resemble conventional NLS, and, in MVM, also contains a
PPXY motif that is essential for infectious entry. As can be seen in Fig. 5A,
the VP1SR also contains several putative src homology (SH) interaction
domains, to which no function has yet been ascribed. Unfortunately, to
date we have no structural data for the VP1SR positioned either inside the
particle or following its extrusion to the virion surface. It is quite likely
that this peptide domain may need to unfold and refold during transit, to
navigate its exit portal, and while the conserved PLA2 module is clearly
essential for infection, the exact limits of this functional unit have not been
determined. It is thus possible that the inboard �70-amino acid peptide,
which spaces the PLA2 sequences from the VP core, may also play a
structural role in the folding and disposition of this essential enzyme, or
may function as a ‘‘stem’’ to position the PLA2 active site at an optimal
orientation and distance from the virion surface.

1. The PLA2 domain
The conserved PLA2 domain, containing a sequence of �60 amino acids
that can be modeled into a characteristic PLA2 helical fold, is present
in most Parvoviridae, generally occupying a region near the extreme
N-terminus of VP1. First identified by Zadori et al. (2001), this element
is expressed in seven out of the nine genera in the family Parvoviridae,
while no other virus families are currently known to possess such an
activity (Tijssen et al., 2006). The exceptions within the Parvoviridae are
Aleutian mink disease virus, the single member of the genus Amdovirus, and
members of the Brevidensovirus genus of insect parvoviruses. Phospholi-
pases are classified according to the position of the ester bond they
hydrolyze in the glycerol backbone of their phospholipid substrate, with
PLA2 enzymes cleaving fatty acids at the sn-2 position. Parvovirus PLA2s
require millimolar Ca2þconcentrations for catalysis, which groups them
with a large class of extracellular or secretory enzymes (sPLA2s) rather
than with intracellular species. Parvoviral PLA2s comprise a novel sub-
family, Type XIII, of the secreted PLA2 (sPLA2) superfamily (Balsinde
et al., 2002; Brown et al., 2003), which contain a YxGxG Ca2þ binding site
and a histidine/aspartic acid active site, as shown in Fig. 5A. Where
structural details are known, the active site H and D residues in sPLA2s
are situated on apposing a-helices, which are usually held in a parallel
orientation by a number of disulfide bonds (Berg et al., 2001). Indeed,
these small proteins are remarkable for the number of cysteine residues
they contain—that is, except for the parvoviral enzymes, which contain
none. It seems likely that this absence of disulfide bonds reflects the
extraordinary requirement for parvoviral PLA2s to be translocated from
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the inside to the outside of the virion. The viral enzymes are also distin-
guished by being more compact than other subtypes, particularly in the
loop between the two a-helices carrying the active site residues, which
is normally 20–40 residues long, but is truncated to �10 residues in the
parvoviral PLA2s, with several of these being highly conserved across
the parvoviral genera. Remarkably, PLA2s from different parvovirus
genera can vary in specific activity by 1000-fold, but all exhibit resistance
to most specific sPLA2 inhibitors and low phospholipid polar head
group specificity (Canaan et al., 2004), perhaps as a consequence of the
relative lack of rigidity predicted from the absence of disulfide cross-
links. Accordingly, parvoviral PLA2s exhibit broad substrate specificity
in vitro, hydrolyzing phosphatidyl-glycerol, phosphatidyl-choline, and
phosphatidic acid with high efficiency, phosphatidyl-ethanolamine and
phosphatidyl serine somewhat less well, and phosphatidyl-inositol
poorly. These enzymes can therefore attack the outer leaflet of mamma-
lian cell bilayers (Tijssen et al., 2006). They have pH optima between 6.0
and 7.0, and require concentrations of calcium that are typically �10,000
times those found in the cytosol (the CaKd for the PPV enzyme is 1 mM),
suggesting that they are unlikely to function in this environment. How
the apparently globular viral PLA2 polypeptide transits an �8Å channel
in order to function in endosomal escape remains enigmatic. Given that
these enzymes lack disulfide bridges, it may be that this feat is achieved
by both the directional unfolding and refolding of the enzyme, as well
as by the opening of the pore at the fivefold vertex. This would allow
the bulkier side groups of the random coil form of the polypeptide to
reach the exterior of the virion, where it could refold to an enzymatically
active form.

2. Nuclear localization motifs, basic clusters, and PPXY motifs
Capsid proteins must be transported into the cell nucleus twice during
the viral life cycle, first as trimeric assembly intermediates following
synthesis, and then again during cell entry, to traffic the incoming viral
genome into the nucleus. Lombardo et al. (2002) identified four clusters of
basic amino acids in the VP1SR of MVM that conform to conventional
NLS sequences, as shown in Fig. 5A, and showed that two of these, BC1
and BC2, as well as a nonconventional structural domain in VP2 referred
to as a nuclear localization motif (NLM), were able to target individually
expressed VP proteins to the nucleus. Peptides containing the BC1 equiv-
alent from CPV (6-KRARR-10) could also transport foreign proteins into
the cell nucleus, while changing individual basic residues to glycine,
impaired such transport (Vihinen-Ranta et al., 1997). Introducing these
mutations into an infectious plasmid clone gave virus with diminished
infectivity, suggesting that BC1 might also be involved in transporting
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incoming CPV virions to the nuclear pore (Vihinen-Ranta et al., 2002).
However, direct associations with members of the cellular karyopherin
family of shuttling transport factors, which would be expected to mediate
such processes, have yet to be demonstrated, and the BC1 motif is posi-
tioned immediately next to conserved PLA2 sequences, so that major
substitutions in the MVM BC1 do compromise PLA2 activity (Farr, G.
and Tattersall, P., unpublished results), and hence impair virion infectiv-
ity for a different reason. Thus, at present, the trafficking role of BC1
during virion entry remains uncertain. In contrast, while the entire region
between BC2 and BC4 could not be deleted without destroying infectivity
(Lombardo et al., 2002), BC3 and BC4 did not behave like NLS as part of
microinjected peptides (Vihinen-Ranta et al., 1997), and did not show
transport activity for VP1 either expressed alone or in the context of the
MVM genome (Lombardo et al., 2002), so that their role in the viral life
cycle remains obscure.

Comparisons with the VP1 and VP2 N-termini of AAV2, which
together constitute a region equivalent to the parvovirus VP1SR, highlight
the complex nature of this region. Thus, while AAV2 similarly deploys
these sequences to mediate virion entry, the peptides have no NLS activ-
ity in the position of BC1 (Sonntag et al., 2006). However, they do retain
both the PLA2 module and a 70-amino acid sequence containing three
basic clusters in approximately the positions of the parvovirus BCs 2
through four motifs. Notably, the last two motifs are represented in the
virion both as part of approximately five PLA2-bearing VP1NT, and also
as part of five VP2 N-termini, which, like VP1NT, can become exposed at
the virion surface in vitro during a heat-induced transition (Grieger et al.,
2006; Sonntag et al., 2006). While VP2 forms are not absolutely essential for
AAV2 infectivity, the expression of these two basic motifs on a discrete
extension suggests that the sequence does not merely serve as scaffolding
for the PLA2 domain. Rather, it appears to perform some specific func-
tion, as it would if, for example, it provided additional signals that
enhance VP1-mediated nuclear trafficking. Alanine scanning mutagene-
sis directed at the three basic motifs effectively impaired the infectivity
of the resulting particles (Wu et al., 2000), as did substitution of glutamic
acid for three of the basic residues in each motif (Sonntag et al., 2006),
but substituting asparagine for two basic residues in the first two motifs
gave infectious virus, indicating that these two motifs may not indi-
vidually constitute critical nuclear homing signals. In contrast the third
motif (166-PARKRLNF-173) in AAV2, called BR3 by Grieger et al. (2006),
was inactivated by the double asparagine substitution. Significantly, this
mutant retained functional PLA2 activity, and simply substituting the
BC1 NLS from CPV (4-PAKRARR-10) for the mutated sequence, restored
infectivity, suggesting that this cluster might well be implicated in virion
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trafficking. However, Sonntag et al. (2006) could not detect transport
activity associated with this peptide or with the longer sequence,
160-GKAGQQPARKRLNF-173, following microinjection, although pep-
tides representing the first two basic clusters did mediate nuclear trans-
port. Thus the available evidence is conflicted, but the strong conservation
of spaced basic clusters, together with the negative effects of mutations
and deletions in this complex region, indicate that it has some sort of
essential role(s) in entry, possibly involving nuclear trafficking.

In MVM there are also two PPXY motifs in the VP1SR, one
(6-KRAKRGWVPPGY-17) positioned just downstream of BC1 and the
other (109-RAGKRTRPPAY-119) overlapping BC3. PPXY motifs could
potentially influence trafficking because this sequence binds a subgroup
of cellular ‘‘WW’’ domain-containing proteins. WW domains form a
large family of interaction modules, which mediate a wide range of
protein–protein interactions in complex regulatory networks in the cell.
For example, PPXY motifs control the trafficking of some cell surface
receptors following endocytosis and orchestrate interactions with the
class E vacuolar protein sorting machinery, which directs trafficking to
the multivesicular body. This motif can also mediate ‘‘late domain’’
functions in enveloped viruses, directing the final pinching-off step dur-
ing progeny virus budding. Such interactions are generally inactivated by
mutating the PPXY tyrosine to alanine, and when introduced into either
of the MVM sites this mutation severely impaired virion infectivity (Farr,
G. and Tattersall, P., in preparation). However, the BC1-proximal muta-
tion also inactivated the viral phospholipase so that its significance for
other steps in entry is hard to assess. In contrast, the BC3-proximal mutant
retained PLA2 activity, and could complement PLA2 knockout virions for
entry, but could not itself be complemented, even by wild-type virus. This
suggests that it is likely required in cis with the incoming virion and
operates at a point in the entry process that is downstream of the PLA2
function. All other members of the genus Parvovirus lack a perfect VP1SR
PPXY motif in the BC3-equivalent position, for instance, in both FPV and
CPV this sequence is 117-PPPH-120. However, the exact sequence con-
straints that operate on the consensus remain uncertain, so that this region
of the VP1SR may also play motif-driven trafficking or interaction roles
in other parvovirus entry pathways.
C. Endocytosis, vacuolar trafficking, and structural
transitions in vivo

Relatively little is known about parvovirus infectious entry pathways,
in part because productive and nonproductive routes are difficult to
differentiate. Particle-to-infectivity ratios are in the order of 300:1 for
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MVMp and �1000:1 for CPV, with most of the incoming particles failing
to navigate the entry compartments successfully, so that ultimate translo-
cation into the nucleus is a rare event. Vesicle trafficking is complex, and
its study is further complicated by the observation that particles are
delivered to many different cell locations, including both recycling and
degradative compartments. Many studies typically compound these pro-
blems by using high multiplicities of input virus to facilitate signal detec-
tion, but trafficking pathways within the cell can be modified by cargo
overload or drug treatments. Consequently, much of the internalized
virus appears to enter dead-end pathways that cannot provide the
genome access to the nucleus, perhaps becoming structurally modified
and/or inactivated en route. In such situations, comparison with mutant
viruses that have specific, known, entry defects can be illuminating.
For example, Fig. 6 shows by immunofluorescence confocal microscopy
that 8 h after binding the intracellular distribution of wild-type MVMp
appears identical to that of a PLA2 mutant known to be unable to
exit from its vacuolar entry portal. Thus, essentially all observable wild-
type viruses appear to be retained within the cell’s vacuolar network, and
FIGURE 6 Intracellular distribution of incoming virions. A9 cells infected with 500,000

wild-type (A), H42R (C), or DVP1 (D) virions per cell, fixed 8 h postinfection and stained

with a monoclonal antibody specific for intact capsids. Cells shown in panel B were

infected with wild type as in panel A, except that Type V neuraminidase (100 mg/ml) was

added to the medium during infection. Images (1-mm sections) were acquired on a Zeiss

LSM 510 laser scanning confocal microscope. (Reproduced with permission from Farr,

Ph. D. thesis, 2005.)
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could be earmarked for recycling or degradation rather than infection. To
be biologically significant, entry steps must be seen to lead to productive
infection, but for parvoviruses the first readily measurable indicator of
successful initiation is the expression of NS1, a significantly late event that
requires prior viral DNA synthesis and transcription. Moreover, for these
viruses to initiate infection, the host cell must enter S-phase of its own
volition so that any experimental intervention that slows or inhibits
progress through the cell cycle may artifactually appear to interrupt the
entry process. Accordingly, studies involving inhibitory drugs that are
more-or-less specific for particular cellular interactions, or the delivery of
mutant or overexpressed cellular control proteins, represent an area of
considerable interpretive challenge.

Following receptor binding, all parvoviruses are rapidly internalized
from the cell surface by receptor-mediated endocytosis, predominantly
via clathrin-coated pits, and enter an endosome compartment that is
sensitive to lysosomotropic agents such as bafilomycin A, indicating that
low endosomal pH is somehow essential for infection. However, mem-
bers of the genus Parvovirus remain sensitive to bafilomycin A for many
hours after internalization, indicating that the required trafficking scheme
may be complex and/or the penetration process inefficient. Such expo-
sure to low pH during entry might be required because it induces essen-
tial conformational changes in the virion, because the viruses specifically
need to transit a hydrolase-rich late endosomal/lysosomal compartment
to accomplish an essential cleavage event, or because the ability to gener-
ate low pH compartments is absolutely required for the cell to sustain the
required endosomal trafficking patterns. How many of these possibil-
ities pertain is currently unclear and could vary between viral species.
For MVM, endosomal proteases are known to generate VP3 polypeptides
from VP2 molecules following engulfment (Mani et al., 2006; Ros and
Kempf, 2004), which is likely important because it both removes the
nuclear export signals in the VP2 N-termini (Maroto et al., 2004) and
primes the virion for its subsequent conformational transition (Farr
et al., 2006). The need for this modification thus supports immunofluores-
cence analysis of internalized particles and studies with inhibitory drugs
(Ros et al., 2002; Suikkanen et al., 2002) in suggesting that infectious entry
probably occurs via a late endosomal or lysosomal route, since these com-
partments are rich in proteases and nucleases. Such exposure would also
explain how genomes lose their covalently linked NS1 molecules, and the
nucleotides of the ‘‘tether’’ DNA sequence, prior to arrival in the nucleus.
Exposure to acidic conditions in vitro also influences particle stability,
as discussed in detail in Section IV.A , perhaps protecting essential acid
or hydrolase-sensitive viral structures within an obligate late entry com-
partment or mediating other required rearrangements. Finally, vesicle
trafficking is a protracted and potentially flexible process that leads to
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particle delivery to many different cell locations. This complexity is illu-
strated by studies with CPV, which appears to remain physically asso-
ciated with its receptor, TfR, for at least 4 h after internalization, since
infectious entry can be blocked throughout this period by intracytoplas-
mic injection of antibodies directed against the cytoplasmic tail of the
receptor (Parker et al., 2001). The normal cellular uptake and complex
recycling patterns of TfRs have been well characterized, and are known to
depend on the presence of a YTRF (Tyr-Thr-Arg-Phe) motif in its cyto-
plasmic tail. However, when these sequences were deleted or mutated, or
polar residues introduced into the TfR transmembrane domain, which
vastly increased receptor degradation, virus infection efficiency was unaf-
fected (Hueffer et al., 2004), suggesting that infectious entry for CPV may
involve a minority of TfRs that take-or are induced by bound virions
to take-a rare pathway.

For MVM, the kinetics of intracellular VP2-to-VP3 cleavage, and of
VP1SR and DNA exposure for the bulk particle population, have been
tracked within cellular entry vesicles by immunofluorescent staining and
in situ hybridization (Mani et al., 2006). These changes were not conspicu-
ously triggered by interactions with cell surface receptors, but became
detectable, apparently simultaneously, within minutes of internalization
in early endosomes, and could be blocked by preventing endosomal acid-
ification with chloroquine or bafilomycin A. Remarkably, these authors
observed VP1SR extrusion from both empty and full virus populations,
occurring with similar kinetics. Since such VP1SR exposure is never seen
if empty particles are heated in vitro, this might suggest that prior interac-
tionswith the cell hadmodified their structure, or led to their fragmentation.
Suikkanen et al. (2003b) observed that VP1SR exposure from CPV virions
increased with time between 1- and 8-h postinfection, and such forms
colocalized with intact capsids in perinuclear lysosomes, whether or not
the cells were treated with acidification-blocking drugs. While relatively
fewTfRswere detected in lysosomal vesicles in uninfected cells, throughout
the course of CPV infection intact virions colocalized with TfRs, first in
vesicles that resembled recycling endosomes, but later, by 8-h postinfection,
in perinuclear lysosomes, perhaps suggesting that the virus had modified
the cycling pathway of its receptor. Signal from exposed MVM genomes
also colocalizedwith intact capsids in successive endosomal compartments,
progressively accumulating for around 8 h after internalization, but by 21 h,
although perinuclear vesicles remained loaded with intact capsid particles,
little exposed viral DNA remained. Unfortunately, the fraction of the total
endosomal virion population that contributes to the colocalizing signals
cannot be assessed in this kind of microscopic analysis, and may be quite
limited. It also seems likely that, given the relative inefficiency with which
infection is initiated, the great majority of observed shifts in particle struc-
ture may reflect their degradation rather than their participation in a
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productive infectious entry pathway. Nevertheless, such observations do
illustrate that some transitions that have been documented in vitro, do also
occur in vivo.

Within a few hours of internalization, both infectious virions and entry-
defective mutants or empty particles are similarly trafficked to large, extra-
nuclear, crescent-shaped clusters of vesicles that are focused on one side of
the cell nucleus, as seen inFig. 6. These resemble, and likely are,microtubule
organizing centers since many of the vesicles appear to be lysosomes, and
the processing of early endosomes to late endosomes/lysosomes requires
their movement along microtubule networks. Accordingly, Parker and
Parrish (2000) showed that overexpression of a dominant interfering
mutant of dynamin altered trafficking of CPV-containing vesicles such
that the concentration of input virus in perinuclear vesicles was signifi-
cantly inhibited. Likewise, Vihinen-Ranta and colleagues (Suikkanen
et al., 2002; Vihinen-Ranta et al., 1998), showed that the microtubule-
depolymerizing drug nocodazole inhibits productive infection and leaves
vesicular structures containing CPV near the cell periphery. In a classic
study of transcytosolic vacuole trafficking, Heuser showed that shifting
the extracellular medium of fibroblasts from pH 7.5 to 6.8 caused many
perinuclear late endosomes/lysosomes to return to the cell periphery, in a
nocodazole-dependent reaction, that could be reversed, mediated again by
microtubules, by returning the cells to neutral pH (Heuser, 1989). Similarly,
we have found that perinuclear clusters of MVM virions can be disrupted
and scattered toward the cell periphery by exposing cells to low pH, in a
reaction that can be blocked by nocodazole, but these return rapidly to their
original location if the extracellular pH is returned to neutral, again in a
nocodazole-dependent fashion. Thus many of the virus-filled vacuoles that
occupy these perinuclear crescents appear to be typical late endosomes/
lysosomes, pursuing their normal trafficking pathways. Microinjection of
antibodies to dynein caused CPV vesicles to remain peripheral, supporting
a model in which this motor protein drives microtubular transport of CPV
entry vesicles.

MVM virions in perinuclear crescents disperse with time and much
internalized virus is recycled back to the cell surface, where it can be
released by the receptor-destroying enzyme, neuraminidase. Thus, for
example, in one quantitative multiplex PCR analysis, populations of syn-
chronized A9 cells infected for 6 h at 37 �C with 500 genomes per cell of
either wild-type or a PLA2-negative mutant MVM, and then incubated in
neuraminidase for an hour to ensure removal of all cell surface–bound
virus, subsequently recycled approximately two-third of the remaining,
intracellular, genomes back into the neuraminidase-supplemented
mediumduring an overnight incubation, without evidence of accompany-
ing cell death (S. F. C. and P. T., unpublished results). Clearly, these virus
particles had failed to navigate the necessary infectious entry pathway.
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Exactly where infecting viruses penetrate the endosomal bilayer is
uncertain, but CPV infectivity can be blocked by the intracytoplasmic
injection of antibodies directed against structural epitopes on the capsid
or VP1SR-specific sequences, indicating that there must be an essential,
capsid-associated, cytoplasmic phase, and that exposure of the VP1SR
must accompany or precede infectious entry into the cytoplasm (Vihinen-
Ranta et al., 2000, 2002). Labeled dextrans with molecular radii of �3000
were progressively released into the cytosol 8–20 h after they are codeliv-
ered to the cell with CPV virions, while dextrans of Mr 10,000 were
retained in vesicles. This may suggest that CPV infection does not lead
to disruption of the endosomal vesicles, but does induce a permeability
change in their membranes (Suikkanen et al., 2003b). Thus, although the
effects of co-uptake with PLA2-defective virions were not explored in this
study, the observed permeability increase might reflect viral enzyme
activity. Complementation analysis between wild-type and mutant parti-
cles has been used to show that bilayer penetration does require deploy-
ment of this lipolytic PLA2 function (Farr et al., 2005). These studies used
an MVM mutant with a single H42D amino acid substitution in its PLA2
active site, which severely impaired its enzymatic activity and abrogated
its infectivity. However, the mutant phenotype could be complemented
in trans by coinfection with wild-type or mutant virions, provided they
expressed functional PLA2, but not by wild-type empty particles, even
though these carry sequestered VP1SR sequences. The H42R mutant was
also complemented by polyethyleneimine-induced endosome rupture or
by coinfection with adenovirus, as long as uptake of the two viruses was
simultaneous and the adenovirus was capable of deploying pVI, a capsid
protein with endosomolytic activity. Thus MVM, and likely other mem-
bers of the genus, appears to use its capsid-tethered phospholipase
activity to penetrate the endosomal membrane. If this event is successful,
infection with the H42R mutant then proceeds normally, suggesting that,
for MVM at least, transiting the endosomal membrane is the only step
during infection that requires such potent phospholipase activity. How-
ever, since the PLA2 activity of themutant virus was compromised, rather
than destroyed, it remains possible that this diminished activity could be
sufficient to support additional roles for the enzyme in the viral life cycle.
D. From cytosol to nucleus

Since CPV infectivity can be blocked by the intracytoplasmic injection
of antibodies directed against both intact capsids and the VP1-specific
sequen ces ( Vihin en-Ran ta et al., 2000 , 2002), genome s associa ted with
such forms must at least enter the cytoplasm during the normal course
of infection. For AAV2 it has also been shown that monoclonal antibodies
with equivalent specificities injected into the cell nucleus similarly block
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infection, providing the first functional evidence that, at least for this
virus, a transitioned capsid is present throughout the cytoplasmic and
nuclear translocation phases, and is implicated in nuclear functions
(Sonntag et al., 2006). In support of this interpretation, CPV virions micro-
injected into the cytoplasm were found to translocate into the nucleus
intact, as demonstrated by their reactivity with structure specific anti-
bodies, where they successfully initiated NS1 expression within 24 h
(Suikkanen et al., 2003a; Vihinen-Ranta et al., 2000). Microinjected empty
capsids were similarly transported, but whether any of this movement
was VP1SR-driven remains uncertain. Notably, whereas karyopherin-
mediated entry via the nuclear pores is typically rapid, viral transport in
the CPV studies was slow, with few particles entering the nucleus
within 3 h of cytoplasmic injection, although these became apparent in
40–50% of injected cells by 6 h. However, the injected particles did not
initially carry exposed VP1SR, suggesting that they had to undergo pro-
tracted structural rearrangements before they were recognized as cargo
(Vihinen-Ranta et al., 2000).

Although very few viral capsids are ever observed in the nuclei of
infected cells (Mani et al., 2006; Suikkanen et al., 2003a), microinjection
of full virions into the cytoplasm allows potential transport mechanisms
to be explored. Thus, microtubule-depolymerizing drugs have been
shown to block the nuclear transport of injected CPV virions, as have
anti-dynein antibodies, suggesting that such free particles may be trans-
ported along microtubules. Electron micrographs of cells taken 10–12 h
after infection with CPV, in which the capsids were detected by immu-
nolabeling with nanogold particles, identified virus lying next to, and in
some cases apparently associated with, the nuclear membrane, which
appeared intact (Suikkanen et al., 2003a). However, whether these virions
were associated with nuclear pores is unclear. The�260 Å diameter of the
virion means that it could, theoretically, be transported, Trojan horse-like,
into nuclei via the nuclear pores, using normal cellular trafficking
mechanisms, and the potential for karyopherin-mediated interactions
with motifs in the VP1SR has been already been discussed at length.
However, compelling evidence for such transport is lacking, and an
alternate nuclear entry strategy, involving partial disruption of the
nuclear membrane, has been proposed (Cohen and Pante, 2005; Cohen
et al., 2006). These authors showed that between 1 and 4 h after infection
with MVM there were dramatic changes in the shape and morphology of
A9 cell nuclei, alterations in nuclear lamin immunostaining, and breaks in
the nuclear envelope that increased in severity with time (Cohen et al.,
2006). Addition of bafilomycin at hourly intervals following similar infec-
tions (Ros et al., 2002; S. F. C. and P. T., unpublished results) suggests that
by 4-h postinfection many potentially infecting virions must still remain
inside acidified vesicles, so that it will be interesting to see if damage to
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the nuclear membrane becomes even more pronounced at later time
points. Nevertheless, by 4 h, the lamin changes are reported to have
occurred in �20% of infected cells, although whether such changes
heralded productive infection or cell death remains uncertain, and will
be important to assess. Theoretically, it is difficult to envision how such
mechanisms could be compatible with the subsequent unchecked entry of
these damaged cells into S-phase.

Finally, both MVM and CPV infections are reported to be disrupted
by various proteosome inhibitors, such as MG132, lactacystin, or epoxomi-
cin (Ros and Kempf, 2004; Ros et al., 2002), although analysis of capsid
proteins during internalization in these studies showed no evidence of
particle ubiquitination or degradation. Specifically, the chymotrypsin-like,
but not the trypsin-like, activity of the proteosome appeared necessary, but
whether this operates in the cytoplasm or nucleus, or what step in infection
it might influence, remains to be determined.

However, as discussed earlier, there is a major caveat that must be
considered when interpreting experiments involving drugs or other treat-
ments that appear to interfere with parvovirus entry. Specifically, until
methods are developed for directly demonstrating the arrival of the
genome in the nucleus, such experiments inevitably rely on NS1 expres-
sion or the replication of viral DNA as the earliest indicator(s) of success-
ful infection, but these events depend on the infected cell entering S-phase
as part of its own replicative program. Thus, it follows that any interven-
tion that delays or arrests the cell cycle will score as one that interferes
with virus entry, whether or not it really does. Thus it is of paramount
importance, for the correct interpretation of parvoviral entry experiments,
to determine that the experimental approach does not itself perturb the
normal cell cycle.
E. Waiting for S-phase: Cryptic versus productive infection

Once inside the nucleus, parvoviruses must wait for the cell to enter
S-phase before they can commandeer its synthetic machinery for their
own preferential replication. Moreover, protracted latency occurs in
parvovirus-infected animals and in noncycling cells in culture, but the
location and physical state of the viral genome during this phase of the life
cycle is uncertain. However, several lines of evidence suggest that it may
remain sequestered within its intact particle. As discussed previously,
heat-induced transitions that expose the VP1SR also expose the 30 end of
the viral DNA to polymerases, so that it is possible that the genome is
ultimately extracted from the particle by the progress of the fork during
complementary-strand DNA synthesis, leaving it physically attached to
the capsid via interactions involving the left-end hairpin telomere. In vitro
replicating DNA is not released from the particle until the rolling-hairpin
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mechanism proceeds through a dimer intermediate, which cannot occur
in the absence of the major virally coded nonstructural protein, NS1, since
this mediates the necessary hairpin transitions. Thus, capsid-associated
duplexes may even serve as the initial viral transcription templates,
providing the NS1 necessary for their own subsequent release. Initial
transcription of MVM also depends on the availability of the host tran-
scription factor E2F, which activates its P4 promoter (Deleu et al., 1999) so
that viral transcription is optimized for expression during early S-phase.

While little is known of the latency strategies employed by members
of the genus Parvovirus, AAV persistence has been explored in greater
depth, and is known to involve several alternative mechanisms. In cycling
human cells, but in the absence of a helper virus, genomes capable of
expressing competent Rep proteins can integrate into a specific site on
chromosome 13qter, although this appears to be a rare event in vivo
(Schnepp et al., 2005). Recombinant AAV (rAAV) vectors, in which ge-
nomes with viral hairpins flanking a foreign promoter-driven transgene
are packaged into virions, provide additional insight into possible
mechanisms of persistence in the absence of Rep expression. Because
these vectors generally have identical ITRs, they give rise to virion popu-
lations with equal numbers of plus- and minus-sense genomes. When
delivered in vivo to postmitotic cell populations at high input multiplicity,
some of these genomes are able to escape from their capsids and integrate
into the host genome in a site-independent manner, predominantly at
the position of preexisting double-strand breaks (Miller et al., 2004).
More commonly, the genomes appear to emerge as unit-length episomal
duplexes, perhaps by progressive annealing between complementary
strands or by some sort of extensive DNA repair-driven pathway, and
their ITRs then undergo intramolecular recombination, generating duplex
circles (Duan et al., 1998; Nakai et al., 2000). These can concatamerize with
time, possibly due to the recombinogenic characteristics of their ITRs, gen-
erating stablemultimeric episomes.When formed in vivo from rAAVvector
genomes, such circles can support transcription over extended periods,
since they typically contain constitutive promoters and express nontoxic
products.

Whether similar patterns of episomal stabilization and maintenance
can occur during the life cycle of members of the Parvovirus genus is
unknown, but seems unlikely for several reasons. First, the autonomously
replicating parvoviruses almost invariably package predominantly one
strand, therefore cannot give rise to duplexes in the absence of significant
DNA replication. Second, each of their termini is distinct from the other,
both in sequence and predicted structure, making it much less likely
that they would readily undergo intramolecular recombination to form
stable circular episomes. Third, the AAV2 P5 promoter drives expression
of the Rep proteins, which in the absence of the helper adenovirus E1A
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protein, downregulate P5, resulting in a negative feedback loop. In con-
trast, the parvovirus P4 promoter upregulates expression of its cytocidal
product, NS1. Thus, for the parvoviruses, it appears likely that only cells
arrested somewhere in the cell cycle, presumably mostly in G1, could
sustain viral persistence without succumbing to the cytocidal effects of
infection. This type of persistence has been termed cryptic infection
(Tattersall and Gardiner, 1990) in order to distinguish it from the types
of latent infection enjoyed by AAV, described above. Since infected,
quiescent cell populations are difficult to maintain as such under culture
conditions and cannot, by definition, be expanded, this aspect of the viral
life cycle has proven difficult to explore, but it has been possible to show
that autonomously replicating parvoviruses will persist in noncycling
cells in vitro, emerging again once quiescence is broken (Paul et al., 1979;
Tattersall, 1972). The presence of unreplicated, single-stranded DNA in
the nucleus, even in quiescent cells, would be expected to strongly
activate DNA damage responses through the ATM–ATR pathway, lead-
ing in normal cells to the suspension of subsequent entry into S-phase.
The simplest solution to this conundrum would be for the virus to persist
in the nucleus in a capsid-sequestered form, but this has yet to be
explored experimentally. Once cryptically infected cells enter S-phase,
however, viral DNA could be uncoated and converted to a transcription-
ally competent duplex form, allowing viral gene expression to be
unleashed. Since NS1 expression is concomitant with the cessation of
host cell DNA synthesis, its further progress through the cell cycle must
then be impeded, leaving the cell’s DNA synthetic machinery at the
disposal of the replicating invader.
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synthesis. Proteins of the P56 family bind to the translation initia-

tion factor, eIF-3, and block translation initiation. PKR, a protein

kinase, phosphorylates a different initiation factor, eIF-2, and inhi-

bits translation initiation. However, unlike P56, PKR needs to be first

activated by dsRNA or PACT, another cellular protein. Another

family of enzymes, the 20-50 oligoadenylate synthetases, synthesizes
20-50 linked oligoadenylates [2–5(A)] in the presence of dsRNA;

2–5(A) activates the latent ribonuclease, RNase L, which degrades

mRNA. Many viruses have evolved mechanisms to evade these

genes by blocking their induction or actions; often more than one

strategy is used by the same virus to achieve this goal. Thus, in an

infected cell, equilibrium is reached between the virus and the cell

with regards to the viral stress-inducible genes.
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
VSIG
 viral stress-inducible gene

IFN
 interferon

ds
 double-stranded

TLR
 toll-like receptor

RIG-I
 retinoic acid-inducible gene

Mda-5
 melanoma differentiation associated gene

ISRE
 interferon-stimulated response element

IRF
 interferon regulatory factor

JAK
 Janus tyrosine kinase

STAT
 signal transducers and activators of transcription

TRIF
 TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-b

IPS-1
 IFN-b promoter stimulator 1

JNK
 c-jun N-terminal kinase

TBK-1
 TANK-binding kinase-1

PI3K
 phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase

eIF3
 eukaryotic initiation factor 3

TPR
 tetratricopeptide repeat

PCI
 proteasome COP9 signalosome

IRES
 internal ribosomal entry site

2-5 (A)
 20-50 oligoadenylate

OAS
 20-50-oligoadenylate synthetase

PKR
 double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase

PACT
 human PKR protein activator

RAX
 mouse PKR activator X

dsRBM
 double-stranded RNA binding motif

eIF2a
 the a subunit of eukaryotic initiation factor 2
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I. INTRODUCTION

Infection of mammalian cells by viruses causes rapid induction of many
cellular genes. The proteins encoded by these genes mediate cell-virus
homeostasis. Some of them impair virus replication by interfering with
specific steps in viral gene expression; others are antiviral cytokines, such
as interferons (IFNs), which are secreted from the infected cells and act on
as yet uninfected neighboring cells to protect them from oncoming viral
infection. IFNs are not direct antivirals; they render the host cell inhospi-
table for viruses by inducingmany antiviral genes. A subset of these genes,
the viral stress-inducible genes (VSIGs), is induced by not only IFNs but
also viral proteins, RNAs, and DNAs and most notably double-stranded
(ds) RNA, a common by-product of virus replication. In some cell types,
they can also be induced by other microbial products, such as bacterial
lipopolysaccharides, indicating a broad functional spectrum of this family
of genes.

Viruses, dsRNA, and the IFN system are interconnected at many
levels. Viruses induce IFN synthesis as does dsRNA, added to cell cul-
tures or transfected into cells. Because some viruses are known to produce
dsRNA during their replication, it was originally thought to be an obliga-
tory intermediate for viral induction of IFNs and VSIGs. As it turned out,
many other viral gene products, such as single-stranded RNA, dsDNA,
glycoproteins, and lipoproteins, can also induce these genes. Nonetheless,
dsRNA remains a major player in host–virus interaction. In addition to its
role in gene induction, it is a cofactor for two important VSIG-encoded
enzymes, dsRNA-activated protein kinase (PKR) and 20-50-oligoadenylate
synthetase (OAS). It is also the substrate of the RNA-editing enzymeADAR,
another VSIG-product. Finally, induction and action of VSIG-products are
often subjected to regulation by constitutively expressed cellular and viral
proteins and RNAs, including dsRNA and dsRNA-binding proteins.

A variety of viral stresses causing VSIG induction use signaling path-
ways that have both common and distinct elements. The most important
common element is the cis-element in the promoters of the induced genes
that receives the signal. This element, the IFN-stimulated response ele-
ment (ISRE), is recognized by members of the IFN regulatory factor (IRF)
family of transcription factors. These factors are present in the cytoplasm
of uninduced cells, they get activated and translocated to the nucleus,
bind to the ISRE, and stimulate transcription either by themselves or
in conjunction with other transcription factors. Three major members of
this family are IRF-9, IRF-3, and IRF-7; the first two are expressed widely,
whereas IRF-7 is expressed primarily in the cells of the immune system.
IRF-9 is a component of interferon stimulated gene factor 3 (ISGF3), a trans-
cription complex of activated STAT1 (signal tranducers and activation of
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transcription 1), STAT2, and IRF-9; it is activated and used by type I IFNs
to induce transcription of VSIGs. In contrast, IRF-3 and IRF-7 act by
themselves, after activation by phosphorylation and dimerization. These
factors are activated by all relevant pathways other than the IFN-signaling
pathway. In this article, we discuss how VSIGs are induced by different
signaling pathways, how proteins encoded by selected VSIGs function,
and how different viruses try to evade these processes.
II. SIGNALING PATHWAYS LEADING TO VSIG INDUCTION

The IRF-ISRE connection is the common link between all signaling path-
ways leading to VSIG induction. In addition, these are inducer-specific
pathways. For example, viruses and dsRNA can activate the transcription
factors NF-kB and AP-1; consequently genes regulated by these transcrip-
tion factors are induced by them but not by IFNs. In contrast, IFNs can
activate STAT1 dimers which recognize interferon-gamma-activated
sequence (GAS) elements and are effective transcription factors. Tran-
scription of the IFN-b gene requires combined action of several transcrip-
tion factors, such as NF-kB, AP-1, and IRF-3/IRF-7. Consequently, IFNs
cannot induce IFN synthesis. There are opportunities for extensive cross
talks among the various signaling pathways, and many genes that encode
components of the signaling pathways are themselves induced by them.
For example, genes encoding Toll-like receptor 3 (TLR-3), a receptor for
dsRNA and STAT1, a component of the IFN-signaling pathway, are
strongly induced by IFN. Conversely, some of the VSIG products, such
as suppressors of cytokine signaling (SOCS) or A20, are negative regula-
tors of specific signaling pathways. Thus, VSIG products can affect their
own expression and reinforce, either positively or negatively, the relevant
signaling pathways.

The IFN-signaling pathways are the most well-understood and the
majority of the VSIGs had been originally identified as IFN-stimulated
genes. The two major types of IFNs, types I and type II, act through dif-
ferent cell surface receptors and are structurally unrelated. Type I IFNs
consist of IFN-a, which has many subspecies, IFN-b, IFN-o and IFN-t.
IFN-g is the sole member of the type II family. Type I IFNs use the
heterodimeric receptor complex IFNARwhose ligand-induced conforma-
tional change causes cross-activation of the two receptor-associated Janus
protein tyrosine kinases, Jak1 and Tyk2. Activated Jaks phosphorylate
themselves, the receptor subunits, and the transcription factors called
signal tranducers and activation of transcription (STAT). Tyrosine phos-
phorylated STAT1 and STAT2 form a trimeric complex with IRF-9 (P48).
This complex translocates to the nucleus, binds to ISRE, and activates
transcription of the cognate genes. IFN-g binds to its own receptor,
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IFNGR, and initiates a similar signaling process by causing dimerization
of the receptor, phosphorylation of Jak1 and Jak2, and phosphorylation of
STAT1. Phosphorylated STAT1 forms dimers, translocates to the nucleus,
and binds to the GAS elements in the promoters of IFN-g-activated genes.
These genes are usually not induced by viruses and dsRNA because their
transcription is not IRF-driven. But, IFN-g can also induce some genes
through ISRE, using a transcription complex containing STAT1 and IRF-9.

Many IFN-independent signaling pathways can cause VSIG induc-
tion. They initiate differently but converge at various points and activate
IRF-3 or IRF-7, the common denominators (Fig. 1). The Toll-like receptors
are major sensors of viral components. The nucleic acid recognizingmem-
bers, TLR-3, TLR-7, TLR-8, and TLR-9, reside primarily in the endosomal
membr anes. TLR- 3 reco gnizes dsRN A (Ale xopoulo u et al., 2001 ), TLR- 7
and TLR-8 recog nize ssRNA (Beutler and Croza t, 200 4), and TLR-9 re-
cognizes dsDNA (Hemmi et al., 2000). Some viral glycoproteins are recog-
nized by the cell surface receptors TLR-2 and TLR-4 (Bieback et al., 2002).
The two other major receptors are the cytoplasmic RNA-helicases, retinoic
acid-inducible gene (RIG-I) and melanoma differentiation-associated
gene (Mda-5). They recognize uncapped viral RNAs, probably dsRNA
(Hornung et al., 2006; Pichlmair et al., 2006). A similar pathway may exist
for recognizing cytoplasmic DNA. The adaptor proteins for the different
receptors connect them to the common protein kinase, TANK-binding
kinase-1 (TBK1), which phosphorylates and activates IRF-3 and IRF-7
(Fitzgerald et al., 2003). For TLR-3, the critical adaptor protein is TIR-
domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-b (TRIF), which is also
recruited by TLR-4 using an intermediate adaptor called trif-related
adaptor molecule (TRAM). TLR-7, TLR-8, TLR-9 and TLR-4, all use the
major adaptor of TLR pathways, MyD88; TLR-3 is the only TLR that does
not use myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88). RIG-I and Mda-5 use
the adaptor protein, IFN-b promoter stimulator 1 (IPS-1), which is a
mitochondrial membrane-anchored protein. Different viruses use differ-
ent pathways to trigger VSIG induction. The primary pathway is not only
virus dependent, but cell-type dependent as well. TLR-7 or TLR-8 is the
major receptor for vesicular stomatitus virus (VSV), influenza virus and
HIV-mediated innate immune response (Diebold et al., 2004; Lund et al.,
2004), whereas TLR-3 is used by murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV), influ-
enza virus, reovirus, and mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) (Guillot
et al., 2005; Hoebe et al., 2003). TLR-2 is used by human cytomegalovirus
(HCMV) and measles virus (Bieback et al., 2002; Compton et al., 2003),
TLR-9 by MCMV and herpes simplex virus (HSV) (Krug et al., 2004;
Tabeta et al., 2004). Paramyxoviruses, hepatitis C virus (HCV), and picor-
naviruses use primarily the RIG-I/Mda-5 system. TLR-4 recognizes respi-
ratory syncytial virus (RSV) and MMTV. For some viruses, the exact viral
components responsible for the response have been identified. For RSV, it
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is the F protein and for MMTV it is the envelope protein, both of which
activate TLR-4. HCMV gB protein and MV H protein activate TLR-2, and
CpG DNA of HSV-1, HSV-2, and MCMV can activate TLR-9. dsRNA
produced by MCMV, influenza virus, NDV, and LCMV are implicated
in activating TLR-3, and ssRNA of influenza virus and VSV can activate
TLR-7. In specific viral infection models, TLRs may trigger not only host
defense but pathogenesis as well.
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A. Signaling by dsRNA

Among the TLRs, TLR-3, present in the endosomal membrane, recognizes
dsRNA (Alexopoulou et al., 2001). The recognition is by ionic interaction
between the negatively charged ligand and positively charged amino acid
residues present along both sides of a groove that accommodates dsRNA
(Bell et al., 2005; Choe et al., 2005). Extracellular dsRNA has to be endocy-
tosed to reach TLR-3; however, many viruses enter the cell through
endocytosis and their genomic RNAs may encounter TLR-3 in the endo-
some. Ligand binding leads to TLR-3 dimerization, presumably causing a
conformational change of its cytoplasmic domain to initiate the signaling
process. A novel aspect of TLR-3 signaling is the need for its tyrosine pho-
sphorylation; among the TLRs, this feature is unique to TLR-3. Human
TLR-3 contains five tyrosine residues in its cytoplasmic domain. Only two
of them, Tyr759 and Tyr858, are absolutely needed for complete signaling
by the receptor (Sarkar et al., 2003). These residues get phosphorylated on
ligand binding to the receptor, and phosphorylation is essential for
signaling because their mutation to Phe or the presence of a tyrosine
kinase inhibitor blocks signaling. The two phosphotyrosines recruit the
signaling complex. The adaptor proteins include TRIF and TNF receptor-
associated factor 3 (TRAF3), and the two main branches of signaling
bifurcate from TRIF. The Ser/Thr protein kinases, c-jun N-terminal kinase
(JNK), P38, and IkB Kinase (IKK) are activated by a complex containing
TRAF6, TAB1, TAB2, and TAK1. JNK, P38, and IKK activate the tran-
scription factors c-Jun, ATF2, and NF-kB, respectively. Another adaptor
protein, RIP1, is also required for NF-kB activation. The second indepen-
dent branch of signaling from TRIF is mediated by the recruitment of the
protein kinase TBK1 or IKKe, which directly phosphorylates the tran-
scription factor IRF-3. Its phosphorylation causes dimerzation and
nuclear translocation. In the nucleus, it binds to the ISRE elements in the
promoters of target genes and induces their transcription. The histone
deacetylase, HDAC6, is required for the transcriptional activity of IRF-3.

Activation of both NF-kB and IRF-3 by TLR-3 signaling is a two-step
process, and the two phosphotyrosines of TLR-3 initiate each of the two
steps (Fig. 2). If Tyr759 is mutated, TBK1 is still recruited to the receptor,
and IRF-3 activation occurs up to the stage of its nuclear translocation
(Sarkar et al., 2004). However, although in the nucleus, it cannot interact
with co-activators and form a stable transcription complex; consequently,
genes are not induced under these conditions. The biochemical defect
of the incompletely activated IRF-3 was traced to its partial phosphoryla-
tion. Full activation requires its further phosphorylation by a PI3 kinase/
Akt-mediated pathway. This pathway is initiated by the recruitment
of PI3 kinase to the TLR-3 complex via phosphotyrosine 759. The tyrosine
kinase, Src, which is known to be activated by Akt, may be a participant in
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this pathway because Src is activated by TLR-3 signaling, and its presence
is needed for gene induction (our unpublished observation). Inhibition of
PI3 kinase, Akt, and Src has the same effect as TLR-3 Tyr759 mutation;
IRF-3 is incompletely phosphorylated and transcriptionally inactive.

The details of NF-kB activation are somewhat different, but the same
two-step activation principle is operative here as well (Sarkar et al., 2007).
In the first step, binding of dsRNA to TLR-3 causes IKK activation, IkB
phosphorylation and the release of NF-kB from the NF-kB–IkB complex.
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TLR-3 Tyr759 is not required for the above process or for the phosphory-
lation of NF-kB P65 protein in Ser276 and Ser546 residues. However, full
activation of NF-kB needs further phosphorylation of P65 which is
initiated by phosphotyrosine 759 of TLR-3. Under-phosphorylated NF-k
B goes to the nucleus but cannot bind to the promoters of the target genes
tightly enough to induce transcription. Thus, the roles of Tyr759 and Tyr858
of TLR-3 are distinct, but complementary, in the activation pathways of
NF-kB and IRF-3.

dsRNA can induce gene transcription by using the cytoplasmic sensors
RIG-I andMda-5aswell (Yoneyama et al., 2004).Thesepathwaysareusedby
many RNA viruses to induce VSIGs. We compared the characteristics of
gene induction by the dsRNA/TLR-3 pathway and the RIG-I pathway
activated by Sendai virus (SeV) (Elco et al., 2005). We used microarray
analyses of gene induction by the two agents as the primary tool, and
suitable cell mutants were used to investigate the role of specific proteins
in the signalingpathways.These studies revealed thatSeVdoesnotuseTLR-
3 at all, and the repertoires of genes induced by SeV/RIG-I and dsRNA/
TLR-3 are partially overlapping, many VSIGs being common to both of
them. IRF-3, NF-kB, and IFN signaling were required for the induction of
different subsets of gene by SeV. This study produced an unexpected result,
namely, a cross talk between the IRF-3 pathway and the NF-kB pathway,
increasing levels of IRF-3 block gene induction by the NF-kB pathway. But,
this inhibition is selective; induction of only some NF-kB-driven genes is
impaired. The underlying molecular mechanism remains to be delineated.
III. INHIBITION OF TRANSLATION BY PROTEINS ENCODED
BY VSIGS

Although the biochemical and cellular functions of the majority of VSIGs’
products are unknown, several of them block protein synthesis. These
proteins inhibit a variety of steps in mRNA translation, some acting
constitutively and others requiring enzymatic activation by binding to
dsRNA (Fig. 3). The first class of proteins, members of the P56 family, can
block translation initiation as such and their induction by viral and other
stresses leads to inhibition of cellular protein synthesis. By necessity,
these proteins are not expressed at all in unstressed cells. Moreover they
are often induced robustly, but only transiently, and both the proteins and
the mRNAs turn over rapidly. Thus, these proteins are designed to block
cellular translation efficiently but temporarily. Viral-stress inducible pro-
teins of the second class, which block protein synthesis, are enzymes.
They are often expressed at low levels in uninfected cells, the levels are
further increased on cellular exposure to viral stresses. These proteins
are enzymatically inactive as such and they need to be activated by
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conformational changes induced by binding to their activators. One fam-
ily of such enzymes, the OAS, is activated by dsRNA and synthesizes 20-50

linked oligoadenylates [2–5 (A)]. The 2–5 (A) molecules, in turn, activate
the latent ribonuclease, RNase L, causing mRNA degradation. The other
VSIG-encoded latent enzyme is the serine-threonine protein kinase, PKR.
PKR is activated by its binding to either of two activators, dsRNA or
PACT, a cellular protein. Activation of PKR leads to its autophosphoryla-
tion and phosphorylation of its most well-characterized substrate, the a
subunit of the translation initiation factor, eukaryotic initiation factor 2
(eIF-2), which leads to inhibition of protein synthesis. The characteristics
and the modes of action of these selected VSIG products are described
below in more detail.
A. The P56 family of proteins

Human P56 is encoded by ISG56 (1FIT-1), a gene whose transcription is
strongly induced by type I IFNs, dsRNA, or virus infection (Guo et al.,
2000a). There are three other members of this family of human genes:
ISG54 (IFIT-2) encodes P54, ISG58 (IFIT-5) encodes P58, and ISG60 (IFIT-4)
encodes P60 (deVeer et al., 1998; Niikura et al., 1997; Wathelet et al., 1988;
Yu et al., 1997). In mouse, there are three genes: ISG56 (IFIT-1), ISG54
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(IFIT-2), and ISG49 (IFIT-3) (Bluyssen et al., 1994). Among the human and
mouse proteins, the cognate members of the two species are more struc-
turally related than two members from the same species. For example,
human P56 and mouse P56 have 50% sequence identity and human P54
and mouse P54 have 73% sequence identity. In contrast, human P56 and
P54 have only 42% identical residues.

Viral stresses, that trigger different signaling pathways leading to the
activation of the IRF transcription factors, induce synthesis of the P56
family of proteins. The corresponding genes appear at or near the top of
microarray charts of cellular genes induced by many viruses, IFNs, and
dsRNA (Der et al., 1998; Geiss et al., 2001). Different members of this gene
family are usually induced coordinately both in tissue culture and in
mice. Recently, Wacher et al. (2007) examined their induction in the brains
of mice infected with either lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus or West
Nile virus. ISG49, ISG56, and to lesser extent, ISG54, were induced widely
in the neuronal population. Their induction patterns in STAT1–/– and
STAT2–/– mice, interpreted as IFN-independent induction, were lower,
delayed, and restricted to cells in the choroids plexus, meninges, and
endothelium. These results demonstrated that infection of the central
nervous system of mice by an arena virus or a flavivirus causes robust
induction of the P56 family members. Their induction in some cells,
especially neurons, is IFN-signaling dependent, whereas in other cell
types, it is IFN independent.

Although these genes usually induced coordinately, interesting excep-
tions have recently been noted. In human fibrosarcoma HT1080 cells,
IFN-b strongly induces both ISG56 and ISG54 mRNAs; the level of ISG54
mRNA, but not ISG56 mRNA, declines quickly (Terenzi et al., 2006).
In contrast, the induction kinetics of both mRNAs, in response to
dsRNA, are very similar. In these cells, Sendai virus induces both
mRNAs strongly but transiently, whereas in HEK293 cells the induction
is both strong and sustained. Thus, there are both inducer-specific and
cell-specific differences in the induction patterns of human ISG56 and
ISG54. Interesting differences in the in vivo induction patterns of the two
corresponding mouse genes have been observed as well (Terenzi et al.,
unpublished observations). In this study, IFN-a, IFN-b, dsRNA, or vesic-
ular stomatitis virus was administered to mice by tail-vein injections, and
the expression of P56 and P54 in different tissues was examined. Both
proteins were induced by all inducers in many tissues, but there were
intriguing exceptions. For example, in spleenic B cells, only P54 was in-
duced in response to any inducer. In the liver, both proteins were induced
well by IFN-b and dsRNA, but IFN-a and VSV induced primarily P56. The
observed differences of the protein level were reflected at the mRNA level
as well, indicating that the differences are in the gene induction patterns.
Future investigation of the molecular basis of the above observations
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should lead to the discovery of novel features of regulation of expression
of this class of genes.

The P56 proteins are related in their sequences, but quite distinct.
Their one common feature is that they all contain multiple tetratricopep-
tide repeat (TPR) motifs (D’Andrea and Regan, 2003). These are degener-
ate protein–protein interaction motifs that function in combinations. The
cognate members of the human and the mouse P56 family contain the
same number of TPR motifs distributed at similar distances (Sarkar and
Sen, 2004). For example, although human and mouse P56 proteins have
only 50% sequence identities, they both contain six TPR motifs located at
similar positions in the linear sequences of the proteins. In contrast, the
P54 proteins of both species have four TPR motifs. The TPR motifs adopt
helix-turn-helix structures, and adjacent motifs pack in parallel forming
spirals of repeating anti-parallel helices (D’Andrea and Regan, 2003). The
TPR motifs allow binding of these proteins to multi-protein complexes
and regulate their functions. In the case of the P56 family of proteins, the
most characterized binding partner is the translation initiation factor,
eIF-3. eIF-3 is a 12-subunit protein complex that catalyzes many steps
in the initiation of protein synthesis. The P56 proteins interact with spe-
cific subunits of eIF-3 and stay bound to the whole eIF-3 complex. The
human P56 binds to the ‘‘e’’ subunit of eIF-3 (also known as Int-6 or P48)
(Guo et al., 2000b). Whereas human P54 binds to both the ‘‘e’’ and the ‘‘c’’
subunits; P60 and P58 do not bind to either of the subunits. Both mouse
P56 and P54 bind to the ‘‘c’’ but not the ‘‘e’’ subunit of eIF-3. The carboxyl
terminal regions of the ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘e’’ subunits of eIF-3 are responsible for
the interactions (Guo et al., 2000b). These regions contain amotif called the
proteasome COP9 signalosome (PCI) motif, a long a-helix, that is present
in different subunits of three large protein complexes: the regulatory
subunit of proteasome (P), the CoP9/signalsome (C) complex, and trans-
lation initiation (I) factor 3 (Hofmann and Bucher, 1998). Some P56-family
proteins can interact with more than one region of eIF3c. HuP54 interacts
with both the N-terminal and the C-terminal regions of eIF3c. Using its
own N-terminal region, mouse P54 interacts with only the PCI domain of
eIF3c, whereas mouse P56 interacts with its N-terminal region.

Recombinant human and mouse P56 and P54 proteins inhibit in vitro
translation of mRNAs in rabbit reticulocyte lysate system (Guo et al.,
2000b; Hui et al., 2005; Terenzi et al., 2005, 2006). The observed inhibition
is due to their ability to block specific function of eIF-3 because exoge-
nously added excess eIF-3 can reverse the inhibition and a mutant P56,
which cannot bind to eIF3, does not inhibit translation. Detailed investi-
gation of the nature of the eIF-3 functions that are impaired by the binding
of P56 has produced interesting results. Among the many functions of
eIF-3 in initiating protein synthesis, all but two are unaffected. One of the
two affected functions is the ability of eIF-3 to stabilize the ternary
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complex of eIF-2.GTP.tRNAi Met. Human P56 and P54, which can bind to
the ‘‘e’’ subunit of eIF-3, block the above function (Fig. 4; Hui et al., 2003).
In contrast, mouse P56 and P54, which bind to the ‘‘c’’ subunit, do not
affect it. Instead, binding of the P56 proteins to the ‘‘c’’ subunit blocks a
different function of eIF-3, namely, its ability to facilitate the formation of
the 48S pre-initiation complex (Fig. 5; Hui et al., 2005; Terenzi et al., 2006),
composed of the 40S ribosomal subunit and the 20S complex containing
eIF-3, ternary complex, eIF4F, and mRNA. Mouse P56 and P54 and
human P54, but not P56, block 48S complex formation although the 20S
complex forms normally. Thus, there is a perfect correlation between the
subunit of eIF-3 to which a P56-family protein binds and the specific
function of eIF-3 that is inhibited. P56 can inhibit initiation of translation
of not only capped mRNAs but also of those that use internal ribosomal
entry sites (IRES). For example, translation of HCV mRNA is strongly
inhibited by human P56 and this mechanism is thought to be one of the
major arms of IFN’s antiviral effects on HCV replication (Wang et al.,
2003). Interestingly, translation initiated by the IRES of encephalomyocar-
ditis virus mRNA is hardly blocked by P56, reinforcing the concept that
different IRES elements may use distinct mechanisms to initiate transla-
tion and depending on the specific role of eIF-3 in a particular mechanism,
P56 may or may not have any effect (Hui et al., 2003). These observations
suggest that the P56 family of proteins can be used as important tools to
probe the nature of the specific functions of eIF-3 that are needed in
different models of translation initiation. Beyond translation initiation,
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P56 proteins may affect other putative functions of the eIF-3 subunits.
Because many of these subunits are present in the nucleus as well, they
are anticipated to have additional cellular functions. For example, eIF3e is
a shuttle protein that contains both a nuclear localization signal and a
nuclear export signal. This protein was originally discovered as the prod-
uct of the mammalian Int-6 gene, whose disruption in mice by the inte-
gration of the mouse mammary tumor virus genome causes breast cancer
in mice (Marchetti et al., 1995). Although, the biochemical basis of that
pathogenesis is unknown, it will be interesting to investigate whether the
P56 proteins have any effect on it.
B. 20-50 Oligoadenylate synthetases

Proteins of the OAS family are present in low quantities in most cells, but
their levels are increased on viral stresses. These are latent enzymes that
are activated by conformational changes induced by binding to their
activator, dsRNA. Once activated, they catalyze the synthesis of 20-50

linked oligoadenylates [2–5 (A)], which, in turn, activate the latent ribo-
nuclease, RNase L, by promoting its dimerization (Hovanessian, 1991;
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Lengyel, 1987; Silverman and Cirino, 1997). Three human genes, OAS1,
OAS2, and OAS3, encode enzymatically active proteins; in addition there
are several OAS-like genes. The OAS genes produce alternatively spliced
mRNAs encoding multiple isozymes with different carboxyl terminal
regions. The OAS1 isozymes are 40–46 kDa and form tetramers; the OAS2
isozymes are 69–71 kDa and form dimers, whereas the OAS3 enzyme is
a monomer of 100 kDa. Some of these isoforms are posttranslationally
modified by lipids and sugars causing their translocation to different
subcellular sites (Marie et al., 1990; Sarkar et al., 1999a).

There are notable differences in the enzymatic properties of the three
classes of OAS. The OAS1 isozymes synthesize up to hexamers of 2–5(A)
and the OAS2 isozyme can synthesize up to 30 mer of 2–5 (A) (Sarkar et al.,
1999a). In contrast, OAS3 can make only dimeric 2–5 (A) which cannot
activate RNase L (Rebouillat et al., 1999). Extensive structure-function stud-
ies of OAS1 andOAS2 have led to the identification of their oligomerization
site, the catalytic site (C), the substrate acceptor-binding site (A), and the
substrate donor-binding site (D) (Sarkar et al., 1999b, 2002a). The latter three
sites of OAS2 P69 are located near its C-terminal, whereas the dimerization
domain is at the very C-terminal. Dimerization of P69 is essential for its
enzymatic activity because of the crisscross nature of catalysis (Sarkar et al.,
2002b). The donor bound to the ‘‘D’’ site of subunit 1 is transferred to the
acceptor bound to the ‘‘A’’ site of subunit 2 by the action of the ‘‘C’’ site of
subunit 2. Thus, each enzyme molecule simultaneously synthesizes two
chains of 2–5 (A). By mutating one or more of the sites in one subunit, but
not the other, the catalytic activity could be reduced by half.

Solution of the crystal structure of OAS1 revealed that it is a U-shaped
protein with two major domains (Hartmann et al., 2003). One domain
from the N-terminus consists of five-stranded antiparallel b-sheets and
two a-helices. The other domain from the C-terminus consists of a four-
helix bundle. The two lobes are linked by a 35-residue stretch containing
two a-helices. Moreover, the first 20 residue at the N-terminus of the
protein pack tightly against the C-terminal domain. The structure of the
catalytic site, composed of three Asp residues, is similar to that of poly(A)
polymerases, which suggests that the way the substrates become accessi-
ble to be active centers of the two classes of enzymes, determines
the nature of the bond formed, 20-50 or 30-50 (Hartmann et al., 2002). The
structure of OASA1 shed light on its mechanism of activation by dsRNA
as well. Among the dsRNA-binding proteins, the OAS proteins are like
TLR-3 and unlike PKR, they do not have any defined dsRNA-binding
motif. Instead, OAS1 contains on the opposite side of the catalytic center,
a positively charged groove in which negatively charged dsRNA fits
perfectly. Mutagenesis and enzyme kinetics studies suggest that binding
of dsRNA to this groove causes a domain–domain shift that widens the
active site cleft of the protein.
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Some OAS isoforms and OAS-related proteins have nonenzymatic
activities as well. Because of alternative splicing, the human OAS1 E18
isozyme acquires a Bcl2-homology 3 domain in its C-terminus. Through
this domain, E18 interacts with members of the Bcl-2 family and causes
cellular apoptosis (Ghosh et al., 2001). This action of E18 does not require
its enzymatic activity, dimerization or activation by dsRNA. Thus, E18,
an IFN-inducible protein, has dual functions, to synthesize 2–5 (A) and
to promote apoptosis. The enzymatically inactive OAS-like protein, P59
OASL, can confer antiviral activity probably through its C-terminal region
which contains ubiquitin-like sequences (Hartmann et al., 2001). The
mouse OASL1 gene, which encodes an enzymatically inactive protein,
has been implicated to confer resistance toWest Nile virus by an unknown
mechanism (Mashimo et al., 2002). These recent observations of nonenzy-
matic functions of some OAS and OAS-related proteins have generated
new interest in their biological roles.
C. PKR/PACT

PKR (protein kinase RNA regulated) is a latent protein kinase (Meurs et al.,
1990). Like OAS, PKR is expressed ubiquitously at a low level but its
expression is induced by viral stresses. The enzyme is activated by auto-
phosphorylation which requires its conformational change on binding to
its activator (Galabru andHovanessian, 1987). In the presence of ATP, it can
be activated by dsRNA or the cellular protein PACT. Once activated, it can
phosphorylate only a limited set of proteins, the most characterized of
which is the a subunit of the translation initiation factor, eIF-2, whose
phosphorylation causes inhibition of translation initiation (Samuel, 1993).
In virus-infected cells, viral dsRNA, a common by-product of viral replica-
tion, causes PKR activation, eIF-2 phosphorylation, and inhibition of viral
protein synthesis. To counteract the PKR-mediated antiviral effect, many
viruses encode proteins or RNAs that interfere with PKR activation or
action. In addition to its role in translation regulation and cell growth, PKR
has been shown to be an important element in the transcriptional signaling
pathways activated by specific cytokines, growth factors, dsRNA,
and extracellular stresses (reviewed in Williams, 2001). In addition, PKR
has been implicated in cell differentiation, apoptosis, and oncogenic
transformation.

PKR contains two structurally and functionally distinct domains
connected by a linker region. At its N-terminus, is the dsRNA binding
domain containing two dsRNA-binding motifs (Green and Mathews,
1992; Patel and Sen 1992) and at the C-terminus, is the catalytic domain
containing eleven kinase subdomains (Meurs et al., 1990). The two dsRNA-
bindingmotifs, dsRBM1 and dsRBM2, alsomediate direct protein–protein
interactions (Patel et al., 1995, 1996). Consequently, members of the PKR
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family of dsRNA-binding proteins can homodimerize and heterodimerize.
The structure of the dsRNA-binding domain has been solved by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) (Nanduri et al., 1998) and that of the kinase
domain has been solved by x-ray crystallography (Dar et al., 2005; Dey
et al., 2005). However, the structures of the linker region and the whole
protein remain undetermined.

PACT, the protein activator of PKR, is also a dsRNA-binding protein
(Patel and Sen, 1998). Like PKR, it contains two dsRNA-binding motifs,
domains 1 and 2, at its N-terminus. But these domains do not activate
PKR, nor are they required for PKR activation in vitro. Domain 3, a 66
residue stretch near the C-terminus, by itself, can activate PKR (Huang
et al., 2002; Peters et al., 2001). Domain 3 does not bind dsRNA and its
mode of activation of PKR is quite distinct form that used by dsRNA;
domain 3 has low affinity for the linker region of PKR, whereas domains 1
and 2 bind strongly to the dsRBD of PKR. In vivo, PKR activation by PACT
requires not only domain 3 but also either domain 1 or domain 2. Pre-
sumably, the need of the latter domains is for anchoring PACT tightly to
PKR, because they can be replaced by PKR’s own dimerization domains.
Domains 1 and 2 of PACT, not only do not activate PKR but when
expressed without domain 3 they inhibit PKR activation. Consequently,
eIF-2 phosphorylation is diminished and protein synthesis is enhanced.

The inactive conformation of PKR is maintained by an intramolecular
interaction between dsRBM2 and the linker/kinase domain (Nanduri
et al., 2000; Li et al., 2006b). DsRNA binds to dsRBM1 with higher affinity
which promotes cooperative binding to dsRBM2 and disruption of the
intramolecular protein–protein interaction (Nanduri et al., 2000). The
motif in the linker region of PKR, with which dsRBM2 interacts, has
recently been identified (Li et al., 2006b). To this motif (PBM), PACT
domain 3 also binds. Biochemical, genetic, and NMR analysis showed
that PBM binds to PACT domain 3 as well as dsRBM2 of PKR. Thus, the
PKR activation mechanisms used by dsRNA and PACT domain 3 are
reciprocal: dsRNA binds to dsRBM2 and PACT domain 3 binds to PBM
and either binding leads to disruption of the intramolecular interaction
and consequent activation of PKR (Fig. 6). This model of PKR activation
has been further confirmed genetically and biochemically; critical resi-
dues in PBM that are required for the interaction with dsRBM2 have been
identified. Their mutations in PKR led to disruption of the intramolecular
interaction and constitutive activation of the protein. Expression of such a
mutant, but not the Wt PKR, in cells caused enhanced phosphorylation of
eIF-2a. Moreover, a decoy peptide containing PBM could activate PKR by
interfering with the intramolecular interaction that maintains the inactive
conformation of the protein.

In virus-infected cells, viral dsRNA is the likely activator of PKR,
whereas in uninfected cells PACT is probably the more relevant activator.
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Activation of PKR by PACT in vivo requires exposure of the cells to
extracellular stresses that can be provided by withdrawal of growth
factors or treatment of cells with a low dose of actinomycin D, arsenite,
thapsigargin, or hydrogen peroxide (Ito et al., 1999; Patel et al., 2000; Peters
et al., 2001). Under these conditions, PACT is phosphorylated at specific
serine residues, which makes it a better activator of PKR. These residues
have recently been identified as Ser246 and Ser287 in domain 3 of PACT
(Peters et al., 2006). Alanine scanning mutagenesis of domain 3 revealed
the identity of the 10 residues that were essential for activating PKR and
causing cellular apoptosis. Among them were Ser246 and Ser287; they
could be substituted by Thr, but not Ala, suggesting that they may be
targets of phosphorylation. In support of this notion, their substitution
with the phosphoserine mimetic Asp was also tolerated. Biochemical
analyses revealed that Ser246 was constitutively phosphorylated in cells,
whereas Ser287 was phosphorylated on the application of stress. More-
over, phosphorylation of Ser287 did not take place if Ser246 was mutated,
indicating that its constitutive phosphorylation is a prerequisite for
Ser287 phosphorylation. As anticipated, the S246D, S287D mutant was
constitutively active and needed no stress-activated signals for its
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ability to activate PKR. The S246A, S287D mutant was inactive indicating
that phosphorylation of both residues were essential. In vitro analysis
revealed that the constitutively active mutant of PACT could bind PKR
more strongly and hence activate it more efficiently.

Physiological functions of PACT have been explored by generating
Pact–/– mice (Rowe et al., 2006). These mice have major phenotypes that
are not shared by Pkr–/– mice (Abraham et al., 1999; Yang et al., 1995).
Most notably, Pact–/– mice are smaller in size, have major fertility pro-
blems, and display microtia defects in ear development. These mice suffer
from congenital abnormality of both outer andmiddle ears; consequently,
they are hearing impaired. PACT is expressed in all three parts of the ear
in adult and embryonic wild-type mice suggesting a direct role of the
protein in ear development. This is the first example of a developmental
role of a mammalian dsRNA-binding protein, although inDrosophila such
a role of a similar protein, Staufen, is well documented (Micklem et al.,
2000; St Johnston et al., 1989, 1991). The infertility problems of male and
female Pact–/– mice were explained by the observation that they have
reduced sex hormone levels. Similarly, the smaller size is most probably
due to a lower level of growth hormone. The lower levels of various
hormones could be traced back to a problem in pituitary development;
Pact–/– mouse has a much smaller anterior pituitary because of a defect
in the development of this tissue after birth (Peters et al., unpublished ob-
servations). The pituitary defect can account for all developmental defects
of Pact–/–mice other thanmicrotia. These observations indicate that PACT
and possibly other mammalian dsRNA-binding proteins have major roles
in development. The challenge now is to delineate the molecular basis of
their functions in this context.
IV. VIRAL EVASION OF VSIG EXPRESSION AND FUNCTION

Because unchecked induction of the VSIGs is detrimental to efficient virus
replication, many viruses employ a variety of strategies to block either
their induction and/or their functions. These viral evasion strategies are
integral components of the host–virus equilibrium maintained in nature.
In the laboratory, viral evasion of the innate response can be studied
effectively by expressing the relevant viral protein or RNA in cells in iso-
lation and measuring the ability of those cells to effectively mount an
antiviral response. The knowledge gathered by employing the above
strategy is often complemented with experiments using mutant viruses
that do not express the ‘‘evasion’’ genes. However, the latter experiments
are often difficult to interpret on their own because of the direct need of
the products of the same genes for virus replication itself. For sorting out
this additional complication, the replication efficiencies of the mutant
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virus need to be compared in normal cells and in cells that are defective
in the relevant feature of the antiviral response. Almost all of our knowl-
edge on viral evasion is based on the results of studies that used one or
more of the above experimental strategies. These investigations have
revealed that viruses can inhibit all stages of cellular antiviral response:
induction of VSIG by blocking TLR, RIG-I, Mda-5 signaling, blocking IFN
synthesis and its action by inhibiting receptor interaction and signaling,
and blocking the functions of proteins encoded by VSIGs (Fig. 7). Often
more than one of the above processes are blocked by the same virus, thus
ensuring effective inhibition of the entire pathway of cellular response to
viral infection. Specific examples of such inhibitions are presented below.
Some RNA viruses evade the IFN system by global shut-off of host RNA
synthesis or processing. Poliovirus, VSV, bunya viruses, and influenza
viruses are known to use these strategies.
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FIGURE 7 Viral strategies to interfere with VSIG induction and function. Many viruses

block key signaling proteins or their cofactors/ligands by directly binding them, and

some disrupt signaling by cleaving the proteins or leading them to degradation. Some

viruses have the ability to block multiple steps in the cellular response to infection.
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A. Inhibition of IFN synthesis and VSIG induction

HCV blocks signaling, by both TLR-3 and RIG-I/Mda-5, through the
degradation of the key adaptor proteins of the two pathways. Con-
sequently, neither IFNs nor VSIGs are efficiently induced. The key viral
protein that brings about these inhibitions is the NS3/4A protease
(Freundt and Lenardo, 2005), although NS3-independent blockage has
also been noted (Cheng et al., 2006). Inhibition of TLR-3-mediated signal-
ing is accomplished by NS3-mediated cleavage of the adaptor protein
TRIF , which is also require d for TLR-4 sign aling (Bre iman et al ., 2005 ; Li
et al., 2005a). Recogn ition of TRIF by NS 3 emp loys a mecha nism slig htly
different from that used for the recognition of the viral substrates by the
same protease (Ferreon et al., 2005). The RIG-I-mediated cytoplasmic
pathway of VSIG induction is blocked by HCV NS3/4A protease by
cleav ing the critical adapto r protein IPS-1 ( Foy et al., 2005 ; Li  et al .,
2005b; Loo et al., 2006 ).

Paramyxoviruses block intracellular signaling leading to VSIG induc-
tion by using several viral proteins. The ‘‘V’’ proteins bind to Mda-5 and
inhibit its signaling ability (Andrejeva et al., 2004). Nipah virus V protein,
a nuclear protein, can block TLR-3 signaling (Shaw et al., 2005). Specific
strains of respiratory syncytial virus and measles virus can block TLR-7
and TLR-9-mediated IFN production by plasmacytoid dendritic cells
(Schlender et al., 2005). These effects may be mediated by the viral non-
structural proteins NS1/ NS2 (Spann et al., 2005). In addition, the secreted
form of the viral ‘‘F’’ protein can block TLR-4 signaling by the membrane-
bound viral ‘‘F’’ protein or other agonists of TLR-4 (Polack et al., 2005).
Among rhabdoviruses, rabies virus ‘‘P’’ protein can block IRF-3 activation
by an unknown mechanism (Brzozka et al., 2006). Flaviviruses can also
block IFN synthesis. Classical swine fever virus (CSFV) achieves this by
degrading IRF-3 through the action of the viral protease NPro (La Rocca
et al., 2005). West Nile virus – NY can block the early host response
mediated by RIG-I (Fredericksen and Gale, 2006). The NS2A protein of
the Kunjin subtype of the same virus can block IFN induction, an activity
that is abolished by the substitution of a single amino acid of the protein.
A virus carrying the NS2Amutation can replicate as well as the wild-type
virus in cells that cannot produce IFN but not in IFN-competent cells. The
mutant virus is attenuated not only in wild-type mice but also in IFN-a/b
receptor-null mice indicating that IFN-independent antiviral pathways
are also blocked by NS2A (Liu et al., 2006). Ebola virus VP35 protein can
block RIG-I signaling probably by binding dsRNA (Cardenas et al., 2006).
A virus encoding a mutant VP35 that cannot block IRF-3 activation is
attenuated in cell culture (Hartman et al., 2006).

Rotavirus NSP1 protein binds to IRF-3 using its ownC-terminal domain
and induces rapid degradation of IRF-3 by a proteasomal pathway.
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Silencing of NSP1 blocks viral spreading (Barro and Patton, 2005). Among
the picornaviruses, hepatitis A virus can block both TLR-3 and RIG-I-
mediated signaling pathways (Fensterl et al., 2005). The leader proteinase,
LPro, of foot-and-mouth disease virus can block induction of IFN and
VSIGs by virus infection (de Los Santos et al., 2006); rhinovirus-14 can
also block IRF-3 activation and IFN production. For the prototypic arena-
virus, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus, the nucleoprotein is responsi-
ble for blocking the above processes (Martinez-Sobrido et al., 2006).
Among the orthomyxoviruses, thogoto virus ML protein blocks a nuclear
function of IRF-3 (Jennings et al., 2005). For influenza viruses, the NS1
protein appears to affect the efficacy of IFN production although the
underlying mechanism remains unclear (Donelan et al., 2004;
Fernandez-Sesma et al., 2006; Marcus et al., 2005).

The DNA viruses remain to be investigated more rigorously for their
ability to block IFN synthesis. Hepatitis B virus ORF-C product and the
viral terminal protein and human papilloma virus E6 protein can block IFN
syntheses (Biron and Sen, 2001). Vaccinia virus A46R protein can bind to
the TIR domains of TLRs and TLR adaptor proteins, such asMyD88, MAL,
TRIF, TRAM, and TLR-4, and block their functions (Stack et al., 2005).
HHV8 RTA protein, a ubiquitous E3 ligase, targets IRF7 for degradation
(Yu et al., 2005), and ORF45 protein blocks IRF7 activation (Zhu et al., 2002).
Human CMV IE86 protein can block IFN induction (Taylor and Bresnahan,
2005) and Rhesus CMV can block IRF-3 activation very efficiently using a
virion-associated factor (DeFilippis and Fruh, 2005).
B. Inhibition of IFN signaling

The Jak-STAT signaling pathways activated by IFNs are often the targets
of inhibition by viral gene products. Consequently, the second wave of
VSIG induction mediated through IFN is negatively regulated. Many
poxviruses encode secreted proteins that mimic IFN-receptors and neu-
tralize circulating IFNs. Among other DNA viruses, Adenovirus EIA
protein, EBV EBNA1 protein, and Polyoma virus large T protein block
the Jak-STAT signaling pathways by interacting with one or more of the
signaling proteins (Biron and Sen, 2001). The murine gamma herpesvirus
68 M2 protein downregulates the expression of both STAT1 and STAT2
proteins and thus affects IFN signaling (Liang et al., 2004). Pseudorabies
virus infection can differentially downregulate the induction of specific
VSIGs by affecting the level of STAT1 phosphorylation (Brukman and
Enquist, 2006). For human cytomegalovirus (CMV), blockage is achieved
through the interaction of the viral IE1 protein with activated STAT1 and
STAT2 in the nucleus (Paulus et al., 2006).

HCV core protein can bind to STAT1 and block its phosphorylation and
dimerization (Lin et al., 2006). The nonstructural proteins ofWestNile virus,
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on the other hand, block Jak1 and Tyk2, the Janus kinases needed for
IFN signaling (Guo et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005). Dengue virus nonstruc-
tural proteins reduce the levels of STAT2 (Jones et al., 2005), whereas NS5
protein of the tick-borne encephalitis virus blocks Jak1 and Tyk2 phos-
phorylation (Best et al., 2005). Paramyxoviruses have been extensively
studied for their ability to knockdown IFN signaling (Horvath, 2004).
Their ‘‘V’’ proteins bind to STATs and often target them for degradation.
Different paramyxoviral V proteins target different STAT proteins, but
they all assemble large multi-protein complexes containing the STAT pro-
teins and the V protein. The rabies virus ‘‘P’’ protein uses a different
strategy for blocking IFN signaling; it binds to activated STAT1 and
STAT2 and retains them in the cytoplasm (Brzozka et al., 2006).

Among the proteins encoded by VSIGs, PKR is a common target of
inhibition by viruses (reviewed in Gale and Katze, 1998). A variety of viral
RNAs and proteins can block the activation or the action of PKR.
Although extensive in vitro and cell-based investigations have deter-
mined the underlying mechanisms in most cases, the impact of PKR
evasion on virus replication in vivo and the consequent effects on patho-
genesis have not been studied to the same extent. One general strategy
exploited by several viruses is to block PKR activation by dsRNA,
through the action of specific viral RNAs that can compete with authentic
dsRNA for binding to PKR. Adenovirus VAI RNA, EBV EBER RNA,
and HIV-1 TAR RNA can all bind to PKR, but they do not activate it.
Other viral proteins can bind RNA and sequester dsRNA from PKR.
Reovirus sigma 3 protein, vaccinia virus E3L protein, and influenza
virus NS1 protein fall in this category. However, a closer examination of
influenza A virus NS1 protein has revealed that its RNA-binding prop-
erty is not required for its ability to block PKR activation. A mutant NS1
protein, that is defective in RNA binding, can still inhibit PKR activation
by either dsRNA or PACT. This inhibitory property is dependent on the
ability of NS1 to directly interact with PKR (Li et al., 2006a). When cells
are infected with an influenza virus encoding a mutant NS1 that is
defective in PKR interaction, but not RNA binding, PKR is strongly
activated and consequently protein synthesis is inhibited (Min, Li, Sen
and Krug, unpublished observation). The HSV-1 protein US11, another
RNA-binding protein, can also block PKR activation, and like influenza
virus NS1 protein, the blocking action of US11 is mediated by direct PKR
binding, not by RNA binding (Peters et al., 2002). Another HSV-1 protein,
g34.5, blocks PKR action by promoting de-phosphorylation of eIF-2,
the substrate of PKR (He et al., 1997). A mutant virus, lacking the
corresponding gene, replicates poorly in mice and is less pathogenic com-
pared to the wild-type virus. In contrast, in Pkr–/– mice, both the wild-
type and the mutant viruses are equally pathogenic (Leib et al., 2000).
HCMV TRS1 and IRS1 proteins can block PKR (Cassady, 2005; Child
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et al., 2004). Although TRS1 can bind RNA, the effect on PKR is indepen-
dent of that property; TRS1 binds to PKR and translocates it to the nucleus
from the cytoplasm, thus sequestering it from both its activator and its
substrate (Hakki et al., 2006). In addition to E3L, vaccinia virus encodes
another PKR-inhibitory protein, K3L, which functions as a decoy of eIF-2.
Poliovirus and HIV-1 promotes degradation of PKR, whereas HCV NS5A
and the influenza virus-activated cellular protein P58IPK blocks PKR
activation probably by blocking its dimerization. The above examples of
novel mechanisms by which different viruses evade PKR activation and
action underscore the importance of this enzyme in determining the
outcome of host response to virus infection.
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